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Cisco ie 2000 switch software configuration manual

Release software you cannot support all the features that are documented in this chapter. For the feature updates and caveats, see the release notes for your platform and software release. Use Cisco Feature Navigator to get information about platform support and Cisco software support. To access Cisco Feature Navigator, go to . An account on Cisco.com not required. The EtherChannel port group is
supported on a change running LA Serve image. This section describes different types of interfaces supported by the switch and the chapter reference that contains more detailed information about configuring these interface types. A VLAN is a changing network that is logically segmented by functions, teams, or applications, without consideration of the physical location of users. For more information about
VLANs, see the Chapter17, Configuring VLANs Packages are received on a port to send only to ports that are part of the vlan as the port receives. Network devices of different VLANs cannot communicate with each other without a 3 layer device to route traffic between the VLANs. VLAN Partitions provides firewalls difficult for traffic to the VLAN, and each VLAN has its own MAC address table. A VLAN
comes into existence when a local port is configured to be associated with the VLAN, when the VLAN Trunking Protocol (VTP) learns of its existence to a neighbor on a trunk, or when a user creates a VLAN. To configure VLANs, use the vlan vlan-id global configuration to enter VLAN configuration mode. The VLAN configurations for normal-range VLANs (VLAN IDs 1 1 1005) are saved in the VLAN
database. If VTP is version 1 or 2, to configure extended-range VLANs (VLAN IDS 1006 to 4096), you must first set VTP mode to Transparent. Extended-range VLANs created in transparent mode are not added to the VLAN database but are saved to change the running configuration. With VTP version 3, you can create extended-range VLANs in client or server mode. These VLANs are saved in the VLAN
database. Add ports to a VLAN using the Thighsport switchport configuration: Identify the kent. For a trunk skin, set trunk features, and if desired, define the VLANs to which it can be partial. For access ports, set and define the VLAN to which it be partial. Port changes are Layer 2-only interfaces associated with a physical port. A switch port can be an access port, a trunk port, or a tunnel port. You can
configure a port as an access port or trunk port or leave the dynamic Trunking Protocol Trunking (DTP) operating on a basis for each port to set the switchport mode by negotiating with the port on the other end of the link. Change the ports used to manage the physical katedfas and associate Layer 2 protocols. Configure port changes by using headquarter changes to configure commands. Use the
switchport command with no keyword to set a kine that is in Layer 3 mode in Layer 2 mode. Note When you insert a workaref is in Layer 3 mode in Layer 2 mode, the previous configuration information related to the affected headmaster might be lost, and the katedfas is returned to its default configuration. For detailed information about configuring port access and trunk port features, see Chapter17,
Configuring VLANs Note the LAN base supports static routes. A route port is a physical port that acts like a port on a router; it does not have to connect to a routera. A route port is not associated with a particular VLAN, as is an access port. A route port behaves like a regular kentone router, except that it does not support VLAN subinterfaces. Routed ports can be configured with a Layer 3 routing protocol. A
route port is a kentone 3 layer only and does not support Layer 2 protocols, such as DTP and STP. Routed ports are supported only on switches running the base IP or IP service. Configure route ports by setting the cornea in Layer 3 mode and no configuration command switchport configuration command. Then assign an IP address to the port, enable routing, and assigning route protocol features by using
the IPs commands and router global configuration commands. Note that entering a switchport interface configuration does not have any interface changes connected. When you insert a kentone that is in Layer 2 mode in Layer 3 mode, the previous configuration information related to the affected katedface might be lost. The number of route ports that you can configure is not that only by software. However,
the interest between this number and the number of other features being configured might impact CPU performance because of hardware limits. For more information about routine IP and routing protocols, see Chapter 41, Configuring Static IP Routing A Access Port That Belongs and Brings the Traffic to a Single VLAN (unless it is configured as a VLAN voice port). Traffic receives and sends in native
formats with no VLAN bagging. Traffic occurs on a port of access to insume that the VLAN is assigned to the port. If an access port receives an 802.1Q package tagged, the package falls, and the source address is not learned. Two types of access ports are supported: Static access ports are manually assigned to a VLAN (or via a RADIUS server for use with IEE 802.1x. For more information, see the
802.1x Authentication and VLAN Assignment section. VLAN members of dynamic access ports learn in incoming packages. By default, a dynamic access port is not a member of any VLAN, and sent to and from the port is enabled only when the VLAN member of the port is discovered. Dynamic ports on the change are assigned to a VLAN by a VLAN Policy Server (VMPS). The VMPS can be a Catalyst
6500 series switch; the switch cannot be a VMPS server. You can also configure an access and an attached Cisco Phone IP to use one VLAN for voice traffic and another VLAN for traffic data from a device attached to the phone. For more information about voice VLAN ports, see Chapter19, Configuring VLAN VLAN A port trunk port brings the traffic to multiple VLANs and by default is a member of all
VLAN in the VLAN database. The change supports only the IEEE 802.1Q trunk port. An IEE 802.1Q trunk port supports simultaneous tagged and untagged traffic. An IEEE 802.1Q port trunk assigns a default VLAN port ID (PVID), and all untagged traffic trips on the default PVID port. All untagged traffic and tagged traffic with a NULL VLAN ID are supposed to be part of the default PVID. A package with a
VLAN ID is equal to the default outgoing PVID port sent untagged. All other traffic is sent with a VLAN tag. Although by default, a trunk port is a member of each VLAN known to the VTP, you can limit VLAN members by configuring an allowed list of VLANs per trunk port. The list of allowed VLANs does not affect any other ports but the associated trunk port. By default, all possible VLANs (VLAN ID 1 4096)
are in the allowed list. A trunk port can become a member of a VLAN only if VTP is known to the VLAN and if the VLAN is in the allowed state. If VTP learns to a new one, enabling VLAN and the VLAN is in the allowed list for a trunk port, the trunk port automatically becomes a member of which VLAN and traffic is sent to and from the trunk port for that VLAN. If VTP learns to a new one, allow VLAN that is
not in the list allowed for a trunk port, the port does not become a member of the VLAN, and there is no traffic for the VLAN to send to or to the port. For more information about trunk port, see Chapter17, Configuring VLANs Note The BAz Image Supports Port Group EtherChannel. EtherChannel port cluster treats multiple switch ports as a switch port. These port groups act as a single logical port for
connection-bandwidth between switch or between switches and servers. An EtherChannel balanced the traffic load via the links to the channel. If a link to EtherChannel fails, traffic already has brought about the failed link changes to the remaining links. You can group multiple trunk ports into a logical trunk port or group multiple access ports into one logical access port. Most protocols operate on either
single ports or aggreged port switches and do not recognize the physical ports in the port group. Exceptions are the DTP, the Cisco Discovery Protocol (CDP), and the Port Aggregation Protocol protocol (PAgP), which operates only on physical ports. When you configure an EtherChannel, you create a port-channel cornea logic and assign a cornea to the EtherChannel. Use the channel-group configuration
command to dynamically create port-channel cornea to logic. This command binds physical skin and logic together. For Layer 3 interfaces, you manually create the logical headborn by using the port-channel command global configuration. Then you manually assign a headrn to the EtherChannel by using the channel-group configuration command. For more information, see Chapter40, Configuring
EtherChannels Some Switch supports dual-purpose up ports. Each uplink port is considered to be a single copper and finished dual-a connector RJ-45 with a small form-factor plug (SFP) connector module. The dual front ends are not redundant interfaces, and the switch to activate only one connects to the pair. By default, the dynamiical switch selects the cornea type that first links up. However, you can
use the announcement-type media-type configuration to manually select Connect to RJ-45 or the SFP module connector. To return to the default setting, use the media-type auto hitch or no interface to configure media-type commands. Each uplink port has two leaders: one displays the status of the RJ-45 port, and one displays the status of the SFP module port. The outer port is on for wherever connectors
are active. For more information about leaders, see the Material Installation Guide. The switch configures both types of autonegotiate speed and duplex (the default). If you configure auto-select, you cannot configure the speed and duplex interface configuration commands. When power is switched on or when you enable a dual-purpose up port up in the shutdown and no shutdown configuration commands,
the switch provides the cornea preference of SFP modules. In all other situations, change the Select active link based on the type of link first up. Switch to operating with 100BASE-x (where - x is -BX, -FX-FE, -LX) SFP module as follows: When the module 100BASE - x SFP module is inserted into the module slot and there is no link to the RJ-45 side, the switch disables encrypting of RJ-45 and selects the
SFP Module module. This is the same behavior if no cable is connected and if there is no link to the SFP module side. When the module 100BASE- x SFP component and there is a link to the RJ-45 side, the switch continues with that link. If the link goes down, the switch disables the side of the RJ-45 and selects the SFP module cornea. When the 100BASE-x SFP module is removed, change the again
dynamically selected type (auto-select) and re-enable the side RJ-45. The change does not contain this behavior with the 100BASE-FX-GE SFP module. Devices in a single VLAN can communicate directly to any switch. The ports of different VLANs cannot exchange data without going through a routing device. With a standard Layer 2 switch, ports of different VLANs have to exchange information through a
router. By using the switch with routing enabled, when you configure both the VLAN 20 and VLAN 30 with a SVI at which an IP address is assigned, packages can be sent from Host A to Host B directly to the switch with no need for an external router (Figure 15-11). Figure 15-1 Connect VLANs with a Layer 3 to change basic routes routing with RIP) is supported on the BASE LAN image. Whenever possible,
maintaining high performance, throwing is done by the laptop switch piece. However, only IP Version Pack 4 and Ethernet II encapsulation can route to the hardware. Non-IP traffic and traffic and other encapsulation methods can be fallback-bridged by hardware. The routing function can be enabled on all SVIS. Routes change only IP traffic. When IP protocol parameters and configuring addresses are
added to an SVI, any IP traffic receives to these route ports. For more information, see Chapter41, Configuring Static IP Unicast Routing Fallback bridging forwards that switch en route or traffic that is part of a nonroutable protocol, such as DECnet. Fallback bridging connects multiple VLANs to one bridge domain by bridge between two or more SVIs. When configuring fallback bridges, you assign SVIs
bridge groups with each SVI assigned to a single bridge cluster. All interfaces of the same group belong to the same bridge domain. Change the supported following interface types: physical port-changing port VLANs — changing the virtual class Port Channels—EtherChannel interfaces section). To configure a physical encoding (port), specify the kterface type, and change port number, and enter address
configuration mode. Type - Port type depends on what they support on the change. Possible types are Fast Ethernet (fastethernet or fat) for 10/100 Mb/s Ethernet, Gigabit Ethernet (gigabitethernet or gi) for 10/100/1000 Mb/s Gigabit skin, or small-factor plug(SFP) gigabit Ethernet interface module. Port number—Physical address number on the change. The port numbers for the IE-2000-4TC switch models
are 1-4 for the Fast Ethernet ports and 1–2 for the Gigabit Ethernet ports. The port numbers for the IE-2000-8TC pattern switches are 1–8 for ports of Fast Ethernet and 1–2 for the Gigabit Ethernet ports. The table 15-1 shows the switch with combination modules and their conescrete numbers. Table 15-1 Switch Switch Numbers Switch Pattern Interface Numbering Scheme IE-2000-4TS-L Switch Fast
Ethernet1/1, Fast Ethernet1/2, Fast Ethernet1/3, Fast Ethernet1/4, Gigabit Ethernet1/1, and Gigabit Ethernet1/2 IE-2000-4TS-B Switch Fast Ethernet1/1, Fast Ethernet1/2, Fast Ethernet1/3, Fast Ethernet1/4, Gigabit Ethernet1/1, and Gigabit Ethernet1/2 IE-2000-4T-L Switch Fast Ethernet1/1, Fast Ethernet1/2, Fast Ethernet1/3, Fast Ethernet1/4, Gigabit Ethernet1/1, and Gigabit Ethernet1/2 IE-2000-4T-B
Switch Fast Ethernet1/1, Fast Ethernet1/2, Fast Ethernet1/3, Fast Ethernet1/4, Gigabit Ethernet1/1, and Gigabit Ethernet1/2 IE-2000-4TS-G--L Switch Fast Ethernet1/1, Fast Ethernet1/2, Fast Ethernet1/3, Fast Ethernet1/4, Gigabit Ethernet1/1, and Gigabit Ethernet1/2 IE-2000-4TS-G-B Switch Fast Ethernet1/1, Fast Ethernet1/2 , Fast Ethernet1/3, Fast Ethernet1/4, Gigabit Ethernet1/1, and Gigabit IE-2000-
8TC-L Switch Fast Ethernet1/1, Fast Ethernet1/2, Fast Ethernet1/3, Fast Ethernet1/4, Fast Ethernet1/5, Fast Ethernet1/6, Fast Ethernet1/7, Fast Ethernet1/8, Gigabit Ethernet1/1, and Gigabit Ethernet1/2 IE-2000-8TC-B Switch Fast Ethernet1/1, Fast Ethernet1/2, Fast Ethernet1/3, Fast Ethernet1/4, Fast Ethernet1/5, Fast Ethernet1/6, Fast Ethernet1/7, Fast Ethernet1/8, Gigabit Ethernet1/1, and Gigabit
Ethernet1/2 Fast Ethernet2/1, Fast Ethernet2/2, Fast Ethernet2/3, Fast Ethernet2/4, Fast Ethernet2/5, Fast Ethernet2/6, Fast Ethernet2/7, and Fast Ethernet 2/8 Fast Ethernet3/1, Fast Ethernet3/2, Fast Ethernet3/3, Fast Ethernet3/4, Fast Ethernet3/5, Fast Ethernet3/6, Fast Ethernet3/7, and Fast Ethernet3/8 You can identify physical interfaces by looking at the switch. You can also use show EXEC
commands that are privileged to display information about a specific cones or all the interfaces. For more details about the VLAN parameters listed in the table, see Chapter17, Configuring VLANs For details about controlling traffic at the port, see Chapter29, Configure Port-based Traffic Control Notes for configuring Layer 2 parameters, if the ktefas is in Layer 3 mode, you must enter the Interface switchport
configuration. This closes the headborn and then recurring it, which might generate messages on the device that the conceive connects. When you set a stylus that is in Layer 3 mode in Layer 2 mode, the previous configuration information related to the affected katedface might be lost, and the kateds is returned to its default configuration. Table 15-2 Default Layer 2 Gigabit Settings Interface Feature Default
Settings Operating Layer 2 or Change Mode (Order Change). Enable VLAN range VLAN 1 to 4096. Default VLAN (for accessing ports) VLAN 1 (Layer 2 interfaces only). Native VLAN (for IEEE 802.1Q trunks) VLAN 1 (Layer 2 interfaces only). VLAN trunking switch port mode dynamic auto mode (DTP support) (Layer 2 interfaces only). Ports allowed state All ports are enabled. Port Description None defined.
Autonegotiate speeds. Duplex Mode Autonegotiate. Flow Control Flow Control is set to receive : there. It is always cut for throwing packages. EtherChannel (PAgP) is disabled on all Ethernet ports. Chapter40, Configuring EtherChannels Port Blocking (multicast unknown and unknown traffic indicates) Disable (not blocked) (Layer 2 interfaces only). Emissions, multidicast, and unicast temperature control are
disabled. Protected ports disabled (Layer 2 interfaces only). Port Security Disabled (Layer 2 interfaces only). Port Fast Disabled. Auto-MDIX enabled. Note that the change might not support a primary powered device - such as Cisco phone IP and access point that does not fully support IEEE 802.3af - if this device walks connecting to the switch of a cruise cable. This is regardless of whether auto-MIDX is
enabled on the switch port. Messages respected disabled on SFP modules permits on all other ports. Troubleshooting the supported port types, Ethernet interfaces on switches are operated in 10, 100, or 1000 Mb/s, or in either full- or half-duplex mode. In full mode, two stations can send and receive traffic at the same time. Normally, 10-Mb/ports are operated in half-duplex mode, which means that stations
can either receive or send traffic. Switched templates can include combinations of Fast Ethernet (10/100-Mb/s) ports, Gigabit Ethernet (10/100/1000-Mb/s) ports, and small-factor plugable (SFP) slots modules supporting SFP modules. When configuring an interface speed with duplex mode, note the following guidelines: Fast Ethernet (10/100-Mb/s) port supports all speed and duplex options. Gigabit
Ethernet (10/100/1000-Mb/s) port supports all speed options with all duplex options (auto, half, and full). However, Gigabit Ethernet port operated in 1000 Mb/s does not support half-duplex mode. For SFP port modules, the speed and duplex CLI option change depending on the SFP module type: - 1000BASE-x (location - x is -BX, -CWDM, -LX, -SX, and -ZX) SFP module ports support the nonegotiate
keyword in the configuration speed setup command. Duplex options are not supported. – 1000BASE-T SFP ports support the same speed options and duplex as 10/100/1000-Mb/sports. - 100BASE- x (location – x is -BX, -CWDM, -LX, -SX, and -ZX) SFP support ports only 100 Mb/s. These modules support full- and half-duplex options but do not support autonegotiation. For information about which SFP
modules are supported on your switch, see the product release notes. If both end up in autumnegotivity in line support, we highly recommend the default setting of auto negotiations. If an interface supports autonegotiation and the other end by, configure duplex and speed on both interface; Do not use the auto setting on the supported side. When STP is enabled with a recognized port, the switch can take up
to 30 seconds to check for loop. The ruling port is amber while recommending STP. Caution to change the interface speed and configure duplex mode might turn off and recurring the interface during the reconfigure. Flow Control allows connecting Ethernet port to control traffic rates during congestion by allowing nasal congestion to pose link operations at the other end. If a congestion port experiences and
cannot receive any more traffic, it notifies the other port by sending a pauses frame to stop sending until the condition is clear. When received through a pauses frame, the sending device stops sending any data packages, which prevents any loss of data packages during the congestion period. Note Ports on the switch to get, but not sent, frame pauses. You use the flowcontrol interface configuration
commands to set the interface capabilities to receive frame pauses on, off, or desired. The default state is Off. When set to desired, a kentone can operate with an attached device that is required to send flow-control packages or a attached device that is not required but can send flow-control packages. These rules apply to color control settings on the device: getting on (or desired) - The port cannot send
frames pauses but can be operated with a required attached device or can send frames pauses; The port can receive the port frame. Receive -Flow control is not operated in either direction. In case of congestion, no indication is given to the link partner, and no frame pauses are sent or received by either device. When automatic medium-dependent cruise crossovers (auto-MDIX) is enabled on a cross, the
checkness automatically detects the required cable connection type (straight to or cross) and configures the appropriate connection to appropriate connections. When connecting switches without the auto-MDIX feature, you must use right-handed cables to connect to devices such as servers, workstations, or routers and cross cables connected to other or repeated switches. With auto-MDIX enabled, you
can use either type of cable connected to other devices, and the interface is automatically corrected for any correct cable. For more information about cabling requirements, see the Material Installation Guide. Auto-MDIX is enabled by default. When you enable auto-MDIX, you must also set the interface speed and auto duplex so that the feature operates correctly. Auto-MDIX supports on all 10/100 and
10/100/1000-Mb/s interfaces. It does not support about 1000BASE-SX or -LX SFP module interfaces. Configuration SVI autostate is excluded on an access or trunk port of an SVI exclude that port of the calculation of the status of the SVI (ascending or down state line) even if it besides the same VLAN. When the port is excluded is in the ride state, and all other ports in the VLAN are in the down state, the
SVI state is changed to descending. At least one port in the VLAN should be raised, it does not exclude maintaining the SVI line state. You can use the following command to exclude the port monitoring when determining the status of the SVI. The maximum unit maximum (MTU) size for received frames and transmitted on all interfaces is 1500 bytes. You can increase the MTU size for all operating
interfaces of 10 or 100 Mb/s by using the mute global configuration command. You can increase the MTU size to support jumbo frames on all Gigabit Ethernet interfaces by using the mute system jumbo global configuration order. You can change the MTU size for port routes by using the system mu route configuration global command. Note You cannot configure an MTU routine size that exceeds the MTU
system size. If you change the MTU system size to a value smaller than currently configured routing MTU size, the configuration change is accepted but not applied until the next Reset Switch. When the configuration change takes effect, the MTU route size automatically defaults to the new MTU system size. Gigabit Ethernet ports are not affected by the mutu order; 10/100 ports not affected jumbo
command system. If you would o not configure the mtu jumbo command, the setting of the system mtu command applies to all Gigabit Ethernet interfaces. You cannot set the MTU size for an individual customer; you set it for all 10/100 or all Gigabit Ethernet interfaces. When you change the system or jumbo size MTU, you must reset the switch before the new configuration takes effect. The mut routing
system order does not require a changed recipe to take effect. Size frames that can be received by the CPU switch are limited to 1998 bytes, no matter what value is entered in with the system mtu or system mtu jumbo commands. Although frames that are sent or routes are typically not received by the CPU, in some cases packages are sent to the CPU, such as traffic sent to monitor traffic, SNMP, Telnet,
or routing protocols. Road packages are undergoing of MTU checks on the production ports. The MTU value used to route ports from the system applies mtu value (not the mtu jumbo value). That is, the road MTU is never greater than the system MTU for any VLAN. The routing protocols use the system's MTU value when negotiating adjacently with the MTU at the link. For example, the shortest first path
(OSPF) protocol uses this MTU value before setting up an adjacent and a peer router. To see the MTU value for package routes for a specific VLAN, use show the port-asistinous privileged EXEC command. Note If Layer 2 Gigabit Ethernet interfaces are configured to accept frames greater than the 10/100 interface interface, jumbo boards receive on a Layer 2 Gigabit Gigabit interface and send over a 2
layer 10/100 interface to collapse. The change supports these types of Layer 3 interfaces: SVIs: You should configure SVis for any VLANs for which you want to route traffic. SVIs are created when you enter a VLAN ID after the vlan interface setup global command. To delete an SVI, use the No VLAN interface configuration global command. You can't delete the kentone VLAN 1. Note When you create an
SVI, it does not become active until it is associated with a physical port. For information about assigning Layer 2 port vlans, see Chapter17, Configuring VLANs When configuring SVis configuration, you can also configure SVI Autostate to exclude on a port in the SVI to exclude that port from being included in determined SVI line-state. See the Configuring SVI Autostate exclude section. Routed ports: Routed
ports are physical ports configured to be in Layer 3 mode by using the switchport interface configuration command. Layer 3 Port EtherChannel: EtherChannel interfaces made up of port routes. EtherChannel interface ports are described in Chapter40, Configuring EtherChannels A Switch 3 Layer can have an IP address assigned to each route port with SVI. There is no defined limit in the number of SVIs
and route ports that can be configured in a switch. However, the interest between the number of SVIs and port routes and the number of other features being configured can have an impact on CPU usage because of hardware limits. If the change is using maximum hardware resources, Try creating a route port or SVI contains the following results: If you try to create a new route port, change to generate a
message that there is not enough resources to convert the announcement to a route port, and the kid remains as a switchport. If you try to create an extended VLAN, an error message is generated, and the VLAN extend-range is rejected. If the switch is advised by the VLAN Trunking Protocol (VTP) to a new VLAN, it sends a message that there aren't enough hardware resources available and shut down
the VLAN. The output of the User Vlan EXEC command displays the VLAN in a suspended state. If attempts are changed to boot up with a configuration that has more VLANs and port routes than the surface piece can be supported, VLANs are created, but the route ports are closed, and the switch sends a message that was due to insufficient surface resources. All 3 layer interfaces require an IP address
to route traffic. The following procedure shows how to configure a brass as a cornea in Layer 3 and how to assign an IP address to a kine. Note If the physical port is in Layer 2 mode (the default), you must enter the No interface configuration switchport command to set the checkboard in Layer 3 mode. Entering a command has no disable switchport and then re-enables the kides, which might generate
messages on the device that the checkbox is connected. Additionally, when you set a katedface that is in Layer 2 mode in Layer 3 mode, the previous configuration information related to the affected katedface might be lost, and the katedfas is returned to its default configuration. Task Command Step 1 configure terminal Inters global configuration mode. Step 2 interface {{ fastethernet | gigabitethernet }
interface-id } | { vlan vlan-id || { port-channel port -channel -number } Specify the khifas to be configured as a cornea layer of 3, and enter the cornea configuration mode. Step 3 there is no switch for physical ports only, enter Layer 3 mode. Step 4 ip address ip_address subnet_mask configure the IP address and online IP. Step 5 There is no shutdown Allow the kides. Step 6 End Return to Privileged EXEC
mode. These general instructions apply to all kterface configuration processes. Step 1 Set the setup order of privileged EXEC prompt: Change # configure terminal Enter configuration commands, one per line. End with CNTL/Z. Switch (setup) # Step 2 Enter the global configuration command. Identify the interface type and the interface number, Gigabit Ethernet port 1 in this example: Change (setup)#
interface gigabitethernet1/1 switch (con If)) # Note Entering a space between the connection type and interface number is optional Step 3 Follow each command interface with the configuration commands which the entertainment requires. Commandments that enter defines the protocols and applications that will run on the cornea. Commands are collected and applied at the kine when you enter another
cornea order or enter end for the return of EXEC privilege mode. You can also configure a set of interfaces by using the headquartered set or connection arrays macro global configuration commands. Interfaces configured in a row must be the same type and be configured with the same feature options. Step 4 After you configure a headquarter, verify its status by using the Show EGZEC commands listed in
the Monitoring and maintaining Feature Interface section. The interfaces entry shows the privileged EXEC command to see a list of all interfaces on or configured for the switch. A report that is offered for each cornea to devices that support the devices or for the specified cornea. You can use the Set Range Interface Global configuration command to configure multiple interfaces with the same configuration
parameters. When you enter the interface-range interface mode, all command parameters that you enter are attributed to all interfaces in that range until you exit this mode. When you use the kentone range command and port channel, the first port number and last port-channel must be active channel ports. The unleashed set of commands only works with VLAN interfaces that have been configured with the
vlan vlan vlan command. Displays the run-configle privileged EXEC command displaying the VLAN interfaces configuration. VLAN interfaces not displayed by displaying in show-configuration command cannot be used with the kentone range command. All interfaces defined as in a range must be the same type (all Fast Ethernet ports, all Gigabit Ethernet ports, all EtherChannel ports, or all VLANs), but you
can combine multiple interface types into a macro. Task Command Step 1 configure terminal Inters global configuration mode. Step 2 fix kentone { port-row | macro macro_name } Specify the set of interfaces (VLANs or physical ports) to be configured, and enter interface-row configuration mode. interfax range - Configures up to five port ranges or an already defined macro. macro macro_name - Specify the
maximum character string to maximum. In a comma-separated port-range, you must enter the headmaster type for each entry and enter space before and after the comma. In a tap-separated port-range, you don't need to merge the headspace type, but you must enter a space before the tap. Step 3 Use the normal configuration commands to apply the configuration parameters to all interfaces in the range.
Each order is executed as it is entered. Step 4 End Return to privileged EXEC mode. Step 5 shows interfaces [interface-id] verify the configuration of the classes in the set. Step 6 Copy Run - config startup-config (Optional) Save your entries in the configuration file. Before starting You can create a kentone range macro to automatically select a range of interfaces for Before you can use the macro keyword in
the global macro row setup command, you must use define the interface-row global configuration command to define the macro. Task Command Step 1 configure terminal Inters global configuration mode. Step 2 define kentone-fix macro_name-range Define the macro-range, and save it to NVRAM. macro macro_name - Specify the maximum character string to maximum. A macro can have up to five
comma-separated headugh ranges. kterface-range - Consists of the same skin type. Step 3 encrypted macro row macro_name Select the kides range to be configured using the saved values in the kent-row macro called macro_name. You can now use the normal configuration commands to apply the configuration to all interfaces of the defined macro. Step 4 End Return to privileged EXEC mode. Step 5
shows run-config | include defining Displays encryption of defined macro rows. Do the following task to choose which dual-purpose uplink to activate so that you can set the speed and duplex. This procedure is optional. Task Command Step 1 configure terminal Inters globals configuration mode. Step 2 kterface - Id Specifics the dual-purpose port to be configured, and enter the managed configuration mode.
Step 3 media-type { auto-select |rj45 | SFP } Select the cornea and type a double-purpose port up. The keywords have the following meaning: auto-select - the dynamically selected type switch. When links up achieved, change to Disable other type until the active link is down. When the active link is down, the change allows both types until one of them links up. In auto-select mode, change the configurations
both types and autumnegotiation at speed and duplex (the default). Troubleshooting the types of installed SFP modules, the switch might not be able to dynamically select it.rj45 – the switch disables headroot in SFP module. If you connect an SFP module to that port, it cannot reach a link even if the RJ-45 side is down or not connected. In this mode, the dual-purpose port behaves like a 10/100/1000BASE-
TX surface. You can configure the speed and duplex settings consistent with this type of interface. sfp – Change to disable the client RJ-45. If you connect a cable to the RJ-45 port, it cannot reach a link even if the SFP module side is down or if the SFP module is not present. Based on the type of installed SFP module, you can configure the speed and duplex settings consistent with this interface type. Step
4 End Return to privileged EXEC mode. Step 5 shows the interface-id transceiver interface property verify your environment. Task Command Step 1 configure terminal Inters global configuration mode. Step 2 kterface-id Specify the physical cornea to be configured, and enter the cornea configuration mode. Step 3 Speed { 100 |100|1000|auto[100|1000|| Noegotiate } Enter the appropriate speed for the
cornea: 10, 100, or 1000 - Sets a specific speed for the cardboard. The keyword 1000 is available only for 10/100/1000 Mb/s ports. Auto-Enable the kides of autonegotiate speeds and the connecting device. If you use the 10, 100, or the 1000 keywords with the auto keyword, autoegotiate them to port only at the specified speeds. nonegotiate - Available only for SFP module ports. SFP port module operates
only at 1000 Mb/s but can be configured to not negotiate if connected to a device that does not support autonegotiation. Step 4 duplex { auto | full | Half } Enter the duplex parameter for the interface. Allow half-duplex mode (for interface to operate only at 10 or 100 Mb/s). You cannot configure half-duplex mode for interfaces operating in 1000 Mb/s. Step 5 End Return to Privileged EXEC mode. Step 6 shows
the interface-id interface interface speed and duplex configuration mode. Task Command Step 1 configure terminal Inters global configuration mode. Step 2 kterface-id Specify the physical cornea to be configured, and enter the cornea configuration mode. Step 3 flowcontrol { receive { on |on |desired } Configure the flow control mode for the port. Step 4 End Back in privileged EXEC mode. Step 5 shows
kterfaces interface-id verify the flow control settings. Task Command Step 1 configure terminal Inters global configuration mode. Step 2 kterface-id Specify the physical cornea to be configured, and enter the cornea configuration mode. Step 3 speed auto Configure the surface of autonegotiate speeds with the connected device. Step 4 duplex auto Configure the autonegotiate interface duplex mode with the
connected device. Step 5 mdix auto Enable auto-MDIX on the cornea. Step 6 End Return to Privileged EXEC mode. Step 7 shows the gigabit-controller interface-id interface verify the operational state of the auto-MDIX feature on the encoding. Command Objective Step 1 configure terminal Inters global configuration mode. Step 2 kterface - Specifics the cornea id for which you are adding a description, and
enter the cornea configuration mode. Step 3 string description Add a description (up to 240 characters) for a cornea. Step 4 End Return to privileged EXEC mode. Step 5 shows the kterface-id description guidance or displays your run-config Verifies your entry. Task Command Step 1 configure terminal Inters global configuration mode. Step 2 kterface-id Specify a Layer 2 pantone (physical port or channel
port), and enter configuration mode kine. Step 3 switchport autostates exclude the access or trunk port when defining the status of a SVI line state (up or down) Step 4 end Return to privileged EXEC mode. Step 5 shows running configuration clause-id display kentone-id switchport-id (optional) Display the running configuration. Verify the setup. Objective Command Step 1 configure global inters terminal
Mode. Step 2 system bytes (Optional) Change the MTU size for all interfaces on the switch that operate in 10 or 100 Mb/s. The range is 1500 to 1998 bytes; the default is 1500 bytes. Step 3 system jumbo bytes (Optional) Change the MTU size for all Gigabit Gigabit interfaces on the switch. The range is 1500 to 9000 bytes; the default is 1500 bytes. Step 4 mtu system routing bytes (Optional) Change the
system MTU to route ports. The range is 1500 of the MTU system value, the maximum MTU that can be paved for all ports. Although larger packages can be accepted, they may not be routes. Step 5 End Return to Privileged EXEC mode. Step 6 Copy Run - config startup - config Save your entry to the configuration file. Step 7 reload the operating system reload. Step 8 shows mut system (optional) to verify
your settings. Table 15-3 Displays commands for Interfaces Interfaces Interfaces display interfaces [interface-id] (Optional) Displays the situation and configuration of all stunts or a specific comma. Note that a interface is disabled to display as administrative down in the display. Display kterfaces interface-id status [error-disabled] (Optional) Display status kides or a list of interfaces in an error-disabled state.
display interfaces [interface-id] switchport (Optional) Show administrative and operational status of the switching ports. You can use the following command to find out whether a port is in routing or in switching mode. Display interfaces [interface-id] description (Optional) Display the configuration description on a kterface or all interfaces with the kterface status. displays ip kides [kine-id] (Optional) Displays
the usage status of all interfaces configured for routine IP or the specified sender. Displays keyboard [interface-id] stats (Optional) Displays the input and output packages by the path switching for the cornea. Display interface transceiver property (Optional) Display speed and duplex settings on the interface. show interface transsesiver detail (Optional) Display temperature, voltage, or the current number on
the interface. show interface [interface-id][{ transsever property |detail}] module number ] Show physical and operational status on an SFP module. displays run-configuring cornea [ie-id] Displays the configuration running in RAM for the cornea. show versions show the configuration of the software piece, software versions, the names and sources of configuration files, and the boot images. displays the
gigabit-controlled gigabit-id Display physical state of the operational display of the auto-MDIX feature on the cornea. Table 15-4 Key Commands for Interfaces Command Purpose Key Count [Kine-id] Key Count Kine. Note this command does not clearly count retrieved using Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP), but only those viewed and display the EXEC privileged command interface. key
kterface-id reset the hardware logic on a kterface. key line [ number | 0 | vty number ] reset the hardware logic on an asynchronous serial line. Turn off a checkdown to disable all functions on the specified cornea and mark the kent as available on all monitoring command displays. This information communicates to other network servers in all dynamic route protocols. The Kine isn't mentioned in any route
updates. Task Command Step 1 configure terminal Inters global configuration mode. Step 2 Kentone { Vlan Vlan-Id } | {% fastethernet|gigabitethernet} interface-id } | { port-channel port -channel -number } Select the kkones to be configured. Stage 3 shutdown shutdown shutter down a kine. Note Use no interface configuration command to restart the cornea. Step 4 End Return to privileged EXEC mode. Step
5 shows run-config verify your entry. The following example shows how to use the world interface range range command to set the speed on ports 1 to 2 100 Mb/s: Change # configure terminal switch (setup) # in gi range interfacegabitethernet1/1 - 2 Switch (config-if-range) # 100 Speed This example shows how to use a comma to add different interface type strings to the set of different interface sets
Enable Fast Ethernet Net 1 to 3 and Gigabit Ethernet port 1 and 2 to receive mouse frames color: Change #configure terminal switch (config)# interface row fastethernet1/1 - 3, gigabitethernet1/1 - 2 Switch (config-range) # flowcontrol receives on If you enter multiple configuration commands while you are in interface-range, mode, each command is executed as entered. Commands are not batch and
executed after you exit cornea-row mode. If you exit interface-row configuration mode while commands have been executed, some commands might not be executed on all interfaces in the set. Wait until the command prompt replay before exiting cornea-row configuration mode. The following example shows how to define a cornea-row named enet_list include ports 1 and 2 and verify the macro
configuration: Change #configure terminal#Change(configuration)# define interface-range enet_list gigabitethernet1/1-2 switch (setup)# End Switch#Show-config | include Defined Change # defined interface-range enet_list gigabitethernet1/1 – This example shows how to create a multiple-interface macro named macro1: Change #configure terminal switch (config) # define kent-row macro1 fastethernet1/1-
2, gigabitethernet1/1-2 suites (configuration setup)# End the following example shows how to enter interface-row configuration mode for the kent-row macro enet_list: Change # configure terminal switch (conFig)# interface row macro enet_list changed (setup-if-range) # The following example shows how to delete the kent-row macro enet_list and verify that it has been deleted. Switch # configure terminal
switch (config)# no defined cross-range enet_list Switch (setup)# End Switch # Show | includes defined Change # This example shows how to set the interface speed of 10 Mb/s and the duplex mode in half on 10/100 Mb/s port: Change # configure terminal switch (setup)# interface fast speed1/3 Switch (config-if) # 10 switch speed (config-if) # duplex half this example shows how to set speed The interface
of 100 Mb/s on a 10/100/1000 Mb/s port: Change #configure terminal switch (config)# gigabitethernet1/2 switch (config-) if # speed 100 This example shows how to enable auto-MDIX on a port: Change # configure terminal switch (setup) # gigabitethernet1/1 interface switch (config-if) # speed change auto (config-) if # firmware Auto Switch (config-if) # mdix auto Switch (config-if) # The end of this example



shows how to add a description on a port and how to verify the description: Change # configure terminal place commands, one for each line. End With CNTL/Z. Switch (config)# interface gigabitethernet1/2 switch (config-if) # Description Connect to Marketing Switch (config-if) # finish switch # show interface gigabinenet1/2 description Interpreting Status Protocol Description Gi1/2 admin down Connect to
Marketing this example shows how to configure an access or run port of a SVI to be excluded from the status calculation: Change # configure terminal Enter configuration commands, one per line. End with CNTL/Z. Switch (config)# interface gigabitethernet1/2 switch (config-if) # switchport autostate exclude Switch (config-if)) # exit the following sections provides references related to change administration:
Related To Subject Document Title Cisco IE 2000 Command Cisco IE 2000 Switch Order Reference, Release 15.0 (1) EY Cisco IOS Basic Command Cisco IOS Configuration Fundamental Reference Command Cisco I Guidance Synthesis Heading Command Cisco IOS Commands Standard References Standard Titles New or modified standards are supported by this feature, and support for existing
standards has not been modified by this feature. - RFCs Title of new or modified RFCs are supported by this feature, and support for existing RFCs has not been modified by this feature. - Page 2 Release software you cannot support all the features documented in this chapter. For the feature updates and caveats, see the release notes for your platform and software release. Use Cisco Feature Navigator to
get information about platform support and Cisco software support. To access Cisco Feature Navigator, go to . An account on Cisco.com not required. To use this feature, the switch must be PTP-able. Look at your switch release notes. To use this feature, the change must run the BASE LAN image. The IEE 1588 standard describes the use of PTP for fault-tolerant synchronization of real network clock
networks. The clock in a PTP network are organized in a master-slave hierarchy. The granmaster clock is called the Best Master Clock (BMC), and is the root of the master-slave hierarchy. PTP uses the BMC algorithm to identify the master clock for synchronization. The master clock is a time source on the network that can be synchronized at a very time such a Global Presiding System (GPS) clock. Slaves
are the other network devices that synchronize the clock to the master clock. The parent is the clock where members of slaves member-slaves synchronize. Message timing between the owner and slaves ensures continued synchronization. Synchronization behavior depends on the PTP timer setting mode that you configure on the switch. The mode can be limited, end-to-end transparent, or forward: A
timer changes to participant boundary mode in the selection of the most correct master clock. If most accurate clock is not detected, that changes the timer to become the owner. If they find a more correct clock among slave clocks, then sentchronizes them in that clock and becomes a slave clock. After initial synchronization, the switch and the connected device exchange messages to correct these changes
are caused by clock offsets and network networks. A switch timer to end-to-end transparently synchronizes all changed ports with the master clock. Change this by participating in master clock selection and uses the default PTP timer mode on all ports. A switch timer in forward mode allows incoming PTP packages to pass-through the switch as normal multicast traffic. When the change is in PTP forward
mode, PTP configuration is not available except when changing PTP mode to another mode. You can only configure per-port PTP when the change is in restricted mode. Default PTP Settings By default, PTP is enabled on all Ethernet fast and Gigabit Ethernet ports on the base switch module. The default PTP mode on all ports is end-to-end transparent. Table 8-1 Default PTP Settings Feature Default PTP
boundary setting is disabled. Advanced PTP mode disable. PTP end-to-end Transparent Mode Enabled. PTP Priority 1 and PTP Priority 2 Default Priority Number is 128. PTP announces interval 2 seconds. PTP announces time received out 3 messages. PTP delay request interval 32 seconds. PTP five intervals 1 second. PTP five limits 50000000 nanoseconds. Task Command Step 1 configure terminal
Inters global configuration mode. Step 2 kterface-id Enter to configure configuration mode. Step 3 ptp { announces {interval value | Timeout Value || delay interval value intervals | lets | five { interval values { limited value } } Specify the settings for the distribution messages. These options are available only when the change is in boundary mode. announces interval value—Set up time to send announce
messages. The range is 0 to 4 seconds. The default is 1 (2 seconds). announces the value time—Set time to announce timeout messages. The range is 2 10 seconds. The default is 3 (8 seconds). delay-delayed interval value - Sets the time for slave devices to send message request delays when the port is in the master clock state. The range is -1 seconds in 6 seconds. The default is 5 (32 seconds).
Enable - Enable PTP on the base module port. five interval values - Sets the time to send synchronization The range is -1 second to 1 second. The default is 1 second. five limit values—Sets the maximum offset value before PTP attempts to resynchronize. The range is from 50 500000000 nanoseconds. The default is 50000000 nanoseconds. Step 4 End Return to privileged EXEC mode. Step 5 shows run-
config verify your entries. Step 6 Copy Run - config startup-config (Optional) Save your entries in the configuration file. Table 8-2 Commands for the PTP Configuration Command PTP target display ptp timer Show the PTP clock properties. displays the ptp foreign-master-folders Show PTP the foreign master data set. displays the parent displaying parent clock properties and grannmaster. show port ptp
Show all the ptp port properties. Displays the cornea of the FastEthernet port Displays the PTP FastEthernet properties on the specified port. displays the GigabitEthernet port interface Displays PTP Gigabit Ethernet properties on the specified port. displays ptp time-display properties of the PTP time property. Table 8-3 commands for troubleshooting the PTP Configuration Command debug ptp bmc Enable
debugging of the PTP Master Algorithm. debug ptp clock-editing Allow debugging of PTP clock editing. Debug ptp collision Allow debugging of PTP source collisions. Debug Error ptp Allow debugging of PTP Errors. debug event pp Enable debugging of PTP state events. debug ptp messages Enable debugging in PTP messages. transparent ptp-timer debug allows debugging of the transparent PTP timer.
The following sections provide reference related to change administration: Related to Topic Document Title Cisco IE 2000 Commands Cisco IE 2000 Switch Reference, Release15.0(1) EY Cisco IOS basic commands Cisco IOS Configuration Fundamental Reference Reference Title Title New or modified standards are supported by this feature, and support for existing standards has not been modified by this
feature. - RFCs Title Name new or modified RFCs are supported by this feature, and support for existing RFCs has not been modified by this feature. - Description link to the Cisco Technical Support website has thousands of pages of searchable technical content, including links to products, technologies, solutions , technical tips, and tools. Register Cisco.com users can log in to this page to access even
more content. Page 3 Release software you cannot support all the features documented in this chapter. For the feature updates and caveats, see the release notes for your platform and software release. Use Cisco Feature Navigator to get information about platform support and Cisco software support. To access Cisco Feature Navigator, go to . An account on Cisco.com not required. When you configure
VTP, you must configure a trunk port so that the change can send and receive VTP advertisement and from other switches in the domain. For more information, see an Ethernet Interface as a Port Trunk section. Before adding a VTP client switch to a VTP domain, always verify that its VTP review number is lower than the configuration review number of the other changes in the VTP domain. Switching to a
VTP domain always uses the VLAN configuration to change the and the higher review number VTP configurations. If you add a commute that has a review number higher than the review number of the VTP domain, it can delete all VLAN information from the VTP server and VTP domain. See the Add a VTP Client Switch to a VTP domain section for the procedure to verify and reset the VTP review number.
For VTP version 3, the change must run the BASE image. VTP versions 1 and VTP version 2 are not interoperable about switching to the same VTP domain. Do not enable VTP version 2 unless each switch in the VTP domain supports version 2. In VTP versions 1 and 2, when you configure short-range VLANs on the switch, the switch must be in transparent VTP mode. VTP version 3 also supports creating
extended-range VLANs in client or server mode. A VLAN Trunking Protocol (VTP) is a Layer protocol 2 that maintains consistency VLAN consistency VLAN by managing the addition, deletion, and renaming of VLANs on a network-wide basis. VTP minimizes misconfigurations and configuration inconsistency that can cause multiple issues, such as duplicate vlan names, incorrect VLAN-type specifications,
and security violations. Before you create VLANs, you must decide whether to use VTP in your network. Using VTP, you can make configuration changes centrally on one or more switches and have these changes automatically communicate to all the other switches in the network. Without VTP, you cannot send information about VLANs to other switch. VTP is designed to work in an environment where
updates are made on a single switch and are sent to VTP other switches to the domain. It doesn't work well in a situation where several updates in the VLAN database occur simultaneously on switch in the same domain, which would result in an inconsistency in the VLAN database. The switch supports 1005 VLANs, but the number of configured features affects the utterance of the switched laptop. If the
switch is advised by the VTP of a new VLAN and the switch is already using the maximum resources available, it sends a message that there aren't enough hardware resources available and shut down the VLAN. The output of the User Vlan EXEC command displays the VLAN in a suspended state. VTP version 1 and version 2 support only normal-range VLANs (VLAN ID 1 1 1005). VTP version 3 supports
the entire VLAN range (VLANs 1 4096). Extended Range VLANs (VLANs 1006 4096) are supported only in VTP version 3. You cannot convert from VTP version 3 to VTP version 2 if extended VLANs are configured in the domain. A VTP domain (also called a VLAN management domain) consists of a switch or intercontinental switch under the same administrative responsibility sharing the same VTP
domain name. A case change in a single VTP domain. You make global VLAN configuration changes for the domain. By default, the switch is in the VTP no-management-domain state until it receives an advertisement for a domain on a trunk link (a link that carries the traffic to multiple VLANs) or until you configure a domain name. Until the management domain name is specified or learned, you cannot
create or modify VLANs on a VTP server, and VLAN information is not spread over the network. If the change receives a VTP advertisement on a such link, it inherits the management domain name and the VTP review number. Change the then ignore advertisements with a different domain name or an earlier setup review number. When you make a change to the VLAN configuration on a VTP server, the
change is spread to all switches in the VTP domain. The VTP advertisement is sent over all IEE trunk connections, including IEE 802.1Q. VTP Dynamics maps VLANs with unique name and associated internal index across multiple LAN types. Mapping eliminates device administration too much binding to network administrators. If you configure a switch for transparent VTP mode, you can create and modify
VLANs, but these changes are not sent to other switches in the domain, and they affect only the individual switch. However, configuration changes made when the change is in this mode are saved to change the running configuration and can be saved to the startup file change configuration. For domain name and password configuration guide, see the VTP Configuration Guide section. Table 18-1 VTP
Modest VTP Mode Description VTP server in VTP server mode, you can create, modify, and delete VLANs, and specify other configuration parameters (such as the VTP version) for the entire VTP domain. VTP servers advertise the VLAN configurations to other switch to the same VTP domain and synchronize VLAN's configurations and other switch-based advertising receives on links that run. VTP Server
is the default mode. Note in VTP server mode, VLAN configurations are saved in NVRAM. If the switch detects a failure while writing an NVRAM configuration, VTP mode automatically changes from server mode to client mode. If this happens, the switch cannot be returned in VTP server mode until the NVRAM is functioning. VTP clients a VTP client behaves like a VTP server and transmits and receives
VTP updates on its trunks, but you can't create, change, or delete VLANs on a VTP client. VLANs are configured on another switch to the domain that is in server mode. In VTP versions 1 and 2, in VTP client mode, VLAN configurations are not saved in NVRAM. In VTP version 3, VLAN configurations are saved in NVRAM in client mode. VTP transparent VTP switch transparently does not participate in VTP.
A transparent VTP switch does not advertise its VLAN configuration Do not synchronize its VLAN-based configuration to receive advertisements. However, in VTP version 2 or version 3, transparent switch does advertise VTP that they receive from other switches to their trunk interfaces. You can create, edit, and delete VLANs on a switch to transparent VTP modes. In VTP versions 1 and 2, the switch must
be in transparent VTP mode when you create extended-range VLANs. VTP version 3 also supports creating extended-range VLANs in client or server mode. See the Create an extended VLAN-Range section. When the switch is in VTP transparent mode, the VTP and vlan configurations are saved in NVRAM, but are not published in other switch. In this mode, VTP mode and domain names are saved in the
configuration run change, and you can save this information to the switch startup file by using the copy-configup startup privileged EXEC command. VTP on a switch to VTP on function mode in ways similar to a transparent VTP switch, except that it doesn't send VTP advertisements over trunks. For VTP versions 1 and version 2, if extended-range vlans are configured on the switch, you cannot change VTP
mode to client or server. You receive an error message, and the configuration is not enabled. VTP version 1 and version 2 do not spread configuration information to extend range VLANs (VLANs 1006 to 4096). You must manually configure these VLANs on each device. Note that for VTP versions 1 and 2, before creating extended-range VLANs (VLANS IDS 1006 to 4096), you must set VTP mode for
transparently using vtp mode to transparent global configuration order. Save this configuration to the startup configuration so that the change starts in VTP transparent mode. Otherwise, you lose the extended-range VLAN configuration if the Reset changes and boots up in VTP server mode (the default). VTP version 3 supports extend-range VLANs. If extended VLANs are configured, you cannot convert
from VTP version 3 to VTP version 2. If you configure the switch for vtp client mode, the switch does not create the VLAN database file (vlan.date). If the switch is then powered off, it resets the VTP configuration to the default. To keep the VTP configuration and VTP client mode after the restart is changed, you must first configure the VTP domain name before the VTP mode. When a switch is in VTP server
mode, you can change the VLAN configuration and have it spread throughout the network. When a switch is in VTP client mode, you cannot change its VLAN configuration. The client change receives VTP updates from a VTP server in the VTP domain and then modifys its configuration accordingly. When you configure the switch for transparent VTP mode, VTP is disabled on the switch. The change does
not send VTP updates and does not act on the latest VTP receive from other switches. However, a transparent VTP switch running VTP version 2 performs ahead of receiving VTP advertisements on its trunk link. VTP away is the same as VTP transparent mode except that VTP advertisements are not sent. Carefully If all switches are operated in VTP client mode, do not configure a VTP domain name. If
done, it's impossible to make changes to the VLAN configuration in this domain. Therefore, make sure that you configure at least one switch as a VTP server. Each switch in the VTP domain sends global advertising configurations from each trunk port to a reserved multidicast address. Switch neighbors receive these advertisements and update their VTP and vlan configurations as required. VTP advertisers
distribute this global domain information: VTP domain name VTP configuration identity number Update and update timestamp MD5 Digest VLAN configuration, including maximum transmission unit (MTU) size per VLAN frame format VTP advertisement distribute this information to VLAN per vlan configured: VLAN IDS (IEEE 802.1Q) VLAN type VLAN type VLAN Additional VLAN information specific to VLAN
type VLAN info specific to VLAN type in VLAN version 3 , VTP advertisements also include the primary server ID, an instance number, and a starting index. If you use VTP in your network, you must decide which version of VTP to use. By default, VTP operates in version 1. VTP version 2 supports the following features that are not supported in version 1: Token Ring Support - VTP version 2 supports Token
Ring Bridge Relay Function (TrBRF) and Token Ring Concentor Function (TrCRF) VLANs. For more information about Token Ring VLANs, see the Normal-Range VLANs section. Unrecognized Type-Length-Value (TLV) support - A VTP server or client propagate configuration changes to its other trunks, even for TLV it cannot make clearances. The concrete TLV is saved in NVRAM when the switch is
operated in VTP server mode. Version-dependent Transparent Mode - In VTP version 1, a transparent VTP switch inspects VTP messages for the domain name and version and forwards a message only if the version and match domain name. Although VTP version 2 supports only one domain, a VTP version 2 transparently changes forwards a message only when the domain name matches. Consistency
Check-In VTP version 2, VLAN consistency checks (such as VLAN names and values) are performed only when you enter new information in the CLI or SNMP. Consistency checks are not performed when new information is found in a VTP message or when information is read to NVRAM. If the MD5 digest on a VTP message receives is correct, its information is accepted. VTP version 3 supports the
following features that are not supported in version 1 or version 2: Authentication Supplement -- You can configure the authentication as hidden or secret. When hidden, the secret key from the password string is saved in the VLAN database file, but it does not appear in plain text in the configuration. Instead, the key is associated with the password saved in outstanding formatting of the running configuration.
You must reenter the password if you enter a commands in the domain. When you enter the secret keyword, you can directly configure the secret password key. Support for extended range VLAN (VLANs 1006 to 4096) database proliferation. VTP version 1 and 2 spread only VLANs 1 1 1005. If extended VLANs are configured, you cannot convert from VTP version 3 to version 1 or 2. Note that VTP runs still
apply only to VLANs 1 1005, and VLANs 1002 1005 are still reserved and cannot be modified. Support for any database in a domain. In addition to spread VTP information, version 3 can spread multiple Spaning Tree (MST) database protocol information. A separate instance of the VTP protocol runs for each application that uses VTP. VTP primary server and secondary VTP servers. A primary VTP server
updates the database information and sends updates that are honored by all devices in the system. A secondary VTP server can only back up the updated vtp configuration received from the primary server of its NVRAM. By default, all devices come up as secondary servers. You can enter the vtp primary privilege EXEC command to specify a primary server. Primary server status only required for database
updates when the administrator issues a pranover message to the domain. You can have a working VTP domain without any primary servers. Primary server status is lost if the device reloads or changed domain parameters, even when a password is configured on the switch. The option to turn VTP on or off on a not-trunk (not-port) basis. You can enable or disable VTP for each port by entering the [no] vtp
conductor configuration command. When you disable VTP on trunking ports, all VTP instances for these ports are disabled. You cannot set VTP to Off for the MST database and on for the VLAN database on the same port. When you globally set VTP mode off, it applies to all the trunking ports of the system. However, you can specify on or off on an instance basis per vtp. For example, you can configure the
switch as a VTP server for the VLAN database but with VTP off for the MST database. Follow these guidelines when deciding which VTP versions are applied: All switches in a VTP domain must have the same domain name, but do not need to run the same vtp version. A VTP version 2 - Unable to operate in the same VTP domain as a switch running VTP version 1 if version 2 is disabled on the 2-capable
version switch (version 2 is disabled by default). If a change runs VTP version 1 but is able to run VTP version 2 receiving VTP version 3 advertisements, it automatically moves to VTP version 2. If a switch runs VTP version 3 that connects to a switch running VTP version 1, the VTP version 1 change moves to VTP version 2, and the VTP version 3 switch sends scaled-down the VTP package versions so that
the VTP version 2 switch can update its database. A switch running VTP version 3 cannot be moved to version 1 or 2 if it has extended VLANs. Do not enable VTP version 2 on a switch unless all switches are in even VTP domains are version-2-capable. When you enable version 2 on a switch, all of the version-2-capable switches in the domain allow version 2. If there is a 1-only version changed, it does not
exchange VTP information and switch that has version 2 enabled. We recommend setting VTP version 1 and 2 switch to Edge in the network because they do not send VTP version 3 advertising. If there is TrBRF and TrCRF Token Network Ring in your environment, you must enable VTP version 2 or version 3 for Token Ring Switching to function properly. Run Token Ring and Token Ring-Net, disable VTP
version 2. VTP version 1 and version 2 do not spread configuration information to extend range VLANs (VLANs 1006 to 4096). You must configure these VLANs manually on each device. VTP version 3 supports extend-range VLANs. You cannot convert from VTP version 3 to VTP version 2 if extended VLANs are configured. When a VTP version 3 device trunk port receives messages from a vtp version 2
device, it sends a scaled-down version of the VLAN database on that particular trunk to VTP version 2 format. A VTP version 3 device doesn't send VTP packet version 2-format on a trunk unless it first receives version VTP 2 packages on that trunk port. When a VTP version 3 device detects a vtp version 2 device on a trunk port, it continues to send VTP Pack version 3, in addition to VTP version Pack 2, to
allow both neighbor types to koexist on the same cut. A VTP version 3 device does not accept configuration information from a VTP version 2 or version 1 device. Two VTP version 3 regions can only communicate in transparent mode over a VTP version 1 or version 2 region. Devices that are only VTP version 1 can't be entrived with VTP version 3 devices. VTP version 2 and version 3 are disabled by default.
When you enable VTP version 2 on a switch, each VTP version 2 - that is able to switch to the VTP domain allowed version 2. To enable VTP version 3, you must manually configure it on each switch. With VTP versions 1 and 2, you can configure the version only on the VTP server switch or transparent mode. If a switch is running VTP version 3, you can switch to version 2 when the switch is in client mode
if no extended VLANs exist, no private VLANs exist, and no hidden password has been configured. Carefully in VTP version 3, both the primary and secondary servers can exist on an instance of the domain. VTP runs increasing available network bandwidth by restricting flood traffic to the trust links that the traffic must use to reach the destination devices. Without VTP running, a flood changes emissions,
multidicast, and unknown traffic indicates across all links running in a VTP domain even though receiving switch could be discussed. VTP runs disabled by default. VTP runs flooded traffic blocks flooded through VLANs on trunk ports that are included in the run-qualifying list. Only VLANs included in the diving-qualifying list must be By default, VLANs 2 through 1001 are running eligible trunk skin switches. If
VLANs are configured as dive-inequality, the flooding will continue. VTP run is supported in all VTP versions. Figure 18-1 shows a network switch without VTP running enabled. Port 1 on Change A and Port 2 on the Change Screenshot assigned to the red VLAN. If a broadcast is sent from the host connected to Switch A, Change a flood of the broadcast and all switch to the network receive it, even if Switch
C, E, and F have no port in the red VLAN. Figure 18-1 Flood Traffic without VTP Pruning Figure 18-2 shows a network switch with VTP running enabled. The broadcast traffic from Switch A is not sent to Switch C, E, and F because the traffic for the red VLAN was run on the display links (Port 5 on Change B and Port 4 on Change D). Figure 18-2 Optimized traffic flooded with VTP running with VTP versions
1 and 2, enabling VTP running on a VTP server allows running for the entire management domain. Making VLANs run – qualified or run-unequally affects running eligibility for those VLANs on that trunk only (not on all changes in the VTP domain). In VTP version 3, you must manually allow running on each switch in the domain. See the Enable VTP Pruning section. VTP runs take effect several seconds
after you allow it.VTP to run by running traffic from VLANs that are run-inequalities. VLAN 1 and VLANs 1002's 1005 are still run-inequalities; These traffic to VLANs cannot be run. Extended-range VLANs (VLAN ID higher than 1005) are also diving-inequalities. VTP run is not designed to function in vtp transparent mode. If one or more switches to the network are in transparent VTP mode, you should do
one of the following: Turn off VTP running in the whole network. Turn off VTP runs by making all VLANs on the trunk of switch to the VTP investment transparently switching runs inclusible. To configure VTP running on a cornea, use the switchport trunk running vlan configuration command configuration. VTP runs operating when a kentone is trunking. You can set VLAN run-eligibility, whether or not VTP
runs enabled for the VTP domain, if you aren't any given VLAN exists, and whether the interface is currently trunking. Table 18-2 Default VTP Settings Feature Default Settings VTP Null domain name. VTP Mode (VTP version 1 and version 2) server. VTP Mode (VTP version 3) The mode is the same as the VTP version mode 1 or 2 before the conversion to version 3. VTP version 1. MST Transparent
database mode. VTP version 3 Server High quality. VTP Password None. VTP runs disabled. You use the VTP global configuration command to set the VTP password, the version, the VTP worksheet, the katedface provides updated VTP information, the domain name, and the mode, and disable or enable runs. For more information about available keywords, see the ordered description in the reference to
ordered for this release.vtp's is saved in the VTP VLAN database. When VTP mode is transparent, the VTP domain name and mode are also saved to change the configuration run file, and you can save it to the startup changes startup file by entering the copy-configuing startup privileged privilege EXEC command. You must use this command if you want to save VTP mode as transparent if the reset is
changed. When you save VTP information to the startup switch file and restart the switch, the configuration is selected as follows: If the VTP mode is transparent in both the startup configuration and the VLAN database with the VTP domain name from the VLAN database matches that in the startup configuration file, the VLAN database is ignored (authorized). VTP and VLAN configurations are in the startup
configuration file to use. Database review number VLAN remains unchanged in the VLAN database. If the VTP mode or the domain name of the startup configuration does not match the VLAN database, the domain name and the VTP mode and configuration for the first 1005 VLANs use the VLAN database information. When configuring VTP for the first time, you must always provide a domain name. You
must configure all switches of the VTP domain with the same domain name. Switch to VTP transparent mode by exchange VTP messages and other switches, and you don't need to configure a VTP domain name for them. Note that if NVRAM and DRAM storage is sufficient, all switches to a VTP domain should be in VTP server mode. Carefully do not configure a VTP domain if all switches are operated in
VTP client mode. If you configure the domain, it's impossible to make changes to the VLAN configuration in that domain. Make sure that you configure at least one switch of the VTP domain for VTP server mode. You can configure a password for the VTP domain, but it is not necessary. If you configure a domain password, all domain switches must share the same password and you must configure the
password on each switch in the management domain. Change without a password or with the wrong password to reject VTP advertising. If you configure a VTP password for a domain, a switch that is reinforced without a VTP configuration does not accept vtp advertisement until you configure it with the correct password. After the setup, the switch accepts the next VTP advertisement that uses the same
password and domain name of the advertisements. If you are adding a new switch to an existing network with VTP capabilities, the new switch learns the domain name only after the applicable password has been configured on it. Attention When you configure a VTP domain password, the management domain is not functioning properly if you do not provide a management domain password at each switch
in the domain. Before adding a VTP client to a VTP domain, always verify that its VTP configuration review number is lower than the configuration review number of the other changes in the VTP domain. Switch to a VTP domain always the VLAN configuration of the change and the higher review number VTP configuration. With VTP versions 1 and 2, adding a change with a review number higher than the
review number of the VTP domain can delete all VLAN information from the VTP server and VTP domain. With VTP version 3, the VLAN information is not erased. Before you start You should configure the VTP domain before configuring other VTP parameters. Task Command Step 1 configure terminal Inters global configuration mode. Step 2 vtp domain name domain name Setup VTP administrative-
domain name. The name can be one 32 characters. All switches operated in VTP server or client mode under the same administrative responsibility must be configured with the same domain name. This command is optional for mode other than server mode. VTP server mode requires a domain name. If the switch has a trunk connection to a VTP domain, the switch learns the domain name from the VTP
server in the domain. Step 3 vtp mode { client | server | transparent | on { vlan |mst|unknown | Configure the switch for VTP mode (client, server, transparent, or on). (Optional) Database parameter: Vlan - The VLAN database is the default if none are configured. mst -Foot the multiple bulk (MST) database. Unknown – An unknown database type. Step 4 vtp password password (Optional) To set the password
for the VTP domain. The password can be 8 case 64 characters. If you configure a VTP password, the VTP domain is not functioning properly if you are not assigned the same password to each switch to the domain. See the Configuring a VTP Version 3 Password section for options available with VTP version 3. Step 1 vpt primary-server [vlan|mst][Force](Optional) Change the operational state of a switch
from a secondary server (the default) to a primary server and advertises the configuration of the domain. If the password is changed configured as hidden, you are prompted to reenter the password. VLAN - Select the VLAN database as the capture feature. This is the default. mst - Select the multiple spaning tree (MST) database as the pranover feature. force -Overwrite setup any conflict servers. If you
don't go into force, you push for confirmation before the boss. Step 2 End Return to Privileged EXEC mode. Step 3 shows vtp status verify your entries in the VTP Operating Mode and VTP Domain Name fields are in the display. Step 4 Copy run-config startup-config (Optional) Save the configuration of the startup configuration file. Note that only VTP mode and domain names are saved in the configuration
run change and can be copied to the startup configuration file. Task Command Step 1 configure terminal Inters global configuration mode. Step 2 vtp password password [hide | secret] (Optional) Enter the password for the VTP domain. The password can be 8 case 64 characters. (Optional) Hide - Ensure that the product secret key of the password string is saved in the File. If you configure a take by
configuring a primary VTP server, you are pushed to reenter the password. (Optional) secret - Directly configure the password. The secret password must contain 32 hexadecimate characters. Step 3 End Return to privileged EXEC mode. Step 4 shows vtp password verify your entries. Task Command Step 1 configure terminal Inters global configuration mode. Step 2 vtp version { 1|2|3} Allow the VTP
version on the switch. The default is VTP version 1. Step 3 End Return to privileged EXEC mode. Step 4 shows vtp status verifies that the configured VTP version is enabled. Step 5 Copies run-config startup-config (Optional) Save the configuration of the startup configuration file. Task Command Step 1 configure terminal Inters global configuration mode. Step 2 vtp running Allow run in the VTP
administrative domain. By default, Run is disabled. You need to allow running only one switch in VTP server mode. Step 3 End Return to privileged EXEC mode. Step 4 shows your vtp verified status of VTP Pruning Mode field in the display. Step 2 Kentone-id Id Identify a headborn, and enter headquarth configuration mode. Step 3 vtp Enable VTP on the specified port. Step 4 End Return to privileged EXEC
mode. Step 5 shows run-config interface -id Verifies changes to the port. Step 6 shows the status of the vtp audit configuration. Before you start before adding a VTP client to a VTP domain, always verify that its VTP review number is lower than the configuration review number of the other switches in the VTP domain. Switching to a VTP domain always uses the VLAN configuration to change the and the
higher review number VTP configurations. With VTP versions 1 and 2, adding a change with a review number higher than the review number of the VTP domain can delete all VLAN information from the VTP server and VTP domain. With VTP version 3, the VLAN information is not erased. Task Command Step 1 shows vtp status checking the VTP configuration review number. If the number is 0, add
changes to the VTP domain. If the number is greater than 0, follow these steps: a. Write the domain name. B. Write the configuration review number.c.c. Continue with the next steps to reset the number change review configuration. Step 2 configure terminal Enter in global configuration mode. Step 3 vtp domain name domain-name changes the domain name from the original one displayed in Step 1 to a
new name. Step 4 Finish the VLAN Information about the change and Reset configuration review number of 0. Step 5 shows vtp status verify that the configuration review number was reset to 0. Step 6 configure terminal Enter in global configuration mode. Step 7 vtp domain-name Enter the original domain name on the change. Step 8 Finish Return to privileged EXEC mode. Step 9 display vtp status Verify
that the domain name is the same as in Step 1 and that the configuration review number is 0. Step 10 After restore the configuration review number, add changes to the VTP domain. Reason command displays the VTP Count Count counts on VTP messages being sent and received. displays vtp devices [conflicts] Display information about all vtp version 3 devices in the domain. Conflicts are VTP version 3
devices and primary servers conflict. Displays the vtp devices command by displaying information when the switch is in transparent or cut mode. Displays kides vtp [kideyo-id] Displays vtp status and configuration for all encodings or the specified cornea. displays the VTP password Display the VTP password. The password form appears depending on whether the underlying keyword has been entered and if
encryption is enabled on the Switch. Show VTP status Display VTP configuration information. The following example shows how to configure the switch as a VTP server with the domain name eng_group and the password mypass: Change (config)# domain vtp eng_group VTP domain name settings in eng_group. Switch (config)# vtp server mode Settings in VTP server mode for VLANS. Change (setup)#
vtp password myspas device settings VLAN database password to mypassword. Change (setup)# End of this example shows how to configure a hidden password and how it appears: Change (setup)# vtp password mypasspas hide Generating secrets associated in the password. Switch (config)# End Switch # Show vtp password VTP password: 899144640C890888B6A0D80180837773 The following
example shows how to configure a switch as the primary server for the VLAN database (the default) when a password is hidden or secret has been configured: Change # vpt primary vlan Input V Password: this change mypassword will become Primary Server for VLAN features in VTP domain vtp database Conflicts Change Account Id Primary Server Review Server ------------ ---- -------------- -------------- --------
-------------------- &lt;1&gt;&lt;3&gt; VLANDB Yes 00d0.00b8.1400 = 00d0.00b8.1400 1 stand 1 You want to continue (y/n)[n]? These sections provide references related to change administration: Related to Topic Document Title Cisco IE 2000 Cisco Commands Cisco IE 2000 Switch Reference Command, Release 15.0 (1) EY Cisco IOS basic commands Cisco IOS Configuration Fundamental Reference
VLAN Configuration Configuration VLANs Standard Title Name or modified standards are supported by this feature, and support for existing standards has not been modified by this feature. - RFCs Title Name new or modified RFCs are supported by this feature, and support for existing RFCs has not been modified by this feature. For the feature updates and caveats, see the release notes for your platform
and software release. Use Cisco Feature Navigator to get information about platform support and Cisco software images To access Cisco Feature Navigator, go to . An account on Cisco.com not required. When you configure VTP, you must configure a trunk port so that the change can send and receive VTP advertisement and from other switches in the domain. For more information, see the Configuring an
Ethernet Creation as a Trunk Port Section. If you are configured VTP on a client member switch in a VLAN, use the recommended privilege EXEC command to log in to the member switch. In VTP versions 1 and 2, when you configure short-range VLANs on the switch, the switch must be in transparent VTP mode. VTP version 3 also supports creating extended-range VLANs in client or server mode. This
chapter describes how to configure the Spaning Tree Protocol (STP) on port-based VLANs on the switch. The switch can use either the per-VLAN Spaning-Tree Plus (PVST+) protocol based on the IEE 802.1D standard and Cisco's proprietary extension, or the quick protocol per-VLAN spaning-tree plus (quick-PVST+) protocol based on IEE's 802.1w standard. STP is a protocol 2 link management link that
provides the redundancy path while preventing loop through the network. For a layer 2 Ethernet network to function properly, only one active path can exist between any two workstations. Multiple active paths among end stations cause loop of the network. If a loop exists in the network, End Station might receive duplicate messages. Switch might also learn end-station MAC addresses on multiple Layer 2
interfaces. These conditions result in an unstable network. Spaning-tree operation is transparent to end station, which cannot be detected if they are connected to a single LAN segment or a changed LAN to multiple segments. The STP uses a tree-spaning algorithm to select one switch to a redundant network that connects as root to the spaning tree. The algorithm calculates the loop-free path of a network
layer 2 by assigning a role to each port based on the role of the skin in the active topology: Root--An advanced port elected for the designated segment of the spanish-tree topology—A student to send Each segment switch LAN segment Alternate—A blocked port provides an alternate path to the root bridge of the backup spaning---A port blocked in a loopback configuration the switch containing its port as
the designated role or as the backup role is the root switch. The switch contains at least one of its ports in the designated role called the designated switch. Spaning trees forces redundant trails into a resistant state (blocked) state. If a network segment of the spaning tree fails and a redundant path exists, the spaning-tree algorithm recalculated the spaning-tree topology and activating the remaining path.
Switch forward and receive spaning-tree frames, called bridge protocol units (BPDUs), at regular intervals. Switches are not sent to these frames, but use them to construct a loop-free path. BPDUs contain information about sending and its ports, including changing with MAC addresses, changing priorities, port priorities, and listening paths. Spaning trees use this information to elect root switch and root port
for the root network and the root port and the designated port for each segment to change. When two ports on a switch are part of a loop, the port's priority is performed and paths cost control settings that are set to the forwarding state and that is set to the blocked state. The spanning-tree priority represents the location of a port in the network's topology and how well it is located to pass traffic. The cost
price value represents the media speed. Note the default is for the change to send respected messages (ensuring the connection is lifted) only on interfaces that do not have the form-factor plug (SFP) module. You can use the [Do Not Have] Hold address configuration commands to change the default for a cornea. The following elements: the unique bridge ID (change priority and MAC address) associated
with each VLAN on each commute. The porch-tree path listens to the root switch. The port identifier (port priority and MAC address) associated with each layer of 2 katedface. When the switches in a network are powered up, each function as the root switch. Each switch sends a CPDU configuration to all its ports. The BPDUs communicate with the laptop's spaning-tree topology. Each BPDU configuration
contains this information: the bridge ID is unique in the switch that the switch is sent identifying as the root changes the spaning tree-tree path listening to the root ID of the bridge to send the identifier age message age to the values sent to the hello, forward delay, and max-age protocol tumor When a change receives a BPDU configuration with superior information (id bridge lower level) , below listening
paths, and so forth), it stores the information for this port. If this BPDU is received on the root port of the switch, the switch also sends it with an updated message to all lan attached for which it is the designated switch. If a change receives a CPDU configuration that contains the inferior information that is currently stored for that port, it cast the CPDU. If the switch is a switch designated for the LAN from
which the inferior BPDU is received, it sends that LAN a CPDU containing up-to-date information stored for that port. That way, the inferior information is adapted, and superior information is separated on the network. A BPDU exchange result in the following actions: A switch to the elected network as the root switch (the logical center of the spaning-footer of a changed network). For each VLAN, the sway
with the highest priority changed (the lowest numeric priority value) is elected as the root switch. If all switches are configured with the default priority (32768), the switch with the lowest MAC address of the VLAN becomes the root switch. change priority values handle the most important bit in the Bridge ID, as shown in Table 20-1. A selected root port for each switch (except the root switch). This port
provides the best path (lower price) when the change forward packages to the root switch. The shorter distance of the compute root switch for each switch is based on the path cost. A switch designated for each segment LAN is selected. The designated change incurred the lower cost path when sending packages from LAN to the root switch. The port in which the switch is designated is attached and the
LAN is called the designated port. All paths that do not need to reach the root switch from anywhere within the network switch are placed in the espayning-blocking blocking mode. The IEE 802.1D Standard requires that each switch has a unique bridge identifier (Bridge ID), which controls the selection of the root switch. Because each VLAN is regarded as a different logical bridge with PVST+ and quick
PVST+, the same switch must have a different bridge ID for each configured VLAN. Each VLAN on the switch has a unique 8-byte bridge ID. The 2 most important bytes are used for the change priority, and the remaining 6 bytes are from changing the MAC address. The switch supports the IEE 802.1t extension spaning-tree, and some of the bits already used for the change priority are now used as the
VLAN identifier. The result is that fewer MAC addresses are reserved for the switch, and a larger range of VLAN ID can be supported, all while maintaining the iniquity of the bridge ID. As shown in Table 20-1, 2 bytes are already used for the change priority to reallocation to a 4-bit priority value and a 12-bit extended system ID value equal to the VLAN ID. Table 20-1 change priority value and extendEd
System ID change priority value extended ID System (Set Equal to the VLAN ID) Bit 16 bit 15 bit 14 bit 13 bit 12 bit 11 bit 10 bit 9 bit 8 bit 7 bit 6 bit 65 bit 15 Bit 4 Bit 3 Bit 2 Bit 1 32768 16384 8192 4096 2048 1024 512 256 128 64 32 16 8 4 2 1 Spanning tree use the extended ID, the priority changes, and the spaning-tree mac address address makes the bridge ID unique for each VLAN. Support for the
extended ID system ID affects how you manually configure the root switch, switch to high root, and the changed priority of a VLAN. For example, when you change the priority value to change, you change the probability that the switch will be elected as the root switch. Configuring a higher value decreases the probability; a lower value increased the probability. For more information, see the Configuring Root
Switch section, Configuring a Secondary Root Switch section, and in the Configuring Optional STP parameter section. Delay proliferation can occur when protocol information passes to an LAN switch. As a result, change topology can take place at different times and in different places within a network switch. When an interface transitions directly nonparticipation of the spaning-tree of the forwarding state, it
can create temporary data loop. Interfaces must wait for new topology information to spread to the LAN switch before starting frame. They must allow the frame lifetime to expire forward frames that used the old topology. Each Layer 2 interface on a switch using spaning trees exists in one of the following states: Blocking -- the interface does not participate in frame forwards. Listen—The first transitional
state after state is blocked when the blockade stake decides that the interface should be involved in frame. Learn—The Interface is prepared to participate in frames. Send--Interfax forwards frame. Disable—The interface does not participate in spain trees due to a closing skin, no link to the skin, or no proven example is running on the skin. A move interface to the following states: From initialization to
blocking from locking to listening or disabled in listening to learning or disabled In Forwarding or Disabled From Forwarding to Disable Figure 20-1 Figure 20-1 shows how an interface is moved to their state. Fig. 20-1 Interface-Tree State When you power up the switch, tree spaning is enabled by default, with all the cornea of the switch, VLAN, or network going to the blocked state and the transitory states of
listening and learning. Spaning trees stabilized every interface in the forwarding state or blocking mower. When the spaning-foot algorithm puts a 2 layer of cornea in the forwarding state, this process occurs: 1. The interface is in the listening state while spaning tree wait for protocol information to move concords to the blocked state. 2. While spaning trees wait the clock ahead - delays are expired, it moves
the cornea to the learning state and reset the clock forward-delay. 3. In the learning state, the kides continue to block frames forwarding as the switch learn end-station information where for the sending database. 4. When the forward-delay clock expires, spaning trees move the kides into the forwarding state, where both learning and frame forwards are allowed. A Layer 2 interface in the blocked state does
not participate in forwards frames. After initialization, a CPDU is sent to each interface switch. A first function changes as the root until it trades BPDUs with other switches. This established exchange that changes to the network is the root or root change. If there is only one switch in the network, no exchange occurs, the forward-delay clock expires, and the kkones move to the listening state. An interface
always enters the blocked state after change initialization. A horn of the blocking state performs the following functions: Discards frames received on the frame interfacing frames changed from another interface sent by learning the BPDUs hearing's received address is the first state a Layer 2 kides entered after the state is blocked. The interface enters this state when the spaning tree decides that the
interface should opt to frame forwarding. A horn of the state listens to perform the following functions: Discards boards got on the Discad growth frames changed from one corner forward by learning to address Received BPDUs a Layer 2 interface in the learning state prepared to participate in previous frames. The entrance point of the learning state of the listening state. An interface to the learning state
performs the following functions: Discards frames received on the Discad growth frames change from another address to Learning Receive BPDUs a 2 corner layer of state forwards to send frames. The entered address state of the learning state. An interface in the forwarding state performs the following functions: Receiving and frame frames received on the Forwards forwards frames changed from
another interface Learnt to address the Receiving BPDUs a Layer 2 interface in the state disabled by participating in frames or in the spaning tree. A cornea of the disabled state is nonoperational. A disable client performs the following functions: Discards frame receives on the Discad growth frames switched from another interface sent by learning That address does not receive BPDUs If all switches in a
network are enabled and settings spaning default-footer, the switch with the lowest MAC address becomes the root switch. In Figure 20-2, Change A is elected as the root switch because the priority changes to all switches set to the default (32768) and Change A to contain the lowest MAC address. However, because of traffic patterns, the number of senders guidance, or link type, Change A might not
change the ideal root. By increasing the priority (lowering the numeric value) of the ideal switch so that it becomes the root switch, you force a recalculation illustration of the speciation-tree to form a new topology with the ideal switch as the root. Figure 20-2 Spaning-Tree Topology When the spaning-tree topology is calculated based on default parameters, the path between destination end stations in a
changed network might not be ideal. For example, linking high-speed links to a kine that has a number higher than the root port can cause a root-port switch. The goal is to make the fastest link port to root. For example, assume that a port on Change B is a Gigabit Ethernet link and that another port on Change B (a 10/100 link) is the root port. Network traffic could be more efficient on the Gigabit Ethernet
link. By changing the port's priority spaning-tree on the Gigabit Ethernet port to a higher priority (lower numeric value) than the root port, port A Gigabit Ethernet becomes the new root port. You can create a redundant backbone with reduced trees by connecting two switch interfaces to another or from two different devices, as shown in Figure 20-3. Spaning trees automatically disable one edge but enable it if
the other one fails. If one link is high-speed and the other is low-speed, low-speed ties are still disabled. If speeds are the same, the port priority and port ID are added together, and disable the tree to disable the link and the lowest value. Figure 20-3 Spaning Tree and Redundant Connectivity You can also create redundant links between switches using EtherChannel groups. For more information, see
Chapter40, Configuring EtherChannels IEEE 802.1D specifying 17 multidicast addresses, from 0x00180C20000000 0x018000100, to be used by different bridge protocols. These addresses are static addresses that cannot be removed. Regardless of the spaning-tree state, each switch is received, but does not send packages destined for address between 0x0180C2000000 and 0x01800C20000F. If tree
spaning is enabled, the CPU on the switch receives packages destined for 0x0180C2000000 and 0x0180C200010010. If tree spaning is disabled, switch in forward these packages as unknown multidicast addresses. The default for aging dynamic address is 5 minutes, the default setting of the mac-table aging-time global configuration order. However, a tree-spaning reconfirmation can cause many station
locations to change. Because these stations might be unreachable for 5 minutes or more during a reconfigure, the address-aging time is accelerated so that station addresses can be dropped out of the address table and then relearned. The aging accelerates is the same as the forward-delayed parameter value (spaning-tree vlan-id for forward-time seconds global configuration order) when the recognition
tree is recognized. Because each VLAN is a separate spaning-foot instance, the switch accelerates aging on a per-VLAN basis. A tree-tree recognition on a single VLAN can cause the dynamic addresses to learn about which VLAN must be subject to accelerated aging. Dynamic addresses on other VLANs may be affected and remain subject to the aging interval entered for the switch. The switch supports
the following spaning-tree modes and protocols: PVST+ - This spaning-tree mode is based on the IEE 802.1D standard and Cisco proprietary extension. It is the spaning-foot flaw mode used on all Gigabit-based port VLANs. PVST+ runs on each VLAN on the switch up to the maximum supported, ensuring that each has a loop-free path to the network. The PVST+ provides Layer 2 Load Balancing for the
VLAN to which it runs. You can create different logical topology using the VLANs on your network to ensure that all of your links are used but that no single link is oversubscribed. Each instance of PVST+ on a VLAN has a single root switch. This root change spreads the spaning-footer information associated with that VLAN to all other switches in the network. Because each switch has the same information
about the network, this process ensures that topology is maintained. Quick PVST+ – This spaning-tree mode is the same as PVST+ except that uses a quick conversion based on IEE's 802.1w standard. To provide quick conversion, PVST's quick PVST+ immediately delete dynamically deleted dynamic MAC address entries on a basis per port on receiving a topology change. By contrast, PVST+ uses a
short aging time for dynamically learning MAC addresses. PVST's quick PVST+ uses the same configuration as PVST+ (except where noted), and the switch needs only minimum extra count. The benefit of PVST+ schemes is that you can migrate a large PVST+ installed quick base PVST+ without having to learn the complexity of the MSTP configuration and without having to provision your network. In
quick mode – PVST+, each VLAN runs its own spaning-footer – example up to the supported maximum. MSTP - This spaning-tree mode is based on Standard IEE 802.1s. You can map multiple VLANs in the same instance of spaning-trees, which decrease the number of precedent-trees may be required to support a large number of VLANs. The MSTP runs on top of the RSTP (based on IEEE 802.1w),
which provides for quick conversion to the spaning tree by eliminating the backlog ahead and by quickly transitioning root port and designated ports in the sent state. You cannot run MSTP without RSTP. The most common initial deployment of MSTP is to the backbone and distribution layer of a Layer 2 switch network. For more information, see Chapter21, Configuring MSTP For information about the
number of supported campaign-trees, see the next section. In PVST+ or Quick-PVST+ mode, the switch supports up to 128 precedent-foot can. In MSTP mode, switch to support up to 65 MST instances. The number of VLANs that can be mapped to a particular MST instance is unlimited. For information about how spanning trees interopere with the VLAN Trunking protocol (VTP), see the Change Spanish-
Tree Mode section. The 20-2 table lists the interoperability and compatibility among the supported 10-footer modes supported within a network. Table 20-2 PVST+, MSTP, and Quick-PVST+Interoperable PVST+MSTP Quick PVST+PVST+Yes (with Restrictions) Yes (Return to PVST+) MSTP Yes (with Restrictions) Yes (Return to PVST+) Quick PVST+Yes (Return of PVST+) Yes (Return of PVST+) Yes
(Return of PVST+) Yes to an MSTP mixed with PVST+Network, the common tree spaning - (CST) root must and inside the MST back there , and a PVST+ switch cannot be connected to multiple MST regions. When a network has quick switch PVST+ and switched running PVST+, we recommend the quick-PVST+ switches and PVST+ switch must be configured for different campaign-tree. In the quick-
PVST+ spaning-tree cases, the root switch must be a quick – PVST+ switch. In PVST+ cases, the root switch must be a PVST+ switch. PVST+ switch should be at the edge of the network.iee 802.1Q standard for VLAN trunks to impose some limitations on the spaning-foot strategy a network. The standard requires only one instance spaning-tree for all VLANs enabled on the trunks. However, in a network
of Cisco switches connected to IEEE 802.1Q trunks, the switches hold one-foot-trees per VLAN enabled on the trunks. When you connect a Cisco switch to a non-Cisco device to an IEE 802.1Q trunk, the Cisco switch uses PVST+ to provide interoperable spaning-tree loads. If Quick PVST+ is enabled, switch to Use it instead of PVST+. The switch combines examples of spaning-trees of IEE 802.1Q VLAN
to the trunk with examples of spaning 100-foot trees of non-Cisco IEE 802.1Q switch. However, all PVST+ or quick - PVST + information is maintained by Cisco switch separated by a cloud of non-Cisco IEE 802.1Q switch. The non-Cisco IEE 802.1Q cloud separates the Cisco switches treated as a single trunk link between the switches. PVST+ is automatically enabled on IEEE 802.1Q trunks, and no user
configuration is required. The spaning-tree-on access ports is not affected by PVST+. Cisco VLAN- Bridge spaning trees are used with features of autumn bridges (bridge groups), non-IP protocol envoys such as DECnet between two or more VLAN bridge domains or port routes. The VLAN-bridge spaning tree allows bridge groups to form a spaning tree on top of the individual VLAN trees to prevent the
forming loop if there are multiple connections among VLANs. It also prevents the individual spaning trees from the VLANs that are carried out in fall from falling into a single Spanish tree. To support VLAN-bridge spaning trees, some of the spaning-tree times are increasing. Table 20-3 Default Spaning Settings-Tree Settings Feature Default Settings Enabled State enabled on VLAN 1. Spaning-tree mode
PVST+. (Quick PVST+ and MSTP are disabled.) Change priority 32768. Spaning-tree port priority (configurable on a basis per cornea) 128. Spaning-tree price (configurable on a per-interface basis) 1000 Mb/s: 4. 100 Mb/s: 19. 10 Mb/s: 100. Spaning-tree port VLAN port (configurable on a per-VLAN basis) 128. Spaning-tree port VLAN price (configurable on a per-VLAN basis) 1000 Mb/s: 4. 100 Mb/s: 19.
10 Mb/s: 100. Spaning-tree Hello time: 2 seconds. Forward-delay time: 15 seconds. Maximum-aging time: 20 seconds. Transmit count: 6 BPDUs spaning trees enabled by default on VLAN 1 and on all newly created VLANs up to the limited spaning-tree specified in the Supported Spaning-Tree Instances section. Disable spare tree only if you are sure there are no loop in the network topology. Careful when
spaning tree is disabled and buckles are present in the topology, excessive traffic and indefinite copy packages can drastically reduce network performance. The switch keeps a spaning-separated-tree instance for each active VLAN configured on it. A bridge ID, including in the changed priority and the MAC address changed, associated with each instance. Per VLAN, and the lower ID of the bridge becomes
the root switch for that VLAN. To configure a switch to become root in for the specified VLAN, use the spaning-tree vlan vlan-id root configuration command global to modify the change priority from the default value (32768) to a lower milestone value. When you enter this command, the software checks the priority to switch to the root switches for each VLAN. Because of the extended System ID support, the
switch sets its own priority for the VLAN specified in 24576 if this value will cause this change to become the root for the specified VLAN. If any root change for the specified vlan has a priority change lower than 24576, change the sets its own priority for VLAN in specified 4096 less than the lowest priority switch. (4096 is the value of the smallest ever-significant number of 4-bit priority values shown in Table
20-1.) Note that spaning-tree vlan vlan-id root global configuration fails if the value needed to be the root switch is less than 1. Note that if your network consists of changing that both do and does not support the extended system ID, it is unlike that the switch with the extended system ID support will become the root switch. The extended system ID increases the priority value changing every time the VLAN
number is greater than the priority of the connected switches running older software. Note that root changes for each exjing-spaning-tree instance would be a backbone switch or distribution. Do not configure an access switch as the spaning root -- main tree. Use the diameter keyword to specify the Layer 2 network diameter (that is, the maximum number of changes expected between any two end stations
in the Layer 2 network). When you specify the network diameter, the switch automatically sets a hey optimal time, for forward-delayed time, and maximum-age time for a network in this diameter, which can significantly reduce the conversion time. You can use the Greeting keyword to cover automatically calculate hello time. Note After configuring the switch as the root switch, we recommend that you avoid
manually configuring the hello time, advancement-delay time, and maximum-age time of spaning-tree vlan vlan-id time repo, spaning-tree vlan-id vlan-advanced id, and the vlan vlan tree vlan-id max-age configuration global commands. When you configure a switch as the high root, the change priority is modified to the default value (32768) to 28672. The change is then likely to become the root switch for
the specified VLAN if the primary root switch fails. This is supposed that the other network switches use the default switching priority to 32768 and therefore are unlike they become the root switch. You can execute the following command on more than one change to configure multiple backup root switches. Use the same network diameter and hello-time time values that you use when you configured the
primary root switch with the spaning-tree vlan-id root main global configuration command. If a designed, spanning trees use the port priority when selecting a cones to set in the sending state. You can assign higher priority values (lower numeric values) to interfaces that you want to select first and lowest priority values (highest numeric values) that you want to select updates. If all interfaces have the same
priority value, spaning trees set the kides and the lower interface number of states to send and block other interfaces. The spaning-tree path costs default value from the media speed to a mucus. If a loop is made, spaning trees use prices when choosing a cones is set to the sending state. You can assign lower cost value interfaces that you want to select first and higher value prices that you want to select
updates. If all interfaces have the same cost value, spaning trees set the kides and the lowest number interfaces in the sending state and block other interfaces. Table 20-4 Spaning-Tree Timers Variable Description Hello timer controls how often the broadcast changes hello messages to other switches. Forward-delay clock Controls how long each of the states listens and learns updates before the
checkbox starts forwarding. Maximum-age time Controlled the amount of time the Store protocol information was received on a cornea. Transmit count counts the number of BPDUs that can be sent before lookup for 1 second. If more VLANs are defined in the VTP than there are spaning-tree instances, you can enable PVST+ or Quick PVST+ only 128 VLANs on the Switch.The remaining VLANs operate
and spaning disabled trees. However, you can map multiple VLANs in the same case to spaning off-trees using MSTP. For more information, see Chapter21, Configuring MSTP If 128 instances of Spain trees are already in use, you can disable Spain trees on one of the VLANs and then enable it on the VLAN where you want it to run. Use no spaning-tree vlan-id configuration global commands to disable
spaning trees on a specific VLAN, and use the spaning-tree vlan vlan-id global configuration to enable Spain tree on the desired VLAN. Caution switches that don't run spaning trees always send the BPDUs that they receive so that the other switches on the VLAN that have a smart run-stroke stick can break loop. Therefore, spanning trees must run on switches enough to break all the towns in the network;
for example, at least one switch on each loop in the VLAN must run the Spaniard tree. It is not absolutely necessary to run spaning trees on all switches of the VLAN. However, if you are running tree spanning only on a minimum set of switches, an incredible change in the network that introduces another loop to the VLAN can result in a streaming storm. Note that if you've already used all available spaning-
tree instances on your switch, adding another VLAN anywhere in the VTP domain creates a VLAN that doesn't run optical trees on that switch. you have the default allow list on the trunk ports that change, the new VLAN is carried on all trunk ports. Troubleshooting from the topology of the network, this could create a loop of the new VLAN that won't be broken, particularly if there are multiple adjacent
switches that have all run out of the spaning-tree instances. You can prevent this possibility by setting up allowed lists on the trunk skin of switch that used up the allocation to spain-tree instances. Setting up allowed lists is not necessary in many cases and can make it more labor-intensive to add another VLAN to the network. Spanish-tree commands control the configuration of VLAN spaning-tree
instances. You create a spaning-tree instance when you assign a cornea to a VLAN. The spaning-tree example is removed when the last kides is moved to another VLAN. You can configure switching and previous port parameters is a spaning-footer instance created; These parameters are applied when the spaning-tree instance is created. The switch supports PVST+, quick PVST+, and MSTP, but only
one version can be active at any time. (For example, all VLANs run PVST+, all VLANs running quick PVST+, or all VLANs running MSTP.) For information about the different spaning-tree modes and how to interopere, see the Interoperable Interoperable Tree and Backward Compatibility section. For configuration information about UplinkFast and BackboneFast, see the Information on optional Spaning-Tree
features section. Loop attention guard works only on link points. We recommend that every end of the link contains a device that connects directly to running STP. Task Command Step 1 configure terminal Inters global configuration mode. Step 2 spaning -tree mod { pvst |mst | Quick-pvst } Configure a spaning-tree mode. pvst -Enable PVST+ (the default setting). mst -Enable MSTP (with RSTP). For more
configuration steps, see Chapter21, Configuring MSTP Quick-pv -Enable Quick PVST+. Step 3 Keyboard-id (Recommended for Quick-PVST + Mode Only) Specify a cornea to configure, and enter configuration mode kine. Valid profiles include physical ports, VLANs, and port channels. Step 4 spaning-tree-type point-to-point (Recommended for quick-PVST+ mode only) Specify that the link type for this port
is point-to-point. If you link this port (local port) to a remote port through a point link and the local port becomes a designated port, negotiate them to change with the remote port and rapidly change the local port of the forwarding state. Step 5 End Return to Privileged EXEC mode. Step 6 key spaning-tree detector - protocol (Recommended for quick -PVST + mode only) restart the protocol migration process
on the whole switch if any port on the suites is connected to a port on a legacy IEE 802.1D switch, This step is optional if the designated switch detects that this change is running quick PVST+. Task Command Step 1 configure terminal global configuration mode. Step 2 spaning -tree vlan primary root id [ diameter net-diameter [hello-time seconds]] Configure a switching switch to become root in for the
specified VLAN. vlan-id – Specify one VLAN identified by VLAN ID number, a series of VLANs separated by a hype, or a range of VLANs separated by a comma. (Optional) net-diameter diameter - Specify the maximum number of changes between any two end stations. (Optional) hello-time seconds – Specify the interval of seconds between the generation of configuration messages by the root switch. Step
3 End Return to privileged EXEC mode. Task Command Step 1 configure terminal Inters global configuration mode. Step 2 spaning -tree vlan -id root high [ diameter net-diameter [hello-time seconds]] Configures a switching to become the secondary root for the specified VLAN. vlan-id – Specify one VLAN identified by VLAN ID number, a series of VLANs separated by a hype, or a range of VLANs separated
by a comma. The range is 1 to 4096. (Optional) net-diameter diameter - Specify the maximum number of changes between any two end stations. The range is 2 to 7. (Optional) hello-time seconds – Specify the interval of seconds between the generation of configuration messages by the root switch. The range is 1 to 10; the default is 2. Use the same network diameter and hello-time time values that you use
when configuring the primary root switch. See the Configuring Root Switch section. Step 3 End Return to privileged EXEC mode. Task Command Step 1 configure terminal Inters global configuration mode. Step 2 kterface-id Specify a done of configuration, and enter the cornea configuration mode. Valid interfaces include physical port and port-channel logical interfaces (port-channel port-channel-number).
Step 3 spaning tree - Priority Port Configures the port priority for a cornea. Step 4 spaning -tree vlan vlan-id port priority Configure the port priority for a VLAN. Step 5 End Return to Privileged EXEC mode. Task Command Step 1 configure terminal Inters global configuration mode. Step 2 kterface-id Specify a done of configuration, and enter the cornea configuration mode. Valid interfaces include physical
port and port-channel logical interfaces (port-channel port-channel-number). Step 3 spaning-tree price Configure the price for a cones. Step 4 spaning -tree vlan vlan -id price Configure the price for a VLAN. If a loop is performed, spaning trees uses the path price when selecting a cornea in place of the sent state. A lower path represents higher-speed transmission. Step 5 End Return to Privileged EXEC
mode. Before you begin exercise care when configuring the priority, and hey time for STP. For most situations, we recommend that you use the spaning-tree vlan vlan-id main root certificate with spaning-tree vlan-id root second commands configure the world modified the switch to Task Command Step 1 configure terminal Inters global configuration mode. Step 2 spaning -tree vlan vlan -id priority Configure
the change priority of a VLAN. Step 3 spaning -tree vlan -id Hello seconds time Configure the hello time of a VLAN. Step 4 spaning -tree vlan vlan-id-age seconds Configure the maximum time-aging in a VLAN. Step 5 spaning -tree vlan-id vlan-id forward-time Configure the time ahead of a VLAN. Step 6 spaning -tree vlan vlan-id-age seconds Configure the maximum time-aging in a VLAN. Step 7 spaning-
tree transmits value-counting Configure the number of BPDUs that can be sent before paying for 1 second. Note Changing this parameter to a higher value can have a significant impact on CPU use, especially in Quick-PVST mode. Lowering this value can slow the convergence of certain scenarios. We recommend that you keep the default setting. Step 8 Finish Return to privileged EXEC mode. Task order
displays spaning-footer active Display information spaning-tree on active interfaces only. Show spanning-footer Details Show a detailed summary of concealment information. displays the interface-tree-id displays spaning-footer information for the specified cornea. Displays spaning-tree Summary Displays a summary of the connection state. shows the spaning-tree vlan-id Show entry spaning-tree VLAN.
copy run-config startup-config (optional) Save your entry to the configuration file. The following sections provide references related to change administration: Standard Title Name new or modified standards are supported by this feature, and support for existing standards has not been modified by this feature. - RFCs Title Name new or modified RFCs are supported by this feature, and support for existing
RFCs has not been modified by this feature. For the feature updates and caveats, see the release notes for your platform and software release. Use Cisco Feature Navigator to get information about platform support and Cisco software support. To access Cisco Feature Navigator, go to . An account on Cisco.com not required. The following chapter describes how to configure the Cisco application in IEE
802.1s Multiple STP (MSTP) on the change. Note that the multiple spaning-tree (MST) application is based on the standard IEE 802.1s. The MSTP allows multiple VLANs to be mapped in the same instance of spaning-trees, reducing the number of spaning-tree circumstances needed to support a large number of VLANs. The MSTP is provided for several paths sent for data traffic and enables load
balancing. It improves the fenseing tolerance of the network because a failure in one instance (send path) does not affect other instances (send path). The most common initial deployment of MSTP is in the backbone and distribution layer of a Layer 2 switch This deployment provides the highly available network as required in a service-provider environment. When the switch is in the MST mode, A Quick
Spaning Tree Protocol (RSTP), based on IEE 802.1w, is automatically enabled. The RSTP provides rapid conversion to the spaning tree through explicit hand eliminating IEE 802.1D to send delays and quickly transition root ports and designated ports into the sent state. Both MSTP and RSTP improved the spaning-tree operation and maintain backward compatibility and equipment-based (the original) IEE
802.1D spaning tree, with existing Cisco-proprietary Multiple Circumstances (MISTP), and with Cisco existing for each PVST+). MSTP, which uses RSTP for rapid conversion, allows VLANs to be grouped into a spaning-tree instance, with each instance containing an independent spaning-tree topology in other spaning-tree circumstances. This architecture provides several paths sent for data traffic,
enabling balanced load, and reducing the number of Spanish-footer instances required to support a large number of VLANs. To switch to participating in several spaning-tree trees (MST) instances, you must always configure the switches with the same MST configuration information. A collection of connected switches that have the same MST configuration comprises an MST region as shown in Figure 21-
1. MST controls the configurations that MST regions each change belongs to. The configuration includes the region name, the review number, and the MST map VLAN-to-instance. You configure the change for a region by using the spaning-tree mst configuration global configuration command, after which to change the entry mode to configure MST. From this mode, you can map VLANs to an MST instance
by using the MST configuration command instance, specify the region name by using the MST configuration name command, and set the review number by using the MST configuration command review. A region can have one or several members that have the same MST configuration. Each member must be able to process RSTP bridge protocol unitS RSTP (BPDUs). There is no limit to the number of
MST regions in a network, but each region can support up to 65 cases of precedent-trees. Can be identified by any number of the range from 0 to 4096. You can provide a VLAN only one instance of spaning 3-foot trees at a time. Unlike PVST+ and quick PVST+ in which all the spaning-tree cases are independent, MSTP establishes and maintains two kinds of spain trees: an internal Spaniard tree (IST),
which is the spaning tree that runs through an MST region. In each MST region, the MSTP holds multiple spaning-tree instances. Example 0 is a special example for a region, known as the internal tree (IST). All other MST cases are counted from 1 to 4096. The IST is only example of spaning-spaning- send and receive BPDUs. All of the other information is the spaning-tree containing the M-files, which are
encapsulated in MSTP BPDUs. Because of MSTP BPDU carrying information for all cases, the number of BPDUs that need to be processed supports multiple friend-tree cases is significantly reduced. All MST instances in the same region share the same protocol time, but each MST instance has its own topology parameters, such as changing root ID, root cost, root price, and dishonest. By default, all
VLANs are assigned to the IST. An MST instance is local to the region; for example, MST instance 1 of Region A is independent of MST instance 1 in Region B, even if regionS A and B are connected. A common and internal tree (CIST), which is a collection of the ISTs in each MST region, with the common spaning tree (CST) that connects the MST regions with single tree spain. The spaning tree is dug
into a region displayed as a subtree of the CST that engraved the entire domain to change. The CIST is formed by the spaning-tree spaning algorithm running among switches that support the IEE 802.1w, IEE 802.1s, and the IEEE 802.1D standards. The CIST inside an MST region is the same as the CST outside a region. For more information, see the Operation in an MST Region section and the
Operation Between MST Region section. Note that the implementation of NANEE 802.1s standard, changes some of the terminology associated with MST applications. For a summary of the changes, see Table 20-1. The IST connects all the MSTP switches to a region. When the IST converge, the root of the IST becomes root in regional CIST (called the IST owner prior to the implementation of the IEE
802.1s standard) as shown in Figure 21-1. It is the switch to the region with the lowest changed ID and root cost path in CIST. The CIST regional root is also the CIST root if there is only one region of the network. If the CIST root is outside the region, one of the MSTP switches to the extent of the selected region as root in CIST region. When an initialized MSTP switch, it sends BPDUs claim itself as the root
of the CIST and the root of regional CIST, with both at the root expense of CIST and of the regional CIST root set to zero. The switch also initializes all of its MST cases and claims to be the root for all of them. If the change receives upper MST root information (lower id changes, lower path cost, and to make) than currently stored for the port, it relinquishes its claims as rooted in regional CIST. During
initialization, a region could have many regions, each with its own regional CIST roots. As switch receives superior IST information, they leave their old subregions and join the new region with the true CIST regional root. All subregions shrink, except for the one that has roots in regional True CIST. For incorrect operations, all switches in the MST region must be agreed on the same CIST region Therefore,
any two switches in the region only synchronize their port roles for an MST instance if they converge into a common regional CIST root. If there are multiple regions or legacy IEE 802.1D switch to the network, MSTP establishes and maintains the CST, including all MST regions and all STP legacy switches in the network. The MST circumstances combined with the IST within the extent of the region to
become the CST. The IST connects all the MSTP switches in the region and is displayed as a subtree of the CIST that encompasses the entire domain to change. Root of the subtree is rooted in regional CIST. The MST region appears as a virtual switch of adjacent STP switch and MST regions. Figure 21-1 shows a network with three MST regions and a legacy IEEE 802.1D switch (D). The CIST regional
root for region 1 (A) is also rooted in CIST. The CIST regional root for region 2 (B) and the regional CIST root for region 3 (C) are the roots for their respective subtrees in the CIST. The RSTP runs in all regions. Figure 21-1 MST Region, Masters CIST, and CST Root Only the CST instance sends and receives BPDUs, and MST can add the spaning-footer information to the BPDUs to communicate with the
contiguous switches and the final spaning-tree switches to the go. Because of this, the spaning-footer parameters related to BPDU transmission (for example, advanced times, advanced time, max-age, and max-hops) are configured only on the CST instance, but affect all MST instances. Parameters related to the spaning-tree topology (for example, change priorities, port VLAN priority, and port VLAN
priority) can be configured on both the CST instance and the MST instance. MSTP Switch used Version 3 RSTP BPDUs or IEE 802.1D STP BPDUs to communicate with legacy IEEE 802.1D switch. MSTP switch uses MSTP BPDUs to communicate with MSTP switch. Some MST naming conventions used in Cisco's main application have been changed to identify some internal or regional parameters.
These parameters are relevant only to an MST region, as opposed to external parameters related to the entire network. Because the CIST is only the spaning-tree example that votes the entire network, only the CIST parameter requires the external rather than the internal or regional qualifyers. The CIST root is the root switch for the unique example that watch the whole network, the CIST. CIST external



root path is the root cost of CIST. This is cost left unchanged in an MST region. Remember that an MST region looks like a single switch for the CIST. CIST the external root cost is the root path calculated between these virtual switches and switches that are not part of any region. The regional CIST regional root was called the IST master of the main application. If the CIST root is in the region, the CIST
regional root is the CIST root. Otherwise, the root of regional CIST is the closest change to CIST root in the region. The regional CIST root act a root change for the IST. CIST internal root path is the cost of the CIST regional root in a region. This price is only relevant to the IST, e.g. 0. Table 21-1 compares the IEE's standard with Cisco's standard terminology. Table 21-1 Principles and Standard
Terminology IEEE Standard Cisco Prestandard Cisco Cisco CIST Root Regional IST Master CIST Regional CIST Regional CIST internal root path is master path CIST internal CIST path internal cist root price CIST external CIST pathway listen to root path root path listen to MSTI Regional Root Instant Root MSTI internal path listening root path listening the IST and MST may not use message-age with
maximum information to configure the BDUP to configure the computer BDUP the spaning-tree topology. Instead, to use the path cost of the root with a hop-count mechanism similar to the time-to-live IP (TTL) mechanism. By using the spaning-tree mst max-hops global configuration command, you can configure the maximum hope inside the region and apply it to the IST and all MST instances in this
region. The hop count achieved the same result as the message age information (triggered a reconfigure). The root change in the example always sends a BPDU (or M-Record) with a cost of 0 and the hop count set to the maximum value. When a switch receives this BPDU, it the received hop count remains by one and spreads this value as the remaining hop count of the BPDUs it generates. When the
count reaches zero, the switch is discussed on the CPDU and the information age is held for the port. Message-age and maximum-age information in the RSTP portion of the CPDU remain the same throughout the region, and the same values are spread by the designated region ports to the limit. In the Cisco main application, a boundary port connects an MST region to a single-footer region running RSTP,
in a single-foot region logs running PVST+ or Quick PVST+, or to another MST region with a different MST configuration. A boundary port also connects to an LAN, the switch that is designated to which is either a 10-foot snaping-tree-switch or a switch with a different MST configuration. There is no definition of a boundary port in the IEEE standard 802.1s. The IEE 802.1Q-2002 standard identifies two types
of messages that a port can receive: internal (coming from the same region) and external. When a message is external, it is received only by the CIST. If the CIST role is rooted or alternate, or if the external BPDU is a topology change, it could have an impact on the MST cases. When a message is internal, part AIST is received by the CIST, and each MST instance receives its respective M-files. The
primary cisco applies treating a port that receives an external message as a boundary port. This means a skin cannot receive a mixture of internal and external messages. An MST region includes both switch and LANs. A segment belongs to the region through its designated port. Therefore, a in a different region than the designated port for a segment is a boundary port. This definition allows two internal
ports in a region to share a segment and a port that beasts a different region, creating the possibility of receiving both internal and external messages on a port. The primary change from the Cisco primary application is that a designated port is not defined as boundary, unless it is run in an STP-compatible mode. Note If there is an STP switch inheriting on the segment, messages are still considered external.
The other change from the standard application is that the regional CIST regional switch change field ID is now inserted where an RSTP or legacy IEEE 802.1Q switch has THE ID of the sender changing. The whole region makes such a single virtual switch by sending a consistent candidate switch to change the neighbor switch ID. In this example, change C would receive a CPDU with the same consistent
person ID changed to root, whether A or B is designated for the segment. The Cisco implementation of the IEE MST standard includes features needed to meet the standard, as well as some of the desirable primary foncunise that are not yet incorporated into the publishing standard. The border role is not in the latest standard final MST concept, but this concept boundary concept holds within Cisco's
application. However, a MST port to a limit in the region might not follow the state of the corresponding CIST port. Two cases exist now: the boundary port is the root port of the CIST regional port—When the CIST port is proposed and is in sync, it can be sent back an agreement and moves to the sent state only after all the corresponding MSTI ports are in sync (and forwarded). MSTI ports now have a
special master role. The boundary port is not the root port of the regional CIST-Port MSTI port to follow the state and role of the CIST port. The standard provides less information, and it might be difficult to understand why an MSTI port can alternately block when it receives no BPDUs (MRecords). In this case, although the boundary role no longer exists, display commands to identify a port as phrases in the
type column of the output. Because automatic detection of primary switches can fail, you can use an interface configuration command to identify the primary ports. A region cannot be formed between a standard switch and a standard switch, but can be interopered using the CIST. Only the ability to load balancing on different cases is lost in this particular case. The CLI displays different flags depending on
the port configuration when a port receives prestandard BPDUs. A psychologist message also appears the first time a switch receives a primary CPDU on a port that has not been configured for primary CPDU transmission. Figure 21-2 to illustrate this scenario. Suppose that A is a standard switch with B a primary switch, both configured to be in the same region. A sister has to change roots for the CIST, B
has a root port (BX) on segment X and an alternate port (BY) over segment Y. If segment Y flare, and the port on DOES NOT become the alternate before sending a single primary CPDU, AY cannot detect that a primary switch is connected to Y and will continue to send standard BPDus. The port is not fixed within a boundary, and no load balancing is possible between A and B. The same problem exists on
X segments, but B might convey topology changes. Figure 21-2 Standard and Interroviation Principles Note We recommend you minimize the interaction between standards and standard MST applications. This feature is not yet present in the Standard MST MST, but it is included in this release Cisco IOS. The software checks the consistency of the port and state roles of the BPDUs received to detect
indedirect link failures that could cause loop bridging. When a designated port detects a conflict, it maintains its role, but liner in disputed states because connectivity connections in case of inconsistency is preferable to opening a bridge loop. Figure 21-3 shows an indirectional failure that typically creates a bridging loop. Switch A is the root switch, and its BPDUs are lost on links to the switch B.RSTP and
MST BPDUs include the role and state of the forwarding port. With this information, changing A can detect that changing B does not react to the upper BPDUs it sends and that changing B is designated, not changing root. As a result, changing a block (or keeping block) its port, preventing the bridging loop. Figure 21-3 Detector Link Indirectional Link Failure A switch running MSTP supports a built-in
protocol mechanism that allows it to interopere with legacy IEE 802.1D switch. If this switch receives a legacy IEEE 802.1D BPDU configuration (a CPDU with the protocol version set to 0), it sends only IEEE 802.1D BPDUs on that port. An MSTP switch also can detect that a port is within the limits of a region when it receives a legacy CPDU, a BPDU MSTP (Version 3) associated with a different region, or a
BPDU RSTP (version 2). However, the change does not automatically return to the MSTP mode if it no longer receives the IEE 802.1D BPDUs because it cannot be detected if the legacy changes. A change might also continue to be assigned a boundary role to a port when the change to which this change connects was simultaneously the region. To restart the protocol migration process (forcing the
renegotiation with neighboring switches), use the spaning-foot keys to detect – the privileged EXEC protocol command. If all the legacy switches on links that are RSTP switch, they can work MSTP BPDus as if they are RSTP BPDUs. Therefore, MSTP Switch sent either a Version 0 configuration with TCN BPDus or Version 3 MSTP BPDUs on a boundary port. A boundary port connected to an LAN, the
switch that is designated to which is either a snaping-tree single-switch or a switch a different MST configuration. The RSTP takes advantage of its point-to-point electrical wire and gives quick convegation of the spaning tree. Reconfiguration of the spaning tree can occur at less than 1 second (in the 50 seconds contract with the default settings of the Tree IEE 802.1D spaning). The RSTP provides rapid
conversion to the spaning tree by assigning skin roles and by learning the active topology. The RSTP is built on the IEE 802.1D STP to select the switch with the highest priority switch (lower numeric priority value) as the root switch as described in the Spaning-Tree Topology and BPDUs section. Then the RSTP assigns one of the following port roles to individual ports: Port Root—Provides the best path
(lower cost) when changing the packages to change the root. Designated port-Connectors to the designated switch, which joins the lower cost path when sending packages from LAN to the root switch. The port in which the switch is designated is attached and the LAN is called the designated port. Alternative ports—Offer an alternate path toward the root change in the current root port. Offsite port—Acts as
a backup to the path provided by a designated port toward the tree leaf above. A backup port can exist only when the two ports are connected to a loopback by a link point or when a switch has two or more connections to a shared LAN segment. Disabled skin—There is no role within the tree operation above. A port with the root or designated port role included in the active topology. A port with the alternate
port role or backup is excluded in the active topology. In a stable topology and consistent port role throughout the network, RSTP ensures that each root port and designated port instantly transition to the send state while all alternate and backup ports are still in the cast state (equivalent to blocking of IEEE 802.1D). State gates to monitor the operation of the forwarding and learning processes. Table 21-2
provides a comparison of IEEE 802.1D and RSTP state ports. Table 21-2 Port State Comparison Status Operational State (IEEE 802.1D) RSTP State Port included in the active topology? Enabling Disable Blocking does not allow listening to discontinent by enabling Learning Yes enable Send To Disable disable no longer consistent with STP STP application, this guide defines the port state as blocked
instead of disposal. Designated ports are starting in the listening state. The RSTP is provided for speedy recovery of connections after the failure of a switch, a switch port, or an LAN. It provides quick conversion for edge ports, new root ports, and ports that are connected to point-to-point links as follows: Edge port - If you configure a port as a edge port on an RSTP switch using the port-footer interface to
configure command, the port immediately transitions into the sent state. A Corner is the same as a fast-enabled port, and you should allow it only on ports that are connected to a single end station. Root Port - If the RSTP selects a new root port, it blocks the old root port and instantly transitions the new root port into the sending state. Point-to-point link—If you link a port to another port via a link point and the
local port becomes a designated port, it negotiates a rapid transition with the other port using the proposal agreement to ensure a loop-free topology. As shown in Figure 21-4, Change A is connected to Change B via a point-to-point link, with all the ports in the blocked state. Supposing that the priority of Change A is a smaller numeric value than the priority of Change B. Change a message clause (a CPDU
configuration with the proposition flag range) in Change B, propose itself as the designated change. After receiving the proposal message, Change B is selected as its new port root port from which the proposition message was received, forcing all nonedge ports of the blocked state, and sending an agreement message (a CPDU with the agreement to set flags) to its new root port. After receiving the accord
message Switch B, Change A also immediately transitions its designated port to the sending state. No loop of the network have been formed because Change blocks all of its nonedge ports and because there is a link point between Switches A and B. When changing C to connect to Change B, a similar range of consequent messages are exchanged. Change C to select the linking port of Change B as its
root port, and both ends instantly transition to the sending state. With each iteration of this menshaking process, one more changed join to the active topology. As the network converge, this agreement proposal-agreement menshaking advances from the root towards the spaning tree leaves. Switch to Learn the link type from the duplex port mode: a full port duplex is considered to have a point-to-point
connection; a half-duplex port is considered to have a shared connection. You can cover the default setting that is controlled by the duplex setting by using the interface-footer-type link-type configuration command. Figure 21-4 Clause and Handshaking Agreement for Quick Convergence When the switch receives a proposal message on one of its ports and this port is selected as the new root port, the RSTP
forces all the other ports to synchronize with the new root information. The synchronized switch with superior root information is received on the root port if all other ports are synchronized. An individual port on the synchronized switch if this port is in the blocked state. It is an edge port (an configured port to be in edge of the network). If a designated port is in the send state and is not configured as an edge
port, it transitions to the blocked state when the RSTP forces it to synchronize with new root information. Overall, when the RSTP a port synchronizes with root information and the port does not meet any of the above conditions, its port state is set to block. After ensuring that all ports are synchronized, the switch sends an agreement message to the designated switch corresponding to its root port. When the
switches are connected by a point-to-point link to them in accordance on their port role, the RSTP immediately transitions the port state to send. The sequence of events is shown in Figure 21-5. Figure 21-5 Sequence of Events during the Quick Convegence format of RSTP BPDU is the same as the IEE 802.1D BPDU format except that the protocol version is set to 2. A new 1-byte Version 1 Length field is
set to zero, which means that no version 1 protocol information is present. Table 21-3 shows the RSTP flag fields. Table 21-3 RSTP BPDU Flag Bit Function 0 Topology Change (TC) 1 Proposition 2–3: 00 01 10 11 Skin Role: Unknown Skin Root De Designated Port 4 Learn 5 Forwarding 6 Agreement 7 Topology Change Reward (TCA) Switch the forwarding sets the proposal flag of CPDU in RSTP to
propose itself as the designated change on the KID. The port role in the message clause is always set to the designated port. The switch sets the agreement flag to the RSTP BPDU to accept the previous proposal. The port role in the message agreement is always set at the root port. The RSTP does not have a device topology change notification (TCN) BPDU. It uses changes to topology (TC) flags to
display the topology changes. However, for interoperable with IEEE 802.1D switch, the RSTP switch processes and generateS TCN BPDUs. Learning and forwarding flags are set according to the state of the forwarding port. If a port receives superior root information (lower changed ID, lower path cost, and for doing so now) than currently stored for the port, RSTP triggers a reconfiguration. If the proposed
port and is selected as the new root port, RSTP forces all other ports to synchronize. If the BPDU receive is a RSTP BPDU with the flag set clause, the switch sends an agreement message after all other ports are synchronized. If the BPDU is an IEE 802.1D BPDU, the switch does not set the clause flag and starts the clock for forward-delay for the port. The new root port requires twice the time to advance
the transition to the sending state. If the superior information received on the port causes the port to become a backup or alternate port, RSTP sets the port to the blocked state, but does not send the agreement message. The designated port continues to send BPDUs and flags the proposal set until advanced delay time expires, at which time the port transitions to the sending state. If a designated port
receives an inferior BPDU (higher changed ID, higher path cost, and so than now stored for the port) and a designated port role, it immediately responded with its own information. This section describes differences between and IEEE 802.1D in handling spaning-tree change topology. Detection—Unlike IEEE 802.1D in which any transition between the blocking and the sending state causes a topology
change, only transitioning from blocking to the state sends a topology change and RSTP (only an increase in connectivity is regarded as a topology change). State changing on a corner skin doesn't cause a topology change. When an RSTP switch detects a topology change, it clears the learnt information about all of its non-paid ports except on those from which it received the TC notification. Notification -
Unlike IEE 802.1D, which uses TCN BPDus, the RSTP does not use them. However, for IEEE 802.1D interoperable, an RSTP switch process and generates TCN BPDUs. Recognized – When an RSTP switch receives a TCN message on a designated port of an IEE 802.1D switch, it replies with an IEEE 802.1D BPDU configuration and set of TCA bit. However, if TC - while the clock (similar to the clock
topology - changes to IEEE 802.1D) is active on a root port connected to an IEEE 802.1D switch with a CPDU configuration with the TCA set bit received, the TC during time is reset. This behavior is only required to support IEE 802.1D switch. The BPDUs RSTP never has set to TCA bit. Proliferation - When an RSTP switch receives a TC message from another switch to a designated or root port, it spreads
the change all to its nonedge port, designated with the root port (except the port on which it is received). The change starts the TC clock - while all these ports and flushes the information learned on them. Migration Protocol - For backward compatibility with IEEE 802.1D switch, RSTP sends IEEE 802.1D to configure BPDUs and TCN BPDUs on a per port basis. When an initialized port is off, the migrate-
delay clock is started (specifying the minimum time during which RSTP BPDUs are sent), and RSTP BPDUs are sent. While this time is active, the processes change all BPDUs received on which port and ignore the protocol type. If the switch receives an IEE 802.1D BPDU after the migration-delay clock expires, it is supposed that it is connected to an IEEE 802.1D switch and starts using only IEEE 802.1D
BPDUs. However, if the RSTP switch is using IEE 802.1D BPDUs on a port and receives a RSTP BPDU after the clock expires, it restarts the timer and starts using RSTP BPDus on that port. Table 21-4 Default MSTP Settings Feature Default Settings Spaning-Tree Mode PVST+ (Quick PVST+ and MSTP to disable) Change priority (configure on a base port by-CIST) 32768 Spaning-tree priority
(configurable on a per-CIST port basis) 128 Spain-tree port body (configurable on a per-CIST port basis) 1000 Mbps: 4 100 Mbps: 19 10 Mbps: 100 Hello Time 2 Second Time Forward - Late Time 15 Seconds Maximum- Aging Time 20 Seconds Maximum Hop Count 20 Expected These Are The 20 Directives Setup for MSTP : When you enable MST using the spaning-tree global mst mode order, RSTP is
automatically enabled. For two or more switches to be in the same MST region, they must have the same VLAN map- to-instance, the same review number configuration, and the same name. The change supports up to 65 MST instances. The number of VLANs that can be mapped to a particular MST instance is unlimited. PVST+, Quick PVST+, and MSTP are supported, but only one version can be active
at any time. (For example, all VLANs run PVST+, all VLANs running quick PVST+, or all VLANs running MSTP.) For more information, see Interoperability in the Spaning-Tree and Compatibility Rewards section. VTP proliferation in the MST configuration is not supported. However, you can manually configure the MST configuration (region name, review number, and VLAN-to-instance mapping) on each
switch to the MST region by using the command-line styling (CLI) or via the SNMP support. For load balancing via redundant paths in the network to work, all VLAN-to-instance assignments must match; otherwise, all traffic flows on one link. All MST boundary ports must be sent for load balancing between a PVST+ and a cloud MST or between a quick cloud - PVST+ and a cloud MST. For this to happen,
the IST master of the MST cloud should also be the root of the CST. If the cloud MST consists of several MST regions, one of the MST regions must have the CST root, and all the other MST regions must have a better path to the root that's in the cloud MST than a path to PVST+ or the quick-PVST+ cloud. You might have to manually configure the switches in the clouds. The network partition in a large
number of regions is not recommended. However, if this situation is inevitable, we recommend that you partition LAN into smaller LANs intercome by routers or non-Layer 2 devices. For configuration information about UplinkFast and BackboneFast, see the Information on optional Spaning-Tree features section. The switch keeps an example of the spaning tree - for the group in its map VLANs. A changed
ID, including in the changed priority and the MAC address changed, associated with each instance. For a VLANs cluster, the switch with the lower ID becomes the root switch. To configure a change to become the root, use the spaning-tree mst instance-id root configuration global commands to modify the change priority from the default value (32768) to a significantly lower value so that the root change
becomes the root change for specifying the spanning-footer. When you enter this command, priority checks are changed to the root switches. Because of the extended System ID support, changes the sets its own priority for the specified instance to 24576 if this value will cause this change to become rooted in for the spaning-specified instance. If any root changes for the specified instance have a priority
changed lower than 24576, change the sets its own priority to 4096 less than the lowest Priority. (4096 is the value of the smallest ever-significant number of 4-bit priority values shown in Table 20-1.) If your network consists of switches that both make and do not support the extended system ID, it is unlike that the switch with the extended system ID support will become the root switch. The extended system
ID increases the priority value changing every time the VLAN number is greater than the priority of the connected switches running older software. The root switch for each spaning-spaning instance - should be a backbone switch or distribution. Do not configure an access switch as the spaning root -- main tree. Use the diameter keyword, available only for MST instance 0, specify the diameter Layer 2
network (that is, the maximum number of expected changes between any two end stations in the Layer 2 network). When you specify the network diameter, the switch automatically sets a hey optimal time, for forward-delayed time, and maximum-age time for a network in this diameter, which can significantly reduce the conversion time. You can use the Greeting keyword to cover automatically calculate
hello time. When you configure a switch with the system ID support extended as the secondary root, the change priority is modified to the default value (32768) in 28672. The change is then likely to become changed to root for the specified instance if the primary root switch fails. This is supposed that the other network switches use the default switching priority to 32768 and therefore are unlike they become
the root switch. You can execute the following command on more than one change to configure multiple backup root switches. Use the same network diameter and hello-time time values that you use when you configured the primary root switch with the spaning-tree mst instance-id root primary global configuration command. If a loop is performed, the MSTP uses the port priority when selecting a cones to
set the sending state. You can assign higher priority values (lower numeric values) to interfaces that you want to select first and lowest priority values (highest numeric values) that you want to select updates. If all interfaces have the same priority value, the MSTP puts the kides and the lowest interface number in the sending state and blocks other interfaces. The MSTP path is costing default values from the
media speed to a kine. If a loop is performed, the MSTP uses price when choosing a cornea at the set of sent states. You can assign lower cost value interfaces that you want to select first and higher value prices that you want to select updates. If all interfaces have the same cost value, the MSTP puts the kides and the lowest cornea numbers in the sending state and blocks the other ktefas. If you link a
port to another port through a point link and the local port becomes a designated port, RSTP negotiates a quick transition with the other port using the mensak proposal in the a loop-free topology as described in the Rapid Konvergence section. By default, the link type is controlled from the duplex mode of the interface: a full port duplex is considered to have a point-to-point connection; a half-duplex port is
considered to have a shared connection. If you have a half duplex link physically connecting point-to-point to a single port on a switching switch running MSTP, you can overhead the default setting of the link type and enable quick transition to the forwarding state. A topology could include both principles and IEEE 802.1s standard device compliant. By default, ports can automatically detect standard devices,
but they can still receive both standard and BPDUs standards. When there is a mismatch between a device and its neighbor, only the CIST runs on the interface. You can choose to set a forwarding port only to main BPDUs. The main flag appears in all commands shown, even if the port is in STP compatibility mode. A switch running MSTP supports a built-in protocol mechanism that allows it to interopere
with iEEE EEEE 802.1D switch. If this switch receives a legacy IEEE 802.1D BPDU configuration (a CPDU with the protocol version set to 0), it sends only IEEE 802.1D BPDUs on that port. An MSTP switch also can detect that a port is within the bounds of a region when it receives a legacy CPDU, an MST BPDU (Version 3) associated with a different region, or an RST BPDU (Version 2). However, the
change does not automatically return to the MSTP mode if it no longer receives the IEE 802.1D BPDUs because it cannot be detected if the legacy changes. A change might continue to allocate a boundary role to a port when the change to which it connects was simultaneously the region. This job is required. Task Command Step 1 configure terminal Inters global configuration mode. Step 2 spaning-tree
mst setup Enter MST configuration mode. Step 3 example example – vlan vlan vlan-fix mapping VLANs to an MST instance. instance-id- range is 0 to 4096. vlan-range -range is 1 to 4096. When you map VLANs to an MST instance, the map is incremental, and VLANs are specified in the order being added to or removed from the VLANs that were previously mapped. To specify a VLAN range, use a tap; for
example, example 1 vlan 1-63 map VLANs 1 to 63 in MST example 1. To specify a VLAN range, use a comma; for example, example 1 vlan 10, 20, four 30 VLANs 10, 20, and 30 in MST example 1. Step 4 Name Specify the configuration name. The name string has a maximum length of 32 characters and is case sensitive. Step 5 review version Specify the configuration review number. The range is 0
65535. Step 6 shows your pending audit configuration by displaying the pending configuration. Step 7 exit Apply all changes, and return to global configuration mode. Step 8 spaning-tree mode mst enabled MSTP. is also allowed. Carefully Changing spaning-tree mode can disrupt traffic because all spaning-tree instances are stopped for the previous mode and restarted in the new mode. You cannot run
both MSTP and PVST+ or both MSTP and quick PVST+ at the same time. Step 9 End Return to privileged EXEC mode. Before starting after configuring the switch as the root switch, we recommend that you avoid manually configuring the hello time, advanced-delay time, and maximum-age time in the spaning-tree mst hello-time, spaning -the forward-time tree, and the spaning-mst-age tree global
configuration commands. This task is optional. Task Command Step 1 configure terminal Inters global configuration mode. Step 2 spaning-tree mst instance-id main root [ diameter net-diameter [ hello-time seconds] Configure a switch as the root switch.instance-id -Specify a single instance, a series of instances separated by a hyphen, or a series of instances separated by a comma. The range is 0 4096.
(Optional) net-diameter diameter - Specify the maximum number of changes between any two end stations. The range is 2 to 7. This keyword is available only for MST instance 0. (Optional) hello-time seconds – Specify the interval of seconds between the generation of configuration messages by the root switch. The range is 1 for 10 seconds; the default is 2 seconds. Step 3 spaning-tree mst instance-id
secondary root [ diameter net-diameter [hello-time seconds]] Configure a switching switch as the secondary root switch. example-id— Specify a single instance, a range of instances separated by a hype, or a range of instances separated by a comma. The range is 0 4096. (Optional) net-diameter diameter – Specify the maximum number of changes between any two end stations. The range is 2 to 7. This
keyword is available only for MST instance 0. (Optional) hello-time seconds - Specify the interval of seconds between the generation of message configurations by the root switch. The range is 1 for 10 seconds; the default is 2 seconds. Use the same network diameter and hello-time time values that you use when configuring the primary root switch. Step 4 End Return to privileged EXEC mode. Before you
begin exercise care when configuring the priority is changed. For most situations, we recommend that you use the spaning-tree mst instance-id main root with the spaning-mst instance-id root second configuration global commands to modify the changed priority. Task Command Step 1 configure terminal Inters global configuration mode. Step 2 spaning -tree mst instance priority - Id Configure the change
priority. example-id— Specify a single instance, a range of instances separated by a hype, or a range of instances separated by a comma. The range is 0 4096. Priority - The range is 0 to 61440 in increments of 4096; the default is 32768. The lower number, the more likely will be changed to selected as the root switch. Priority values are 0, 4096, 8192, 16384, 20480, 24576, 28672, 32768, 36864, 40960,
45056, 49152, 53248, 57344, and 61440. All other values are rejected. Step 3 spaning -tree mst hello-time Configure the Hello time for all MST instances. The hey time is the interval between the generation of configuration messages by switching to root. These messages mean that the change is alive. seconds - The range is 1 to 10; the default is 2. Step 4 spaning -tree mst front-time Configure the time
ahead for all MST instances. The advance delay is the number of seconds a port waiting before switching from its spaning-tree learning and listening to the state to send. Seconds - The range is 4 to 30; the default is 15. Step 5 spaning-tree mst-age seconds Configure the maximum-aging time for all MST instances. The maximum-aging time is the number of seconds a switching wait without receiving
setup-footer messages before attempting a reconfiguration. Seconds - The range is 6 to 40; the default is 20. Step 6 spaning-tree mst-hops hop-count Specify the number of hops in a previous region is the CPDU cast, and information is made for an aging port. hop-count -Range is 1 to 255; the default is 20. Step 7 kterface-id Specify a done of configuration, and enter the cornea configuration mode. Valid
interfaces include physical port and port-channel logical interfaces. Step 8 spaning-tree mst instance-id port-id priority Configure the port priority. instance-id - Specify a single instance, a series of instances separated by a hype, or a range of instances separated by a comma. The range is 0 4096. Priority - The range is 0 to 240 in increments of 16. The default is 128. The lower number, the higher the priority.
The priority values are 0, 16, 32, 48, 64, 80, 96, 112, 128, 144, 160, 176, 192, 208, 224, and 240. All other values are rejected. Step 9 spaning static mst instance -id Price Configure the price. If a loop is performed, the MSTP uses the cost of the path when selecting a cornea in place of the sending state. A lower path represents higher-speed transmission. instance-id - Specify a single instance, a series of
instances separated by a hype, or a range of instances separated by a comma. The range is 0 4096. price - The range is 1 to 2000000000; The default value is from the media speed of the cornea. Step 10 spaning point-footer - Type Point-to-Point Press that the link type of a port is point-to-point. Step 11 spaning-tree mst pre-standard Specify that the port can send only BPDUs principles. Step 12 End
Return to privileged EXEC mode. Task command displays the spaning-tree mst configuration Display the MST region configuration. show the spanning-tree mst configuration Digest Show MD5 digest is included in the current MSTCI. displays the spanning-tree mst instance-id Show MST information for the specified instance. show interface-tree mst shingle-id Show MST info for specified. key spaning-tree
detector - protocol restart the protocol migration process (the renegotiation force and contiguous switch) on the switch, clear spaning-tree sensors - protocol connoisseur-id restart the protocol migration process on a specific mucus. show run-config verify your entries. copy run-config startup-config Save your entries to the configuration file. The following example shows how to enter MST configuration mode,
map VLANs 10 to 20 in MST instance 1, region name of 1, set revision to configuration 1, display the lost configuration, apply the changes, and return to global configuration mode: Switch (config)# Spaning-Tree configuration switch (config-mst) # example 1 vlan 10-20 switch (config-mst)# name region1 Switch (config-mst) # Review 1 Switch (config-mst) # Displays Annatant MST Configuration Name
[Region] Review 1 Exemption Vlans Mapped -------- --------------------- 0 1 -9.21-4096 1 10-20 ------------------------------- Switch (config-mst) # Exit Switch (config)# The following sections provide references related to switch administration: Standard Title Name new or modified standards are supported by this feature, and support for existing standards has not been modified by this feature. - RFCs Title Name new
or modified RFCs are supported by this feature , and support for existing RFCs has not been modified by this feature. - Page 6 Release software you cannot support all the features documented in this chapter. For the feature updates and caveats, see the release notes for your platform and software release. Use Cisco Feature Navigator to get information about platform support and Cisco software support.
To access Cisco Feature Navigator, go to . An account on Cisco.com not required. An SNMP group is a table that maps SNMP users to SNMP views. An SNMP user is a member of an SNMP group. An SNMP host is the recipient of an SNMP tip operation. An SNMP Engine ID is a name for the local or remote SNMP engine. If the switch starts with the switch startup configuration there is at least one snmp-
server configuration command, the SNMP agent is enabled. When configuring an SNMP cluster, do not specify a warning view. The global host server setup autogenerates a notification view for the user and then adds it to the group associated with that user. Modifying view group notifications affects all users associated with this group. See the Cisco IOS Network Management Command Reference for
information about when you should configure notified input. To configure a remote user, specify the IP address or port number for the remote SNMP agent of the device where the user resides. Before you configure remote users for a particular agent, configure the SNMP Engine ID, using the snmp-server global configuration engine with the remote option. The remote SNMP Agent ID and user password
used are the authentication privacy digest. If you do not configure the remote ID engine first, the configuration command fails. When configuring SNMP is informed, you need to configure the SNMP Engine ID for the remote agent of the SNMP database before you can send proxy requests or inform it. If a local user is not associated with a remote host, the switch does not send information to the author
(authNoPriv) and the private (around) authentication level. Changing the value of the SNMP engine ID has significant implications. A user's password (entered on the command line) is converted to an MD5 or SHA Security Digest based on the password and the local engine ID. The command-line password is then destroyed, as required by RFC 2274. Because of this deletion, if the value of the Change ID
engine, the security digest of SNMPv3 users becomes invalid, and you need to recommend SNMP users using the snmp-server user configuration global command. Similar restrictions require the reconfigure of community strings when the engine ID is changed. The Simple Management Protocol (SNMP) is an application-layer protocol that provides a message format for communication between
administrators and agents. The SNMP system consists of an SNMP manager, an SNMP agent, and an MIB. The SNMP manager can be part of a network management system (NMS) such as CiscoWorks. The agent and MIB reside on the change. To configure SNMP on the switch, you define the relationship between the manager and the agent. The SNMP agent has the MIB variable that the SNMP
manager value can request or change. A manager can get a value from an agent or store a value in the agent. The agent gathers data from the MIB, the repository for information about device parameters and network data. The agent can also respond to a manager's request to get or terminate data. An agent can send concrete traps to the manager. Traps are messages alting the SNMP manager to a
requirement on the network. Traps can mean improved user authentication, restart, link status (up or down), MAC address tracking, close to a TCP connection, loss of connection to a neighbor, or other important events. This release software supports the following SNMP versions: the SNMPv1-Network Management Protocol, a Full Internet Standard, defined in RFC 1157. SNMPv2C replaces Administrative
Part-based Administrative and Security Framework of SNMPv2Classic and Community-based Ad Foundation of SNMPv2C while maintaining the essential retrieval and improving handling of SNMPv2Classic. It had the following features: - SNMPv2-Version 2 of the simple network management protocol, a Standard Internet draft, defined in RFCs 1902 through 1907. – SNMPv2C-Community-based
Administrative Foundation for SNMPv2, an Experimental Internet Protocol defined in RFC 1901. SNMPv3 - Version 3 of the SNMP is an interoperable protocol based on defined in RFCs 2273 to 2275. SNMPv3 provides safe access to devices by native and encrypting packages The network and includes the following security features: – Message integrity-ensuring a package was not suitable and in
transport. – Authentication – Determines that the message is from a valid source. – Encryption-Mixing the contents of a package to prevent it from being read by an un authorised source. Note For select encryption, enter the private keyword. This keyword is available only when the cryptographic (encrypted) software image is installed. Both SNMPv1 and SNMPv2C use a community-based form of security.
The community of administrators can access the AGENT MIB is defined by a list of IP addresses to access control and password. SNMPv2C includes a bulk recovering mechanism and more detailed error reporting messages in management stations. The mechanism to retrieve bulk retrieve tables with large amounts of information, minimizing the number of round-trips required. SNMPv2C improved error-
handling includes expanding error codes that distinguish different types of error conditions; These conditions are reported in a single error code in SNMPv1.Error return code in SNMPv2C reports the error type. SNMPv3 is provided for both security model and security level. A security model is an authentication strategy set up for a user and the group in which the user resides. A security level is the allowed
level of security in a security model. A combination of the security level and the security model determine which security mechanism to use when handling an SNMP package. The available security models are SNMPv1, SNMPv2C, and SNMPv3.Table 36-1 identify the features of the different combinations of security models and their levels. Table 36-1 SNMP Security Model and Model Model Model Level
Authentication SNMPv1 NoauthNopriv string Do not use a community code to match for authentication. The SNMPv2C noAuthNopriv Community does not use a community string to match for authentication. SNMPv3 noAuthNoPriv (requires the LAN base image) Username Does not use a matching username for authentication. SNMPv3 authNoPriv (requires the BASE image LAN) Message Digest 5 (MD5)
or Attach Hash Algorithm (SHA) by providing authentication based on the HMAC-MD5 or HMAC-SHA algorithms. SNMPv3 authorPriv (requires THE BASE IMAGE) MD5 or SHA Data Encryption Standard (DES) or Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) to provide authentication based on the HMAC-MD5 or the HMAC-SHAgorithms. Allows specifying the User-based Security Model (USM) and the following
encryption algorithms: DES 56-bit encryption in addition to authentication based on CBC-DES (DES-56) standard. 3DES 168-bit encryption AES 128-bit, 192-bit, or 256-bit encryption you must configure the SNMP agent to use the SNMP version supported by the management station. Because an agent can communicate with multiple managers, you can configure the software to support communication by
using SNMPv1, SNMPv2C, or SNMPv3.The SNMP Manager uses information in the MIB to perform the operations that are described in Table 36-2. Table 36-2 SNMP Operation Description Get-Request retrieve a value from a specific variable. Get-Next-Request Retrieve a value from a variable in a table.1 Get-bulk-request retrieve large blocks of data, such as multiple rows in a table, which would otherwise
require the transmission of many small blocks of data. get responses to a GET request, Get-Next request, and Set-Request sent by an NMS. set-request Stores a value in a specific variable. Trap a thoughtful message sent by an SNMP agent to an SNMP manager when some events occurred. SNMP agent respond to SNMP Manager requests as follows: Get a variable MIB-SNMP to start this function to
start this function in response to a request to the NMS. The agent retrieves the value of the MIB request variable and responds to the NMS with that value. Set a variable MIB - The SNMP agent starts this function in response to a message to the NMS. The SNMP agent changes the value of the MIB variable to the value requested by the NMS. The SNMP agent also sent trap message traps to notify an
NMS that was an important event held on the agent. Examples of trapping conditions include, but are not limited to, when a port or module goes up or down, when spaning-tree changes occur, and when authentication failure occurs. SNMP community strings downgrading access to MIB objects and functions as embedded passwords. In order for NMS to access the switch, the community string definitions
on the NMS must match at least one of the three community string definitions on the switch. A community string can have one of the following attributes: Read-only (RO) - Provides access to authorized management stations of all objects in MIB except the community strings but does not allow written access. Read-Write (RW) - Provides read access to authorized management stations of all objects in the
MIB, but does not allow access to the community strings. When a clusters is created, the command switches the exchange of messages among member switches with the SNMP application. If you are using CNA, it appends the member switch number (@esN, where N is the change number) of the first configured RW and RO community strings on the command switch and spread them to the member
switches. For more information, see Chapter 6, Configuring Switch Clusters and see Getting Started with Cisco Network Assistant, available on Cisco.com. An example of an NMS is the CiscoWorks network management software. CiscoWorks 2000 software uses the MIB switch variables to set device variables and voting devices on the network for specific information. The results of a poll can be displayed
as a graph and analyzed in Internet network issues, increased network performance, verified the configuration of devices, controlled traffic loads, and more. As shown in Figure 36-1, the SNMP agent gathers data from the MIB. The agent can send traps, or notifications to certain events, to the SNMP manager, who receives and treatment Traps the SNMP alert manager to a requirement on the network such
as malicious user authentication, restart, status links (up or down), MAC address tracking, and so forth. The SNMP agent also responded to MIB-related requests sent by the SNMP manager at Get-Request, Get-Next Request, and Set-Request Format. Figure 36-1 SNMP Network SNMP allows the change to send notifications to Remote SNMP when particular events occur. SNMP warnings may be sent as
traps or informed requests. In command syntax, unless there is an option in the order to select either trapping or information, the keyword traps refer to either trapping or information, or both. Use the snmp-server host command to specify whether to send SNMP notifications as traps or informed. Note that SNMPv1 does not support information. The mines are unreliable because the receiver does not send a
recognizable when he receives a mine field, and the sender cannot determine if the mine field is received. When an SNMP manager receives an informed request, he recognizes the message with an SNMP response protocol unit data (PDU). If the recipient does not receive a response, the information request may be sent again. Because they may be recent, informed are more likely than mines to reach
their intended destination. These features that make informed more reliable than traps also consume more resources in the switch and in the network. Unlike a snare, which is thrown as soon as it is sent, an informed request is made in memory until they receive a response or the request times out. Traps are sent only once, but an information could be recent or retried multiple times. The retries increase
traffic and contribute to a higher overhead over the network. Therefore, trapping and informing requires a trade-off between reliability and resources. If it is important that the SNMP manager receives every notification, use informed requests. If traffic on the network or memory of the change is a concern and notification is not required, use traps. In an NMS, the IF-MIB generates and assigns an interface
index (siIndex) value object that is a unique number that is greater than zero to identify a physical interface or a logical interface. When the reboot is changed or the switch software is upgraded, the switch uses this same value for the cornea. For example, if the switch assigns a port 2 a siIndex value in 10003, this value is the same after the reboot is changed. The change uses one of the values in Table 36-
3 to allocate a siIndex value to a kine. Table 36-3 SiIndex Value Interface Type SiIndex Range SVI 1-4999 EtherChannel 5001-5048 Physics (such as Gigabit Ethernet or SFP-module interfaces) based on type and port number 10000-14500 Null 10501 Loopback and Tunnels 24567 + Note the switch might not use sequence values in a range. You use the SNMP community string to define the relationship
between the SNMP manager and the agent. The community string to act like a password allows access to the agent on the switch. If you want, you can specify one or more of these associated with the string: A list of access to IP addresses of the SNMP addresses that allow to use the community string to access the AGENT A MIB view, which defines the subsets of all MIB objects accessible to the
community to provide it with write or read-only permission for the MIB objects accessible to the community A trapping manager is a management station that receives and process permission. Traps are system-changed warnings to generate when certain events occur. By default, no trap manager is defined, and no traps are sent. Switch running this Cisco IOS release may have an unlimited number of
administrator traps. Note that many commands use the word traps in the command syntax. Unless there is an option in the order to select either trapping or informed, the keyword traps refer to traps, informed, or both. Use host snmp-server global configuration command to specify whether to send SNMP notifications as traps or information. The following table describes supported mines supported
(notification types). You can enable any or all of these traps and configure a trap manager to receive them. To allow sending of informed SNMP notifications, use the snmp-server enabled snare global configuration combined with the snmp-server host-address host- add informed global configuration command. Table 36-4 Change Notification Notification Type Keyword Description Bridge Generate STP
Bridge Trap MIB Trap. configuration generates a trap for SNMP configuration changes. copy-configuration generates a trap for SNMP copy configuration changes. Generates a trap for SNMP entity changes. cup doors allow mines related to CPU. the environment generates the environment traps. You can enable any or all of these setting traps: fans, lock, status, supplies, temperatures. Error Generates a
Trap for a Disabled VLAN port error. You can also set a maximum traps percentage per minute. The range is from 0 to 100000; the default is 0, which means there is no percentage limit. flash Generate SNMP notification FLASH. hsrp Generates a Trap for Hot Standby Router Protocol (HSRP) changes. ipmulticast generates a trap for multidicast route changes. mac-notification generates a trap for MAC
addresses. msdp Generates a Trap for Multicast Source Discovery Protocol (MSDP) changes. ospf generates a trap for Open Shortcut First (OSPF) change. You can allow any or all of these traps: Specific Cisco, Error, Advertising link-state, percentage limit, retransmit, and state changes. form generates a minefield for the Protocol-Independent Multicast (PIM) change. You can enable any or all of these
traps: invalid PIM messages, neighbor changes, and rendezvous points (RPG) - Map changes. Port-Security Generates Trap SNMP Port Security. You can also set a maximum trap rate per second. The range is from 0 to 1000; the default is 0, which means that there is no percentage limit. Note When you configure a trap using port-security type notifications, configure the port security trap first, and then
Port security traps rate: snmp-server permit traps port-secure snmp-server allows traps port-secure rtr rates to generate a trap for SNMP Response Time Report (RTR). snent Generate a trap for SNMP-type notifications for authentication, cold start, hot start, link up or link down. temporarily - Control generates a trap for SNMP temperature control. You can also set a maximum traps percentage per minute.
The range is from 0 to 1000; the default is 0 (no limit is imposed; a trap is sent to each incident). stpx Generate SNMP STP Extend snare MIB. Sislog Generate Trap SNMP Psychologist. tty Generate a snare for TCP connection. This trap is enabled by default. vlan-member generates a trap for member changes of SNLAN VLAN. vlancre Generate SNMP VLAN create traps. vlandelete Generate SNMP VLAN
erase traps. vtp Generates a Minefield for VLAN Trunking Protocol (VTP) changes. Note that although visible in strings helps command-line, fry-the-ctrl, insertion, and remove keywords are not supported. You can use the snmp-server host configuration command at a specific host to receive the notification types listed in Table 36-4. Table 36-5 Default SNMP Settings Feature Default Settings SNMP Agent
Disable3. Receiver Trapping SNMP is not configured. Snare SNMP is not allowed except the snare for TCP connection (tty). SNMP version If no version keyword is present, the default is Version 1. SNMPv3 authentication If there are no entry keywords, the default is the noauth (noAuthNopriv) security level. Type SNMP notification if no type is specified, all notifications are sent. There is no server-server
global configuration command disable all running versions (Version 1, Version 2C, and Version 3) on the device. No specific Cisco IOS commands exist to enable SNMP. The first snmp-server global configuration command that you enter allowed all versions of SNMP. Task Command Step 1 configure terminal Inters global configuration mode. Step 2 There is no snmp-server to disable the SNMP operation.
Step 3 End Return to privileged EXEC mode. Note to disable access for an SNMP community, set the community string for the community to the null string (by entering a value for the community string). Task Command Step 1 configure terminal Inters global configuration mode. Step 2 snmp -server community string [view-view-name][rw][access-list-number] Configure the community string. Note the @
symbol used for the delimited context information. Avoid using the @ symbol as part of the SNMP community string when configuring the following command.string - Specify a string that acts like a password and allows access to the SNMP protocol. You can configure one or more community strings to any length. (Optional) see – Specify the accessible view file in the community. (Optional) Specify either
read-only (ro) if you want to station management authorize recovering MIB objects, or specifying read-write (rw) if you want to authorize recovering management station and modifyING MIB By default, the community string allows read-only access to all the objects. (Optional) access-list-number – Specify a Standard IP access listed in the number from 1 to 99 and 1300 to 1999. Step 3 Access -List Access -
List - Number { Deny |permission } source [source-wildcard] (Optional) If you specified a standard IP access number in step 2, then create the list, repeat the order as many times as necessary. Access-list-number – Specify the specified number access list in Step 2. denied – Denied access if conditions are matched. The keyword allows access if conditions are matched. Source – Specify the IP address of
the SNMP administering which allows to use the community string to access the agent. (Optional) source-wildcard – Specify the wildcard bits of doted decimal notation to be applied to the source. Put them even in the bit positions that you want to ignore. The list of access is always suspended by a denied statement for everything. Step 4 End Return to privileged EXEC mode. You can specify an
identification name (Engine ID) for the local engine or remote SNMP Server engine on the switch. You can configure an SNMP server group that maps SNMP users to SNMP views, and you can add new users to the SNMP group. Task Command Step 1 configure terminal Inters global configuration mode. Step 2 snmp -server engine { local engine-string | remote ip-address [udp-port-number] engine -string }
Configure a name for either the local or remote copy of SNMP. The engine-string is a 24-character character ID with the name of the copy of SNMP. You don't need to specify all the 24-character engine ID if it has trailing zero. Specify only portions of the engine ID up to point where only zero remains in the value. For example, to configure an engine ID of 12340000000000000000000000, you can enter this:
snmp-server local engine 1234 If you choose remote, specify the ip-address of the device that contains the remote copy of SNMP and if you want user Data Protocol (UDP) port on the remote device. The default is 162. Step 3 snmp -server groupname { v1|v2c|v3|author|anything|private | [read reviews] [write notification ] notifyview ] [ Access Access ] Configure a new SMP cluster on the remote device.
group— Specify the group name. Specify a security model: - v1 is the least secure of the possible security models. – v2c is the at least second security model. It allows transmission of information and integers twice the normal width. – v3, the safest, requires you to choose an authentication level: Author -Enable Message Digest 5 (MD5) and the Hash Security Algorithm (SHA) authentication package. nouth -
Enable security level noAuthNoPriv security. This is the default if no keyword is specified. Private - Enable Data Encryption Standard (DES) package encryption (also called privacy). Note the private keyword is available only when the cryptographic software image is installed. (Optional) It Specify a string (not to exceed 64 characters) that is the name of the view in which you can only see the contents of the
agent. (Optional) Write write— Specify a string (not to exceed 64 characters) that is the name of the view in which you enter data and configure the contents of the agent. (Optional) notify) notify a string (not to exceed 64 characters) which is the name of the view where you specify a notifying , inform, or trap. (Optional) Access-List - Specify a string (not beyond 64 characters) which is the name of the access
list. Step 4 snmp -server username username { remote host [udp-port]} { v1 [access-list] |v2c [access ] access [ Access ] | v3 [ access ] | access ] | v3 [ encrypted ] [ Access ] Access -list] [ author { md5 | shauth -password ] } [ private { profiles |3d |aes { 128|192|256} } priv-password ] Add a new user for an SNMP cluster. the user name— Specify a user name on the host that is connected to the Agents.Group
— Specify a name of the group that the associated user. remote – Specify a remote SNMP entity that the user belongs with the hostname or IP address of this entity and the optional UDP port number. The default is 162. Enter the SNMP version number (v1, v2c, or v3). If you enter v3, you have the following additional options: - encrypted - Specify that the password appears in encrypted format. This keyword
is available only when the v3 keyword is specified. – Native – Specify an authentication level setting session that can be either HMAC-MD5-96 (md5) or the HMAC-SHA-SHA 96 (shame) authentication level and require a password string authentication-password (not beyond 64 characters). If you enter v3 and the switch is running the cryptographic software image, you can also configure a private (private
algorithm) encryption and password string priv-password (not beyond 64 characters). – Private – Specify the User-based Security Model (USM). – Profiles – Specify the use of the 56-bit DES algorithm. –3d—Specify the use of the 168-bit DES algorithm. – Aes — Specify the use of the DES algorithm. You must select either 128-bit, 192-bit, or 256-bit encryption. (Optional) Enter Access list-list with a string
(not beyond 64 characters) that is the name of the Access list. Step 5 End Return to Privileged EXEC mode. Task Command Step 1 configure terminal Inters global configuration mode. Step 2 snmp - Server engine remote ip-address engine - string specifics the engine ID for the remote host. Step 3 snmp -server username username { remote host [udp-port] } { v1 [access-list] |v2c [access to list] | reécrypted
] [accessibility-list] [author { md5 |sha } author-password ] } Configure an SNMP user to be associated with the remote host that was created in step 2. Note You cannot configure a remote user for an address without first configuring the engine ID for the remote host. Otherwise, you receive an error message, and the command is not executed. Step 4 snmp - Server groupname {
v1|v2c||natural|anything|private}[read] [write] [notified notification] [access] Configure an SMP group. Step 5 snmp -server host -addr [inform |snare] [ version →1|2c|3|nothing|private}}] community-string [notification-type] Specify the recipient of an SNMP trap operation. host-add - Specify the name or web address of the host (the targeted recipient). (Optional) Inform - SNMP SNMP information must be sent
to the host. (Optional) snare (the default) - Specify SNMP traps to be sent to the host. (Optional) Specify the SNMP version (1, 2c, or 3). SNMPv1 does not support information. (Optional) Version 3 - Select authentication level authentication authentication, refrigerator, or private keyword privacy is available only when the cryptographic software image is installed. Community-string string -When version 1 or
version 2c is specified, enter the password-like community string sent with the notification operation. When version 3 specified, enter the user name SNMPv3.Note the @ symbol is used for the delimited context information. Avoid using the @ symbol as part of the SNMP community string when configuring this command. (Optional) notification-type – Specify a notification type. Use the keywords listed in
Table 36-4. If no type is specified, all notifications are sent. Step 6 snmp-server enables snare notification-type Allow the change to send traps or inform and specify what type of notifications to be sent. For a list of notification types, see Table 36-4, or Enter snmp-server Enabled Traps? To allow multiple types of traps, you must enter a separate snmp-server enabled snare command for each type of traps.
Note When you configure a trap using port-security type notifications, configure the port security trap first, and then configure the port security traps percentage: snmp-server enable trapping secure port-secure snmp-server enabling traps port-secure port-security percentage step 7 snmp-server copper-id (Optional) specifics the source source, which provides the IP rate for the snare message. This
command also sets the source IP address for information. Step 8 snmp - Server queue-length length (Optional) to establish the message queue length for each host traps. The range is 1 to 10000; the default is 10. Step 9 snmp - Server trap-timeout seconds (Optional) Define how often to resend message traps. The range is 1 to 10000; the default is 30 seconds. Step 10 End Back in privileged EXEC mode.
Step 1 Goal command configure terminal Enters global configuration mode. Step 2 process cup type { total |process|interrupt|rising interval rate[fall-rate interest rate eleval seconds] Sets the CPU threshold notification types and values: Total - Sets the total notification type CPU used. Process-Sets the notification type of CPU processing utilize.interrupt—Sets the notification type of CPU interrupt use. (1 to
100) of CPU resources that, when exceeded for the configured interval, send a CPU doorstep notification. seconds interval - Specify the duration of the CPU threske violation in seconds (5 to 86400) that, when met, sends a CPU notification. fall-rate – Specify the percentage (1 to 100) of CPU resources that, when it falls below this level for the configured interval, sends a CPU notification. This value must be
equal to or less than the rising percentage value. If not specified, the fall-percentage value is the same as the rising percentage value. Step 3 End Return to privileged EXEC mode. Task Command Step 1 configure terminal Inters global configuration mode. Step 2 snmp-server contact text sets the system contact string. Step 3 snmp-server where text sets the system string location. Step 4 End Return to
privileged EXEC mode. Task Command Step 1 configure terminal Inters global configuration mode. Step 2 snmp -server tftp-list access -list -number limit TFTP servers used for configuring duplicate files in SNMP to the servers in the access list. access-list-number -Enter a Standard IP access listed the number from 1 to 99 and 1300 to 1999. Step 3 Access -List Access -List -Number { Deny | source {
source [ source-wildcard ] Create a standard access list, repeat the order as many times as necessary. access-list -number - Enter the specified number access list in Step 2. Deny -Deny access if conditions are matched. The keyword allows access if conditions are matched. Source - Enter the IP address of the TFTP servers which can be accessed from the switch. (Optional) source-wildcard - Enter the
wildcard bits, in dotted decimal notation, to be applied to the source. Put them even in the bit positions that you want to ignore. Remember that the list of access is still suspended by a denied statement implicit for everything. Step 4 End Return to privileged EXEC mode. Task command displays snmp Show SNMP Statistics. show engine snmp [ local | Displays information about the local SNMP engine and
all remote engines that have been configured on the device. show skip group Show information about each SNMP group on the network. Show snmp prevent Display information about the SNMP request pending. Show snmp session information about current SNMP sessions. show snmp user Display information about each SNMP user name in the SNMP user table. Note that you must use the following
command to show SNMPv3 configuration information for authors | Northwest | private mode. This information is not displayed in the show-configuring output. The following example shows how to enable all versions of SNMP. The configuration allows any SNMP manager to access all objects that have read-only authorization by using the community string public. This configuration does not cause the
change to send any traps. Switch (config)# snmp - This public community server shows how to enable any SNMP manager to access all objects read-only permission using the community string public. The change also sends traps VTP 192.180.1.111 and 192.180.180.1.33 using SNMPv1 and to the hosts 192.180.1.27 using SNMPv2C. The community string public is sent with traps. Switch (config)# snmp -
server public community switch (config)# snmp -server enable snare vtp switch (config)# snmp-server host 192.180.1.27 version 2c public switch (setup) # snmp-server host 19 2.180.111 Version 1 Public Switch (config)# snmp-server host 192.180.1.33p The following example shows how to enable read-only access for all objects in members of Access List 4 that uses the community string. No other SNMP
manager has access to any object. SNMP Trap Authentication Failures are sent by SNMPv2C to the host cisco.com using the community string public. Switch (config)# snmp -server komaccess ro 4 switch (configuration) # snmp -server enable brach brach native switch (setup)# Host snmp-server cisco.com version published this 2c shows how to send entity MIB traps to your cisco.com host. The restricted
community string. The first line allows the change to send traps to THE MIB entity in addition to any traps already allowed. The second line specifies the destination of these traps and overwrite any server commands prior to the snmp-server for the cisco.com. Switch(config)# snmp-server enable traps entity switch(config)# snmp-server host cisco.com restricted entity This example shows how to enable the
switch to send all traps to the host myhost.cisco.com using the community string : public switch(config)# snmp-server enableps switch(config)# snmp-server host myhost.cisco.com public example this example how to associate to a user with the remote host and to send auth (authNoPriv)authentication-level informs when the user enters global configuration mode:switch(config)# snmp-serverID remote
192.180.1.27 00000063000100a1c0b4011b Switch(config)# snmp -server group authgroup v3 auth switch(config)# snmp -server user authuser authgroup remote 192.180.1.27 v3 auth md5 mypassword switch(config)# snmp-server user authuser authgroup v3 auth md5 mypa sssword switch(config)# snmp-server host 192.180.1.27 informs version 3 auth authuser config switch(config)# snmp-server enable
traps switch(config)# snmp-server inform retries 0 This example shows to assign the string comaccess to SNMP , to allow read-only access, and specify that IP Access List 4 can use the community string to access the SMP agent: Change (setup) # snmp-server community comaccess ro 4 Sections to provide references related to change administration: Related Document Title Cisco IE 2000 Command
Cisco IE 2000 Switch Reference, Release 15.0 (1) EY Cisco IOS Basic Command Cisco IOS Configuration Fundamental Reference Cisco IOS SN Syntax and Usage Cisco IOS Management Command Standards Titles New or modified standards are supported by this feature, and support for standard has not been modified by this feature. - RFCs Title Name new or modified RFCs are supported by this
feature, and support for existing RFCs has not been modified by this feature. - The description of link website Cisco technical support contains thousands of pages of searchable technical content, including links to products, technologies, solutions, technical tips, and tools. Register Cisco.com users can log in to this page to access even more content. Page 7 Release software you cannot support all the
features documented in this chapter. For the feature updates and caveats, see the release notes for your platform and software release. Use Cisco Feature Navigator to get information about platform support and Cisco software support. To access Cisco Feature Navigator, go to . An account on Cisco.com not required. You must enter to reload the exec privilege command to have your configured SDM
templates take effect. For IPV6 route support, you must run the BASE LAN image on the switch. When you select and configure SDM templates, you must reload the switch for the configuration to take effect. If you try to configure IPv6 features without first selecting a dual IPv4 and IPv6 template, a warning message is generated. Use the dual-fireplace patterns to result in less TCAM capabilities allowed for
each resource, so don't use whether you plan to send only IPv4 traffic. You can use SDM templates to configure system resources to shift from support optimization for specific features, depending on how to change the use of the network. You can select a template to assign maximum system usage for some functions or use the default template to balance resources. To allocate memory content gloves
(TCAM) resources for different usage, the SDM model priority model priority system resources priority optimization support for certain features. When running the BASE image, you can select SDM templates to optimize the following features: Default - The default Templates provides balance to all 2 function layers. Dual IPv4 and IPv6 - Enables the change to be used in dual-fireplace settings (supports both
IPv4 and IPv6). LAN Routing Base - The routing model maximizes system resources for IPv4 route universities, typically required for a router or aggregator in the center of a network. See the Dual IPv4 and IPv6 SDM Default Templates section. Note that a switch running the LAN Lite image supports only the default SDM template. Table 11-1 Approximate Amount of Resource Features enabled by IPv4
Default Resource Template Unicast MAC address 12 K Internet Group Man Protocol (IGMP) group and multidicast route 1 K IPv4 route indication 0 Rules based on access control path (ACES) IPv4 or MAC QoS ACES 0.75 KPv4 or MAC Security ACES 1 K Table 11-2 Appro Resource Amount Feature enabled by each Default Resource Model QoS Routing Unicast MAC address 8 K 8 K 2 group IGMP
multidified route 256 256 1 K Unicast route 0 4 K 0 2 K 0 2 K 2 Rule based on routing ACES 0 512 QoS classification ACES 375 625 625 6 25 Security ACES 375 125 375 K Layer 2 VLANS 1 K 1 K 1 K first rows in the tables (unicast MAC addresses in ACES security) represent the limit of the computer set when choosing a model. If a section of an on-duty component resource is full, all overflow processes
sent to the CPU, seriously affecting performance switching. The last row is a guide that is used to calculate hardware resource consumption that is related to the number of Layer 2 VLANs on the switch. You can select an SDM model supporting IP Version 6 (IPv6) switching. The dual IPv4 and IPv6 templates allow the switch to be used in dual-stack environments (supporting both IPv4 and IPv6). Use the
dual-stack templates the results of less TCAM capabilities allowed for each resource. You should not use this template if you plan to send only IPv4 traffic. These SDM templates support IPv4 and IPv6 settings: Dual IPv4 and IPv6 default templates - Supported Layer 2, QoS, and ACLs for IPv4; and Layer 2, IPv6 hosts, and ACLs for IPv6. Dual IPv4 and IPv6 routing model-Supported Layer 2, multidicast,
routing (including policy-based routine), QoS, and ACLS for IPv4; and Layer 2, routing, and ACLs for IPv6. Table 11-3 Approximate Resource Feature enabled by Dual IPv6-IPv6 Templates1 Resource IPv4-and-IPv6 Default Unicast MAC address 8 KPv4 cluster IPG4 and multidist route 0 25 K Total IPv4 unicast route: 0 Directly connected IPv4 has all hosted 0 IPv6 multicast group 0.375K Total IPV6 unicast
routes: 0 Directly connected IPv6 add addressing 0 Indirect IPv6 indirect route 0 IPv4 policy based on ACES route 0 IPv4 or MAC QoS ACES (total) 0.375K IPv4 or MAC Security ACES (total) 0.3 7 KPv6 policy-based routing ACES2 0 IPv6 QoS ACESS 0 IPv6 Security ACES 0.125K commands For Step 1 configure culmination to enter global configuration mode. Step 2 sdm prefer { default | double-ipv4-and-
ipv6 { default | bloated-routing } Specify the template SDM to be used on the switch: default - Provides the balance of all functions. dual-ipv4-and-ipv6 -Select a template that supports both IPv4 and IPv6 routes. – default – Balance IPv4 and IPv6 Layer 2 fonts. Thread-route – Maximize IPv4 routes on the switch. The default balance template is used to system resources. Step 3 End Return to privileged EXEC
mode. Step 4 reload the operating system reload. This is an example of the output display sdm preferred default order: Change # Show sdm # Show sdm preferred default templates: The Template select optimizes the resources of the switch to support this level of features for 0 routed interfaces and 1024 VLANs. number of unicast mac addresses: 8K numbers in IPv4 cluster IPV4: 0.25K number of IPv4 /
MAC qos access: 0.375k numbers in IPv4 / MAC security access: 0.375k This is an example of output from preferred to show sdm preferred access: 0.375k This is an example of output from preferred to show sdm preferred default command: Switch # show sdm prefer dual-ipv4-and-ipv6 default dual-ipv4-and-ipv6 default templates: Select the template optimization resource in the switch to support this level
of features for 0 route interfaces and 1024 VLANs. number of unicast mac addresses: 7.5K number of IPv4 IPV4 group IPMP + multidicast route: 0.25K number of route indication IPv4: 0 number in IPv6 multidicast group: 0.375k numbers to directly-connect IPv6 address: 0 number of indirect IPv6 routes: 0 IPv4 policy number based on ace reception: 0 number of IPv4 / MAC qos access: 0.375k number of
IPv4 / MAC Access Security: 0.375k numbers of IPv6-based IPv6 policy based on access routing: 0 number of IPv6 qos access: 0 number of IPv6 security access: 0.125k This is an example of output from the most shown prefer route-routingd: Switch# displays sdm preferred lanbase-routing lanbase-routing models: The Model selects optimizing the resources of the switch to support this level of features for
8 routed interfaces and 1005 VLANs. number of unicast mac addresses: 4K numbers of IPv4 IPV4 cluster IPMP + multidicast route: 0.25K number of unicast IPv4 routes: 4.25K number in direct ly-connected IPv4 contains all objects: 4K numbers of indirect route IPv4: 0.25K IPv4 policy numbers based on route routing: 0 numbers in IPv4 / MAC qos acess: 0.375k numbers of IPv4 / MAC access security:
0.375k This example shows how to configure IPv4-and-IPv6 default template on a switch desktop: Switch (config)# sdm prefer dual-ipv4-and-ipv6 default switch (config) # exit Switch # reload Continue and reload? [confirmed] The following sections provide references related to change administration: Related topics Document Title Cisco IE 2000 Commands Cisco IE 2000 Switch Reference, Release 15.0(1)
EY Cisco IOS basic commands Cisco IOS Configuration Fundamental Reference Reference Title Title New or modified standards are supported by this feature, and support for existing standards has not been modified by this feature. - RFCs Title Name new or modified RFCs are supported by this feature, and support for existing RFCs has not been modified by this feature. - Description link to the Cisco
Technical Support website has thousands of pages of searchable technical content, including links to products, technology , solutions, technical tips, and tools. Register Cisco.com users can log in to this page to access even more content. Page 8 Release software you cannot support all the features documented in this chapter. For the feature updates and caveats, see the release notes for your platform and
software release. Use Cisco Feature Navigator to get information about platform support and Cisco software support. To access Cisco Feature Navigator, go to . An account on Cisco.com not required. CDP is a device discovery protocol that runs on Layer 2 (the link data layer) on all Cisco-manufacturers devices (routers, bridges, access servers, and switches) and network management applications
discover Cisco Devices that are neighbors to previously known devices. With CDP, network management address can learn the device type and the Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) address of neighbor devices running lower-layer, transparent protocol. This feature enables applications to send SNMP requests to neighboring devices. CDP runs on all media that support Subnetwork Access
Protocol (SNAP). Because CDP runs on the data-link layer only, two systems that support network-layer protocols can learn about each other. Each CDP-configured Device sends periodic messages to a multidicast address, advertising at least one address in which it can receive SNMP messages. The advertisement also contains time-to-live, or retained information over time, which is the length of time a
device receiving holds CDP information before you discard it. Each device also listens to the messages sent by other devices to learn about quiet devices. On the switch, CDP enables Network Assistant to display a graphical view of the network. The change uses CDP to get candidate clusters and keep information about group membership and other devices up to three device clusters that allow away from
the command switch by default. For a switch and connected end point device running Cisco Medianet, the following events occur: CDP identifies connected point points that communicate directly with the switch. Only one switch tuned reports information where to prevent duplicate reports to neighbor devices. The switch is tuned and points to both sending and receiving location information. The change
supports CDP Version 2. Table 32-1 Default CDP Configuration Feature Default Settings CDP State World Enable CDP State Enable CDP timer (package update frequency) 60 seconds CDP holding interfax (before discarding) 180 seconds CDP Version-2 advertising allows you can configure the frequency of CDP updates, the amount of time to keep the information before you discard it, and if you do not
send advertisements Version-2. Note Step 2 through 4 are all optional and can be made in any order. Task Command Step 1 configure terminal Inters global configuration mode. Step 2 cdp clock seconds (Optional) Set the transmission frequency to last CDP in seconds. The range is 5 254; the default is 60 seconds. Step 3 cdp holds seconds (Optional) Specify the amount of time a recipient device should
keep the information sent by your device before dropping it. The range is 10 to 255 seconds; the default is 180 seconds. Step 4 cdp Advertisements-v2 (Optional) Configure CDP to send Version-2 advertisements. This is the default state. Step 5 End Return to Privileged EXEC mode. CDP is enabled by default. Note clusters change with other Cisco devices (such as Cisco Cell IP) to regularly exchange CDP
messages. Disabling CDP can cut discovery clusters discovery and device connections. Task Command Step 1 configure terminal global inters Mode. Step 2 no cdp running Disable CDP globally. Step 3 kterface - Id specifics the kides on which you're disabling CDP, and enter the managed configuration mode. Step 4 There is no cdp enable Disable CDP on the cornea. Step 5 End Return to Privileged EXEC
mode. Commands Description Key Count cdp Reset counts the traffic to zero. cdp tab key Delete the CDP table of concat information. show cdp Show world information, such as the transmission frequency and the retention for the packages being sent. display cdp enter -name [protocol|version] Display information about a specific neighbor. You can enter an asterisk (*) to display all CDP neighbors, or you
can enter the name of the neighbor on which you want information. You can also limit display of information about the protocols enabled on the specified neighbor or information about the version of software running on the device. Show kides cdp [kides-id] Display information about crossfast where CDP is enabled. You can limit the display of the kides on which you want information. show neighboring cdp
[interface-id] [details] Display information about neighbors, including device types, interface types and numbers, maintain settings, capabilities, platforms, and port ID. You can limit the display of neighbors to a specific interface or expand the display to provide more detailed information. show cdp traffic Show CDP count, including the number of packages sent and received and checked errors. The following
example shows how to configure CDP parameters: Change # configure terminal switch (config)# cdp timer 50 Switch (config)# Hpdp hold 120 switch (config)# cdp advertisements -v2 switch (config)# end the following example shows how to enable C ADP on a port when it has been disabled: Switch # configure terminal switch (config)# gigabitethernet1/1 switch interface (config-if) # cdp enable switch
(config-if) # end voice VLAN does not count port security accounts when CDP is disabled on the switch criteria. The following example shows how to enable CDP if it has been disabled: Change # configure terminal switch (config)# cdp Run Switch (setup) # end of the following sections to provide reference related to change administration: Related Topic Document Title CiscoE IE 2000 Command Cisco IE
2000 Switch Command Reference, Release 15.0 (1) EY Cisco IOS basic commands Cisco IOS commands management system Cisco IOS Configuration Fundamental Command Reference Switch configuration chapter 6, Configuring Change Clusters Standard Titles New or modified standards are supported by this feature, and support for existing standards has not been modified by this feature. - RFCs
Title Name new or modified RFCs are supported by this feature, and support for existing RFCs has not been modified by this feature. - Page 9 Release software you cannot support all the features documented in this chapter. For updates and caveats, see the release notes for your platform and War. Use Cisco Feature Navigator to get information about platform support and Cisco software support. To
access Cisco Feature Navigator, go to . An account on Cisco.com not required. CIP can allow only one VLAN on the switch. The Common Industrial Protocol (CIP) is an industrial protocol for industrial automation applications. It is supported by Open DeviceNet Vendors Association (ODVA), an organization that supports network-based CIP technology such as Devices, EtherNet/ IP, Secure CIP and Sync



CIP. Previously known as control and information on protocol, CIP engraved a comprehensive suite of messages and services for the collection of automated applications – control, security, synchronization, movement, configuration and information. CIP allows users to integrate these manufacturing applications with enterprise-level Ethernet networks and the Internet. By default, CIP is not enabled. Task
Command Step 1 configure terminal Inters global configuration mode. Step 2 Suspicious security { Password password | window timeout value } Sets CIP security options on the switch. Step 3 Confectioner Vlan 20 Enter the managed configuration mode. Step 4 code enables CIP on a VLAN. Step 5 End Return to Privileged EXEC mode. Step 6 shows run-config verify your entries. Step 7 Copy Run - config
startup-config (Optional) Save your entries in the configuration file. Table 10-1 Commands for Show CIP Configuration Command Purpose Display Subject { connections|fault|fault|miscellaneous|object|security|status| Displays information about subsystem in CIP. Table 10-2 Commands for troubleshooting CIP Configuration Command Purpose debug { assembly|connection
manager|error|event|file|io|package|request response|security|session|socket| Enables debugging of subsystem in CIP. The following sections provide references related to change administration: Related to Subject Document Title Cisco IE 2000 Command Cisco IE 2000 Switch Reference, Release 15.0 (1) EY Cisco IOS Bas Command Cisco IOS Configuration Fundamental CommandS Reference CIP
configuration of Express Setup Cisco IE 2000 Switch Getting Standards Started Guide Standard Title No or modified standards are supported by this feature, and support for existing standards has not been modified by this feature. - RFCs Title Name new or modified RFCs are supported by this feature, and support for existing RFCs has not been modified by this feature. - Description link to the Cisco
Technical Support website contains thousands of pages of searchable technical content , including links to products, technologies, solutions, technical tips, and tools. Register Cisco.com users can log in to this page to access even more content. Page 10 Release software you cannot support all the features documented in this chapter. For feature updates and caveats, Notes are released for your platform
and software release. Use Cisco Feature Navigator to get information about platform support and Cisco software support. To access Cisco Feature Navigator, go to . An account on Cisco.com not required. The VLAN voice feature enables access ports to bring IP VOICE traffic from an IP phone. When the switch is connected to a Cisco 7960 Phone IP, the phone sends voice traffic and Layer 3 IP
precedence and Layer 2 class of service (CoS) values, which are both set to 5 by default. Because the sound quality of a Cisco IP phone call can be stymied if the data is unequietly sent, the switch supports quality of service (QoS) based on IEEE 802.1p CoS. QoS uses classification and schedules to send network traffic from the switch in a proofless manner. VLAN Voice referred to as a VLAN aide to
some 6500 catalyst family switch documents. The Cisco 7960 Phone IP is a configurable device, and you can configure it to send traffic with an IEE 802.1p priority. You can configure the change in trust or override the priority of traffic assigned by a Cisco IP phone. The Cisco IP phone has an integrated three-port 10/100 switch as shown in Figure 19-1. The ports provide dedicated connections to these
devices: Port 1 connected to the switch or other voice-on-IP (VoIP) devices. Port 2 is an internal 10/100 kinema carrying traffic through IP phones. Port 3 (accessibility ports) connected to a PC or other device. Figure 19-1 Cisco 7960 IP Phone is connected to a switch You can configure an access port with a Cisco IP phone to use one VLAN for voice traffic and another VLAN for traffic data from a device
attached to the phone. You can configure port access on the change to send the Cisco Discovery Protocol (CDP) package that instructs an attached phone to send voice traffic to the switch in any of the following ways: In the Voice V Tagged with a Priority Value Layer 2 CoS to access the tagged VLAN and a priority value Layer 2 Cos to access the VLAN, besides (no Layer 2 cos priority value) Noted in all
configurations, the voice traffic carries a Layer 3 IP precedent value (the default is 5 for voice traffic and 3 for voice traffic control). You can configure a port that connects to the Cisco IP phone to send CDP packages to the phone to configure the way in which the phone sends voice traffic. The phone can bring voice traffic to the IEEE 802.1Q frame for a specified voice VLAN with a 2 layer cos value. It can
use IEE 802.1p tagging priorities to give voice traffic a higher priority and send all voice traffic to the native (access) VLAN. The Cisco phone's IP can also send untagged voice traffic or use its own setup to send voice traffic to access the VLAN. In all configurations, the voice traffic carries a layer of 3 IP precedent values (the default is 5). The change can also work on data traffic (traffic to IEEE 802.1Q or
IEE802.1p frame type) from the device attached to skin on Cisco IP phones (see Figure 19-1). You can configure Layer 2 access port on the switch to send CDP packages that instruct the phone to attach to configure the phone access port in one of the following modes: In Trusted mode, all traffic received through the access port on the Cisco IP phone passes to the switch phone. In unrelated mode, all
traffic to IEEE 802.1Q or IEE 802.1p frames received through the access port on the Cisco IP phone receives a configured Layer 2 Cos value. The default Layer 2 CoS value is 0. Untrusted mode is the default. Note untagged traffic from the device attached to the Cisco phone's IP pass through the switch phone, regardless of the trusted state of the access port on the phone. The VLAN voice feature is
disabled by default. When the VLAN voice feature is enabled, all untagged traffic is sent according to the default CoS priority of the port. The cos value is not trusted for IEE 802.1p or IEE 802.1Q tagged traffic. VLAN configuration vlan only supports on port access changes; voice voice configurations are not supported on trunk ports. Trunk skin remarks can carry any number of VLANs voices, similar to
regular vlans. The configuration of VLANs voice is not required on trunk ports. The voice VLAN should be present and active on the switch for the IP phone to correctly communicate on the VLAN voice. Use the Show Vlan privilege EXEC command to see whether the VLAN is present (listed in the display). If the VLAN is not listed, see Configuring VLANs, for information on how to create VLAN in Voice.
Before enabling VLAN voice, we recommend that you enable QoS on the change by entering mls qos global configuration order and configure the trusted state of trust by entering mls qos trusted listening interface configuration command. If you use the auto-QoS feature, these settings are automatically configured. For more information, see Chapter38, Configuring QoS You must enable CDP on the switch
port that connects to the Cisco IP phone to send the configuration to the phone. (CDP is globally enabled by default on all changed interfaces.) The Fast Port Feature is automatically enabled when VLAN voice is configured. When you disable voice VLAN, the Port Fast feature is not automatically disabled. If the Cisco IP IP and a device attach to the phone are in the same VLAN, they must be in the same IP
subnet. These conditions indicate that they are in the same vlan: - They both use IEE 802.1p or untagged frames. – Cisco's phone IP uses the IEEE 802.1p frame, and the device uses untagged frames. – The Cisco IP phone uses untagged frames, and the device uses IEE 802.1p frame. – Cisco's phone IP uses the IEEE 802.1Q frame, and the voice VLAN is the same as Vlan's access. The Cisco phone's
IP and an attached device and the phone can't communicate if they are in the same VLAN and subnet but use different types of frames because traffic in the same subnet by route (route would eliminate the frame difference). you configure MAC static addresses in the VLAN voice. VLAN ports can also be the following port types: - Dynamic accessibility port. See the Dynamics-Configuring Access Ports on
VMPS Client section for more information. – IEE 802.1x native port. See the Configuring 802.1x Readiness Check section for more information. Note If you enable IEE 802.1x on an access port on which a VLAN voice is configured and that is a Cisco IP phone connected, the phone connection is lost from the switch for up to 30 seconds. – Protect ports. See the Configuring Protected Ports section for more
information. – A source or destination port for an SPAN or RSPAN session. – Secure skin. See the Configuring Port Security section for more information. Note When you enable port security on a keyboard that is also configured with a VLAN voice, you must set the maximum allowed security address on the port to two more the maximum number of security addresses allowed on the VLAN access. When
the port connects to a Cisco IP phone, the phone asks for up to two MAC addresses. The phone address is learned about VLAN's voice and could also learn about VLAN's access. Connecting a PC to the phone requires additional MAC addresses. Because a Cisco 7960 Phone IP also supports a connection to a PC or other device, a port to connect the switch to a Cisco IP phone can bring mixed traffic. You
can configure a port to decide how the Cisco phone's IP brings voice traffic and traffic data. You can connect a PC or other data device to a phone's Cisco IP port. To process tagged traffic data (in IEEE 802.1Q or IEEE 802.1p frame), you can configure the change to send CDP packages to instruct phones in how to send data packages from the device attached to the access port on the Cisco IP phone. The
PC can generate packages with a ranking cos value. You can configure the phone by switching (trusted) or on location (not trusted) the priority of frame arriving on the phone's ports from connected devices. Task Command Step 1 configure terminal Inters global configuration mode. Step 2 kterface – The specifics of the cellular id that connects to the phone, and enters the user's configuration mode. Step 3
mls qos trust costs confidence to classify incoming traffic packages using the CoS value package. For untagged packages, the default CoS port value is used. Note Before configuring the trusted port state, you must first globally enable QoS using the mls qos global configuration command. Step 4 switchport vlan { vlan-id |dot1p|no|untagged} Configure how the Cisco phone's IP brings voice traffic: vlan-id -
Configure the phone to send all voice traffic to the specified voice VLAN. By default, the Cisco Phone IP forwards the voice traffic with an IEE 802.1Q priority at 5. Valid VLAN ID are 1 to 4096. dot1p - Configure the phone to use IEEE 802.1p tagging priorities for voice traffic and use the default native VLAN (VLAN 0) to carry all traffic. By default, there Phone IP forward voice traffic with an IEE 802.1p priority
at 5. No - Allow the phone to use its own setup to send untagged voice traffic. untagged —Configure the phone to send untagged voice traffic. Step 5 End Return to Privileged EXEC mode. Task Command Step 1 configure terminal Inters global configuration mode. Step 2 kterface - The specifics of the cell phone connected to Cisco IP, and enter the address configuration mode. Step 3 Change priority
Extended { cos value | Set the priority trust in traffic data received through the Cisco Device IP Access port: Circuit value - Configure the phone on where the priority is received from the PC or the device attached to the specified CoS value. The value is a number from 0 to 7, and 7 as the highest priority. The default priority is Course 0. trust - Configure the phone access port to trust the priority received from
the PC or the attached device. Step 4 End Return to privileged EXEC mode. Task commands show the kterfaces clever-id switchport verify your entries. copy run-config startup-config Save your entries to the configuration file. The following example shows how to configure a connected port to a Cisco IP phone to use the cos value to classify incoming traffic, to use IEEEE 802.1p tagging priorities for voice
traffic, and to use the native default VLAN (VLAN 0) bring all traffic: Switch (config)# interface gigabitethernet1/1 Switch (config-if) # mls qos t outstanding the listening switch (config-if) # switchport vlan dot1p switch (config-if) # end the following example shows how to configure a connected port in a Cisco IP ph by changing the frame priorities received to the PC or the attached device: Switch (config)#
interface gigabitethernet1/1 switch (config-if) # switchport cost extended trust switch (config-if) # end of the following sections provides reference related to switch administration : Standard Title Name new or modified standards are supported by this feature, and support for existing standards has not been modified by this feature. - RFCs new name titles or modified RFCs are supported by this feature, and
support for existing RFCs has not been modified by this feature. – This Chapter 11 page describes how to configure the quality of services (QoS) using automatic QoS (auto-QoS) commands or using QoS standard commands on the switch. With QoS, you can provide preferential treatment at certain types of traffic at the expense of others. Without QoS, the switch offers best-effort services to each package,
regardless of packages or sizes. It sends the packages without any insurance reliability, tying delays, or through. You can configure QoS on physical ports and on virtual switch interfaces (SVIs). Other than to apply policy mapping, you configure the QoS settings, such as classification, questionnaire, and schedule, the same way on physical ports and SVIs. When configuring QoS on a physical port, you apply
a physical port mapping that is not physical to a port. When configuring QoS on a you implement a nonhierarchical policy map. Note For complete syntax and his information for the commands used in this chapter, see the command reference for this release. This chapter consists of the following sections: Change supports some of the Cli QoS Modular (MQC) commands. For more information about the MQC
commands, see the Modilar Quality of Command-Line Overpower Service overload of chapters of Cisco IOS Quality Solutions in Service Guide, Release 12.2. Typically, networks operate on a better delivery basis effort, which means that all traffic has equal priority and an equal chance of being released in a timely manner. When congestion occurs, all traffic has an equal chance of being dropped. When
you configure the QoS feature, you can select specific network traffic, priority it according to its relative importance, and use congestion-management and congestion-avoiding techniques to provide preferential treatment. Applying QoS to your network makes network performance more proofible and bandwidth usage more efficient. The QoS-based application service differentiates the (Diff-Serv) architecture,
an emerging standard from the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF). This architecture specifies that each package is sorted on the network entry. The classification is carried into the IP package header, using 6 bits from the depressed IP type of Service (ToS) field to bring the classification (class) information. Classification can also be brought to the Layer 2 frame. These special bits in the Layer 2 Frame
or a Layer 3 pack are described here and shown in Figure 38-1: Priority bits in Layer 2 Frames: Layer 2 to 802.1Q frame headers have a 2-byte Tag Control information field that brings the CoS value to the three most significant bits, called the Priority User bits. On port configured as Layer 2 IEEE 802.1Q trunks, all traffic is through IEE 802.1Q frames except for traffic to the native VLAN. Other frame types
cannot carry Layer 2 CoS values. Layer 2 CoS values range from 0 to low priority 7 for high priority. Priority bits in Layer 3 Pack: Layer 3 IP packs can bring either a precedent IP value or a Differentiated Service Code Point (DSCP) value. QoS supports the use of either value because DSCP values are backward-compatible with IP precedent values. IP precedent value range from 0 to 7. DSCP values range
from 0 to 63. Note IPv6 port based on trust supported and IPv4 in Dual and IPv6 Change Management Database (SDM) templates. You must reload the switch with the dual IPv4 and IPv6 templates for switching running IPv6. Note IPv6 QoS is not supported in this release. Figure 38-1 QoS Layer classification of boards and packs all switches and routers that have access to the Internet rely on the class
information to provide the same treatment sent in batch with information of same classes and different class treatments and different class information. The Class in the package can be assigned by hosts to finish or by switch or routers along the route, based on a configured policy, detailed quiz of the package, or both. Detailed examination of the package is expected to reach closer edge to the network so
that the basic switches and routers are not downloaded with this task. Switches and routers along the path can use class information to limit the amount of affected resources per traffic class. The behavior of an individual device when handling traffic to the DiffServ architecture is called per-hop behavior. If all devices on a path provide a consistent per-hop behavior, you can construct an end-to-end QoS
solution. Applying QoS to your network can be a simple or complex task and depending on the QoS features offered by your Internet network devices, the types of traffic and models of your network, and the aggregateness of controls that you need to overcome outgoing traffic and interference. To implement QoS, the change must make package distances or flow from one to another (classify), provide a
label to indicate the quality of providing service as packages are moved to the switch, making packages to comply with its configuration resource limits (police and markers), and provide different treatment (queue and schedule) in all situations where resource content exists. The change also needs to ensure that traffic sent through it meets a specific traffic profile (form). Figure 38-2 shows the basic QoS
model. Actions in the encoded port include classification traffic, policeman, marker, questionnaire, and schedule: Classifying a distinct path for a package by associating it with a QoS label. Changes to mapping cos or DSCP to the package of a QoS label to perform disturbing one type of traffic to another. The QoS product label identifies all future QoS actions to be performed on this package. For more
information, see the Classification section. Fonts determine whether a package is in or out of profile by comparing the incoming traffic rate to the configured policeman. The Pleasan Landmark policer was burned by a flow of traffic. The result is passed to the marker. For more information, see the Policing section with the Markers. Mark evaluates the policeman with configuration information for the action to
be taken when a package is out of profile and determines what to do with the package (passing to a package without modification, marking down the QoS label in the package, or drop the package). For more information, see the Policing section with the Markers. Queueing evaluates the QoS label and the corresponding DSCP or cos the selected values in which of the two ingres queue is set to a package.
Queueing is augmented with tail-drop in that plumb (WTD) algorithm, a congestion-avoiding mechanism. If the door is exceeded, the package is dropped. For more information, see the Queueing and Schedule Overuse over summary section. The queue programmed services are based on the configured round robin (SR) weights. The One question is the priority queue, and SR service reads for its
configured share before serving the other queue. For more information, see the SR Shaping and Sharing sections. Actions in the regress port include queueing and scheduling: Queueing evaluates the QoS package label and the corresponding DSCP or CoS value before choosing which to map the degree uques to use. Because congestion can occur when multiple ingredients simultaneously send data to a
regress port, WTD differentiates traffic classes and packages subject them to different portraits based on the QoS label. If the door is exceeded, the package is dropped. For more information, see the Queueing and Schedule Overuse over summary section. Scheduled services map queues to skin-based SR configurations are shared or penny-shaped. One of the questions (queue 1) can queue to reinstate,
which is service until empty before the other queue is service. Figure 38-2 Basic QoS Model Classification is the process of distinguishing one type of traffic from another by overhauling the fields of the package. Classification is enabled only if QoS is globally enabled on the switch. By default, QoS is globally disabled, so no classification occurs. During classification, the switch makes a lookup and assigns a
QoS label to the package. The QoS label identifies all QoS actions to be performed on the package and from which the package queue is sent. The QoS label is based on the DSCP or the CoS value of the package and decides the question actions and schedules to perform on the package. The label is four according to the trust setting and the package type as shown in Figure 38-3. You specify which
fields in the frame or packages that you want to use to classify incoming traffic. For non-IP traffic, you have the following classification options as shown in Figure 38-3: Trust the cos value in the incoming frame (configure the trusted port of CoS). Then, use the map-configurable body-to-DSCP to generate a DSCP value for the package. Layer 2 ISL frame top brings the CoS value to the 3 smallest-significant
bits in the 1-byte User field. Layer 2 IEEE 802.1Q frame headers bearing the CoS value of the 3 most important bits in the Tag Control Information field. CoS values range from 0 for low priority to 7 for high priority. Trust DSCP or trusted IP precedent values in the incoming frame. The following configurations are senseless for non-IP traffic. If you configure a port with either of these options with non-IP traffic
receiving, change the Assign a cos value and generate an internal DSCP value in the CoS-DSCP map. Change the use of the internal DSCP value to generate a cos value representing the priority of the traffic. Make the classification based on a layer configured 2 MAC access control (ACL), which can examine the MAC source address, the MAC destination address, and other fields. If no ACL is configured,
the package is assigned 0 as the DSCP and CoS values, which means better-effort traffic. if not policy action - Map a DSCP or CoS value to allocate the incoming frame. For IP traffic, you have the following classification options as shown in Figure 38-3: Trust the DSCP value in the incoming package (configure the trusted DSCP port), and assign the same DSCP value to the package. The priority
represented by a particular DSCP value is configurable. DSCP values range from 0 to 63. For ports that are on the limit between two QoS administrative domains, you can modify the DSCP to another value by using the DSCP-to-DSCP-mutation map configuration. Set trusted IP precedent values in the incoming package (configure the port trusted IP precedent), and generate a DSCP value for the package
using configurable IP-precedent the IP-to-DSCP card. IP Version 4 specification defines the 3 most-significant bits in the 1-byte ToS field as the IP precedent. IP precedent values range from 0 for low priority to 7 for high priority. Set the cos trust (if present) to the incoming package, and generate a DSCP value for the package using the CoSCP map. If the CoS value is not present, use the default CoS port
value. Performs the classification based on a configured IP standard or an extended ACL, which examines various fields in the IP header. If no ACL is configured, the package is assigned 0 as the DSCP and CoS values, which means better-effort traffic. Otherwise, the policy-map action specifies a DSCP or CoS value to allocate the incoming frame. For information about the maps described in this section,
see the Map Tables section. For configuration information about port trust state, see the Configuration Classification Use Port Trust States section. After classification, the package is sent to the fonts, markers, and the questionnaire ingredients and scheduled steps. Figure 38-3 Flowchart Classification You can use standard IP, extended IP, or Layer 2 MAC ACLs to define a package group with the same
features (classes). In the QoS context, enabling and denying the actions of the control access entries (ACES) has different meanings than with ACLs security: if a match an action is enabled encountered (principles first match), the specified QoS action is related to take. If an action match is denied encountered, the ACL that is being processed is skipped, and the next ACL is processed. If no matching an
action is allowed to meet with all the ACES being examined, no QoS process occurs on the package, and the switch offers better service effort in the package. If multiple ACLs are configured on a port, the lookup stops after the package matches the first ACL with an allowed action, and QoS processing starts. Note When you create an access list, remember that, by default, at the end of the Access list there
is a denied statement implicit for everything if it did not get a match before reaching the end. After defining a traffic class with the ACL, you can attach a policy to A policy can have multiple classes with actions specified for each one of them. A policy can include the commands classifying the class as a particular toge (for example, providing a DSCP) or limiting the class. This policy is then attached to a
particular skin on which it becomes effective. You implement IP ACLs to classify IP traffic by using the Access Command-List Global command; you implement Layer 2 MAC ACLs to classify non-IP traffic by using mac access - List the extended global configuration command. For configuration information, see the Configuring a QoS Policy section. A class map is a mechanism that you use to name a specific
traffic flow (or class) and isolate it in all other traffic. The class map defines the criteria used to match a specific traffic flow to further classify it. The criteria can include matching the access group defined by the ACL or matching a specific list of DSCP or IP precedent values. If you have more than one type of traffic that you want to classify, you can create another class card and use a different name. After a
package matching the class-map criteria, you further classify it's used in a policy map. A policy map that traffics classes to act on. Actions can include trusted cos, DSCP, or precedent IP values in the Traffic class; set a specific DSCP value or precedent IP to the Traffic class; or specifying bandwidth Traffic limits and the action to take when the traffic is out of profile. Before a policy map can be effective, you
must attach it to a port. You create a class mapping by using class-map the configuration command or the Class Policy command- Map command. You should use the class-map command when the card is shared among many ports. When you enter the class-map command, change the entry mode to grade-map configuration mode. In this mode, you define the match criterion for the traffic by using
matching the class-mapping command configuration. You create and name a policy mapping by using the On-Map configuration policy command. When you enter the following command, change the Entry mode to configure policy-map. In this mode, you specify actions to take on a specific traffic class using the class, trust, or set policy-map configuration and policy-map configuration commands. The map
can include the police and police total police map configuration commands, which define the policeman, the traffic band limitation, and the action to take if limits are exceeded. To enable the policy map, you attach it to a port by using the command-policy configuration service. You can apply a non-physical geographic map to a physical port or an SVI. For more information, see the Policing section with the
Markers. For configuration information, see the Configuring a QoS Policy section. After a classified package and has a DSCP based or kos-based QoS assigned to it, the policeman and marker can start as shown in Figure 38-4. Policing involves creating a policeman who specifies the bandwidth limits for the traffic. Packages that exceed the limits from profile or nonconforming. Each policeman decides on a
package-package basis whether the package is in or out of profile and specifies the actions on the package. These actions, carried out by the marker, include passes to the package without modification, dropping the package, or modifying (marked down) the DSCP of the package and enabling the package to pass in. The Policy Map - DSCP provides the package with a new QoS-based QoS label. For
information about the polised-DSCP map, see the Map Chart section. Packet mark-down uses the same questions as the original QoS label to prevent packages in a flow from getting out of order. Note that all traffic, regardless of whether it is leveled or routed, is subject to a policeman, if one is configured. As a result, pumped packages may collapse or might have DSCP or cos fields modified when they are
policeman and marked. You can configure policeman on a physical port or an SVI. On a physical port, you can configure the trusted state, set a new DSCP value or precedent IP in the package, or define an individual or total policer. For more information about configuring policy on physical ports, see the Policing on Physical Ports section. For more information, see the Kapping Tables section. After you
configure the Map and Action Fonts, attach the policy to an engraved port or SVI by using the Policy service configuration command. For configuration information, see the Classify, Policing, and Marked Traffic on Physical Ports using the Map Policy section and in Classify, Policing, and Traffic Markers using the Policers Aggregate section. To map physical ports on physical ports, you can create the
following policeman types: Individual -- QoS implements the bandwidth limit specified in the policeman separately in each matching traffic class. You configure this policy type in a policy map by using the command configuration policy fonts. Aggregate—QoS applies the specified bandwidth limits to a cumulative total policeman throughout matching traffic flow. You configure this policeman type when
specifying the total policy name in a policy map by using fonts aggregate fonts to map configuration commands. You specify the bandwidth limits of the policeman using qos mls to agregate-policer global configuration order. In this way, the policeman is aggregete by multiple classes of traffic to a policy card. Note that you can only configure individual policers on an SVI. Policing uses a token-bucket
algorithm. As each frame is received by the switch, a launch is added to the bucket. The bucket has a costing of it and flows at a rate that you specify as the average traffic rate of bits per second. Whenever added to the bucket, the change verifies that contained room in the bucket. If there is not enough room, the package is marked as nonconforming, and the specified policer action is taken (collapsed or
marked down). How to quickly fill them bucket is a function of the bucket depth (burst-byte), the percentage at which the tokans are removed (to-b/s), and the duration of possibly above the average rate. The size of the bucket imposes an upper limit on the popping length and limits the number of frames that can be transmitted back-to-back. If the burst is short, the bucket does not overflow, and no action is
taken against the flow of traffic. However, if a possibly is long and at a higher rate, slip them bucket, and the actions the policeman have taken against the boards of that burst. You configure the bucket probe (burst to the maximum that is tolerated before the overflow bucket) by using the Clash Fonts option - map the configuration command or mls qos agregge-policer configuration global configuration. You
configure how fast (the average rate) that the token are removed from the bucket using the percentage-bps option of the font-map configuration class command or mls qos agregate-policer global configuration. Figure 38-4 shows the policy process and marker. The following policy card types are configured: A nonethetic policy map on a physical port. Figure 38-4 Policing with Flowchart Markers on Physical
Skins During QoS Processing, the switch represents the priority of all traffic (including non-IP traffic) and a QoS label based on the DSCP or CoS values from the classification stage: During classification, QoS uses the configurable mapping tables from a corresponding DSCP or coS value from a Receive Cos, DSCP, or IP precedent value. These maps include the CoS-to-DSCP map and map IP-to-DSCP.
You configure these cards using mls qos mapping co-dscp and mls qos map ip-prec-dscp global configuration commands. On an engraved port configured in the dSCP-trusted state, if DSCP values are different between the QoS domains, you can apply the DSCP-to-DSCP-mutation map configuration to the port that is on limitations between the two QoS domains. You configure this map by using mls qos
map dscp-mutation the global configuration command. During policeman, QoS can assign another DSCP value to an IP or non-IP package (if the package is out of profile with the policeman specifying a marked-down value). This configuration map is called the polised-DSCP map. You configure this map by using the mls qos map polised-dscp global configuration command. Before traffic reaches the
scheduled stage, QoS stores the package of a fertilizer and a queue queue according to the QoS label. The QoS label is based on the DSCP or the CoS value of the package and selects the queue in the input DSCP and output thresthesis mapping or via the cos input and output thresthes maps. In addition to a fatty or a depressed question, the QOS label also identifies the WTD value. configure the
following cards using the mls qos ser-queue{ input|dscp-map and mls qos to sr-queue{input|body-map global configuration. The CoS-to-DSCP, DSCP-to-coS, and the IP-Precedent-to-DSCP card have default values that might or might not be appropriate for your network. The default DSCP-to-DSCP-mutations map and the default policy map - DSCP null mapping; they map an incoming DSCP value to the
same DSCP value. The DSCP-to-mutation map is the only map you apply to a specific port. All four other apps ly rate the entire switch. For configuration information, see the Configuring DSCP Maps section. For information about the DSCP and cos input thresue mapping, see Queueing and Schedule on Ingres Queues section. For information about the DSCP and cos yields doorstep questions, see
Queueing and Schedules on The Greed Queues section. The change contains queue at specific points to help prevent congestion as shown in Figure 38-5. Fig. 38-5 Ingress and Egress Queue Location Because the bandwidth anbound total of all ports can exceed the bandwidth of the internal rings, ingredient questions are located after the classified package, polished, and marked with before the packages
are sent to the switch fabric. Because multiple port ingredients can simultaneously send packages to a regress port and cause congestion, outbound questions are located after the internal ring. Both the bulky and queues questes use an increased version of the tail-drop congestion –the avoidance mechanism called drop that plumb (WTD). WTD applies on questions to manage the queue lengths and
provides drop precedent for different traffic classifications. As is a queue frame of a particular question, WTD uses the QoS label assigned to its scope at different doorstep. If the door is exceeded for which QoS label (the space available in the destination question is less than the size of the frame), change the frame drop. Each question has three valued doorstep. The QOS label is determined which of the
three doorstep values subject to the frame. At the three doorstep, two are configurable (explicit) and one is not (implicit). Figure 38-6 shows an example of WTD operating on a question that has size is 1000 frames. Three drop rates are configured: 40 percent (400 frames), 600 percent (600 frames), and 100 percent (1000 boards). These rates mean that up to 400 frames can be questionnaire at the 40-
percent thresper, up to 600 frames at the 60-percent thresper, and up to 1000 boards at the 100-percent thresper. In this example, CoS values 6 and 7 have a importance greater than the other Coss values, and are assigned to the 100-percent drop thresthes (queue-full state). CoS values 4 and 5 are assigned to the 60-percent thresper, and CoS stocks 0 to 3 are assigned at the 40-percent thresper.
Suppose the queue is already full with 600 frames, with a new arrival frame. He has the value of CoS 4 and 5 and is suggested to 60-percent doorstep. If this frame is added to the question, the doorstep will be exceeded, so the switch drops it. Figure 38-6 WTD and Queue Operations For more information, see the DSCP Card or CoS Value in a Queue Ingres and WTD Door Settings section, Allocating
Buffer Space and WTD Door Settings for a Section Egres Queue-Seven section, and DSCP Card or Coss Values in a Queue Egres and in a Freshold ID section section. Both the ingredients and questions regress the service by SR, which controls the rate at which packages are sent. On the queues ingredients, SR sends packages into the internal rings. On the regress questions, SR sends packages to the
regress port. You can configure SR on to regress questions for sharing or for shaping. However, for ingres queue, sharing is the default mode, and the mode is only supported. In conform mode, the degree questions are guaranteed a percentage of the bandwidth, and are rate-limited to that amount. Formed traffic does not use more than the affected bandwidth even if the link is performed. Shaping provides
a more even flow of traffic over time and reduces the shacks and valleys of buried traffic. With shadow, the absolute value of each weight is used to computer the bandwidth is available for the questions. In Shared Mode, the queues share the Blendwidth among them according to their configured weight. The bandwidth is guaranteed at this level, but is not limited to it. For example, if a queue is empty and
doesn't ask for a share of the link, the remaining questions can be expanded to the rest bandwidth and share it among them. With sharing, the ratio of weights to control the frequency of requests; absolute values are senseless. Shaping and sharing is configured for each kine. Each interface must be uniquely configured. For more information, see the Allocating Bandwidth Between the Ingres section,
Configuring SR Weight Form on Greed Queues section, and in Configuring Weight SR Sharing on Greece Queues section. Figure 38-7 shows the queueing and flowchart scheduled for skin ingredients. Figure 38-7 Queueing and Flowchart Schedule for Ingres Ports Note SR service queue priority to share its configuration before serving the other question. The change supports two queue ingredient
configurations, which are service by SRR in shared mode only. Tables 38-1 describe questions. Table 38-1 Ingres Queue Type Queue Type 1 Normal User Traffic function is considered normal priority. You can configure three different doors to differentiate among the colors. You can use mls qos ser-queue input the doorstep, mls qos qos srr-queue dscp-map, and mls qos ser-queue input global
configuration commands. Expedite high-priority user traffic such as Differentiated Services (DF) to expedite forwarding or voice traffic. You can configure the bandwidth required for this traffic as a percentage of the total traffic by using qos mls to sr-queue input priorities – queue global Command. The expeded queue was guaranteed bandwidth. You assign each package that flows through the change into a
question and at a doorstep. Specifically, you map DSCP or CoS values to a ingredient question with DSCP cards or cos values at a doorstep ID. You use the mls qos srr-queue input dscp-card queue queue-id { dscp1... dscp8 | doorstep-id dscp1... dscp8 } or mls qos are ser-queue input kos-map queue queue-id { cos1... Kos8 | doorstep-id cos1... cos8 } global configuration order. You can display the dSCP
queue doorstep card with the cos doorstep input thresper by using Show mls qos map to privilege EXEC commands. Questions using WTD support distinct drop rates for different traffic classes. Each queue has three drop doorstep: two configurable (explicit) WTD doorstep and one nonconfigurable (implicit) preset in the queue-full state. You are assigned two explicit WTD thresthesis rates for the thresper ID
1 and the ID 2 verse queutes using the qos mls to input the queue-id-id doorstep-percentage1 doorstep-rate2 the global configuration order. Each doorstep value is a percentage of the total amount of affected assigned to the question. The drop thresgus for ID 3 doorstep is preset in the queue-full state, and you cannot modify it. For more information about how WTD works, see the Tail Tail section. You
define the report (assigned the amount of space) and that divides the breathless ingredient between the two queue using the mls qos ser-queue input bumper rate1 percent2 global configuration command. The defense allocation along with the Zendwidth allocation control how much data can undo and forward before the packet falls. You allocate bandwidth as a percentage using mls qos sr-queue input
bandwidth weight12 global configuration order. The ratio of weights is the ratio of the frequency in which the SR schedule sends packages from each queue. You can configure a single engraved queue as the priority queue by using the qos mls ser-queue input priority -queue queue-id bandwidth weight global command. The priority question should be used for traffic (such as voice) that requires warranty
delivery because this queue is guaranteed part of the bandwidth regardless of the load on the internal ring. The SR queue service priority for its configuration weight as specified by the bandwidth keyword in mls qos sr-queue priority-queue queue-id bandwidth weight global weight configuration command. Then SR shares the remaining bandwidth and both bandwidth engred with the services as specified by
the configured weights and mls qos are srr-queue input bandwidth weight weight 12 global configuration order. You can combine the commands described in this traffic priority section by updating packages with particular DSCPs or Coss in certain questions, by assigning a large queue size or by serving the question more frequently, and by queue doors so that packages with lower priorities are falling. For
configuration information, see the Configuring Ingres Queue Features section. Figure 38-8 shows the question and flowchart scheduled for skin regress. Note that if the expedite queue is enabled, SR service reads until it is empty before serving the other three questions. Figure 38-8 Queueing and Flowchart Schedule for Greece Ports Each port supports four regress questions, one of which (queue 1) can
expedit. The following questions are configured by a queue-series set. All traffic leaves a skin outflow across one of these four questions and is undergoing at a doorstep based on QoS labels assigned to the package. Figure 38-9 shows the queue queue purchase. The space is suffered divided between the common pool and the reserved pool. The change uses an offre allocation scheme to reserve a
minimum amount of purchase per question regress, to prevent any questions or ports from consuming all the beasts and depriving other questions, and to control whether to provide request space in a demand question. The change detected the target by having consumed more buffers than its reserved amount (under-limit), whether it had consumed all its maximum defense (over bounds), and if the common
pool is empty (no sufferers free) or not empty (free defense). If the queue is not on-limits, the change can be assigned space suffered from the reserved pool or to the common pool (if it's not empty). If there is no free defense in the common pool or if the queue is on-limit, switch to drop the frame. Figure 38-9 Greece Queue Buffer Allocation You guarantee the availability of storage, set drop door, and
configure maximum memory allocation for a queue-set using mls qos queue -set output threshold-id queue doorstep-id drop-threshold2 drop-threshold2 reserved -threshold2 maximum-doorstep global configuration order. Each doorstep value is a percentage of memory affecting the queue, which you specify using mls qos que-set output qset-id auffers alocation1... asocation4 global configuration order. The
sum of all affected are assigned represents the reserved pool, and the remaining beasts are part of the common pool. Through alocation sufferers, you can ensure that high-priority traffic is defensive. For example, if the space suffered is 400, you can allocate 70 percent of it to queue 1 and 10 percent of queue 2 up to 4. Queue 1 then has 280 breath affects it, and queue 2 to 4 each has 40 patients
assigned to them. You can guarantee that affects the allocated reserved funds for a specific queue in a queue-set. For example, if there are 100 buffers for a question, you can reserve 50 percent (50 posted). The switch returns unused 50 buyers to the common pool. You also can enable a queue in the full condition to get more buffers than they are reserved so it doesn't set a maximum thresthe. The
change can allocate necessary defenses to the common if the common pool is not empty. You can assign each package that flows to the switch in a question and at a doorstep. Specifically, you map DSCP or coS values to a regress question with DSCP cards or cos values at a doorstep ID. You use mls qos to srr-queue output dscp-card queue queue-id { dscp1... dscp8 | doorstep-id dscp1... dscp8 } or mls
qos are srr-queue output kos-four queue queue-id { cos1... Kos8 | doorstep-id cos1... cos8 } global configuration order. You can display the DSCP output queue doorstep mapping and the queue output queue output thresper using show mls qos map to privilege EXEC orders. Questions using WTD support distinct drop rates for different traffic classes. Each queue has three drop doorstep: two configurable
(explicit) WTD doorstep and one nonconfigurable (implicit) preset in the queue-full state. You assign the two doorstep WTD rates to the doorstep ID 1 and ID 2. The drop thresgus for ID 3 doorstep is preset in the queue-full state, and you cannot modify it. You map a queue-set port by using the que-set-id configuration command. Modify the queue-set configuration to change the WTD doorstep. For more
information about how WTD works, see the Tail Tail section. SRR services each queue - Put in shared or conformed mode. You allocate shared or weight-shaped port sharing using bandwidth sr-Queueth share weight112 34 or bandwidth sr-Queueth form Weight 12 weight 34 weight commands to setup. For an explanation of the differences between sharing and sharing, see the Shaping SR and Share
section. The defense allocation along with the SRR weight ratio controls how much data can be scrolling and sent before the packages fall. The weight ratio is the ratio of the frequency in which the SR schedule sends packages from each queue. All queue cards participate in the SR unless the expedit queue is enabled, in which case the initial bandwidth weight is ignored and not used in the report
calculation. The reinstated queue is a priority question, and it is service until empty before other questions are service. You enable the reinstated queue by using the -queue priority out headquarter configuration command. You can combine the commands described in this traffic priority section by updating packages with particular DSCPs or Coss in certain questions, by adapting a size queue size or of
serving the question more frequently, and by adjusting the queue doors so that packages with the lowest priorities fall. For configuration information, see the Configuring Regress Queue Features section. Note the default queue settings are appropriate for most situations. You should change them only when you have a quality understanding of the queue and if these settings don't meet your QoS solution. A
classified package, policeman, and questionnaire provided by QoS. Package changes can occur This process: For IP and non-IP packages, classification involves assigning a QoS label to a package based on the DSCP or Coss of the received package. However, the package is not modified at this step; only a DSCP indication is assigned or cos values brought together. The reason for this is that QoS
classification and send lookups occur in parallel, and it is possible that the package is sent with its original DSCP to the CPU where it is processed again processed in software. During policeman, IP and non-IP packages may have another DSCP assigned to them (if they are out of profile with the policeman to specify a DSCP makdown). Once again, the DSCP of the package is not modified, but is an
indication of the mark-down value brought together. For IP packages, the package modification occurs in a later step; for DSCP's non-IP packages converted to CoS and used for queueing and scheduling decisions. Depending on the QoS label assigned to a frame with the selected mutation, the DSCP and CoS values in the frame are written. If you do not configure the mutation map and if you configure the
DSCP trust port in the incoming frame, the DSCP value of the frame does not change, but the cos is recruited according to the DSCP-to-cos mapping. If you configure the kos trust port to the incoming frame and it is an IP package, the cos value of the frame does not change, but the DSCP might change according to the CoS-DSCP map. Mutation in DSCP causes the DSCP to be recruited depending on the
new value of DSCP selected. The action set in a policy map also causes the DSCP to be written. You can use the auto-QoS feature to simplify the deployment of QoS features. Auto-QoS determines the network design and enables QoS configuration so that the switch can divert different traffic. It uses the ingredients and queues to regress instead of using the default (disabled) QoS behavior. The switch
offers best-effort services to each package, regardless of package or size, and sends it out into one queue. When you enable auto-QoS, it automatically classifys traffic based on the traffic type and package label ingredients. The change uses classification results to select the appropriate queue. Auto-QoS supports IPv4 and IPv6 traffic when you configure dual IPv4 A and IPv6 SDM templates with the
preferred sdm dual ipv4-and-ipv6 global configuration command. You use auto-QoS commands to identify ports connected to Cisco Phone IP and to devices running the Cisco SoftPhone application. You also use the commands to identify ports that receive trusted traffic from an uplink. Auto-QoS Then perform the following functions: Detect the presence or absence of Cisco IP configuration QoS
classification Configure the following queuses section to contain this configuration information: By default, auto-QoS is disabled on all ports. When auto-QoS is enabled, it uses the ingredient package label to categorize traffic, allocate package labels, and to configure and regress queue as shown in Table 38-2 . Table 38-2 Types of traffic, Pack Labels, and Queues VoIP 2 Traffic Data Traffic Traffic Routing
Traffic Routing Traffic Protocol STP BPDU traffic video traffic all other DSPC 46 24, 26 48 56 34 – CoS 5 3 6 7 4 - CoS-a-ingres Card 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 (queue 2) 0, 1 (queue 1) Kos-a-Greece Queue Map 5 (queue 1) 3, 6, 7 (queue 2) 4 (queue 3) 2 (queue 3) 0, 1 (queue 4) Table 38-3 display products auto-QoS configuration for the encrypted questions. Table 38-3 Auto-QoS Configuration for the Queue Queue
Number Queue Number Kos-a-Queue Map Queue Weight (Bandwidth) Queue (Buffer) Size SR Sharing 10, One 81 percent 67 percent Priority 2 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 19 percent 33 percent Table 38-4 showed the auto-QoS product configuration for the degree questions. Table 38-4 Auto-QoS Configuration for Regress Queue Egress Queue Number Kos-a-Queue Map Queue Weight (Bandwidth) Queue (Buffer)
Size for G UniteGabyte-Capable Skin Queue (Buffer) Size for 10/100 Gigabit Skin Priority 1 5 Up to100 Percent 16 Percent 10 Percent SR Share 23, 6, 6, The 7 10 percent 6 percent 10 percent SRR share 3 2, Four 60 percent 17 percent 26 percent SRR share 4 0, 1 20 percent 61 percent 54 when you enable the auto-QoS feature on the first port, the following automatic actions occur: QoS is globally
enabled (mls qos global configuration commands), and other global configuration orders have been added. When you enter the auto qos voice kizko-phone configuration command on a port at the edge of the network that connects to a Cisco Phone IP, the switch enables the trusted boundary feature. The change uses the Cisco Discovery protocol (CDP) to detect the presence or absence of a Cisco Phone
IP. When a Cisco Phone IP is detected, the ingredient classification on the port trusts the QoS label is received in the package. The change also uses policeman to determine whether a package is in or out of profile and specifies the action on the package. If the package does not have a DSCP value of 24, 26, or 46 or is out of profile, the change changes DSCP's value to 0. When a Cisco Phone IP is
absent, the enclosed classification is set by trusting the QoS label in the package. Changes in ingredient configuration and queues regress on the ports according to the settings of Table 38-3 and Table 38-4. The policeman is applied to these traffic matching classifications in policy-maps before the change allows the trusted boundary feature. When you enter the auto qos voice kizko-softphone setup
command on a port in the network edge connected to a device running the Cisco SoftPhone, switch to Use fonts to determine whether a package is in or out of profile and specify the action on the package. If the package does not have a DSCP value of 24, 26, or 46 or is out of profile, the change changes DSCP's value to 0. Changes to configure ingredients and queues regress on the ports according to the
settings of Table 38-3 and 38-4 . Le ou antre nan qos yo oto vwa konfyans koodone konfigirasyon lod sou yon po ki konekte nan enterye a nan rezo a, switch la mete konfyans nan CoS pou po ki pa otorize oswa vale DSCP la pou wout po nan pake engre (sipozisyon an se ke trafik te deja klase pa lot aparey kwen). Chanje a configured engredyan yo ak queues egres sou po a dapre anviwonman yo nan
Table 38-3 ak Table 38-4. Pou enfomasyon sou karakteristik nan fwontye fe konfyans, gade nan Konfigirasyon yon fwontye fwontye pou asire seksyon Port Sekirite Port. Le ou pemet oto-QoS le li sevi avek qos yo oto vwazen ciscop-telefon, qos oto voip cisco-softphone, oswa qos yo oto voip konfyans koodone konfigirasyon lod, chanje a otomatikman jenere yon konfigirasyon QoS ki baze sou kalite a trafik
ak angrese etiket pake etiket ak aplike komandman yo ki nan lis nan Table 38-5 nan po a. Tablo 38-5 pwodwi Auto-QoS Configuration Deskripsyon Otomatikman pwodwi komandman switch la otomatikman pemet QoS estanda ak konfigirasyon kat jeyografik la CoS-a-DSCP (kat maps cos vale fek ap rantre nan pake fek ap rantre nan yon vale DSCP). Switch(config)# mls qos Switch(config)# mls qos map
cos-dscp 0 8 16 26 32 46 48 56 The switch automatically maps CoS values to an ingress queue and to a threshold ID. Switch(config)# no mls qos srr-queue input cos-map Switch(config)# mls qos srr-queue input cos-map queue 1 threshold 3 0 Switch(config)# mls qos srr-queue input cos-map queue 1 threshold 2 1 Switch(config)# mls qos srr-queue input cos-map queue 2 threshold 1 2 Switch(config)# mls
qos srr-queue input cos-map queue 2 threshold 2 4 6 7 Switch(config)# mls qos srr-queue input cos-map queue 2 threshold 3 3 5 The switch automatically maps CoS values to an egress queue and to a threshold ID. Switch(config)# no mls qos srr-queue output cos-map Switch(config)# mls qos srr-queue output cos-map queue 1 threshold 3 5 Switch(config)# mls qos srr-queue output cos-map queue 2
threshold 3 3 6 7 Switch(config)# mls qos srr-queue output cos-map queue 3 threshold 3 2 4 Switch(config)# mls qos srr-queue output cos-map queue 4 threshold 2 1 Switch(config)# mls qos srr-queue output cos-map queue 4 threshold 3 0 The switch automatically maps DSCP values to an ingress queue and to a threshold ID. Switch(config)# no mls qos srr-queue input dscp-map Switch(config)# mls qos
srr-queue input dscp-map queue 1 threshold 2 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 Switch(config)# mls qos srr-queue input dscp-map queue 1 threshold 3 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Switch(config)# mls qos srr-queue input dscp-map queue 1 threshold 3 32 Switch(config)# mls qos srr-queue input dscp-map queue 2 threshold 1 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 Switch(config)# mls qos srr-queue input dscp-map queue 2 threshold 2 33 34 35
36 37 38 39 48 Switch(config)# mls qos srr-queue input dscp-map queue 2 threshold 2 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 Switch( config)# mls qos srr-queue dscp-kat queue 2 papot 2 57 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 Switch (config) # mls qos sr-queue dscp-kat queue 2 3 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 Switch(config)# mls qos srr-queue input dscp-map queue 2 threshold 3 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 The switch automatically maps
DSCP values to an egress queue and to a threshold ID. Switch(config)# no mls qos srr-queue output dscp-map Switch(config)# mls qos srr-queue output dscp-map queue 1 threshold 3 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 Switch(config)# mls qos srr-queue output dscp-map queue 2 threshold 3 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 Switch(config)# mls qos srr-queue output dscp-map queue 2 threshold 3 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55
Switch(config)# mls qos srr-queue output dscp-map queue 2 threshold 3 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 Switch(config)# mls qos srr-queue output dscp-map queue 3 threshold 3 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 Switch(config)# mls qos srr-queue output dscp-map queue 3 threshold 3 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 Switch (config)# mls qos srr-queue pwodiksyon dscp-kat queue 4 papot 1 Switch (config)# mls qos ser-queue
pwodiksyon dscp-kat 4 papot 2 9 10 11 12 12 314 15 Switch (config)# mls qos sr-queue pwodiksyon dscp-kat 4 papot 3 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 switch la otomatikman kouche moute keu yo engred, ak keu 2 kom keu a priyorite ak keu 1 nan pataje mod. Chanjman an tou configured Ndwidth la ak gwose offre pou queues yo engredyan. Chanje (config)# pa gen okenn mls qos ser-queue priyorite-queue 1 Switch
(config)# pa gen okenn mls qos ser-queue opinyon pri 2 queue 2 switch (config)# mls qos sr-queue opinyon 90 10 10 Switch (config)# mls qos sr R-queue opinyon papot 18 16 16 Switch (config)# mls qos srr-queue opinyon papot 2 34 66 Switch (config)# mls qos ser-queue opinyon 67 33 switch la otomatikman configured gwose yo queue queue. Li configured Ndwidth la ak mod nan SR (ki gen fom oswa
pataje) sou uques yo egres kat nan po a. Switch(config)# mls qos queue-set output 1 threshold 1 138 138 92 138 Switch(config)# mls qos queue-set output 1 threshold 2 138 138 92 400 Switch(config)# mls qos queue-set output 1 threshold 3 36 77 100 318 Switch(config)# mls qos queue-set output 1 threshold 4 20 50 67 400 Switch(config)# mls qos queue-set output 2 threshold 1 149 149 100 149
Switch(config)# mls qos queue-set output 2 threshold 2 118 118 100 235 Switch(config)# mls qos queue-set output 2 threshold 3 41 68 100 272 Switch(config)# mls qos queue-set output 2 threshold 4 42 72 100 242 Switch(config)# mls qos queue-set output 1 buffers 10 10 26 54 Switch(config)# mls qos queue-set output 2 buffers 16 6 17 61 Switch(config-if)# priority-que out Switch(config-if)# srr-queue
bandwidth share 10 10 60 20 If you entered the auto qos voip trust command , chanjman an otomatikman kouche klasifikasyon nan engredyan mete konfyans nan CoS te resevwa nan pake a sou yon po ki pa otorize le li sevi avek mls q la komandman konfyans nan oswa fe konfyans nan DSCP vale te resevwa nan pake a sou yon po wout le li sevi avek komandman an mls qos konfyans dscp. Chanje
(config-si) # mls qos konfyans koute switch (config-si) # mls qos dscp Si ou antre nan qos yo oto vwa kiskop-telefon switch la otomatikman pemet karakteristik nan fwontye fe konfyans, ki itilize CDP a yo detekte prezans la oswa absans nan yon IP IP telefon. Chanje (config-si)# mls qos konfyans cisco-telefon Si ou antre nan qos oto vwa komandman cisco-softphone, switch la otomatikman kreye kat klas ak
kat politik. Switch(config)# mls qos map policed-dscp 24 26 46 to 0 Switch(config)# class-map match-all AutoQoS-VoIP-RTP-Trust Switch(config-cmap)# match ip dscp ef Switch(config)# class-map match-all AutoQoS-VoIP-Control-Trust Switch(config-cmap)# match ip dscp cs3 af31 Switch(config)# policy-map AutoQoS-Police-SoftPhone Switch(config-pmap)# class AutoQoS-VoIP-RTP-Trust Switch(config-
pmap-c)# set dscp ef Switch(config-pmap-c)# police 320000 8000 exceed-action policed-dscp-transmit Switch(config-pmap)# class AutoQoS-VoIP-Control-Trust Switch(config-pmap-c)# set dscp cs3 Switch(config-pmap-c)# police 32000 8000 exceed-action policed-dscp-transmit After creating the class maps and policy maps, the switch automatically applies the policy map called AutoQoS-Police-SoftPhone
to an ingress interface on which auto-QoS with the Cisco SoftPhone feature is enabled. Chanje (config-si) # sevis-politik opinyon AutoQoS-Lapolis-SoftPhone Si ou antre nan qos yo oto vwa komandman cisco-telefon, switch la otomatikman kreye kat klas ak kat politik. witch(config)# mls qos map policed-dscp 24 26 46 to 0 Switch(config)# class-map match-all AutoQoS-VoIP-RTP-Trust Switch(config-cmap)#
match ip dscp ef Switch(config)# class-map match-all AutoQoS-VoIP-Control-Trust Switch(config-cmap)# match ip dscp cs3 af31 Switch(config)# policy-map AutoQoS-Police-CiscoPhone Switch(config-pmap)# class AutoQoS-VoIP-RTP-Trust Switch(config-pmap-c)# set dscp ef Switch(config-pmap-c)# police 320000 8000 exceed-action policed-dscp-transmit Switch(config-pmap)# class AutoQoS-VoIP-
Control-Trust Switch(config-pmap-c)# set dscp cs3 Switch(config-pmap-c)# police 32000 8000 exceed-action policed-dscp-transmit After creating the class maps and policy maps, the switch automatically applies the policy map named AutoQoS-Police-CiscoPhone to an ingress interface on which auto-QoS with the Cisco Phone feature is enabled. Chanje (config-si) # sevis-politik opinyon AutoQoS-Lapolis-
CiscoPhone Le oto-QoS se pemet, qos yo oto vwa lod konfigirasyon koodone ak konfigirasyon an pwodwi yo te ajoute nan konfigirasyon an kouri. Chanje a aplike komandman yo oto-QoS-pwodwi kom si komandman yo te antre nan CLI la. Yon konfigirasyon itilizate ki deja egziste ka lakoz aplikasyon an nan komandman yo pwodwi yo echwe oswa yo dwe ranvese pa komandman yo pwodwi. Aksyon sa yo
rive san avetisman. Si tout komandman yo pwodwi yo avek sikse aplike, nenpot ki itilizate-antre konfigirasyon ki pa te overridden rete nan konfigirasyon an kouri. Nenpot ki itilizate-antre nan konfigirasyon ki te ranplase ka retrieved pa lekti chanje an san yo pa ekonomize konfigirasyon aktyel la nan memwa. Si komandman yo pwodwi to be applied, is the configuration before running restoration. Before
configuring auto-QoS, you should know this information: Auto-QoS configures the switch for VoIP and Cisco Phone IP on nonrouted ports and routes. Auto-QoS also configures the switch for VoIP and devices running the Cisco SoftPhone application. When a device runs Cisco SoftPhone that connects to a non-authorized port or route, change the supports only one Cisco SoftPhone Application per port.
Auto-Qos VoIP uses the priority-queue interface configuration command for a regress interface. You can also configure a map-map policy and trust devices on the same kides for Cisco phone IP prefixes. To take advantage of the auto-QoS defaults, you should enable auto-QoS before you configure other QoS commands. If necessary, you can fine-tune the QoS configuration, but we recommend that you do
so only after the auto-QoS configuration is completed. For more information, see the effects of Auto-QoS on the configuration. After auto-QoS is enabled, do not modify a policy map or total policy that includes AutoQoS in its name. If you need to modify the policy card or total policeman, make a copy of it, and change the copying policy card or policeman. To use this new policy map instead of the product
one, remove the product policy card from the katedface, and apply the new policy card to the katedface. You can enable auto-QoS on static, dynamic-access, voice VLAN access, and trunk ports. By default, the CDP is enabled on all ports. To auto-QoS functioning properly, do not disable the CDP. When enabling auto-QoS with a Cisco Phone IP on a route port, you must assign a static IP address to the
phone IP. This release supports only Cisco IP Version SoftPhone 1.3 (3) or later. Connected devices must use Cisco Call Manager 4 or later. Starting from privileged MOd EXEC, follow the steps to enable the auto-QoS for VoIP in a QoS domain: Order Purpose Step 1 to configure terminal Enter global setup mode. Step 2 kterface-id Specify the port connected to a Cisco Cell IP, the port connected to a
device running the Cisco SoftPhone feature, or the uplink port that connects to another trusted switch or router through the interior of the network, and enters interface configuration mode. Step 3 auto qos induced { cisco-phone |cisco-softphone | trust | Enable auto-QoS. The keywords have the following meaning: cisco-phone – If the port is connected to a Cisco IP phone, the QoS labels in incoming package
are trusted only when the phone is detected. cisco-softphone - The connected port of device running the Cisco SoftPhone feature. trust – The uplink port is connected to a trusted or router switch, and the VoIP traffic classification of the fertilizer package is trusted. Step 4 End Return to privileged EXEC mode. Step 5 shows your auto qos kentone-id Verify your entries. This command shows the auto-QoS
command on the cornea of the auto-QoS enabled. You can use displays the run-configle privileged EXEC command to display the auto-QoS configuration and the user modifications. To display the QoS commands that are automatically generated when auto-QoS is enabled or disabled, enter the qos auto privileged EXEC command before enabling auto-QoS. For more information, see the autoqos debug
command in the command reference for this release. To disable auto-QoS on a port, use the No qos auto tour configuration command. Only auto-QoS-generated configuration console configurations for this port are removed. If this is the latest port on which auto-QoS is enabled and you enter the No qos auto voice command, auto-QoS is considered disabled even if the auto-QoS-generated global
configuration remains (to avoid disrupting traffic on other ports affected by the global configuration). You can use no mls qos global configuration command to disable the auto-QoS-generated global configuration commands. With QoS disabled, there is no concept of ports you trust or are not trusted because packages are not modified (Cos, DSCP, and IP precedent values in the package are not changed).
Traffic changed in pass-through mode (packages are changed without any recruiter and classified as best effort without any policing). The following example shows how to enable auto-QoS and trust the QoS labels received in incoming packages when the switch or router connected to a port is a trusted device: Change (setup) # interfa gigabitethernet1/1 switch (config-if) # auto qos auto contiguous trust this
section describes how you could apply auto-QoS to a network, as shown in Figure 38-10. For optimum QoS performance, enable auto-QoS on all the devices in the network. Figure 38-10 Auto-QoS Configuration Network Figure 38-10 shows a network in which the VoIP traffic is priority over all other traffic. Auto-QoS enables on the switches of the electrical bells at the edge of the QoS domain. Note you
should not configure any QoS standard commands before you enter the auto-QoS commands. You can fine-tune the QoS configuration, but we recommend that you do so only after the auto-QoS configuration is completed. Starting from privileged MOd EXEC, follow the steps to configure the switch at the edge of the QoS domain to prioritize the VoIP traffic over all other traffic: Task Command Step 1 debug
auto Enable debugging for auto-QoS. When debugging is enabled, change the Show configuration to QoS that is automatically generated when auto-QoS is enabled. Step 2 configure terminal Enter in global configuration mode. Step 3 cdp enables CDP globally. By default, it is enabled. Step 4 kterface-id Specify the switch port connectors to Cisco phone IP, and enter the address configuration mode. Step
5 auto qos induced cisco-phone Enable auto-QoS on the port, and specify that the port is connected to a Cisco Phone IP. The QoS labels in incoming package are trusted only when Cisco Phone's Cisco IP is detected. Step 6 Exit Returns global configuration mode. Step 7 Repeat 4 to 6 to port as much as they connect to the Cisco Cell Cisco. Step 8 kterface-id Specify the switch port identified as which
connects to a trusted switch or router, and enters username configuration mode. See Figure 38-10. Step 9 auto qos induced trust Enable auto-QoS on the port, and specify that the port is connected to a router or switch. Step 10 End Back in privileged EXEC mode. Step 11 shows your auto qos verify your entries. This command shows the auto-QoS command on the cornea of the auto-QoS enabled. You
can use Display in the run-configle privileged EXEC command to display the auto-QoS configuration and the user modifications. For information about the QoS configuration that might be affected by auto-QoS, see the Show Auto-QoS Information section of pages 26-12. Step 12 Copy run-config startup-config Save qos to auto voice configuration commands and produce auto-QoS configuration in the
configuration file. To display the initial auto-QoS configuration, use show the auto qos [interface[interface-id]] privileged EXEC command. To d isplay any user changes in this configuration, use display of the run-configle privileged EXEC command. You can compare show the auto qos and display in show-configuration production orders to identify user-defined QoS environments. To display information about
the QoS configuration that might be affected by auto-QoS, use one of the following commands: show mls qos show mls qos four bark-dscp display mls qos klowface [interface-id][buffers|questionnaire] display mls qos map [ cos-dscp | Kos -Opinion -Q | kos -production -Q | dscp - cos | dscp -input -q | dscp -mutation | dscp -output - | ip-prec-dscp | policed-dscp] Display mls qos input-queue display run-config
for more information about these commands, see Command Reference for this release. Before configuring standard QoS, you must have a tense understanding of the following articles: The types of applications used with the traffic models on your network. Traffic features and needs in your network. Is traffic buried? Do you need to reserve Gandwidth for voice and video streams? Pleaswid requirements and
speeds in the network. Location of congestion points in the network. The following sections contain this configuration information: QoS is disabled. There is no concept of ports you trust or are not trusted because packages are not modified (Cos, DSCP, and IP precedent values in the package are not changed). Traffic changed in pass-through mode (packages are changed without any recruiter and
classified as best effort without any policing). When QoS is enabled and mls qos are setup global order and all other QoS settings are in their defaults, traffic is classified as best effort (the DSCP and CoS value is set to 0) without any policing. No policy cards are configured. The default port trust ports of all ports are unlimited. The default ingredients and queue queue settings are described in Ingres Queue
Configuration section and in Default Regress Queue Configuration section. Table 38-6 shows the default queue configuration when QoS is enabled. Table 38-6 Default Ingress Queue Configuration Features Queue Queue 2 Buffer Alocation 90 percent 10 percent Bandwidth 3 4 4 Priority Queue Bandwidth 40 10 WT Drop doorstep 1 100 percent 100 percent WTD drop doorstep 2 100 percent 100 percent
Table 38-7 displays the default CoS doorstep map when QoS is enabled. Table 38-7 Default Cos Input Queue Threshold Card Value Queue ID-Threshold ID 0–4 1–15 2–16, 7 1–1 Table 38-8 displays the default DSCP queue doorstep of the map when QoS is enabled. Table 38-8 Default DSCP Entry Queue Threshold Map DSCP Value Queue ID-Threshold ID 0–39 1–1 40–1 47 2–1 48–63 1–1 Table 38-9
displays the default queue configuration for each queue—set when QoS is allowed. All ports are map in 1 quee-set. The bandwidth port limit is set at 100 percent with unlimited rates. Table 38-9 Default Greece Queue Configuration Feature Queue 1 Queue 2 Queue 3 Queue 4 Buffer alocation 25 percent 25 percent 25 percent 25 percent WTD drop doorstep 1 100 percent 200 percent 100 percent 100
percent WTD drop thresthe 2 1 200 percent 200 percent 100 percent 100 percent Reserved passport 50 percent 50 percent 50 percent Maximum three 400 percent 400 percent 400 percent 400 percent SRR formed (absolute) 5 25 0 SRR Share Weight 6 25 25 25 25 Table 38-10 displays the default CoS output queue queue card when QoS is enabled. Table 38-10 Default CoS Production Queue Threshold
Card Value Queue ID-Threshold ID 0, 1 2–1, 3 3–1 4 4–1 5–1 6, 7 4–1 Table 38-11 displays the default DSCP yields the queue production of maps when QoS is allowed. Table 38-11 Default DSCP Output Queue Threshold Map DSCP Value Queue ID–Threshold ID 0–15 2–16–313–1 32–39 4–1 40–47 1–48–63 4–1 the default map of the body-to-DSCP is shown in Table 38-12. The default IP-precedence-
to-DSCP mapping is shown in Table 38-13. The default DSCP-to-coS mapping is shown in Table 38-14. The default DSCP-to-dSCP-mutations map is a null map, which maps an incoming DSCP value to the same DSCP value. The default map policed-DSCP is a null map, which maps an incoming DSCP value to the same DSCP value (no makdown). Before you start the QoS configuration, you should know
the following information in the following sections: The following are the guidelines and for configuring QoS and Access Control Lists (ACLs): It is not possible to match FRAGMENT IP against configured extended IP ACLs to implement QoS. Fragments of IP are sent as best efforts. IP fragments are denoted by fields in the IP header. Only one ACL per class card with only one matching class-card
configuration command per class card is supported. The ACL can have multiple ACES, which match fields against the contents of the package. A trusted statement in a policy map requires multiple TCAM entries per ACL line. If a map input service has a trust in an ACL, the access list - might be too large to fit into the available QoS TCAM and an error may occur when you apply the policy map to a port.
Whenever possible, you should minimize the number of lines in an ACL QoS. These are the guidelines and for configuring QoS on physical ports. This section also applies to SVIS (Layer 3 interfaces): You can configure QoS on physical ports and SVIs. Incoming traffic is sorted, policeman, and marked down (if configured) regardless of whether traffic is carried, routed, or sent to the CPU. It is possible for
pumped frames to be dropped or to have the DSCP and cos values modified. Follow these guidelines when configuring policy cards on physical ports or SVIs: – You cannot apply the same map to a physical port and to an SVI. – The change does not support agregate policeman in hierarchy policy maps. These are the policeman's guidelines: The ASIC Port Devices, which control more than one physical
port, support 256 policies (255 user-configurable policy plus 1 policer reserved for internal system use). The maximum number of user-configurable policeman supported per port is 63. For example, you could configure 32 fonts on an Ethernet Gigabit port and 8 policies on a Fast Ethernet port, or you could configure 64 policers on an Ethernet Gigabit port and 5 policers on a Fast Gigabit port. You can't
reserve policy by port; there is no guarantee that a port is set in any policy. Only one policeman applies to a package on a port ingredient. Only the average rate and committed popping parameters are configurable. You can create a total policeman shared by multiple traffic classes in the same nonhiercharchical policy map. However, you cannot use the policeman to grow across different policy maps. On a
port configured for QoS, all traffic is received through the classified port, polished, and marked according to the policy map attached to the port. On a trunk port configured for QoS, traffic to all VLANs received through the port is sorted, polished, and highlighted according to the policy map attached to the port. If you have EtherChannel ports configured on your switch, you must configure QoS classifications,
policeman, maps, and queueing on the individual physical ports that understand the EtherChannel. You must decide whether the QoS configuration should match on all ports in the EtherChannel. These are general QoS guidelines: Control traffic (such as spaning-tree-bridge data protocol units [BPDUs] and routine update packages) received by the switch are subject to all QoS processing ingredients. You
are likely to lose data when you change queue settings; therefore try to make changes when traffic is at a minimum. By default, QoS is disabled on the change. Starting in privileged EXEC mode, follow these steps to enable QoS. This procedure is required. To disable QoS, use the name qos global configuration command. The following sections describe how to classify incoming traffic by using port trust
state. Troubleshooting from your network configuration, you must do one or more of the following tasks or one or more of the tasks in Configuring a QoS policy section: Packages entering a QoS domain are sorted in the QoS domain edge. When the packages are sorted at the edge, the switch ports of the QoS domain can be configured in one of the trusted states because there is no need to classify the
packages at each switch in the QoS domain. Figure 38-11 shows a sample network topology. Fig. 38-11 Port Trusted State at the beginning QoS Domain in privileged EXEC mode, follow the steps to configure the port trusted classification of the traffic that it receives: Task Order Step 1 to configure terminal Enter the global configuration mode. Step 2 kterface-id Specifies the port to be trusted, and enters
managed configuration modes. Valid guidance includes physical skin. Step 3 mls qos trust [cos|dscp|ip-precedence] Configure port trust state. By default, the port is not trusted. If there are no specified keywords, the default is dscp. The keywords have the following meaning: cos -Classify an ingredient package using the CoS value package. For a whole package, the default CoS port value is used. The
default CoS port value is 0. dscp—Classify a fertilizer package using the DSCP package value. For a non-IP package, the CoS package value is used if the package is tagged; for a whole package, to use the default coss port. Internally, the map changes the cos value to a DSCP value by using the coS-to-DSCP map. ip-precedence - Classify a ngres package using the IP-precedent package value. For a
non-IP package, the CoS package value is used if the package is tagged; for a whole package, to use the default coss port. Internally, the map changes the cos value to a DSCP value by using the coS-to-DSCP map. Step 4 End Return to privileged EXEC mode. Step 5 shows mls qos kterface Verify your entries. Step 6 Copy Run - config startup-config (Optional) Save your entries in the configuration file. To
return a port to state that does not trust it, use no mls qos trust order. For information about how to change the default CoS value, see the Configuring the CoS Value for an Edge section. For information about how to configure the CoS-DSCP map, see the Configuring CoS-to-DSCP Map section. QoS assigns the specified CoS value with mls qos strokes configuration command for untagged frames received
on trust and unreliable ports. Starting in PRIVILEGED EXEC mode, follow the steps to define the default CoS value of a port or to assign the default cos to all incoming packages on the port: Order Task Step 1 configures to set terminal Enter in the global configuration mode. Step 2 kterface-id Specifies the port to be configured, and enter the address configuration mode. Valid guidance physical skin. Step 3
mls qos cos { default-coss | Configure the default cos value for the port. For default-cos, specify a default value to be assigned to a port. If the package is prevented, the default CoS value becomes the Package CoS value. The cos range is 0 to 7. The default is 0. Use the keyword covers overhead packages already configured to trust the incoming package and to apply the default port CoS value to the port
on all incoming packages. By default, CoS is override disabled. Use the keyword override when all incoming packages on specified ports deserve higher or lower priority than packages entering from other ports. Even if a port has already set trusted DSCP, Cos, or IP precedents, the following command covers exceeds the previously configured state, and all the incoming CoS values are assigned the default
cos value configured with the following command. If an incoming package is tagged, the CoS value of the package is modified and the default kos to the ingredient port. Step 4 End Return to privileged EXEC mode. Step 5 shows mls qos kterface Verify your entries. Step 6 Copy Run - config startup-config (Optional) Save your entries in the configuration file. To return to the default setting, use no mls qos cos
{ default-coss | on earth } interface configuration command. In a typical network, you connect a Cisco Cell IP to a changed port, as shown in Figure 38-11, and cascading devices that generate data packages from the back of the phone. Cisco's phone IP guarantees the voice quality of a shared data link by marking the CoS level of the voice packages as high priority (CoS=5) and the data packages as low
priority (CoS=0). Traffic sent from phone to the switch is typically marked with a tag that uses the IEE 802.1Q header. The header contains the VLAN information and the Class of Service (CoS) 3-bit field, which is the priority of the package. For most Cisco IP phone configurations, traffic sent from phone to the switch should be trusted to ensure that voice traffic is quite priority over other types of traffic in the
network. Using the trusted mls qos listening setup command, you configure the port to change that phone to connect to trust the CoS labels to all traffic received on that port. Use the trusted mls dscp configuration command to configure a route port that phones to connect to trust their DSCP labels to all traffic received on this port. With the trusted environment, you can also use the trusted boundary feature
to prevent misuse of a high-priority question if a user bypass the phone and connect the PC directly to the switch. Without trusted boundary, the CoS labels produced by the PC are trusted by the switch (because of the Trusted Cos Environment). By contrast, you trusted use CDP to detect the presence of a Cisco Phone IP (such as Cisco Phone IP 7910, 7935, 7940, and 7960) on a switched port. If the
evaluation is is not detected, the trusted boundary feature disables the trusted environment on the switch port and prevents disease in a question with high priority. Note that the trusted boundary feature is not effective if the PC and Cisco phone IP are connected to a hub that is connected to the switch. In some situations, you can prevent a PC that connects to Cisco Cell IP to take advantage of a high-
priority data queue. You can use the switchport priority to extend interface configuration commands to configure the phone to change the CLI to override the priority of traffic received in the PC. Starting in privileged EXEC mode, follow these steps to enable you to trust on a port: Order Goal Step 1 to configure terminal Enter in global configuration mode. Step 2 cdp running Enable CDP globally. By default,
CDP is enabled. Step 3 kterface-id Specify the port which connects to the Cisco phone's Cisco IP, and enter the address configuration mode. Valid guidance includes physical skin. Step 4 cdp enables CDP on the port. By default, CDP is enabled. Step 5 mls qos confidently listen mls qos trust dscp Configure the port to change trust the CoS value of traffic received from the Cisco IP phone. or Configure the
route port to trust the DSCP value of received traffic from the Cisco IP phone. By default, the port is not trusted. Step 6 mls qos trusted device cisco-phones specified that the Cisco Phone IP is a trusted device. You cannot enable both trusted boundary and auto-QoS (qos auto tour configuration command) at the same time; are mutually exclusive. Step 7 Finish Return to Privileged EXEC mode. Step 8



shows mls qos kterface Verify your entries. Step 9 Copy Run - config startup-config (Optional) Save your entries in the configuration file. To disable the trusted boundary feature, use no mls qos trusted device trust commands. The change supports the DSCP transparency feature. It affects only the DSCP field in a package to regress. By default, DSCP seamstance is disabled. Change the modified DSCP
field to an incoming package, and DSCP the field in the outgoing package based on the quality of service (QoS) configuration, including the port trust settings, policeman and markers, and the DSCP mutation map-to-DSCP. If DSCP seamlessly is enabled using no qos mls to recruit dscp ip command, the switch does not modify the DSCP field of the incoming package, and the DSCP field in the outgoing
package is the same as that of the incoming package. Regardless of DSCP's transparency configuration, the change to modify the internal DSCP value of the package, which changes the use to generate a service class (CoS) value that represents the priority of the traffic. The change also uses the internal DSCP value to select a regress question and doorstep. Starting in privileged EXEC mode, follow
these steps to enable DSCP transparency on a switch: Order Goal Step 1 to configure put terminal Enter into global configuration mode. Step 2 mls qos Enabled globally. Step 3 There are no qos mls to recruit dscp ip Enable DSCP seamlessly. The switch is configured by modifying the DSCP field of the IP package. Step 4 End Return to privileged EXEC mode. Step 5 shows mls qos kterface [kides-id] verify
your entries. Step 6 Copy Run - config startup-config (Optional) Save your entries in the configuration file. To configure the change to modify the DSCP value based on the trusted environment or on an ACL by disabling DSCP seamlessly, use the mls qos recrit write ip dscp configuration command. If you disable QoS using no qos qos global configuration order, cos and DSCP values are not changed (the
default QoS setting). If you enter no mls qos recruited ip dscp configuration global command to enable DSCP seamlessly and then enter mls qos to trust [cos|dscp] command interface configuration, DSCP seamlessly always enabled. If you are administering two separate QoS domains between which you want to apply QoS features for IP traffic, you can configure ports to change their domain boundary in a
trusted DSCP state as shown in Figure 38-12. Then, the received port accepts the DSCP-trusted value and avoids the classification step in QoS. If the two domains use different DSCP values, you can configure dSCP-to-DSCP-mutations to translate a set of DSCP values to match the definitions of the other domain. Figure 38-12 DSCP-trusted State on a Port Bordering Another QoS Domain Starting in
privileged EXEC mode, follow the steps to configure the DSCP-trusted state on a port and modify the DSCP-to-dsp-mutation map. To ensure a consistent mapping strategy across both QoS domains, you must perform the following procedure on the ports of both domains: Command Goal Step 1 configure terminal Enter in global configuration mode. Step 2 mls qos map dscp-mutation dscp-mutation-name in-
dscp for Out-dscp Modified card DSCP-to-DSCP-mutation. The default DSCP-to-dSCP-mutations map is a null map, which maps an incoming DSCP value to the same DSCP value. For dscp-mutation-name, enter the mutation map name. You can create more than one card by specifying a new name. For In-dscp, enter up to eight DSCP values separated by spaces. Then enter the keyword. For Out-dscp,
enter a single DSCP value. The DSCP range is 0 to 63. Step 3 kterface-id Specifies the port to be trusted, and enters configuring address mode. Valid guidance includes physical skin. Step 4 mls qos trusted dscp Configure the ingredient port as a DSCP-trusted port. By default, the port is not trusted. Step 5 mls qos dscp-mutation dscp-mutation-Name Apply the card to the specified DSCP-trusted ingredient.
For dscp-mutation-name, specify the mutation map name created in Step 2. You can configure multiple DSCP-to-DSCP-mutation mapping on an ingredient port. Step 6 End Return to Privileged EXEC mode. Step 7 shows mls qos four dscp-mutation Verify your entries. Step 8 copy run -config startup-config (Optional) Save your entry to the configuration To return a port to its non-trusted state, use no mls
qos trust order. To return the default DSCP-to-DSCP-mutations map values, use the no-mls qos map dscp-mutation-mutation-name global configuration command. The following example shows how to configure a port in dSCP-trusted state and modify DSCP-to-DSCP-mutation mapping (named gi0/2-mutation) for that dscp value 10 to 13 are cards in DSCP 30: Change (config)# mls qos card dscp-
mutations gi1/2-mutation 10 11 12 13 30 Switch (config)# interface gigabitethernet1/2 switch (config-if) # mls qos trust dscp switch (config-if) # mls qos dscp-mutation gi1/2-mutation S switch (config-if) # Ending Configuring a QoS policy typically requires to classify traffic to classes, configuring policies applied to such traffic classes, and attaching policies to the ports. For background information, see the
Classifications section and in policing and Markers section. For configuration guidelines, see the Standard QoS Configuration Guide section. The following sections describe how to classify, police, and mark traffic. Troubleshooting of your network configuration, you must do one or more of the following tasks: You can classify IP traffic by using standard IP or extended IP ACLs; you can classify non-IP traffic
by using Layer 2 MAC ACLs. Beginning in privileged MOD EXEC, follow the following steps to create a standard ACL IP traffic for IP traffic: Order Task Step 1 to configure put terminal Enter into global configuration mode. Step 2 Access - List Access - List - Number { Deny | source { source [ source-wildcard ] Create a standard IP ACL, repeating the command as many times as necessary. For Access- List-
Number, enter the access list number. The range is 1 to 99 and 1300 to 1999. Use the keyword to allow a certain type of traffic if conditions are matched. Use the keyword to deny a certain type of traffic if conditions are matched. For source, enter the network or host from which the package is being sent. You can use the keyword as an abbreviation for 0.0.0.0 to 255.255.255.255. (Optional) For source-
wildcard, enter the wildcard bits in dotted decimal notation to be applied to the source. Put them even in the bit positions that you want to ignore. Note When you create an access list, remember that, by default, at the end of the Access list there is a denied statement implicit for everything if it did not get a match before reaching the end. Step 3 End Return to privileged EXEC mode. Step 4 Display Access -
Your audit entries list. Step 5 Copies run-config startup-config (Optional) Save your entries in the configuration file. To delete an access list, use the No Access-List Access - List -Number global configuration command. The following example shows how to allow access for only people having all targets on the three specified networks. The wildcard bits apply to the host portion of the network addresses. Any
host with a source address that does not match the rejected access list statements. Switch (config) # Access - List 1 192.5.255.0 0.0.0.255 Switch (config) # Access - List 1 allow 128.88.0.0.0 0.0.255.255 Change (config)# Access-List 1 allow 36.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.255! (Note: all other access implicitly denied) Starting from EXEC MOD privileges, follow these steps to create an extended ACL IP traffic for IP traffic:
Order Task Step 1 to configure put terminal Enter into global configuration mode. Step 2 Access -List Access -List -Number { Deny|permission} source protocol-wildcard destination-wildcard-wildcard Create an extended ACL IP, repeating the command as many times as necessary. For Access- List-Number, enter the access list number. The range is 100 199 and 2000 to 2699. Use the keyword to allow a
certain type of traffic if conditions are matched. Use the keyword to deny a certain type of traffic if conditions are matched. For protocol, enter the name or number of an IP protocol. Use the question mark (?) to see a list of the available protocol keywords. For source, enter the network or host from which the package is being sent. You specify this by using docked decimal notation, using any keyword as an
abbreviation for source 0.0.0.0 source-wildcard 255,255,255,255,255, or by using the host keyword for source 0.0.0.0. For source-wildcard, enter the wildcard bits by placing them even in the bit positions that you want to ignore. You specify the wildcard by using docked decimal notation, using any keyword as an abbreviation for source 0.0.0.0 source-wildcard 255.255.255,255,255, or using the host
keyword for source 0.0.0.0. For destinations, enter the network or hosts to which the package is being sent. You have the same options for specifying the destination and destination-wildcard as those described by source and source-wildcard. Note When you create an access list, remember that, by default, at the end of the Access list there is a denied statement implicit for everything if it did not get a match
before reaching the end. Step 3 End Return to privileged EXEC mode. Step 4 Display Access - Your audit entries list. Step 5 Copies run-config startup-config (Optional) Save your entries in the configuration file. To delete an access list, use the No Access-List Access - List -Number global configuration command. The following example shows how to create an ACL that allows IP traffic from any source to
any destination that has the DSCP value set to 32: Change (config)# access-list 100 allowed ip any dscp 32 The following example shows how to create an ACL that allows IP traffic from a source host of 10.1.1.1 to a destination host of 10.1.1.2 with a precedent value of 5: Change (config)# access-list 100 Enable Host ip 10.1.1.1 Host 10.1.1.2 Precedent 5 The following example shows how to create an
ACL that allows PIM traffic from any source to a destination group address of 22 4 0.0.2 with a DSCP set to 32: Change (config)# access-list 102 enabled form any 224.0.0.2 dscp to 32 Start of Privileged EXEC mode , follow these steps to create a Layer 2 MAC ACL for non-IP traffic: Task Order Step 1 Terminal Enter global configuration mode. Step 2 mac Access - List extended name Create a Layer 2
MAC ACL by specifying the name of the list. After entering the following command, the mode changes to extend MAC ACL configuration. Step 3 { Enable | Deny { host-MAC-Add masks |any|host dst-MAC-add|dst-MAC-add mask}[type masks] Specify what type of traffic is allowed or denied if conditions are matched, entering the command as many times as necessary. For src-MAC-addr, enter the MAC
address of the host from which the package is being sent. You specify this by using the hexadecimal format (H.H.H), using any keyword as an abbreviation for source 0.0.0, source-wildcard ff.ffff, or using the host keyword for source 0.0.0. For masks, enter the wildcard bits by placing them even in the bit positions that you want to ignore. For dst-MAC-addr, enter the MAC address of the host to which the
package is being sent. You specify this by using the hexadecimal format (H.H.H), using any keyword as an abbreviation for source 0.0.0, source-wildcard ff.ffff, or using the host keyword for source 0.0.0. (Optional) For type masks, specify the Ethertype number of a package with Ethernet II or SNAP encapsulation to identify the protocol of the package. For type, the range is from 0 to 65535, typically
specified in hexadecium. For masks, the entrance does not take care of bits applied to the Ethertype before testing for a match. Note When you create an access list, remember that, by default, at the end of the Access list there is a denied statement implicit for everything if it did not get a match before reaching the end. Step 4 End Return to privileged EXEC mode. Step 5 shows access-list [Access-List
Number-List| Access-List-Name] verify your entries. Step 6 Copy Run - config startup-config (Optional) Save your entries in the configuration file. To delete an access list, use the No mac Access - List Extended Access - List of World Configuration Names commands. The following example shows how to create a Layer 2 MAC ACL with two enabled statements. The first statement allows traffic from the host
and MAC addresses 0001 million1 to the host and MAC addresses 0002 billion1. The second statement allows only Ethertype XNS-IDP traffic from the host with MAC address 0001 billion2 to the host and MAC address 0002 billion2. Switch (setup)# mac access - List extended maclist1 switch (config-ext-macl) # Allow 0001 billion1 to 0.0002.0002 billion 1 0.0.0 switch (config-ext-macl) # enables 0001 billion2
0.0002 billion2.0002.0002 0.0.0xns-ip! (Note: all other access implicitly denied) You use class-map global configuration classes to provide names and isolate a specific traffic flow (or classes) from all other traffic. The class map defines the criteria to use to match against a specific traffic flow to further classify it. Match statements can include criteria such as an ACL, precedent IP value, or DSCP value. The
match criterion is defined with one matching statement entered in the class map Mode. Remarks You can also create class-map during policy mapping creation by using the Policy Class-Map command. For more information, see the Classifying, Policing, and Marking Traffic on Physical Ports using Map Policy section. Starting from privileged MOd EXEC, follow the steps to create a class card and define the
criterion to match traffic classifying: Command Goal Step 1 setup terminal Enter global configuration mode. Step 2 Access -List Access -List -Number { Deny |permission } source [source-wildcard] or access-list access -number { two ny | allow } source protocol [ source-wildcard ] destination [ destination - wildcard ] or mac access - List Extended Name { permit | deny { host src-MAC-addr masks |any|host dst-
MAC-addr|dst-MAC-add mask}[type masks]Create a stasta IP or extend ACL for IP traffic or a Layer 2 MAC ACL for non-IP traffic, repeat the command as many times as necessary. For more information, see the Classifying Traffic using ACLs section. Note When you create an access list, remember that, by default, at the end of the Access list there is a denied statement implicit for everything if it did not get
a match before reaching the end. Step 3 class-map [match-all| match -any] class-I-Name Create a class card, and enter class-card mode setup. By default, no class maps are defined. (Optional) Use the match keyword - All perform a Logical - AK to all matching statements under this class card. All criteria matching in the class card must be matched. (Optional) Use the match keyword – Any static logic – OR
of all matching statements under this class map. One or more matching criteria must be matched. For class-map-name, specify the name of the class map. If neither match-all or match – any keyword specified, the default is match-all. Note Because only one match order for each class card is supported, match-all and match - any keyword the same function. Step 4 Match { Access-Group Access-Groups-
Index-or-Name |ip dscp-list|ip precedent ip-precedent-list } Define the criterion to match classify traffic. By default, no match criteria is defined. Only one criterion match for each class card is supported, and only one ACL per class card is supported. For Access-Group acl-index-or-name, specify the number or ACL name that was created in step 2. For dscp-list ip, enter a list of up to eight DSCP values to
match against incoming packages. Separate each value with a space. The range is 0 to 63. For the ip-precedent-list precedent, enter a list of up to eight-precedent values to match against incoming packages. Separate each value with a space. The range is 0 to 7. Step 5 End Return to Privileged EXEC mode. Step 6 shows class-mapping to verify your entries. Step 7 Copy Run - config startup-config
(Optional) Save your entries in the configuration file. To delete an existing policy map, use the Policy No map policy - map global configuration command. To delete a class map that is exists, use the none [ match-all | match -any ] class -i -- name world configuration command. To remove a criterion to match, use the No match {access-group acl-index-or no-name|ip dscp|precedent|command configuration
class-mapping. The following example shows how to configure the class mapping named class1. The Class1 has one criteria to match, which is to access list 103. It allows traffic from any host to any destination that matches a DSCP value of 10. Switch (config)# Access-List 103 allows ip any dscp 10 switch (config) # class-map class1 switch (config-cmap) # matching ac Class 103 switch (config-cmap) #
Ending Switch # This example shows how to create a class card named class2, which matches incoming traffic with DSCP values of 10, 11, and 12. Switch (config)# class-card class2 switch (config-cmap) # Match ip dscp 10 11 12 switch (config-cmap) # Ending Switch # This example shows how to create a class card called class3, which matches incoming traffic with IP-precedent values of 5, 6, and 7:
Switch (config)# class-card class3 Switch (config-cmap) # match the precedent ip 5 6 7 switch (con-cmap) # End Switch # You can configure a nonhierarchical map on a physical port that specifies which traffic grades to act on. Actions can include trusted cos, DSCP, or precedent IP values in the Traffic class; set a specific DSCP value or precedent IP to the Traffic class; and specifying bandwidth Traffic
limits for each matching traffic class (policeman) and the action to take when the traffic is out of profile (marked). A policy map also contains the following features: A policy map can have several grade statements, each with different matching criteria and the policeman. A separate policy can exist for each type of traffic received from a port. A state of political belief and a state of trust port are mutually
exclusive, and whatever configured updates the latter takes affect. Follow these guidelines when configuring physical port mapping on physical ports: You can attach only one port mapping ingredient. If you configure the map IP-to-DSCP using mls qos map ip-prec-dscp1... dscp8 global configuration command, settings to only affect packages on ingredient interfaces that are configured to trust the IP
precedent value. In a policy map, if you set the precedent package value to a new value by using set of ip precedents new policy - Precedent- Map the configuration command, the DSCP regress value is not affected by the IP-Precedent-to-DSCP map. If you want the value to regress DSCP to be different than the engred value, use dscp in the New-dscp policy-map configuration command. If you entered or
used the dscp ip series command, the switch changed the following command to set dscp to its configuration. You can use the ip precedent set or the precedent-mapping policy set-map configuration command to change the precedent packet value. This setting is displayed as set ip precedents in the changed configuration. You can configure a second-level policy map for each defined class for Port. The
second level of the policy specifies the actions the police to take for each traffic class.. A map and a port state can both run on a physical client. The map is applied before the port state is trusted. Starting from EXEC privilege mode, follow these steps to create a nonhiercharchical policy map: Command Goal Step 1 configure terminal Entry in global configuration mode. Step 2 Class-Map [match-all | match -
any] class-I-Name Create a class card, and enter class-card mode setup. By default, no class maps are defined. (Optional) Use the match keyword - All perform a Logical - AK to all matching statements under this class card. All criteria matching in the class card must be matched. (Optional) Use the match keyword – Any static logic – OR of all matching statements under this class map. One or more
matching criteria must be matched. For class-map-name, specify the name of the class map. If neither match-all or match – any keyword specified, the default is match-all. Note Because only one match order for each class card is supported, match-all and match - any keyword the same function. Step 3 Policy - Map - Geographic - Map creates a policy map by entering the policy map name, and entering the
policy configuration mode. By default, no policy maps are defined. The default behavior of a policy map is to set the DSCP to 0 if the package is an IP package and set the CoS to 0 if the package is tagged. No policeman is born. Step 4 Class - I'm – Name Defining a traffic classification, and entering the class-mapping configuration policy mode. By default, no class-map policy mapping is defined. If a traffic
class was already defined using the world configuration class command, specify its name for class-map-name names in the following command. Step 5 Trusted [cos|dscp|ip-precedent] Configure the trusted state, which QoS is used to generate a coSCP-based or DSCP-based QoS label. Note that this command is mutually exclusive and the order is placed in the same policy map. If you enter the trust
command, go to step 6. By default, the port is not trusted. If no keywords specified when entered in the command, the default is dscp. The keywords have the following meaning: cos—QoS exits the DSCP value using the DSCP port value or default quota port with the CoSCP map. dscp — QoS derive the DSCP value using the DSCP value from the ingredient package. For non-IP packages that are tagged,
QoS exits the DSCP value using the received CoSP value; for non-IP package sharing, QoS exits the DSCP value using the default port value Cos. In either case, the DSCP value is from the CoS-DSCP map. ip-precedence – QoS from DSCP values using the precedent IP value from the ingredient package and the IP-precedent-to-DSCP mapping. For non-IP packages that are tagged, QoS exits the DSCP
value using the received CoSP value; for non-IP package sharing, QoS exits the DSCP value using the default port value Cos. In either case, the DSCP is from the CoSCP map. For more information, see the Configuring section in the CoS-to-DSCP section. Step 6 Set { dscp new-dscp |ip precedent new-precedent } Classify IP traffic by setting a new value in the package. For dscp new-dscp, enter a new
DSCP value to be assigned to the classified traffic. The range is 0 to 63. For my precedent new - Precedent, enter a new IP-precedent value to be assigned to the classified traffic. The range is 0 to 7. Step 7 rate police - bps burst-byte [ excess-action { drop | policy-dscp-transmit }] Define a policeman for the classified traffic. By default, no policer is defined. For information about the number of policemen
supported, see standard QoS Configuration Guide section. For percentage-bps, specify the average traffic rate of bits per second (b/s). The range is 8000 10000000000. For possibly-byte, specify the normal burst size of bytes. The range is 8000 1000000. (Optional) Specify the action to take when the rates are exceeded. Use the excess-action keyword to release the package. Use the excess-action policy-
dscp-transmit keyword to mark down the DSCP value (using the polised-DSCP policy map) and send the package. For more information, see the Configuring the Policed-DSCP Map section. Step 8 exit Back in policy configuration mapping mode. Step 9 exit Returns to global configuration mode. Step 10 kterface-id Specify the skin attached to the map, and enter the address configuration mode. Valid
guidance includes physical skin. Step 11 Service Policy Input Policy - Map the Specify the policy name, and apply it to an ingredient port. Only a policy map for each skin is encountered supported. Step 12 End Back in privileged EXEC mode. Step 13 shows the policy-map [map-map policy-name [class-map]] verify your entries. Step 14 Copy run-config startup-config (Optional) Save your entries in the
configuration file. To delete an existing policy map, use the Policy No map policy - map global configuration command. To delete an existing class map, use the None class-map configuration command. To return to the state not trusted, use no trust policy trust in the command map. To remove a DSCP or precedent IP value, use no set { dscp new-dscp|ip precedent new-precedent } policy-map configuration
command. To remove an existing policer, use no-percentage police-bps loss-byte [excess-action { excess | drop policy -dscp-transmit }] policy configuration command. To remove the map and association ports, use no service policy - input policy - Map configuration commands. The following example shows how to create a policy map and attach it to an ingredient port. In the configuration, the ACL standard
IP allows traffic from network 10.1.0.0. For traffic matching this classification, the DSCP value of the incoming trusted package. If the matching exceeds an average traffic rate of 48000 b/s with a normal burst size of 8000 bytes, its DSCP is scroll down (based on the polised-DSCP map) and send: Change (config)# access-list 1 allow 10.0.0.0.255.255 Switch (config)# grade four-map Swi (config-cmap) #
matching access - Cluster 1 Switch (config-cmap) # out switch (config) # policy-map flow1t switch (config-pmap) # class ipclass1 Switch (config -p 10 80000 excess-action-dscp switch (config-pmap-c) # 100000 8000 excess-action polised-dscp-transmit switch (config-pmap-c) # out switch (config-pmap )) # Exit Switch (setup)# Interface gigabitethernet1/1 Switch (setup-if) # Service - The following example's
flow1t policy shows how to create a Layer 2 MAC ACL with two statements enabled and place it in an ingredient port. The first statement allows traffic from the host and MAC addresses 0001 million1 destined for the host with MAC address 0002 million1. The statement allows only Ethertype XNS-IDP traffic from the host with MAC address 0001 billion2 destined for the host and MAC address 0002 billion2.
Switch(config)# mac access-list extended maclist1 Switch(config-ext-mac)# permit 0001.0000.0001 0.0.0 0002.0000.0001 0.0.0 Switch(config-ext-mac)# permit 0001.0000.0002 0.0.0 0002.0000.0002 0.0.0 xns-idp Switch(config-ext-mac)# exit Switch(config)# mac access-list extended maclist2 Switch(config-ext-mac)# permit 0001.0000.0003 0.0.0 0002.0000.0003 0.0.0 Switch(config-ext-mac)# permit
0001.0000.0004 0.0.0 0002.0000.0004 0.0.0 aarp Switch(config-ext-mac)# exit Switch(config)# class-mwen ap macclass1 Switch(config-cmap)# match access-group maclist1 Switch(config-cmap)# exit Switch(config)# policy-mwen ap macpolicy1 Switch(config-pmap)# class macclass1 Switch(config-pmap-c)# set dscp 63 Switch(config-pmap-c)# exit Switch(config-pmap)# class macclass2 maclist2
Switch(config-pmap-c)# set dscp 45 Switch(config-pmap-c)# exit Switch(config-pmap)# exit Switch(config)# interface gigabitethernet1/1 Switch(config-if)# mls qos trust cos Switch(config-if)# service-policy input macpolicy1 By using an aggregate policer, you can create a policer that is shared by multiple traffic classes within the same policy mwen ap. However, you cannot use the agregate policeman via
different policy maps or ports. You can configure agregate policeman only to map nonhierarchical policies on physical ports. Starting from privileged MOd EXEC, follow the steps to create a total policer: Order Task Step 1 to configure terminal Enter in global configuration mode. Step 2 mls qos aggregate-policer togete-policer-name rate miss-bps-byte excess-action { drop |drop fonts |-dscp-transmit } Define
the policeman parameters that can apply to multiple traffic classes to the same policy map. By default, no aggregate policer is defined. For information about the number of policemen supported, see standard QoS Configuration Guide section. For the name of the agregate policeman, specify the name of the aggregate policeman. For percentage-bps, specify the average traffic rate of bits per second (b/s).
The range is 8000 10000000000. To possibly, specify the normal size of bytes. The range is 8000 1000000. Specify the action to take when the rates are exceeded. Use the excess-action keyword to release the package. Use the excess-action policy-dscp-transmit keyword to mark down the DSCP value (using the polised-DSCP policy map) and send the package. For more information, see the Configuring
the Policed-DSCP Map section. Step 3 Class-Map [Match-All| Match - Any ] class -Name creates a class card to rank traffic as needed. For more information, see the Classifying Traffic using class mapping section. Step 4 policy - The map-map creates a policy card by entering the policy card name, and enter the policy configuration mode. For more information, see the Classifying, Policing, and Marking
Traffic on Physical Ports using Map Policy section. Step 5 class-map-name defines a traffic classification, and enters the class-mapping configuration policy mode. For more information, see the Classifying, Policing, and Marking Traffic on Physical Ports using Map Policy section. Step 6 Police toge toge the agregate police name-name Policer Apply a policeman togete into multiple classes in the same map.
For the aggregate-policer name, enter the specified name in Step 2. Step 7 exit Returns to global configuration mode. Step 8 kterface-id Specify the skin attached to the map, and enter the address configuration mode. Valid guidance includes physical skin. Step 9 Policy Policy Input Policy - Map the Specify the policy name, and apply it to an ingredient port. Only a policy map for each skin is encountered
supported. Step 10 End Back in privileged EXEC mode. Step 11 shows mls qos aggregate-policer [total-policer-name] verify your entries. Step 12 Copy Run -config startup-config (Optional) Save your entry to the configuration file. To remove the specific aggregate policeman from a police map, use the police no total aggregete-policer-name configuration policy mode. To delete a total policeman and its
parameters, use no mls qos agregate-policer total-policer-name global configuration command. The following example shows how to create a total policeman and attach it to multiple classes in a policy map. In the configuration, the IP ACLs allow traffic to network 10.1.0.0 and from host 11.3.1.1. For traffic coming from network 10.1.0.0, the DSCP of the incoming packages is trusted. For traffic coming from
host 11.3.1.1, the DSCP of the package changed to 56. Percentage of traffic from the 10.1.0.0 network and from host 11.3.1.1 is policy. If the traffic exceeds an average rate of 48000 b/s with a normal size of 8000 bytes, its DSCP is marked down (based on the polised-DSCP map) and sent. The map is attached with a skin ingredient. Switch (setup)# Access - List 1 allow 10.1.0.0.0.255.255 Changed
(config) # Access - List 2 enabled 11.3. 5 1.1 Switch (config)# mls qos agregate -police transmit1 48000 8000 excess-action polised-dscp-transmit switch (config)# ipclass1 ipclass1 match access -group 1 switch(config-cmap)#exit switch(config)# class-i switch ipclass2(config-cmap)# match access-group 2 switch(config-cmap)#exit switch(config)# policy -i'm aggflow1 switch(config -pmap )# class ipclass1
switch(config-pmap-c)# trust dscp switch(config-pmap-c)# police aggregate transmit1 switch(config-pmap-c)# exit switch(config-pmap)# class ipclass2 switch (config-pmap-c)# seven dscp 56 switch(config-pmap-c)# police aggregate transmit1 switch(config-pmap-c)# exit switch(config-pmap) # exit switch(config) # interface gigabitethernet0 /1 switch (config)# interface gigabitethernet1/1 switch(config-if)#
service-policy input aggflow1 switch(config-if)# exit sections contain this information configuration: all the maps, except the DSCP-to-DSCP-mutation I will, are globally defined and tie applied to all ports. You use coSCP maps for CoS maps to pack incoming DSCP into a DSCP value that QoS uses internments to represent the priority of the traffic. Table 38-12 shows the default coS-to-DSCP map. Table 38-
12 Default Body-to-DSCP Card Code DSCP Value DSCP Value 0 0 0 1 8 2 26 34 4 32 5 40 6 48 7 56 If these values are not suitable for your network, you need to modify them. Starting in privileged EXEC mode, follow the steps to modify the map coS-to-DSCP. This procedure is optional. Task Command Step 1 configure terminal Enter global configuration mode. Step 2 mls qos four bark-dscp1... dscp8
Modified map coS-to-DSCP. For dscp1... dscp8, enter eight DSCP values corresponding to CoS values 0 to 7. Separate each DSCP value with a space. The DSCP range is 0 to 63. Step 3 End Return to privileged EXEC mode. Step 4 shows mls qos four bark-dscp verify your entries. Step 5 Copies run-config startup-config (Optional) Save your entries in the configuration file. To return to the default map,
use no mls qos cos-dscp global configuration commands. The following example shows how to modify and display the coS-to-DSCP map: switch (config)# mls qos four bark-dscp 10 15 20 2 5 30 35 40 45 switch (config) # end switch # Display mls qos four kos-dscp Coscp cards: circuit: 0: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 -------------------------------- dscp: 10 10 20 25 30 35 40 You use IP-precedent-to-D to-D Map IP precedent
values in incoming packages to a DSCP value that QoS uses internment to represent priorities in the traffic. Table 38-13 shows the default IP-precedence map IP-to-DSCP: Table 38-13 Default IP-Precedent-to-DSCP Map IP precedent values DSCP 0 0 1 8 2 16 3 24 4 32 5 40 40 48 7 56 If these values are not suitable for your network, you need to modify them. Starting in privileged EXEC mode, follow the
steps to modify map IP-to-DSCP. This procedure is optional. Task Command Step 1 configure terminal Enter global configuration mode. Step 2 mls qos four ip-prec-dscp1... dscp8 Modified map IP-to-DSCP. For dscp1... dscp8, enter eight DSCP values corresponding to the precedent IP values 0 7. Separate each DSCP value with a The DSCP range is 0 to 63. Step 3 End Return to privileged EXEC mode.
Step 4 shows mls qos four ip-prec-dscp Verify your entries. Step 5 Copies run-config startup-config (Optional) Save your entries in the configuration file. To return to the default map, use no mls qos ip-prec-dscp global configuration command. The following example shows how to modify and display the IP-Precedent-to-DSCP card: Change (config)# mls qos card ip-prec-dscp 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 switch
(config)# end switch # display mls qos card ip-prec-ds IpPrecedence-ds geographic map: ipprec: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 -------------------------------- dscp: 10 15 20 205 30 35 40 45 You use the polised-DSCP map to mark a DSCP value of a new value as the result of a policy and mark action. The default map policed-DSCP is a null map, which maps an incoming DSCP value to the same DSCP value. Starting in
privileged EXEC mode, follow the steps to modify the policed-DSCP map. This procedure is optional. Task Command Step 1 configure terminal Enter global configuration mode. Step 2 mls qos map policed-dscp-list to mark-down-dscp Modify the policed-DSCP map. For dscp-lists, enter up to eight DSCP values separated by spaces. Then enter the keyword. For marked-down-dscp, enter the corresponding
DSCP value (marked down) DSCP value. Step 3 End Return to privileged EXEC mode. Step 4 shows mls qos policy card - dscp Verify your entries. Step 5 Copies run-config startup-config (Optional) Save your entries in the configuration file. To return to the default map, use no mls qos policed-dscp global configuration command. The following example shows how to map DSCP 50 to 57 in a value marked-
down DSCP of 0: Change (config)# mls qos four policed-dscp 50 50 52 53 54 55 56 56 57 0 Suites (config) # End Switch # Show m qls qos four policed-dscp policed-dscp card:d1:d2 0 1 2 3 4 5 7 7 8 9 --------------------------------------- 0:00 01 01 02 03 00 03 05 06 07 08 0 8 1:10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 2:20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 3:30 31 1 33 35 3 6 37 38 39 4:40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 5:00
00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 58 59 6 : 60 61 62 63 Note from this political map-DSCP, the DSCP marked-down values are shown in the body of the matrix. The column d1 is almost the most important digit of the original DSCP; d2 the nearly at least-significant digit range of the original DSCP. The intersection of the d1 and d2 values provides the mark-down value. For example, an original DSCP value of 53
corresponds to a value marked-down DSCP of 0. You use the dSCP-to-coS map map to generate a CoS value, which is used to select one of the regress question cards. Tables 38-14 show the default DSCP-to-coS map. Table 38-14 Default DSCP-a-cos DSCP Card Values 0-7 0 8–15 16–23 24–31 32–39 40–47 47 58–55 66–63 7 If these values are not appropriate for your network, you need to modify
them. Starting in privileged EXEC mode, follow the steps to modify the DSCP-to-CoS mapping. Procedures the is optional. Step 1 1 Terminal Enter global configuration mode. Step 2 mls qos map dscp-cos dscp-list to listen to Modify the dSCP-to-CoS card. For dscp-lists, enter up to eight DSCP values separated by spaces. Then enter the keyword. For course, enter the CoS value that DSCP values
correspond to. The DSCP range is 0 to 63; the CoS range is 0 to 7. Step 3 End Return to privileged EXEC mode. Step 4 shows mls qos four dscp-to-cos Verify your entries. Step 5 Copies run-config startup-config (Optional) Save your entries in the configuration file. To return to the default map, use no mls qos dscp-cos configuration global command. This example shows how to mwen ap DSCP values 0, 8,
16, 24, 32, 40, 48, and 50 to CoS value 0 and to display the mwen ap: Switch(config)# mls qos mwen ap dscp-cos 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 50 to 0 Switch(config)# end Switch# show mls qos maps dscp-cos Dscp-cos mwen ap: d1 : d2 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 --------------------------------------- 0 : 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 01 1 : 01 01 01 01 01 01 00 02 02 02 2 : 02 02 02 02 00 03 03 03 03 03 3 : 03 03 00 04 04 04 04
04 04 04 4 : 00 05 05 05 05 05 05 05 00 06 5 : 00 06 06 06 06 07 07 07 07 07 6:07 07 07 07 Score at above DSCP-to-CoS map, the CoS values are shown in the body of the matrix. The column d1 is almost the most important digit of the DSCP; d2 range to rush the smallest -significant digits of the DSCP. The intersection of the d1 and d2 values provides the value CoS. For example, in the map DSCP-to-
coS, a DSCP value of 08 corresponds to a cos value of 0. If two QoS domains have different DSCP definitions, use dSCP-to-DSCP-mutation mapping to translate a single set of DSCP values to match the definitions of another domain. You implement the DSCP-to-dSCP mapping to receive the port (mutations ingredient) to the limits of a QoS administrative domain. With mutations ingredients, the new
DSCP value overwrite the one in the package, and QoS treats the package with this new value. Change the Send package to exit the port with the new DSCP value. You can configure multiple DSCP-to-DSCP-mutation mapping on an ingredient port. The default DSCP-to-dSCP-mutations map is a null map, which maps an incoming DSCP value to the same DSCP value. Starting in privileged EXEC mode,
follow the steps to modify the DSCP-to-DSCP-mutation map. This procedure is optional. Task Command Step 1 configure terminal Enter global configuration mode. Step 2 mls qos map dscp-mutation dscp-mutation-name in-dscp for Out-dscp Modified card DSCP-to-DSCP-mutation. For dscp-mutation-name, enter the mutation map name. You can create more than one card by specifying a new name. For
In-dscp, enter up to eight DSCP values separated by spaces. Then enter the keyword. For Out-dscp, enter a single DSCP value. The DSCP range is 0 to 63. Step 3 kterface-id Specifies the port which to attach the card, and enter the address configuration mode. Valid guidance includes physical skin. Step 4 mls qos trusted dscp Configure the ingredient port as a DSCP-trusted port. do not the skin is not
trusted. Step 5 mls qos dscp-mutation dscp-mutation-Name Apply the card to the specified DSCP-trusted ingredient. For dscp-mutation-name, enter the mutation map name specified in Step 2. Step 6 End Return to Privileged EXEC mode. Step 7 shows mls qos four dscp-mutation Verify your entries. Step 8 Copy Run - config startup-config (Optional) Save your entries in the configuration file. To return to the
default map, use no mls qos dscp-mutation dscp-mutation -name global configuration command. The following example shows how to define the DSCP-to-dSCP-mutation map. All the entries that are not explicitly configure are not modified (remains as specified in the null i will): switch(config)# mls qos i am dscp-mutation mutation1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 to 0 switch(config)# mls qos i'm dscp-mutation mutation1 8 9 10
11 12 13 to 10 switch(config)# mls qos i dscp-mutation mutation1 20 21 22 to 20 switch(config) # mls qos i dscp-mutation mutation1 30 31 32 33 34 to 30 switch(config)# interface gigabitethernet1/1 switch(config-if)# mls qos trust dscp switch(config-if)# mls qos dscp-mutation mutation1 switch(config-if)# end switch# show mls qos maps ds mutation-mutation1 Dscp-dscp mutation i will: mutation1:d1 :d2 0 1 2
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 --------------------------------------- 0 :00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 10 10 10 10 1 : 10 10 10 10 14 15 16 17 18 19 2: 20 20 20 23 24 25 26 2 6 7 28 29 3:30 30 30 30 30 35 36 37 38 39 : 40 41 42 43 434 45 46 47 48 49 5 : 50 51 52 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 6 : 60 61 62 63 Noted in the above DSCP-to-DSCP-mutation map, the mutated values are shown in the body of the matrix. The column d1 is almost
the most important digit of the original DSCP; d2 the nearly at least-significant digit range of the original DSCP. The intersection of the d1 and d2 values provides the mutated value. For example, a DSCP value of 12 corresponds to a mutated value of 10. Troubleshooting the complexity of your network and your QoS solution, you might need to do all the tasks in the next sections. You'll need to make
decisions about these features: Which packages are assigned (by DSCP or CoS values) to each question? What thresthes drop rate applies to each question, and which cos or DSCP value cards per doorstep? How much of the space sufferers available affect between the questions? How much of the van is available allocated between the queue? Is there traffic (as voice) that should give high priority? The
following sections contain this configuration information: You can traffic priorities by updating packages with particular DSCPs or Coss in certain queue and adjusting the queue doors so that packages with lower priority are released. Starting in privileged EXEC mode, follow the steps to map DSCP or CoS values to an encountered question and to set WTD thresthesis. This procedure is optional. Task
Command Step 1 configure terminal Enter global configuration mode. Step 2 mls qos ser-queue input dscp-map queue queue-id doorstep dscp1... dscp8 or mls qos sr-queue opinion kos-kat queue queue-id doorstep-id kos1... cos8 Map DSCP or CoS values to a ingredient question and at a doorstep ID. By default, DSCP values 0–39 and 48–63 are maps in queue 1 and Thresex 1. DSCP values 40–47 are
maps at questions 2 and thresthesis 1. By default, Cos values 0–4, 6, and 7 are maps in queue 1 and doorstep 1. CoS Value 5 is the map of queue 2 and Thresthesis 1. For queue-id, the range is 1 to 2. For doorstep-id, the range is 1 to 3. The drop-doorstep rate for 3 doorstep is predefined. It's set in full state. For dscp1... dscp8, enter up to eight values, and separate each value with a space. The range is 0
to 63. For cos1... cos8, enter up to eight values, and separate each value with a space. The range is 0 to 7. Step 3 mls qos ser-queue input queue doorstep-id-id-rate1 doorstep-percentage2 thresguste provided the two doorstep WTD rates for (doorstep 1 and 2) for a bulk question. The default, both doorstep are set at 100 percent. For queue-id, the range is 1 to 2. For doorstep rates — percentage1-
percentage points2, the range is 1 to 100. Separate each value with a space. Each doorstep value is a percentage of the total number of descripted queues allocated for the question. Step 4 End Return to privileged EXEC mode. Step 5 shows mls qos maps to Verify your entries. The DSCP queue doorstep card appears as a matrix. The column d1 is almost the most-significant digit of the DSCP number; d2
the specified smallest-significant digit range in the DSCP number. The intersection of the d1 and the d2 values provide the queue ID and ID thresthesis; for example, queue 2 and doorstep 1 (02-01). The CoS input thres dance map displays the CoS value in the top row and id corresponding to the corresponding ID of the second row; for example, queue 2 with 2 doorstep (2-2). Step 6 Copy Run - config
startup-config (Optional) Save your entries in the configuration file. To return the default Cos Input thresthesis map or DSCP to dSCP input doorstep, do not use any qos qos srr-queue cos-map or no mls qos srr-queue dscp-map global configuration command. To return the default WTD doorstep rates, use no mls qos ser-queue input queue queue-id configuration command. The following example shows
how to map DSCP values 0 to 6 to cancel queue 1 and for doorstep 1 and a drop thresthesis of 50 percent. Read the DSCP card values 20 to 26 for ingredient 1 and at thresthesis of 2 and a drop thresowing at 70 percent: Switch (config)# mls qos sr-queue in dscp - four queue 1 doorstep 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 switch (config)# mls qos srr-queue input dscp-queue 1 1 doorstep 20 20 21 223 24 25 26 Switch (config)#
mls qos sr-queue input 150 70 In this example, the DSCP value (0 to 6) are assigned at WTD doorstep of 50 percent and will fall earlier than the DSCP values (20 to 26) assigned at the WTD thresper at 70 percent. You define the report the amount of space) and which divides the suffering ingredients between the two questions. The defense and the Control Allocation Winddth how much data can bumper
before the packages fall. Starting in privileged EXEC mode, follow the steps to allocate the defenses between the ingredient questions. This procedure is optional. Task Command Step 1 configure terminal Enter global configuration mode. Stage 2 mls qos ser-queue input bumper rate12 Allocate the buffers between the queue engred by default 90 percent of the postings are allocated for queue 1, and 10
percent of the buyers are allocated for ue 2. For percentage1 percent2, the range is 0 to 100. Separate each value with a space. You should allocate the defenses so that the inquiries can handle any incoming traffic. Step 3 End Return to privileged EXEC mode. Step 4 shows mls qos bumper interface or display mls qos input - Queue verify your entries. Step 5 Copies run-config startup-config (Optional)
Save your entries in the configuration file. To return to the default setting, use no mls qos sr-queue input posting the global configuration command. The following example shows how to allocate 60 percent of the space that suffered the ingredient 1 and 40 percent of the space suffered to ingredients 2: Change (setup) # mls qos srr-queue input bumper 60 to 40 You need to specify how much of the available
bandwidth affects between the queues ingredients. The ratio of weights is the ratio of the frequency in which the SR schedule sends packages from each queue. Gandwidth's and the defense allocation control how much data can bumper before the packs fall. On queus engred, SR operates only in shared mode. Starting in privileged EXEC mode, follow the steps to allocate bandwidth between the ingredient
questions. This procedure is optional. Task Command Step 1 configure terminal Enter global configuration mode. Stage 2 mls qos greenboards - queue weight input pleasant weights12 assigned share round weight round to the engraved questions. The default setting for weight1 and weight2 is 4 (1/2 of the equally shared bandwidth between the two queues). For weight1 and weight2, her t range is 1 to 100.
Separate each value with a space. The SR queue service priority for its configuration weight as specified by the bandwidth keyword in mls qos sr-queue priority-queue queue-id bandwidth weight global weight configuration command. Then SR shares the remaining bandwidth and both bandwidth engred with the services as specified by the configured weights and mls qos are srr-queue input bandwidth
weight weight 12 global configuration order. For more information, see the Configuring the Ingres Priority section. Step 3 End Return to privileged EXEC mode. Step 4 shows mls qos cornea queueing or displaying mls qos input – queify your entries. Step 5 Copies run-config startup-config (Optional) Save your entries in the configuration file. To return to the default setting, use no qos mls to input bandwidth
global configuration order. The following example shows how to assign Ndwidth to Tablet in questions. Priority question is disabled, and the shared bandwidth ratio affects in queue 1 is 25/(25+75) and queue 2 is 75/(25+75): Change (config) # mls qos sr-sr-sr input priority -queue 2 bandwidth 0 switch (config)# mls qos sr-queue input bandwidth 25 to 75 You should use the priority queue only for traffic that
needs reinstation (for example, voice traffic, needing minimum delays and jitter). The priority queue is guaranteed part of the bandwidth to reduce the delay and jitter under heavy network traffic over an oversubscribed ring (when there is more traffic than the backplane can carry, and the questions are filled with dropping frames). The SR queue service priority for its configuration weight as specified by the
bandwidth keyword in mls qos sr-queue priority-queue queue-id bandwidth weight global weight configuration command. Then SR shares the remaining bandwidth and both bandwidth engred with the services as specified by the configured weights and mls qos are srr-queue input bandwidth weight weight 12 global configuration order. Starting in privileged MOd EXEC, follow the steps to configure the priority
queue. This procedure is optional. Task Command Step 1 configure terminal Enter global configuration mode. Step 2 mls qos ser-queue input priority-queue-id bandwidth weights allocate a question as that the priority and bandwidth bandwidth over the internal ring if the ring is congested. By default, the priority queue is queue 2, and 10 percent of the Blendwidth is allocated to it. For queue-id, the range is 1
to 2. For Weight Ridth, allocate the trial rate to the internal ring. The range is 0 to 40. The amount of bandwidth that can be secured is enforced because a large value affects the entire ring and can degrade performance. Step 3 End Return to privileged EXEC mode. Step 4 shows mls qos cornea queueing or displaying mls qos input – queify your entries. Step 5 Copies run-config startup-config (Optional)
Save your entries in the configuration file. To return to the default setting, use no mls qos sr-queue priority -queue queue -id global configuration command. To disable priority queueing, set weight to 0, for example, mls qos sr-queu input priority -queue-id Gandwidth 0. The following example shows how to allocate the bandwidths ingredients to the questions. Queue 1 is the priority queue and 10 percent of
the ridth is affected by it. SRR service queue 1 (the priority queue) first for configured 10 percent Tablet. Then, SR equally shares the remaining 90% percent of the bandwidth between queue 1 and 2 by allocating 45 percent of each question: Switch (config)# mls qos sr-que u Input Priority - queue 1 Bandwidth 10 Switch (config)# mls qos sr-queue input bandwidth 4 Depending on the complexity of your
network and solution, you may need to do all the tasks in the next sections. You'll need to make decisions about these features: Which packages are maped by DSCP or CoS values to every question with ID thresthesis? What thresthes drop rate applies to the queue-set (four queue regress per port), and how much memory is needed for the traffic type? How much of the fixed purchase space is affected in
the queue-set? Does the skin bandwidth need limited rates? How often questions should services and what techniques (containing forms, sharing, or both) should be used? The following sections contain the following configuration information: Follow these guidelines when the expedit queue is enabled or the slimmed queues are based on their SRR weight: If the expedit question regress is enabled, it
upstairs the sharing SR and weight sharing for question 1. If the expeded queue is disabled and the shaped and shared SR weights are configured, the form mode on covers the sharing mode for queue 1, and SR this SR service in shape mode. If the reinformed queue is disabled and the conformed SR weights are not configured, the SR service queue follows in shared mode. You can guarantee the
availability of storage, set WTD doorstep, and configure maximum allocation for a question-set by using mls qos quee-set output que-id queue id-id drop-doorstep drop-doorstep- reserved-doorstep maximum-thresthesome global configuration commands. Each doorstep value is a percentage of the queue affecting buffers, which you specify using mls qos que-set output qset-id ado alocation1... asocation4
global configuration order. Questions using WTD support distinct drop rates for different traffic classes. Note the default queue settings are appropriate for most situations. You should change them only when you have a quality understanding of the queue and if these settings don't meet your QoS solution. Starting in privileged EXEC mode, follow the steps to configure the memory alocation and drop
doorstep for a queue-series. This procedure is optional. Task Command Step 1 configure terminal Enter global configuration mode. Step 2 mls qos queue-set output qset-id bumper allocation1... allocation4 Allocate buffers to a queue-series. By default, all alocation values are equally map among the four queue (25, 25, 25, 25, 25). Each queue has 1/4 of the defensive space. For qset-id, enter the ID of
queue-set to. The range is 1 to 2. Each port that belongs to a queue-series, which defines all the characteristics that the four queue regresses are not port. For allocation1... alocation4, specify four percentages, one for each queue in the queue-series range. For allocation1, allocation3, and allocation4, the row is 0 99. For allocation2, the range is one 100 (including the CPU defense). Allocate buffers
according to the importance of traffic; for example, provide a high percentage of the sufferer for questions Traffic. Step 3 ml qos queue - Set output que -id doorstep queue -id drop-threshold drop-door drop-threshold reserved -threshold maximum slot maximum configuration queue, guarantee the availability of bumper, and configure the maximum memory allocation for the queue-series (four egres queue
per port). By default, by the WTD doorstep for questions 1, 3, and 4 are set at 100 percent. The doorstep for queue 2 are set at 200 percent. Doorstep are reserved for questions 1, 2, 3, and 4 are set at 50 percent. The maximum doorstep for all questions is set at 400 percent. For qset-id, enter the ID of queue-set specified in Step 2. The range is 1 to 2. For queue-id, enter the specific queue of queue-set on
which the command is performed. The range is 1 to 4. For drop-threshold2 drop-threshold2, specify the two doorstep WTD express as a percentage of memory affecting the queue. Th e range is 1 to 3200 percent. For reserve-doorstep, enter the amount of memory to be secured (reserved) for the express queue as a percentage of the memory allocated. The range is 1 percent 100. For maximum doorstep,
allow a question in the full condition to get more posters than are reserved for it. This is the maximum memory the queue can have before the packages are dropped if the common pool is not empty. The range is 1 to 3200 percent. Step 4 kterface-id Specifies the port of the outbound traffic, and enters cornea configuration mode. Step 5 queue - Set the qset-id Map port to a queue-series. For qset-id, enter
the ID of queue-set specified in Step 2. The range is 1 to 2. The default is 1. Step 6 End Return to Privileged EXEC mode. Step 7 shows mls qos kterface [kides-id] suffers ] verify your entries. Step 8 Copy Run - config startup-config (Optional) Save your entries in the configuration file. To return to the default setting, use no mls qos que-set output qset-id posting global configuration command. To return the
default WTD doorstep rates, use no mls qos qos -set output site-id-id doorstep [queue-id] global configuration order. The following example shows how to map a queue port - set 2. It assigns 40 percent of the defense's space to queue 1 and 20 percent to queue degrees 2, 3, and 4. It configures the drop doorstep for queue 2 to 40 and 60 percent of the allocated memory, guaranteed (reserve) 100 percent of
the memory allocated, and configure 200 percent as maximum memory this question may have before the fall packages: Change (setup) # mls qos queue -set output 2 bumper 40 20 20 20 switch (config) # mls qos queue - set output 2 doorstep 2 40 60 10 10 0 200 Switch (config)# interface gigabitethernet1/1 lSwitch (config-if) # queue-set 2 You can traffic priority by package plate containing particular
DSCP or service costs in certain questions and adjust the queue doors so that packages with lower priority have been dropped. Note the default queue settings are appropriate for most situations. You should they only when you have a quality understanding of the queue and if these settings do not meet your QoS solution. Starting in privileged EXEC mode, follow the steps to map DSCP or cos values to a
regress question and at a doorstep ID. This procedure is optional. Task Command Step 1 configure terminal Enter global configuration mode. Step 2 mls qos srr-queue output dscp-card queue queue-id doorstep-id dscp1... dscp8 or mls qos srr-queue output kos-card queue queue-id doorstep-id-id coss1... cos8 Map DSCP or CoS values to a regress question and at a doorstep ID. By default, DSCP values 0-
15 are map to queue 2 and threske 1. DSCP values 16–31 are maps in question 3 and thresthesis 1. DSCP values 32–39 and 48–63 maps in queue 4 and thresthesis 1. DSCP values 40–47 are maps at question 1 and thresthesis 1. By default, CoS values 0 and 1 are map to queue 2 and threske 1. CoS values 2 and 3 are maps to queue 3 and thresthesis 1. CoS values 4, 6, and 7 are maps in queue 4 and
Threske 1. CoS Value 5 is the map of queue 1 and thresthesis 1. For queue-id, the range is 1 to 4. For doorstep-id, the range is 1 to 3. The drop-doorstep rate for 3 doorstep is predefined. It's set in full state. For dscp1... dscp 8, enter up to eight values, and separate each value with a space. The range is 0 to 63. For cos1... cos8, enter up to eight values, and separate each value with a space. The range is 0
to 7. Step 3 End Return to privileged EXEC mode. Step 4 shows mls qos maps verify your entries. The DSCP queue threshold output threshold appears like a matrix. The column d1 is almost the most-significant digit of the DSCP number; d2 the specified smallest-significant digit range in the DSCP number. The intersection of the d1 and the d2 values provide the queue ID and ID thresthesis; for example,
queue 2 and doorstep 1 (02-01). The CoS queue output queue thresside displays the CoS value in the top row and id corresponding to id corresponding to ID of the second row; for example, queue 2 with 2 doorstep (2-2). Step 5 Copies run-config startup-config (Optional) Save your entries in the configuration file. To return to the default DSCP output queue queue map output or default CoS output queue
the queue map output, used by mls qos srr-queue output dscp-map or no mls qos srr-queue output co-map global configuration. The following example shows how to map DSCP values 10 and 11 to regress 1 and to threshold 2: Change (config)# mls qos srr-queu output dscp-card queue 1 doorstep 2 to 10 11 You can specify how much of the available bandwidth is allocated to each queue. The ratio of
weights are the ratio of the frequency in which the SR schedule sends packages from each queue. You can configure questions to regress for weights that are shaped or shared, or both. Use bursty list traffic forms or provide a damaged output over time. For information on shaped weight, see the Shaping SR and Sharing section. For information about sharing see the Configuring SR Shared Weight on
Greed Queues section. Starting in privileged EXEC mode, follow the steps assigned the shaped weights and to enable bandwidth formed on the regress card queue mapping queue map to a port. This procedure is optional. Task Command Step 1 configure terminal Enter global configuration mode. Step 2 kterface-id Specifies the port of the outbound traffic, and enters cornea configuration mode. Step 3
Green ser-bandwidth form Pleasant Weight 12 Weight 34 Weight SRR in question are issued. By default, Weight1 is set to 25; weights, weights, and weights are set to 0, and these queue are in shared mode. For weight 11 weight23 weights, enter the weight to control the percentage of the consisting port. The inverse ratio (1/weight) controls the shadow bandwidth for this queue. Separate each value with a
space. The range is 0 65535. If you configure a weight of 0, the corresponding queue operates in shared mode. The weights specified with the bandwidth form srr-bandwidth is ignored, and the weights specified with the bandwidth sr-bandwidth share command interface configuration for a queue enter effect. When configuring the queue in the same queue - Set the for both shaping and sharing, be sure to
configure the lowest number for shadow. The form-shaped mode overrides the sharing mode. Step 4 End Return to privileged EXEC mode. Step 5 shows mls qos kterface-id queueing to verify your entries. Step 6 Copy Run - config startup-config (Optional) Save your entries in the configuration file. To return to the default setting, use the No form sr-queue bandwidth form interface configuration command.
The following example shows how to configure bandwidth forms on queue 1. Because the weight ratio for questions 2, 3, and 4 are set to 0, these queue operate in shared mode. The bandwidth weight for queue 1 is 1/8, which is 12.5 percent: Change (config)# gigabitethernet1/1 switch (config-if) # srr-queue bandwidth form 80 0 00 In shared mode, the queue shares the Ndwidth among them according to
the configured weights. The bandwidth is guaranteed at this level, but is not limited to it. For example, if a blank queue and it doesn't require a share of the link, the remaining questions can be expanded to the rest bandwidth and share it among them. With sharing, the ratio of weights to control the frequency of requests; absolute values are senseless. Note the default queue settings are appropriate for most
situations. You should change them only when you have a quality understanding of the queue and if these settings don't meet your QoS solution. Starting in privileged EXEC mode, follow the steps to allocate the weights shared with the enabled bandwidth share on the regress card queue map to a port. This procedure is optional. Task Command Step 1 configure terminal Enter global configuration mode.
Step 2 kterface-id Specify the port of the outbound traffic, and managed configuration mode. Step 3 srr-Queueth share weight 2 weights 34 Weight SRR in question are published. By default, all weight cards are 25 (1/4 of the Judah is allocated to each queue). For weight 11 weights, enter the weight to control the ratio of the frequency in which the SR schedule sends packages. Separate each value with a
space. The range is one 255. Step 4 End Return to privileged EXEC mode. Step 5 shows mls qos kterface-id queueing to verify your entries. Step 6 Copy Run - config startup-config (Optional) Save your entries in the configuration file. To return to the default setting, use the No bandwidth sr-queue share configuration command. The following example shows how to configure the weight ratio of the SR
schedule running on a regress port. Four questions are used, and the affected bandwidth ratio for each queue in shared mode is 1/(1+2+3+4), 2/(1+2+3+4), 3/(1+2+3+4), and 4/(1+2+3+4), which is 10 percent, 20 percent, 30 percent, and 40 percent for questions 1, 2, 3, and 4. This means that 4 have four times Ridth in queue 1, twice the Judge in queue 2, and the one-and-a-third time the Judge in queue 3.
Switch (setup)# gigabitethernet1/1 switch (config-if) # srr-queue bandwidth sharing 1 2 3 4 You can ensure that certain packages have priority over everyone else by questioning them in the queue except. SR SERVICE follows until it is empty before serving the other questions. Starting in privileged EXEC mode, follow these steps to enable the queue to regress reinstation. This procedure is optional. Task
Command Step 1 configure terminal Enter global configuration mode. Step 2 mls qos Enable QoS on a change. Step 3 kterface-id Specify the regress port, and enter the cornea configuration mode. Step 4 Priority - queue out Enables to regress the expedit queue, which is disabled by default. When you configure this command, report weight SR AND queue sizes are affected because there is one less queue
involved in SR. This means that weight1 in the bandwidth form srr-queue or the bandwidth sr-queue bandwidth share command is ignored (not used in the report calculation). Step 5 End Return to Privileged EXEC mode. Step 6 shows run-config Verify your entry. Step 7 Copy Run - config startup-config (Optional) Save your entries in the configuration file. To disable the queue except, use no priority -queue
exit interface configuration command. The following example shows how to enable the reinstated queue when the SRR weights are configured. The regress reincorded queue somewhere on the weight sr configurations. Switch (setup)# interface gigabitethernet1/1 switch (config-if) # srr-queue bandwidth form 25 0 0 0 0 switch (config-if) #rr bandwidth form 25 0 0 0 switch (config-if) #rr bandwidth Bandwidth
Shared 30 20 25 25 Switch (config-if) # Priority-queue exit switch (config-if) # End You can limit the bandwidth on a regress port. For example, if a customer pays only for a small percentage of a high speed link, can limit the Judah to that amount. Note the default queue settings are appropriate for most situations. You should change them only when you have a quality understanding of the queue and if these
settings don't meet your QoS solution. Starting in privileged EXEC mode, follow the steps to limit the bandwidth on a regress port. This procedure is optional. Task Command Step 1 configure terminal Enter global configuration mode. Step 2 kterface-id Specifies the port to be limited percentage, and enters address configuration mode. Step 3 Greenburn – Bandwidth limit Weight1 Specify the percentage of
the port speed to which the port should be limited. The range is 10 to 90. By default, the port is not limited rate and is set to 100 percent. Step 4 End Return to privileged EXEC mode. Step 5 shows mls qos kterface [compos-id] Queuey verify your entries. Step 6 Copy Run - config startup-config (Optional) Save your entries in the configuration file. To return to the default setting, use the No-limit interface sr-
Queueth command configuration limit. The following example shows how to limit the bandwidth on a port 80 percent: Change (config)# gigabitethernet1/1 Switch (config-if) # srr-Queue bandwidth limit 80 when you configure this order for 80 percent, the port is performed 20 percent at the time. Percentage of drop lines of 80 percent of the connected speed, which is 800 Mb/s. These values are not exact
because the hardware adjusts the line rate of the six increments. To display standard QoS information, use one or more of the privileged EXEC commands in Table 38-15 : Table 38-15 Commands for Show CreoS QoS Information Purpose Commands display class-mapping [class-card-map] Display QoS mapping classes, class maps, class cards, which define the matching criteria and classify traffic.
displays mls qos Display global configuration information QoS configuration. displays mls qos aggregate-policer [aggregate-name] Displays the aggregete policeman configuration. display mls qos input-queue Display QoS settings for the encrypted questions. show mls qos chlorinate [compos-id] [buffers|police| questions | Statistics ] Displays QoS information at the port level, including the sulfur alocation,
which the ports have configured the policeman, the queueing strategy, and the enigma and the regressive statistics. display mls qos maps [ cos-dscp |co-input -q |kos-output -q |dscp-cos|dscp-input-q|dscp-mu dscp-mutation-name |dscp-output-q|ip-prec-dscp|policed-dscp] Display information QoS map. displays mls qos queue-set [qset-id] Displays QoS settings for questions to regress. displays mls qos vlan-
id Display cards are policy attached with the specified SVI. displays the policy-mapping [map-map policy-name [class-map]] Display policy card QoS, which defines the classification criteria for incoming traffic. Note Do not use show-map policy interface EXEC privileges to order to display classification information for incoming traffic. The control plane and the keywords the horn is not supported, and display of
the display should be ignored. display run-config | includes Recruit Show the DSCP transparency setting. Page 12 Release software you cannot support all the features documented in this chapter. For the feature updates and caveats, see the release notes for your platform and software release. Use Cisco Feature Navigator to get information about platform support and Cisco software support. To access
Cisco Feature Navigator, go to . An account on Cisco.com not required. When enabling auto-QoS with a Cisco IP phone on a route port, you must be assigned a static IP address of the IP phone. By default, the CDP is enabled on all ports. To auto-QoS functioning properly, do not disable the CDP. To use this feature, the change must run the BASE LAN image. Connected devices must use Cisco Call
Manager 4 or later. This release supports only Cisco IP Version SoftPhone 1.3 (3) or later. To take advantage of the auto-QoS defaults, you should enable auto-QoS before you configure other QoS commands. If necessary, you can fine-tune the QoS configuration, but we recommend that you do so only after the auto-QoS configuration is completed. For more information, see the effects of Auto-QoS on the
configuration. Traffic controls (such as spaning-footer-tree protocol units [BPDUs] and update package routes) that are received by the switch are subject to all QoS QoS processes. You are likely to lose data when you change queue settings; therefore try to make changes when traffic is at a minimum. Auto-QoS configures the change for VoIP and Cisco phone IP on nonrouted ports and routes. Auto-QoS
also configures the switch for VoIP and devices running the Cisco SoftPhone application. When a device runs Cisco SoftPhone that connects to a non-authorized port or route, change the supports only one Cisco SoftPhone Application per port. Auto-Qos VoIP uses the priority-queue interface configuration command for a regress interface. You can also configure a map-map policy and trust devices on the
same kides for Cisco phone IP prefixes. After auto-QoS is enabled, do not modify a policy map or total policy that includes AutoQoS in its name. If you need to modify the policy card or total policeman, make a copy of it, and change the copying policy card or policeman. To use this new policy map instead of the product one, remove the product policy card from the katedface, and apply the new policy card to
the katedface. You can enable auto-QoS on static, dynamic-access, voice VLAN access, and trunk ports. This chapter describes how to configure service quality (QoS) using automatic QoS (auto-QoS) command on switching to .with QoS, you can provide preferential treatment at certain types of traffic at the expense of others. Without QoS, the switch offers best-effort services to each package, regardless
of packages or sizes. It sends the packages without any reliability insurance, tying delays, or You can configure QoS on physical ports and on virtual switch interfaces (SVIs). Other than to apply policy mapping, you configure the QoS settings, such as classification, questionnaire, and schedule, the same way on physical ports and SVIs. When configuring QoS on a physical port, you apply a physical port
mapping that is not physical to a port. When configuring QoS on a SVI, you apply a noniercharché policy map. The change supports some of the QoS Modular CLI (MQC) commands. For more information about the MQC commands, see the Modilar Quality in command-line Service Guidance Overload overload chapters of the Cisco IOS Quality Solution Guide. You can use the auto-QoS feature to simplify
the deployment of QoS features. Auto-QoS determines the network design and enables QoS configuration so that the switch can divert different traffic. It uses the ingredients and queues to regress instead of using the default (disabled) QoS behavior. The switch offers best-effort services to each package, regardless of package or size, and sends it out into one queue. When you enable auto-QoS, it
automatically classifys traffic based on the traffic type and package label ingredients. The change uses classification results to select the appropriate queue. Auto-QoS supports IPv4 and IPv6 traffic when you configure dual IPv4 A and IPv6 SDM templates with the preferred sdm dual ipv4-and-ipv6 global configuration command. You use auto-QoS commands to identify ports that connect to Cisco Phone IP
and to devices running the Cisco SoftPhone application. You also use the commands to identify ports that receive trusted traffic from an uplink. Auto-QoS then perform the following functions: Detect presence or absence of Cisco IP configuration QoS classification Configure queus by default, auto-QoS is disabled on all ports. When auto-QoS is enabled, it uses the ingredient packet labels to categorize
traffic, to allocate package labels, and to configure the engred and delicious questions as shown in Table 39-1. Table 39-1 Types of Traffic, Packet Labels, and Queues VoIP 1 Traffic Data Traffic Traffic Routing Traffic Protocol STP BPDU traffic video traffic all other DSPC 46 24, 26 48 56 34 – CoS 5 3 6 7 4 - CoS-a-ingres Card 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 (queue 2) 0, 1 (queue 1) Kos-a-Greece Queue Map 5 (queue 1)
3, 6, 7 (queue 2) 4 (queue 3) 2 (queue 3) 0, 1 (queue 4) Table 39-2 displays the auto-QoS product configuration for the encrypted questions. Table 39-2 Auto-QoS Configuration for the Queue Queue Number Queue Number Kos-a-Queue Map Queue Weight (Bandwidth) Queue (Buffer) Size SRR Share 10, One 81 percent 67 percent Priority 2 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 19 percent 33 percent Table 39-33 showed the
auto-QoS product configuration for the degree questions. Table 39-3 Auto-QoS Configuration for Regress Queue Queue Number Bark-to-Queue Map Queue Weight (Bandwidth) Queue (Buffer) Size for Gigabit-Capable Ports Queue (Buffer) Size for 10/100 Ports Priority 15 percent up 16 percent to 16 percent 10 percent SR share 2 three, 6, 7 10 percent 6 percent 10 percent SR share 32 2, 4 60 percent 17
percent 26 percent SRR share 40, 1 20 percent 61 percent 54 when you enable the auto-QoS feature on the first port, these automatic shares occur: QoS is globally enabled (mls qos configuration order) , and other global configuration commands have been added. When you enter the auto qos voice kizko-phone configuration command on a port at the edge of the network that connects to a Cisco IP phone,
the switch enables the trusted boundary feature. Change the Use the Cisco Discovery protocol (CDP) to detect the presence or absence of a Cisco IP phone. When a Cisco IP phone is detected, the ingredient classification on the port trusts the QoS label receives in the package. The change also uses policeman to determine whether a package is in or out of profile and specifies the action on the package.
If the package does not have a DSCP value of 24, 26, or 46 or is out of profile, the change changes DSCP's value to 0. When a Cisco absent IP phone, the ingredient classification is set by trusting the QoS label in the package. Changes in configuration ingredients and queues regress on the port according to the settings of Table 39-2 and Table 39-39-3. The policeman is applied to these traffic matching
classifications in policy-maps before the change allows the trusted boundary feature. When you enter the auto qos voice kizko-softphone setup command on a port in the network edge connected to a device running the Cisco SoftPhone, switch to Use fonts to determine whether a package is in or out of profile and specify the action on the package. If the package does not have a DSCP value of 24, 26, or
46 or is out of profile, the change changes DSCP's value to 0. Changes in configuration ingredients and queues regress on the port according to the settings of Table 39-2 and Table 39-39-3. When you enter the auto qos voice trusted interface configuration command on a port that connects to the interior of the network, the switch puts the trust in CoS for ports that are not authorized or the DSCP value for
port routes of encrypted packages (the assumption is that traffic has already been sorted by other Edge devices). Switch to configure the ingredients and regress queues on the port according to the settings of Table 39-2 and Table 39-39-3. For information about the trusted boundary feature, see the Configuring a boundary to ensure port security section. When you enable auto-QoS using the auto qos
neighbor ciscop- phones, qos auto voip cisco-softphone, or qos to auto voip trusted command configuration interface, change the automatically generate a QoS configuration based on the traffic type and fatty label packet labels and apply the commands listed in Table 39-4 to the port. Table 39-4 Product Auto-QoS Configuration Description Automatically generated order changes automatically enabled QoS
ak configured kat jeyografik coS-a-DSCP (kat jeyografik Coss vale nan pake fek ap rantre nan yon vale DSCP). Switch(config)# mls qos Switch(config)# mls qos map cos-dscp 0 8 16 26 32 46 48 56 The switch automatically maps CoS values to an ingress queue and to a threshold ID. Switch(config)# no mls qos srr-queue input cos-map Switch(config)# mls qos srr-queue input cos-map queue 1 threshold 3
0 Switch(config)# mls qos srr-queue input cos-map queue 1 threshold 2 1 Switch(config)# mls qos srr-queue input cos-map queue 2 threshold 1 2 Switch(config)# mls qos srr-queue input cos-map queue 2 threshold 2 4 6 7 Switch(config)# mls qos srr-queue input cos-map queue 2 threshold 3 3 5 The switch automatically maps CoS values to an egress queue and to a threshold ID. Switch(config)# no mls
qos srr-queue output cos-map Switch(config)# mls qos srr-queue output cos-map queue 1 threshold 3 5 Switch(config)# mls qos srr-queue output cos-map queue 2 threshold 3 3 6 7 Switch(config)# mls qos srr-queue output cos-map queue 3 threshold 3 2 4 Switch(config)# mls qos srr-queue output cos-map queue 4 threshold 2 1 Switch(config)# mls qos srr-queue output cos-map queue 4 threshold 3 0 The
switch automatically maps DSCP values to an ingress queue and to a threshold ID. Switch(config)# no mls qos srr-queue input dscp-map Switch(config)# mls qos srr-queue input dscp-map queue 1 threshold 2 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 Switch(config)# mls qos srr-queue input dscp-map queue 1 threshold 3 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Switch(config)# mls qos srr-queue input dscp-map queue 1 threshold 3 32 Switch(config)#
mls qos srr-queue input dscp-map queue 2 threshold 1 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 Switch(config)# mls qos srr-queue input dscp-map queue 2 threshold 2 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 48 Switch(config)# mls qos srr-queue input dscp-map queue 2 threshold 2 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 Switch( config)# mls qos srr-queue input dscp-map queue 2 threshold 2 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 Switch(config)# mls qos srr-queue
input dscp-map queue 2 threshold 3 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 Switch(config)# mls qos srr-queue input dscp-map queue 2 threshold 3 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 The switch automatically maps DSCP values to an egress queue and to a threshold ID. Switch(config)# no mls qos srr-queue output dscp-map Switch(config)# mls qos srr-queue output dscp-map queue 1 threshold 3 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47
Switch(config)# mls qos srr-queue output dscp-map queue 2 threshold 3 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 Switch(config)# mls qos srr-queue output dscp-map queue 2 threshold 3 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 Switch(config)# mls qos srr-queue output dscp-map queue 2 threshold 3 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 Switch(config)# mls qos srr-queue output dscp-kat queue 3 papot 3 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 Switch (config)# mls
qos sr-r queue pwodiksyon dscp-kat queue 3 papot 32 32 34 35 36 37 38 39 Switch (config)# mls qos srr-queue pwodiksyon dscp-kat queue 4 papot 1 8 Switch (config)# mls qos srr-queue de pwodiksyon devwa queue 4 papot 4 2 10 11 12 13 14 15 Switch (config)# qos srr-queue srr-queue dscp-kat queue 4 papot 3 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 switch la otomatikman kouche moute kesyon yo angre, ak keu 2 kom keu a
priyorite ak queue 1 nan mod pataje. Chanjman an tou configured Ndwidth la ak gwose offre pou queues yo engredyan. Chanje (config)# pa gen okenn mls qos ser-queue priyorite-queue 1 Switch (config)# pa gen okenn mls qos ser-queue opinyon pri 2 queue 2 switch (config)# mls qos sr-queue opinyon 90 10 10 Switch (config)# mls qos sr R-queue opinyon papot 18 16 16 Switch (config)# mls qos srr-
queue opinyon papot 2 34 66 Switch (config)# mls qos ser-queue opinyon 67 33 switch la otomatikman configured gwose yo queue queue. Li configured Ndwidth la ak mod nan SR (ki gen fom oswa pataje) sou uques yo egres kat nan po a. Switch(config)# mls qos queue-set output 1 threshold 1 138 138 92 138 Switch(config)# mls qos queue-set output 1 threshold 2 138 138 92 400 Switch(config)# mls qos
queue-set output 1 threshold 3 36 77 100 318 Switch(config)# mls qos queue-set output 1 threshold 4 20 50 67 400 Switch(config)# mls qos queue-set output 2 threshold 1 149 149 100 149 Switch(config)# mls qos queue-set output 2 threshold 2 118 118 100 235 Switch(config)# mls qos queue-set output 2 threshold 3 41 68 100 272 Switch(config)# mls qos queue-set output 2 threshold 4 42 72 100 242
Switch(config)# mls qos queue-set output 1 buffers 10 10 26 54 Switch(config)# mls qos queue-set output 2 buffers 16 6 17 61 Switch(config-if)# priority-que out Switch(config-if)# srr-queue bandwidth share 10 10 60 20 If you entered the auto qos voip trust command , chanjman an otomatikman kouche klasifikasyon nan engredyan mete konfyans nan CoS te resevwa nan pake a sou yon po ki pa otorize le li
sevi avek mls q la komandman konfyans nan oswa fe konfyans nan DSCP vale te resevwa nan pake a sou yon po wout le li sevi avek komandman an mls qos konfyans dscp. Switch (config-si) # mls qos konfyans koute switch (config-si) # mls qos dscp Si ou antre nan qos yo oto voip ciscop lod, chanje a otomatikman pemet karakteristik nan fwontye fe konfyans, ki itilize CDP a yo detekte prezans la oswa
absans nan yon telefon Cisco IP. Chanje (config-si)# mls qos konfyans cisco-telefon Si ou antre nan qos oto vwa komandman cisco-softphone, switch la otomatikman kreye kat klas ak kat politik. Switch(config)# mls qos map policed-dscp 24 26 46 to 0 Switch(config)# class-map match-all AutoQoS-VoIP-RTP-Trust Switch(config-cmap)# match ip dscp ef Switch(config)# class-map match-all AutoQoS-VoIP-
Control-Trust Switch(config-cmap)# match ip dscp cs3 af31 Switch(config)# policy-map AutoQoS-Police-SoftPhone Switch(config-pmap)# class AutoQoS-VoIP-RTP-Trust Switch(config-pmap-c)# set dscp ef Switch(config-pmap-c)# police 320000 8000 exceed-action policed-dscp-transmit Switch(config-pmap)# class AutoQoS-VoIP-Control-Trust Switch(config-pmap-c)# set dscp cs3 Switch(config-pmap-c)#
police 32000 8000 exceed-action policed-dscp-transmit After creating the class maps and policy maps, the switch Apply the fonts map called AutoQoS-Fonts-SoftPhone to an engraved surface on that auto-QoS and the Cisco SoftPhone feature is enabled. Switch (config-if) # service-policy input AutoQoS -Police-SoftPhone If you enter the auto qos voice commands cisco-phone, the switch automatically
creates class cards and policy cards. witch(config)# mls qos i'm policed -dscp 24 26 46 to 0 switch(config)# class-i match-all AutoQoS-VoIP-RTP-trust switch(config-cmap) # match ip dscp ef switch(config) # class -i match -all AutoQoS-VoIP-Control-Trust Switch(config-cmap)# match ip dscp cs3 af31 Switch(config)# policy -I'm AutoQoS-police-CiscoPhone Switch(config-pmap)# class AutoQoS-VoIP-RTP-
Trust Switch(config-pmap-c)#seven d ef switch(config-pmap-c)# police 320000 8000 exceed-action policed-dscp-transmit switch(config-pmap) # class AutoQoS-VoIP-Control-Trust Switch(config-pmap-c)# seven dscp cs3 switch(config-pmap-c)# police 32000 8000 exceed-action policed-dscp-transmit After creating the class maps and policy maps, the switch automatically applies the policy I named AutoQoS-
Police-CiscoPhone to the ingress interface on which auto-QoS with the Cisco IP phone feature is enabled. Switch (config-if) # service-policy input AutoQoS -Police-CiscoPhone When auto-QoS is enabled, the auto qos voice command configuration interface and the product configuration have been added to the running configuration. Change the Apply commands to auto-QoS-generated as if commands
were entered in the CLI. An existing user configuration can cause the application of the product commands to fail or be reversed by the generated commands. These actions occur without warning. If all of the generated commands are successfully applied, any user-entered configurations that have not been overridden remain in the configuration run. Any user-enter configuration that has been replaced can



be retrieved by reading the switch without saving the current configuration in memory. If the generated commands fail to be applied, the configuration is run before they are restored. To display the QoS commands that are automatically generated when auto-QoS is enabled or disabled, enter the qos auto privileged EXEC command before enabling auto-QoS. For more information, see the autoqos debug
command in the command reference for this release. To disable auto-QoS on a port, use the No qos auto tour configuration command. Only auto-QoS-generated configuration console configurations for this port are removed. If this is the latest port on which auto-QoS is enabled and you enter the No qos auto voice command, auto-QoS is considered disabled even if the auto-QoS-generated global
configuration remains (to avoid disrupting traffic on other ports affected by the global configuration). You can use no mls qos global configuration command to disable the auto-QoS-generated global configuration commands. With QoS Disabled, there is no concept of skin you trust or don't trust because packages aren't (Cos, DSCP, and IP precedent values in the package are not changed). Traffic changed
in pass-through mode (packages are changed without any recruiter and classified as best effort without any policing). Task Command Step 1 configure terminal Inters global configuration mode. Step 2 kterface -id Specify the port that connects to a Cisco IP phone, the port that connects to a device running the Cisco SoftPhone feature, or the uplink port that connects to another trusted switch or router
through the interior of the network, and enters interface configuration mode. Step 3 auto qos voice { cisco-phone |cisco-softphone|trust| Enable auto-QoS. cisco-phone – Specify the connecting port of a Cisco IP phone, the QoS labels in incoming package are trusted only when the phone is detected. cisco-softphone - Specify the port connected to a device running the Cisco SoftPhone feature. trust – Specify
the uplink port which connects to a trusted or router switch, and the VoIP traffic classification of the encoded package is trusted. Step 4 End Return to privileged EXEC mode. This task explains how to configure the switch at the edge of the QoS domain the VoIP traffic priority over all other traffic: Command Goal Step 1 debug auto enables debugging for auto-QoS. When debugging is enabled, change the
Show configuration to QoS that is automatically generated when auto-QoS is enabled. Step 2 configure terminal Enter in global configuration mode. Step 3 cdp enables CDP globally. By default, it is enabled. Step 4 kterface - Id Specify the switching port that connects to the Cisco IP phone, and enters username configuration mode. Step 5 auto qos induced cisco-phones enable auto-QoS on the port, and
specify that the port that is connected to a Cisco IP phone. The QoS labels in incoming package are trusted only when the Cisco IP phone is detected. Step 6 exit Back to global configuration mode. Step 7 Repeat 4 to 6 to port as much as they connect to the phone Cisco IP. Step 8 kterface - Id Specify the switch port identified as which connects to a trusted switch or router, and enters username
configuration mode. See Figure 39-1. Step 9 auto qos induced trust Enable auto-QoS on the port, and specify that the port is connected to a router or switch. Step 10 End Back in privileged mode EXEC. Task commands show auto qos [boundary [kides-id]] Display the QoS commands entered on the interfaces on which auto-QoS is enabled. displays mls qos Display global configuration information QoS
configuration. displays mls qos confectionery [kides-id] [buffers|questions] Displays QoS information at the skin level. displays mls qos maps [cos-dscp|co-input-q|kos-output-q|dscp-cos|dscp-input-|dscp-mutation|dscp-output-q|ip-prec-dscp|policed-dscp] Show QoS card information. During classification, QoS uses the mapping tables to represent the traffic priorities and to derive a Cos or DSCP values from
receive cos, DSCP, or IP precedent values. displays mls qos views – queue Displays QoS settings for the encrypted questions. displays run-config Displays the current operating configuration, including defined macros. This is an example illustrated showing you how to apply auto-QoS to a network in which the VoIP traffic is priority over all other traffic. Auto-QoS enables on the switches of the electrical bells
at the edge of the QoS domain. For optimum QoS performance, enable auto-QoS on all the devices in the network. Figure 39-1 Auto-QoS Configuration Example Network This example shows how to enable auto-QoS and to trust the QoS labels received incoming packets when the switch or router connected to the port is trusted device:switch(config)# interface gigabitethernet1/1 switch(config-if)# auto qos
voip trust The following sections provide related references to switch administration: Related Topic Document Title Cisco IE 2000 commands Cisco IE 2000 Switch Command Reference, Release 15.0(1)EY Cisco IOS basics Cisco IOS Configuration Fundamentals Command Reference Standard QoS Chapter 38, Configuring QoS Standards Title North new or modified standards are supported by this
feature, And support for existing standards has been modified by this feature. - RFCs Title Name new or modified RFCs are supported by this feature, and support for existing RFCs has not been modified by this feature. - The description link to the Cisco Technical Support website contains thousands of pages of searchable technical content, including links to products, technologies, solutions, technical tips,
and tools. Register Cisco.com users can log in to this page to access even more content. Page 13 Release software you cannot support all the features documented in this chapter. For the feature updates and caveats, see the release notes for your platform and software release. Use Cisco Feature Navigator to get information about platform support and Cisco software support. To access Cisco Feature
Navigator, go to . An account on Cisco.com not required. A VLAN is a changing network that is logically segmented by functions, project teams, or applications, without considering the physical location of users. VLANs have the same attributes as physical LANs, but you can group end stations even if they are not physically located on the same LAN segment. Any changing port can be part of a VLAN, with
unicast, emissions, and multidified packages sent and flooded only at the end of stations in the VLAN. Each VLAN is regarded as a logical network, with packages destined for stations that do not belong to the VLAN must be sent to a router or a supported fallback bridging, as shown in Figure 17-1. Because a VLAN is considered a separate logical network, it has its own information bridge Management
Management (MIB) information and can support its own forbidden trees. See Chapter20, Configuring STP Note Before creating VLANs, you must decide whether to use the VLAN Trunking Protocol (VTP) to maintain VLAN global configuration for your network. For more information about VTP, see Chapter18, Configuring VTP Figures 17-1 VLANs as Logically Defined Network VLANs are often associated
with network IP. For example, all the end stations in a particular IP subnet belongs to the same VLAN. Interface VLAN members on the change assigned manually on a cornea-by-interface basis. When you provide interfaces to change VLANs using this method, it is known as kterface-based, or static, vlan membership. Traffic between VLANs must be road or autumnback bridged. The switch can route traffic
between VLANs using switch virtual interfaces (SVIs). A SVI must be explicitly configured and assigned an IP address to traffic routes between VLANs. Note If you plan to configure many VLANs on the switch and do not allow routing, you can use the SDM Preferred VLAN global configuration order to set the Change Database Management (sdm) feature in the VLAN model, which configures system
resources to support the maximum number of UNICT MAC addresses. For more information about the SDM templates, see Configuring SDM Templates, or see the preferred sdm command in the command reference for this release. The switch supports VLANs to VTP client, server, and transparent modes. VLANs are identified by a number from 1 to 4096. VLAN IDs 1002 up to 1005 are reserved for Ring
Ring and FDDI VLANs. VTP version 1 and version 2 support only normal-range VLANs (VLAN ID 1 1 1005). In these versions, the switch must be in transparent VTP mode when you create VLAN ID from 1006 to 4096. This release supports VTP version 3. VTP version 3 supports the entire VLAN range (VLANs 1 4096). Extended Range VLANs (VLANs 1006 4096) are supported only in VTP version 3. You
cannot convert from VTP version 3 to VTP version 2 if extended VLANs are configured in the domain. Although the change supports a total of 1005 (normal range and extended range) VLANs, the number of route ports, SVIs, and other configured features affects the use of hardware switches. The change is supported per-VLAN spaning – Tree Plus (PVST+) or Quick PVST+ with a maximum of 128 Case
128-spaning-tree loads. An example of troubleshooting tree allows for each VLAN. See the Normal-Range VLAN Configuration Guidelines section for more information about the number of Spanish-tree cases and the number of VLANs. You configure a port that belongs to a VLAN by assigned a member mode specifying the type of port traffic to bring with the number of VLANs to which it can be partial.
Table 17-1 lists the membership modes and members with VTP features. Table 17-1 Port Member Mode and MemberShip Mode feature VLAN VLAN Membership feature VTP and is manually assigned to that VLAN. For information, see the Assigning Static-Access Ports to a VLAN section. VTP is not required. If you don't want VTP globally to spread information, set the VTP transparent mode. To
participate in VTP, there must be at least one trunk port on the switch that connects to a trunk port to a second switch. Trunk (ISL or IEEE 802.1Q) A trunk port is a member of all VLANs by default, including extend-range VLANs, but members can be limited by configuring the allow-VLAN list. You can also modify the run-eligible list to block flood traffic from VLANs on trunk ports that are included in the list.
For information about configuring trunk port, see the Configuring an Ethernet Interface as a Trunk Port section. VTP is recommended, but not required. VTP maintains consistency VLAN configuration by managing the addition, deletion, and renaming of VLANs on a network-wide basis. VTP Exchange VLAN configuration messages and other switch on configuration links. Dynamically accessing a dynamic
port - Access can be part of a VLAN and is dynamically assigned by a VMPS (VLAN Policy Server). The VMPS can be a Catalyst 5000 or Catalyst 6500 series switch, for example, but never an IE 2000 switch. The IE Switch 2000 is a VMPS client. You can have dynamic port-access with the ports and trunk ports on the same switch, but you must connect the dynamic port - access to an end station or hub
and not to another switch. For configuration information, see the Configuring Dynamics-Access Ports on VMPS Client section. VTP is required. Configure the VMPS with the client with the same VTP domain name. To participate in VTP, at least one trunk port on the switch must be connected to a trunk port at a second switch. VLAN VLAN A VLAN VLAN port is an attached access port with a Cisco IP
phone, configured to use a single VLAN for voice traffic and another VLAN for data traffic from a device attached to the phone. For more information about voice VLAN ports, see Chapter19, Configuring VLAN VTP is not required; it has no effect on a VLAN voice. For more detailed definitions of accessing and trunk modes and their functions, see Table 17-3. When a port belongs to a VLAN, the switch learns
and manages the addresses associated with the port on a per-VLAN basis. For more information, see the Change Address Time section. Normal-range VLANs are VLANs and VLAN ID 1 1 1005. If the switch is in VTP server or VTP transparent mode, you can add, modify or remove configurations for VLANs 2 1001 in the VLAN database. (VLAN ID 1 and 1002 1005 are automatically created and cannot be
removed.) Configurations for VLAN IDS 1 to 1005 are written to the vlan.date file (VLAN databases), and you can display them by entering the Vlan privileged EXEC command. The vlan.date file is stored in flash memory. Your caution may cause inconsistency in the VLAN database if you try to manually delete the vlan.date file. If you want to modify the VLAN configuration, use the commands described in
sections and to reference the commands for this release. To change the VTP configuration, see Chapter18, Configuring VTP You use the cornea configuration mode to define the port member mode and add and remove ports from VLANs. The results of these commands are written in the run-configuration file, and you can display the file by entering the show in show-configle EXEC command. You can set
these parameters when you create a new normal-range VLAN or modify an existing VLAN in the VLAN database: VLAN VLAN VLAN type name VLAN (Ethernet, Fiber Distributed Data Interface [FDDI] , FDDI Entity Network Title [NET], TrBRF, or TrCRF, Token Ring, Token Ring-Net) VLAN State (Active or Suspended) Maxs Transmission Units For VLAN is identification of the Security Association (SAID)
bridge identification number for TrBRF VLANs ring number for FDDI and TrCRF VLANs Parent VLA NumberN for TrCRF VLA Spaning Tree Protocol (STP) types for TrCRF VLANs VLAN numbers to use when translated from one VLAN type to another You configure VLANs in Vlan global configuration order by entering a VLAN ID. Enter a new VLAN ID to create a VLAN, or enter an existing VLAN ID to
modify that VLAN. You can use the default VLAN configuration (Table 17-2) or enter multiple commands to configure the VLAN. For more information about commands available in this mode, see the Description vlan global configuration command in reference in order for this release. When you finish the configuration, you must exit VLAN configuration mode for the configuration to take effect. To display the
VLAN configuration, enter the Vlan display privileged EXEC command. The configurations of VLAN IDS 1 1 1005 are still saved in the VLAN database (vlan.date file). If the VTP mode is transparent, they are also saved in the change to run configuration files. You can enter the copy run-config startup-configle privileged EXEC command to save the configuration in the startup configuration file. To display the
VLAN configuration, enter the Vlan display privileged EXEC command. When you save VLAN with VTP information (including extended-range VLAN configuration information) in the startup configuration file and reboot the switch, the configuration is changed selected as follows: If the VTP mode is transparent to the startup configuration file, and the VLAN database with the VTP domain name from vlan
matches the database logic in the startup configuration file , the VLAN database is ignored (key) , and VTP and VLAN configurations are in the startup configuration file to use. Database review number VLAN remains unchanged in the VLAN database. If the VTP mode or domain name of the startup configuration does not match the VLAN database, the domain name and VTP mode and configuration for the
first 1005 VLANs use the VLAN database information. In VTP versions 1 and 2, if VTP mode is server, the domain name and vlan configuration for only the first 1005 VLANs use the VLAN database information. version 3 also supports VLANs 1006 to 4096. Although the switch does not support Token Ring Connections, a remote device such as a 6500 series switch catalyst and Ring Token connection might
be managed from one of the supported switches. Switch running VTP Version 2 advertising information about the following Token Ring VLANs: Token Ring TrBRF VLANs Token Ring TrCRF VLANs for more information about configuring Token Ring VLANs, see the Catalyst 6500 Series Software Configuration Guide. Follow these guidelines when creating and modifying normal-range vlan in your network:
Change supports 1005 VLANs to VTP clients, server, and transparent modes. Normal-range VLANs are identified with a number between 1 and 1001. VLAN numbers 1002 up to 1005 are reserved for Ring Ring and FDDI VLANs. VLAN configurations for VLANs one 1 1005 are still saved in the VLAN database. If the VTP mode is transparent, VTP and VLAN configurations are also saved in changing the
running configuration file. With VTP versions 1 and 2, change the supported VLAN IDS 1006 to 4096 only in transparent VTP mode (VTP disabled). These are extend-range VLANs and configuration options are limited. Extend-range VLANs that were created in VTP transparent mode are not saved in the VLAN database and not spread. VTP version 3 supports extended VLAN range (VLANs 1006 4096)
database proliferation. If extended VLANs are configured, you cannot convert from VTP version 3 to version 1 or 2. See the Create an extended VLAN-Range section. Before you can create a VLAN, the switch must be in VTP server mode or VTP transparent mode. If the switch is a VTP server, you must define a VTP domain or VTP will not function. The change does not support Token Ring or media FDDI.
The switch does not send FDDI, FDDI-Net, TrCRF, or TrBRF traffic, but it spread the VLAN configuration to VTP. The change supports 128 cases of spaning-trees. If a switch has more active VLANs than supported spaning-tree instances, spaning can be enabled on 128 VLANs and is disabled on the remaining VLANs. If you've already used all available spaning-tree instances on a switch, adding another
VLAN anywhere in the VTP domain creates a VLAN on which to switch non-running spaning-trees. If you have the default list enabled on the trunk ports of that switch (which is to allow all VLANs), the new VLAN is carried on all trunk ports. Troubleshooting the topology of the network, this could create a loop of the new VLAN that shouldn't be broken, particularly if there are multiple adjacent switches that
are all run out of the spaning-tree instances. You can prevent this possibility by setting Allow listings on the trunk ports of switch that used up the allocation to lespan-tree instances. If the number of VLANs on the switch exceeds the number of supported spaning-tree instances, we recommend that you configure IEEE 802.1s multiple STP (MSTP) on changes to multiple map VLANs in one apparent tree For
more information about MSTP, see Chapter21, Configuring MSTP Note the change supports Ethernet interfaces only. Because FDDI and Token Ring VLANs are not locally supported, you only configure FDDI and Token Ring media-specific features for vtp global advertisement of other switches. Table 17-2 Gigabit VLAN defaults with Default Range Parameters VLAN ID 1 1 4096. Note that extended-range
VLANs (VLAN IDs 1006 4096) are only saved in the VLAN database in VTP version 3. VLAN name VLANxxx, where xxxx represents four digits numeric (including leading zeros) equal to the VLAN ID number No row IEE 802.10 INDICATED 100001 (100000 plus the V ID range ) 1 429496729294 MTU Size 1500 1500 to 18190 bridge translational 10 0 1005 bridge translational 2 0 0 1005 VLAN Active
Mower, stop Remote SPAN Disabled Enabled , disable Each Ethernet VLAN in the VLAN database has a unique, 4-digit ID that can be a number from 1 to 1001. VLAN IDs 1002 1005 are reserved for Ring Ring and FDDI VLANs. To create a normal-range vlan to be added to the VLAN database, assign a number and name to the VLAN. Note that with VTP versions 1 and 2, if the switch is in VTP transparent
mode, you can provide VLAN ID greater than 1006, but are not added to the VLAN database. See the Create an extended VLAN-Range section. For the list of default parameters assigned when you add a VLAN, see the Normal-Range VLANs section. When you delete a VLAN from a switch that is in VTP server mode, the VLAN is removed from the VLAN database for all switches of the VTP domain. When
you delete a VLAN from a switch that is in transparent VTP mode, the VLAN is deleted only on that specific switch. You cannot delete the default VLANs for the different media types: Gigabit VLAN 1 and FDDI or Token Ring VLANs 1002 1005. Carefully When you delete a VLAN, any ports assigned to that VLAN become inactive. They remain associated with the VLAN (and so inactive) until you assign them
to a new VLAN. You can provide a static-access port to a VLAN without having VTP globally spread VLAN configuration information by disabling VTP (VTP transparent mode). If you are assigning a port on a client member switch to a VLAN, first use the recommended privileges EXEC command to log in to the client member switch. Note If you assign a headborn to a VLAN that does not exist, the new VLAN
is created. (See the Create or Edit an Ethernet VLAN section.) With VTP version 1 and version 2, when the switch is in VTP transparent mode (VTP is disabled), you can create extend-range VLANs (in the range 1006 to 4096). VTP version supports extend-range VLANs to server or transparent movement. Extend-range VLANs enable service providers to extend their infrastructure to a larger number of
customers. The extended-range VLAN ID are allowed for any switchport commands that enable VLAN IDs. With VTP version 1 or 2, extended-range VLAN configurations are not stored in the VLAN but because VTP mode is transparent, they are stored in the change to run configuration file, and you can save the configuration to the startup configuration file by using the copy-configured startup privileged
exEC command. Extended-range VLANs created in VTP version 3 are stored in the VLAN database. See Table 17-2 for the default configuration for Ethernet VLANs. You can change only the MTU size, private VLAN, and the remote SPAN configuration state on extend-range VLANs; all other features must reside in the default state. Follow these guidelines when creating extended-range vlans: VLAN ID in
the extended range are not saved in the VLAN database and are not recognized by VTP unless the change is running VTP version 3. You cannot include extended-range VLANs in the eligible run range. In VTP versions 1 and 2, a change must be in transparent VTP mode when you create extended-range VLANs. If VTP mode is server or client, an error message is generated, and the VLAN is extended-
range rejected. VTP version 3 supports extending VLANs to server with transparent modes. For VTP versions 1 or 2, you can set the transparent VTP mode in global configuration mode. See Add a VTP client switch to a VTP domain section. You should save this configuration in the startup configuration so that the bot changes up in transparent VTP mode. Otherwise, you lose the extended-range VLAN
configuration if the reheraliser changes. If you create extended-range VLANs in VTP version 3, you cannot convert to VTP version 1 or 2. STP is enabled by default on extend-range configuration commands, but you can disable it using no spaning-tree vlan-id global configuration order. When the maximum number of spaning-tree instances are on the switch, the spaning of trees is disabled on any newly
created VLANs. If the number of VLANs on the switch exceeds the maximum number of spaning-tree instances, we recommend that you configure IEE 802.1s multiple STP (MSTP) on changes to multiple map VLANs in a one-foot stand-tree. For more information about MSTP, see Chapter21, Configuring MSTP Each Port Route on switching to create an internal VLAN for its use. These internal VLANs use
extended-range VLAN numbers, and the internal VLAN ID cannot be used for an extended-range VLAN. If you attempt to create an extended VLAN with a VLAN ID that is already allocated as an internal VLAN, an error message is generated, and the order is rejected. - Because VLAN's internal ID are in the lower part of the extended range, we recommend that you create extended-range VLANs starting
from the highest number (4096) and moving to the below (1006) to reduce the possibility of using an internal VLAN ID. - Before configuring extended-range VLANs, enter the show vlan internal usage privilege EXEC command to see which VLANs were allocated as internal VLANs. – If necessary, you can turn off the routine port assigned to the internal VLAN, which frees up the internal and then create the
extended VLAN and re-enable the port, which then uses another VLAN as its internal VLAN. See the Create an extended VLAN-Range with an internal VLAN ID section. Although the change supports a total of 1005 (normal-row and extend-range) VLANs, the number of route ports, SVIs, and other configured features affects the use of hardware changed. If you try to create an extended-range VLAN and
don't have enough hardware resources available, an error message is generated, and the extended-range VLAN is rejected. A trunk is a point-to-point link between one or more Ethernet switch interfaces and another network device such as a router or a switch. Ethernet trunks bring the traffic to multiple VLANs on a single link, and you can extend the VLANs across an entire network. You can configure a
trunk on a single Ethernet kbox or on an EtherChannel package. For more information about EtherChannel, see Chapter40, Configuring EtherChannels Ethernet trunk interfaces supporting different trunking modes (see Table 17-3). You can set an interface as trunking or nontrunking or to negotiate trunking trunking with the neighboring interface. For autumnegotiate trunking, interfaces must be in the same
VTP domain. Trunk negotiations are managed by the Dynamics trunking protocol (DTP), which is a point-to-point protocol. However, some network devices can send DTP frames incorrectly, which might cause misconfigurations. To avoid this, you should configure interfaces that connect to devices that do not support DTP for not sending DTP frames, that is, to turn off DTP. If you do not intend to run via
these links, use the switchport mode a successful configuration command to disable trunking. To enable trunking in a device that does not support DTP, use the trunk switchport mode and change nonegotiate interface configuration commands to cause the cornea to become a trunk but do not generate DTP frames. Table 17-3 Layer 2 Interface Mode function switchport access mode Put the kent (port
access) in permanent nontrunking mode and negotiate converting the links to a lost link. The interface becomes a nontrunk interface regardless of whether the neighboring interface is a trunk interface. changing the dynamic auto offware mode can be converted links to a trunk link. The interface gets a trunk interface if the neighbor interface is placed in trunk or desirable mode. The default switch mode for all
Ethernet interfaces is dynamically auto. switchport desirable dynamic mode Make the encryption actively tempting to convert the links to a such link. The interface gets a trunk interface if the neighbor interface is set to trunk, desirable, or auto mode. switchport trunk mode Puts the interface of permanent trunking mode and negotiate converts the neighbor link to a running link. The interface becomes a trunk
interface even if the neighboring interface is not a trunk changing nonegotiate prevents the kides from generating DTP frames. You can use this command only when the compose switchport mode is accessible or trunk. You must manually configure the neighbor interface as a trunk interface to establish a trust link. IEE 802.1Q trunks impose the following restrictions on the trunking strategy for a network: In a
network of Cisco switches connected to IEE 802.1Q trunks, the switches hold one example spaning-tree per VLAN enabled on their trunks. Non-Cisco devices might support a single instance of spaning-trees for all VLANs. When you connect a Cisco switch to a non-Cisco device to an IEE 802.1Q trunk, cisco's switch combines the spaning-tree example of the VLAN into the trunk with the spaning-tree
example of IEE non-Cisco 802.1Q switch. However, spaning-tree-information for each VLAN is maintained by Cisco Switch separated by a cloud of non-Cisco IEE 802.1Q switch. The non-Cisco IEE 802.1Q cloud separates the Cisco switches treated as a single trunk link between the switches. Make sure the native VLAN for an IEEE 802.1Q trunk is the same both at the end of the trunk link. If the native
VLAN on an end to the trunk is different from the native VLAN on the other end, spaning 40-foot loop can result. Disabling spaning trees on the native VLAN into an IEE 802.1Q trunk without disabling disabling tree disabling on each VLAN in the network can potentially cause spaning 40-foot loop. We recommend that you leave Spain tree enabled on the native VLAN in an IEE 802.1Q trunk or disable spain
tree on every VLAN in the network. Make sure your network is loop-free before you disable crashing trees. Tables 17-4 Default Layer 2 Gigabit Interface VLAN Settings Feature Default Settings Interface mode switchport mode dynamic auto enable VLAN range VLANs 1 4096 VLAN eligible for running VLANs ps 2 1001 Default VLAN (for access port) VLAN 1 Native VLAN (for IEE 802.1Q trunks) VLAN 1
Because trunk port sends and receives VTP advertisement, to use your VTP must ensure that at least one trunk port is configured on the switch and that this trunk port is connected to port the trunk to a second switch. Otherwise, the change may not receive any VTP advertisements. Note By default, a kentone is in Layer 2 mode. The default mode for Layer 2 interfaces is to change dynamic auto mode. If the
neighboring interface supports trunking and is configured to enable trunking, the link is a Layer 2 trunk or, if the cardboard is in Layer 3 mode, it gets a Layer 2 trunk when you enter the Interface switchport configuration command. Trunking reacts with other features in the following ways: A trunk skin cannot be a safe skin. A deceived skin can't be a skin of tunnels. Port trunk can be grouped into the
EtherChannel port cluster, but all trunks in the cluster must have the same configuration. When a group is first created, all port tracking parameters are set for the first port to be added to the cluster. If you change in one of these parameters, change the setting you entered to all ports in the group: - Enable-VLAN list. - STP port priority per VLAN. - STP Port Fast settings. - Trunk status. If a port in a port group
stops to be a misleading, all ports stop them to be trunks. We recommend that you configure no more than 24 trunk ports in PVST mode and no more than 40 trunk ports in MST mode. If you try to enable IEE 802.1x on a port such as, an error message appears, and IEE 802.1x is not enabled. If you try to change the mode of an IEEE 802.1x-enabled trunk port, the port mode does not change. A port in
dynamic mode can be negotiated with its neighbours becoming a skin trunk. If you try to enable IEE 802.1x on a dynamic port, an error message appears, and IEE 802.1x is not enabled. If you try to change the mode of an IEE 802.1x-enabled dynamic port, the port mode does not change. By default, a trunk port sends traffic and receives traffic from all VLANs. All VLAN ID, 1 to 4096, are right on each trunk.
However, you can remove VLANs from the allowed list, preventing traffic from those VLANs from passing over the trunk. To restrict the traffic a carry trunk, use the trunkport switchport enable vlan to remove vlan-list configuration commands to remove specific VLANs from the allowed list. Note that VLAN 1 is the default VLAN on all trunk ports in all Cisco switches, and it was already a requirement that the
VLAN 1 is always allowed on each trust link. You can use the VLAN 1 minimization feature to disable VLAN 1 on any individual trunk link so that there is no user traffic (including advertisement Spaniard-tree) sent or received on VLAN 1. To reduce the risk of spaning 1-foot loop or buffer, you can disable VLAN 1 on any VLAN trunk port by removing VLAN 1 from the allowed list. When you remove VLAN 1
from a trunk port, the kides will continue to send and receive management traffic, for example, Cisco Discovery Protocol (CDP), Port Aggregation Protocol (PAgP), Link Aggation Protocol Control (LACP), DTP, and VTP in VLAN 1. If a trunk port with VLAN 1 disabled is converted to a nontrunk port, it is added to access the VLAN. If the VLAN access is set to 1, the port will be added to VLAN 1, regardless of
the trunk of the switchport enabled setting. The same situation applies to any VLAN that has been disabled on the port. A trunk port can become a member of a VLAN if the VLAN is enabled, if VTP is known to the VLAN, and if the VLAN is in the allowed list for the port. When VTP detects a newly enabled VLAN and the VLAN is in the allowed list for a trunk port, the trunk port automatically becomes a
member of the enabled VLAN. When VTP detects a new VLAN and the VLAN is not in the list allowed for a trunk port, the trunk port does not become a member of the new VLAN. A trunk port configured with IEEE 802.1Q tagging can receive both tagged and untagged traffic. By default, the forwards switch untagged traffic to the native VLAN for the .VLAN native port is VLAN 1 by default. Note that the native
VLAN is capable of assigning any VLAN ID. For information about IEEE 802.1Q configuration issues, see the IEEE 802.1Q Configuration Guide section. Load sharing divides the bandwidth supplied by parallel trunks connecting switch. To avoid loop, STP normally blocks all but one parallel link between switches. Using shared charges, you divide the traffic between the links according to which the VLAN
traffic belongs. You configure shared load on trunk port by using STP PO priorities or STP path costs. For load sharing using STP port priorities, both load-share links must be connected to the same switch. For load sharing using STP costs, each load-share link can connect to the same switch or to two different switches. For more information about STP, see Chapter20, Configuring STP When two ports on
even changing the shape of a loop, the switch uses the STP PORT priority to decide which port is enabled and which port is in a blocked state. You can set the priorities on a parallel trunk port so the port carries all the traffic for a VLAN to provide them. The trunk port with highest priority (lower value) for a VLAN is to send traffic to that VLAN. The trunk port with the lowest priority (highest value) for the same
vlan remains in a blocked state for that VLAN. A trunk port sends or receives all traffic for the VLAN. Figure 17-2 shows two connected trunks supporting switch. In this example, the switches are configured as follows: VLANs 8 across 10 are assigned a port priority of 16 on Trunk 1. VLANs 3 through 6 maintain the default port priority of 128 on Trunk 1. VLANs 3 up to 6 are assigned a 16 port priority on
Trunk 2. VLANs 8 to 10 hold priorities at default ports of 128 on Trunk 2. That way, Trunk 1 brings traffic to VLANs 8 to 10, and Trunk 2 brings traffic to VLANs 3 to 6. If the active failed trunk, the trunk with the lowest priority takes over and carries the traffic for all the VLANs. No pleas in traffic occur on any trunk port. Figure 17-2 Shared sharing using STP Port Priorities You can configure parallel trunks to
share VLAN traffic by putting different costs on a trunk and associating the path costs with different sets of VLANs, blocking different ports for different VLAN. VLANs are keeping the traffic separate and maintaining redundancy in the event of a lost link. In Figures 17-3, Trunk ports 1 and 2 are configured as 100BASE-T ports. The following VLAN trails costs are assigned: VLANs 2 across 4 are tucked a path
through 30 on Trunk port 1. VLANs 8 to 10 maintain the default 100BASE-T path listens on Trunk ports 1 through 19. VLANs 8 up to 10 are assigned a path cost 30 on Trunk port 2. VLANs 2 to 4 maintain the default 100BASE-T path listens on Trunk ports 2 through 19. Figure 17-3 load-sharing trunks and Traffic Distributed by Path Price See Configuring shared charges using STP PATH CODE section.
VLAN's query protocol is used to support dynamic-access ports, which are not permanently assigned to a VLAN, but assign VLAN duties based on the MAC source addresses see the source. Whenever an unknown MAC address is seen, the change sends a VQP query to a remote VMPS; The research includes the newly viewed MAC address and the port on which it has been viewed. VMPS are responsive
with a VLAN placement for the port. The switch may not be a VMPS server but can act as a client in the VMPS and communicate with it via VQP. Each time the client switch receives the MAC address of a new host, it sends a VQP query to the VMPS. When the VMPS receives this query, it searches its database for a MAC-address-to-VLAN mapping. The server response is based on this map and if not the
server in Open or Secure mode. In unsafe mode, the server closes the port when an illegal host is detected. In Open mode, the server simply denied access to hosts at the port. If the port currently insists (i.e., it is yet to have a VLAN placement), the VMPS provides one of the following responses: If the host is enabled on the port, the VMPS sends a vlan-plan response that has the VLAN name assigned and
allows access to the host. If the host is not enabled on the port and the VMPS is in open mode, the VMPS sends an access-denied response. If the VLAN is not enabled on the port and the VMPS is in secure mode, the VMPS sends a port-shutdown response. If the port already has a VLAN assignment, the VMPS provides one of the following responses: If the VLAN of the database matches the current
VLAN on the port, the VMPS sends a successful response, allowing access to the host. If the VLAN in the database does not match the current VLAN on the port and has all active exist on the port, the VMPS sends an access-denied or port-shutdown response, depending on the security mode of the VMPS. If the change receives an access-denied response from the VMPS, it continues to block traffic in
and out of the MAC host address. The change continues to monitor the packages directed to the port and sends a query to the VMPS when it identifies a new host address. If the change receives a port-shutdown response from the VMPS, it disables the port. The port must be manually rewarded using the Network Assistant, the CLI or SNMP. A dynamic-access port can be part of a single VLAN with an ID
from 1 to 4096. When the link comes, the switch does not send traffic to or to that port until the VMPS provides the VLAN assignment. The VMPS receives the MAC source address from the first package of a new host connected to the dynamic-access port and attempts to match the MAC address of a VLAN to the VMPS database. If there is a match, the VMPS sends the VLAN number to that port. If the
client change has not already been configured, it uses the domain name from the first VTP package it receives on its trunk port from the VMPS. If the client switch has already been configured, it includes its domain name in the query in the VMPS to get its VLAN number. The VMPS verifies that the domain name of the package matches its own domain name before it accepts the request and responds to the
client with the VLAN assigning number for the client. If there is no match, the VMPS either deny the request or shut down the port (depending on the vmps security mode setting). Contains all multiple access (MAC addresses) can be active on a dynamic-access port if they are all in the same vlan; however, the VMPS closes a dynamic-access port if more than 20 have the allegations active on the port. If the
link is descended on a dynamic-access port, the port is returned to an isolated state and is not part of a VLAN. Any have all the hosts coming online through the port to check again in the VQP and the VMPS before the port is assigned to a VLAN. Dynamic-access ports can be used for direct host connections, or they can connect to a network. A maximum of 20 MAC addresses are allowed per port on the
switch. A dynamic- access port can be part of one VLAN at a time, but the VLAN can change over time, depending on the addresses MAC sees. Table 17-5 Default VMPS Client and Dynamics-Access Port Settings Features Default Settings VMPS Server No VMPS reconfigure interval 60 minute VMPS server retirement 3 Dynamics - The Port No configured these guidelines and restrictions apply to
dynamic-access port member VLAN: You should configure the VMPS before you configure ports as dynamic-access ports. When you configure a port as a dynamic port - Access, the spaning-tree-fast feature is automatically enabled for that port. Port Fast mode accelerates processing to bring the port to the forwarding state. IEEE 802.1x ports cannot be configured as dynamic-access ports. If you try to
enable IEEE 802.1x on a dynamic-access port (VQP) port, an error message appears, and IEEE 802.1x is not enabled. If you try to change an IEEE 802.1x-enabled dynamic VLAN port, an error message appears, and the VLAN configuration does not change. Trunk ports can't dynamically-access ports, but you can enter access to switchport vlan dynamic interface configuration commands for a trunk port.
In this case, the change maintains the setting and applies it if the port is later configured as an access port. You must turn off trunking on the port before the dynamic-access setting takes effect. Dynamic-access ports cannot control their ports. Security ports cannot dynamically access ports. You must disable port security on a port before it becomes dynamic. Private port VLAN cannot dynamically-access
the ports. Dynamic access ports cannot be members of an EtherChannel group. Port channels cannot be configured as dynamic ports - Access. A dynamic-access port can be involved in the fallback bridge. The VTP management domain of the VMPS client and the VMPS server must be the same. The VLAN configured on the VMPS server should not be a VLAN voice. VMPS clients periodically recognize
the information the VLAN member received from the VMPS. you the number of minutes after which refund occurs. If you are configured a member switch to a group, this parameter must be equal to or greater than the refund setting on the command switch. You must also first use the EXEC command command to log in to the member switch. VMPS to shut down a dynamic port - Access under the following
requirements: The VMPS is in secure mode, and it does not allow the host to connect to the port.VMPS to close the port to prevent the host from connecting to the network. More than 20 have all active rights resides on a dynamic-access port. To reenable a dynamic-access port, enter the interface configuration redot commands followed by the command by the Interface configuration command shutdown.
Task Command Step 1 configure terminal Inters global configuration mode. Step 2 Vlan vlan-id Enter a VLAN ID, and enter VLAN configuration mode. Note the available VLAN ID range for this order is 1 to 4096. For information about adding VLAN ID greater than 1005 (extended-range VLANs), see the Create an extended-range VLAN section. Step 3 vlan-name name (Optional) To enter a name for the
VLAN. If there is no entry name for the VLAN, the default is pasted the vlan-id with leading zeros in the word vlan. For example, VLAN0004 is a default VLAN name for VLAN 4. Step 4 mtu-size (Optional) Change the MTU size (or other VLAN features). Step 5 Remote-span (Optional) Configure the VLAN as the RSPAN VLAN for a remote SPAN session. Note that for more information about remote SPAN,
see Chapter30, Configuring SPAN and RSPAN Step 6 return to privileged EXEC mode. Task Command Step 1 configure terminal Inters global configuration mode. Step 2 there is no VLAN-id Remove VLAN by entering the VLAN ID. Step 3 End Return to privileged EXEC mode. Task Step 1 configure the terminal Enter global configuration mode Step 2 kentone-id Enter the kides to be added to the VLAN.
Step 3 mode switchport access Define the VLAN member mode for the port (Layer 2 accessibility port). Step 4 Change access vlan vlan -id to allocate the port to a VLAN. Valid VLAN ID are 1 to 4096. Step 5 End Return to Privileged EXEC mode. Task Command Step 1 configure terminal Inters global configuration mode. Step 2 vtp mode transparently Configure the switch for vtp transparent mode and
disable VTP. Note that this step is not required for VTP version 3. Step 3 Vlan vlan-id enters an extended-range VLAN ID and enters VLAN configuration mode. The range is 1006 4096. Step 4 mtu-size (Optional) Modify the VLAN by changing the MTU size. Note that all VLAN commands appear in the help of the CLI, only the mutu-size, private-vlan, and remote-span commands are supported for extended-
range VLANs. Step 5 Remote-span (Optional) Configure the VLAN as the RSPAN VLAN. Look at Configuring a VLAN as a VLAN RSPAN. Step 6 End Return to Privileged EXEC mode. Task Command Step 1 shows the internal VLAN usage shown here ID is used internally by the change. If the VLAN ID that you want to use is an internal VLAN, the display displays the route port using the VLAN ID. Enter
this port number in step 3. Step 2 configure terminal Enter in global configuration mode. Step 3 kterface - Id Specifics the thighs ID for the route port using the VLAN ID, and enter the managed configuration mode. Step 4 close the free internal VLAN port. Step 5 Exit returns to the global configuration mode. Step 6 vtp transparent mode Sets the transparent VTP mode for creating extended-range VLANs.
Note that this step is not required for VTP version 3. Step 7 Vlan vlan-id Enter the new extended VLAN ID id, and enter VLAN configuration mode. Step 8 exits from VLAN configuration mode, and returns to global configuration mode. Step 9 kterface - Id Specifics the thighs ID for the route port that you closed in step 4, and enter the user's configuration mode. Step 10 no renewal shutdown the road port. It
will be assigned a new internal VLAN ID. Step 11 End Back to Privileged EXEC mode. Task Command Step 1 configure terminal Inters global configuration mode. Step 2 kterface - Id Specify the port to be configured for trunking, and enter the cornea configuration mode. Step 3 switchport mode { dynamic { auto desirable | trunk } Configure the checkdown as a Color 2 run (required only if the encoding is a
Layer 2 accessibility port or port tunnels or specify the trunking mode). dynamically auto-lay the interface of a trust link if the contiguous interface is placed in trunk or desirable mode. This is the default. Desirable dynamics - Sets the interface of a trusted link if the neighbor interface is set to trunk, desirable, or auto mode. trunk -Sets the interface of permanent trunking mode and negotiate converts links to a
connected link even if the neighbor interface is not a true interface. Step 4 switchport access vlan vlan-id (Optional) Specify the default VLAN, which is used if the cornea stops trunking. Step 5 switchport trunk native vlan-id peculiar native VLAN's for the IEEE 802.1Q trunks. Step 6 End Return to Privileged EXEC mode. Task Command Step 1 configure terminal Inters global configuration mode. Step 2
kterface - The specified port id to be configured, and enter the managed configuration mode. Step 3 switchport mode trunk Configure the cornea as a VLAN trunk port. Step 4 switchport trunk enable vlan { add |all|except |remove|vlan-list(optional) Configure the list of VLANs enabled on the trunk. Step 5 End Return to Privileged EXEC mode. Task Command Step 1 configure terminal Inters global
configuration mode. Step 2 kterface-id Select the trunk port for which the VLANs should run, and enter the managed configuration mode. Step 3 switchport confidently run vlan { add | except | None | vlan-list [,vlan[vlan[,,,]Configure the list VLANs allowed to be running out of the trunk. (See the VTP Pruning section.) Step 4 End Return to privileged EXEC mode. Task Command Step 1 configure terminal
Inters global configuration mode. Step 2 kterface - The kentone Defined id that is configured as the IEE 802.1Q trunk, and enter the kine configuration mode. Step 3 switchport trunk Native Vlan-id Configure the VLAN that is sending and receiving untagged traffic on the trunk port. Step 4 End Return to privileged EXEC mode. Task Step 1 configure terminal Enter global configuration mode on Change A. Step
2 vtp domain-name to configure a VTP administrative domain. The domain name can be one 32 characters. Step 3 vtp server mode Configure Change A as the VTP server. Step 4 End Return to privileged EXEC mode. Step 5 shows vtp status verify the VTP configuration on both Change A and Change B. Step 6 shows the vlan verifies that the VLANs exist in the database on Change A. Step 7 configure
terminal Enter in the global configuration mode. Step 8 kterface-id_1 Define the cornea to be configured as a trunk, and enter the cornea configuration mode. Step 9 switchport mode trunk Configure the port as a trunk port. Step 10 End Return to privileged EXEC mode. Step 11 shows the stylish cornea-id_1 switchport Verifes the VLAN configuration. Step 12 Repeat Step 7 to 10 on Change A to a second
port of the change. Step 13 Repeat Step 7 to 10 on Change B to configure the trunk port connected to the trunk port configured on Change A. Step 14 shows vlan when the trunk links come, VTP passes the vtp and vlan information to change B. Verifies that Change B has learned the VLAN configuration. Step 15 configure terminal Enter global configuration mode on Switch A. Step 16 Interface-id_1 Define
the checkboard to set priority in STP port, and enter the interfax configuration mode. Step 17 spaning-mat vlan 8-10 port-priority 16 Gives the port priority of 16 to VLANs 8 up to 10. Step 18 exits Return to global configuration mode. Step 19 Featured Worker id_2 Define the cornea to set priorities in STP ports, and enter the cornea configuration mode. Step 20 spaning-tree vlan 3-6 port-priority 16 Gives the
port priority of 16 to VLANs 3 up to 6. Step 21 End Back in privileged EXEC mode. Command Objective Step 1 configure terminal Enter global configuration mode on Switch A. Step 2 interface-id_1 Define the cornea to be configured as a trunk, and enter the address configuration mode. Step 3 Change the trunk mode Configure the port as a trunk port. Step 4 exit Back to global configuration mode. Step 5
Repeat Steps 2 up to 4 on a second completion of Switch A. Step 6 End Back in privileged EXEC mode. Step 7 shows run-config verify your entries. In the display, make sure that the interfaces are configured as trunk ports. Step 8 shows vlan when the trunk links come, Rename a received VTP's from other switches. Verify that Switch A learned the VLAN configuration. Step 9 configure terminal Enter in
global configuration mode. Step 10 keyboard - id_1 Define the kines on which to set the STP cost, and enter the managed configuration mode. Step 11 spaning tree-vlan 2-4 costs 30 Listen to the spaning-tree path of 30 for VLANs 2 to 4. Step 12 End Back in global configuration mode. Step 13 Repeat Steps 9 up to 12 on the other to configure the Trunk Switch on Change A, and set the spaning-tree price
to 30 for VLANs 8, 9, and 10. Step 14 exit Back in privileged EXEC mode. Step 15 shows your run-config verify your entries. In the display, verify that the path costs are set correctly for both trunk interfaces. You configure dynamic vlans using the VMPS (VLAN Server Policy Members). The switch can be a VMPS client; it cannot be a VMPS server. Before you start you must first enter the IP address of the
server to configure the switch as a client. You must have IP connections to the VMPS for dynamic port-access to tasks. You can test for IP connections by ping the IP address of the VMPS and verify that you get a response. If the VMPS is defined for a group of switches, enter the address on the command switch. Task Command Step 1 configure terminal Inters global configuration mode. Step 2 vmps the
primary server hypaclipid Enter the IP address of the switch to acting as the primary VMPS server. Step 3 vmps ipadres server (Optional) Input the IP address of the switch to acting as a high VMPS server. You can enter up to three secondary secondary addresses. Step 4 vmps reconfirm (optional) Recognize tentative dynamic-access port VLAN members. Step 5 vmps country retry (Optional) Change the
retrie country. Step 6 End Return to Privileged EXEC mode. Before you start If you are configured a port on a client member switch as a dynamic port-access, first use the EGZEC command that has commands to log in to the client member switch. Connecting dynamic ports – Access to other switches can cause a loss of connectivity. Task Command Step 1 configure terminal Inters global configuration
mode. Step 2 kterface - Id Specify the changed port that is connected to the end station, and enters managed configuration mode. Step 3 Change the Access mode Sets the port to access mode. Step 4 switchport access Vlan Dynamics Configure the port as eligible for dynamic VLAN members. The dynamic port - Access must be connected to an end station. Step 5 End Return to Privileged EXEC mode.
Reason Setup run-config startup saves your entries in the configuration file To save an extended-range VLAN configuration, you need to save configuration in transparent VTP mode with the extended-range VLAN configuration in the startup configuration file. Otherwise, if the reinsulated switch, it will default to server mode, and the extended-range VLAN VLAN will not be saved. This step is not required for
VTP version 3 because VLANs are saved in the VLAN database. displays the kterface interface-id switchport Displays the switch port configuration of the kkones. displays the kterfaces interface-id trunk Display the trunk configuration of the kterface. displays run-configure clause-id audit mode of VLAN members in the cornea. show vmps verify your VMPS entry. display vlan entries verify your VLAN entries.
Figure 17-4 shows a network with a VMPS server switch and switch client VMPS with dynamic port-access. In this example, the following assumptions apply: the VMPS server and the VMPS client are separate switches. Catalyst 6500 Series Switch A is the primary VMPS server. Catalyst 6500 series switch C and Switch J are high VMPS servers. End stations are connected to customers, Change B and
Change Me. The database configuration file is stored on the TFTP server with the IP address 172.20.22.7. Figure 17-4 Dynamic Port VLAN Member setup this example shows how to create Ethernet VLAN 20, name it tes20, and add it to the VLAN database: Change # configure terminal switch (config)# vlan 20 switch (config-vlan) # name tes20 Switch (config-vlan)# End this example shows how to
configure a port as an access port in VLAN 2: Change # configure terminal Enter configuration commands, one for each line. End with CNTL/Z. Switch (setup)# interface gigabitethernet1/1 switch (config-if) # switchport access mode switch (config-if) # switchport access vlan 2 switch (config-if) # the end of this example shows how to create a new extended-range VLA and all default features: Switch (setup)#
vtp transparent mode Switch (config)# vlan 2000 switch (config-config-vlan) # End Switch # Copy Run -configup This startup shows how to configure a port as an IEE 802.1Q trunk. The example is supposed that the configured neighbor interface supports IEE 802.1Q trunking. Switch (setup)# interface gigabitethernet1/2 switch (config-if) # switchport mode dynamic desirable switch (config-if) # End this
example shows how to remove VLAN 2 from the allowed VLAN list on a port: Switch (change (change setup)# interface gigabitethernet1/1 (config-if) # switchport trunk enable vlan Remove 2 Switch (config-if) # End This is an example of output for displaying vmps privileged EXEC command: Change # show vMps VQP Client Status: -------------------- VMPS VQP Version: 1 Reconfirm Interval: 60 min Server
Retry Country: 3MPS domain server: 172.20.128.86 (main, current) 172.20.0 128.87 Refocusing Status --------------------- VMPS Action: Other following sections provide references related to change administration: Related subject to Document Title Cisco IE 2000 CommandMents Cise IE 20000 Switch Command , Release 15.0 (1) EY Cisco IOS Basic Commands Cisco IOS Configuration FundamentalS
Commands Reference VTP Configuration Chapter 18 , Configuring VTP Standard Title Title New or Modified Standards supported by this feature, and support for existing standards has not been modified by this feature. - RFCs Title Name new or modified RFCs are supported by this feature, and support for existing RFCs has not been modified by this feature. - Page 14 Unidirectional Link Detection (UDLD)
is a Layer 2 protocol that allows devices connected to fiber-opt or twisting-paired Cbles Ethernet to control the physical configuration of the cables and sensors when a link is indedirectory exists. All connected devices must support UDLD for the protocol to successfully identify and disable indirectional links. When UDLD detects an indedirect link, it disables the affected port and alerts you. Indedirective links
can cause a variety of problems, including spaning-tree serene topology. UDLD supports two modes of operation: normal (the default) and aggressive. In normal mode, UDLD can detect indedirectional links due to skin dismay over fiber-scanning connections. In aggressive mode, UDLD can also detect indirectional links due to one-way traffic on fibre-scanning links and twist-paired with skin misconctinent
on fibre-scanning links. In normal and aggressive mode, UDLD works with the Layer Mechanism 1 to learn the physical status of a link. In Layer 1, autonegotiation takes care of physical signals and fault detection. UDLD does work that is autonomous cannot do, such as detecting the identities of neighbours and closing down muscle skin. When you enable both autonegotation and UDLD, the Layer 1 and
Layer 2 detection work together to prevent physical connections and indedirectional logic and the dysfunction of other protocols. An indedirectional link occurs whenever traffic is sent by a local device received by its neighbors, but traffic to the neighbor is not received by the local device. In normal mode, UDLD detects an indedirectional link when fiber strands in a fibre-optical skin are disrupted with the
Layer 1 mechanism by detecting this misconceptions. If the ports are connected correctly but the traffic is a way, UDLD does not detect the indedirectional link because the Layer 1 mechanism, which is supposed to detect this condition, does not do so. In this case, the logical link is considered determined, and UDLD does not disable the port. When UDLD is in normal mode, if one of the fiber strands of a
pair of discure, as long as autonegotige is active, the link does not stay up because the Layer 1 mechanism detects a physical problem with the link. In this case, UDLD does not take any action with the logical link considered determined. In aggressive mode, UDLD detects an indedirectional link using previous detection methods. UDLD in aggressive mode can also detect an indedirectional link on a point-
to-point link over which there is no failure between the two allowed devices. It can also detect an indedirect link when one of the following problems exists: On fiber-optical or twisting-paired links, one of the skins cannot be sent or Traffic. On fibre-scanning or twist-paired ties, one of their skin is down while the other is up. One of the fiber strands of the discoect cable. In these cases, UDLD disables the
affected port. At point-to-point links, UDL hey packages can be regarded as a beating that contains the health guarantee presence of the link. Conversely, the loss of the beat that means that the link must be shut down if it is not possible to restore a bidirectional link. If both foreign fibers in a cable are working normally in a Layer 1 perspective, UDLD in aggressive mode detects whether these fiber strands
are connected correctly and if the traffic flows bidirectionally between the correct neighbors. This check cannot be performed by autonegotivation because autonegotiation operation in Layer 1. UDLD operates using two methods: Neighbor Database Maintenance learns about other UDLD-capable neighbors by period audioly sending a hey package (also called an advertisement or depth) on each active port
to keep each device informed about its neighbours. When the change receives a Greeting message, it hides the information until the age time (retention time or time-to-live) expires. If the change receives a new hello message before an older cache entry, change the Replace entry to older with the new one. Whenever a disable port with UDLD is run, each time UDLD is disabled on a port, or each time the
switch is Reset, UDLD keys all existing cache entries for the ports affected by the configuration change. UDLD sent at least one message to inform neighbors of flushing the cache parts affected by the situation change. The intended message keeps the cache synchronized. Event-driven detection and relieve UDLD depends on kick as its detection mechanism. Whenever a UDLD device learns about a new
neighbor or receives a resynchronization request from an out-of-synchronization neighbor, it restarts the detection window on its side of the connection and sends uncovered messages in response. Because this behavior is the same on all UDLD neighbors, the person in the echoing expects to receive an echo of response. If the detection window ends and there are no valid reply messages received, the
link might be closed, depending on the UDLD mode. When UDLD is in normal mode, the link can be considered determined and might not be closed. When UDLD is in aggressive mode, the link is considered indedirective, and the port is disabled. If UDLD in normal mode is in the advertising or in the detection phase and all the neighboring cache entries are aging out, UDLD restart the link-up sequence of
receiver and any potentially out-of-five neighbors. If you enable aggressive mode when all the neighbors in a port are aging out either in the advertising or through the detection phase, UDLD restart the link-up sequence to resnynchronize with any potentially out-of-five neighbors. UDLD closes the port if, after the fast tracks of messages, the link state is still indeterminate. 33-1 UDLD Detection of an
indirectional Link Page 15 Unidirectional Link Detection (UDLD) is a Layer 2 Protocol that allows devices to connect to fibre-scanning or twisting-paired Ethernet Cbles to control the physical configuration of the cables and sensors when an indedirectional link exists. All connected devices must support UDLD for the protocol to successfully identify and disable indirectional links. When UDLD detects an
indedirect link, it disables the affected port and alerts you. Indedirective links can cause a variety of problems, including spaning-tree serene topology. UDLD supports two modes of operation: normal (the default) and aggressive. In normal mode, UDLD can detect indedirectional links due to skin dismay over fiber-scanning connections. In aggressive mode, UDLD can also detect indirectional links due to
one-way traffic on fibre-scanning links and twist-paired with skin misconctinent on fibre-scanning links. In normal and aggressive mode, UDLD works with the Layer Mechanism 1 to learn the physical status of a link. In Layer 1, autonegotiation takes care of physical signals and fault detection. UDLD does work that is autonomous cannot do, such as detecting the identities of neighbours and closing down
muscle skin. When you enable both autonegotation and UDLD, the Layer 1 and Layer 2 detection work together to prevent physical connections and indedirectional logic and the dysfunction of other protocols. An indedirectional link occurs whenever traffic is sent by a local device received by its neighbors, but traffic to the neighbor is not received by the local device. In normal mode, UDLD detects an
indedirectional link when fiber strands in a fibre-optical skin are disrupted with the Layer 1 mechanism by detecting this misconceptions. If the ports are connected correctly but the traffic is a way, UDLD does not detect the indedirectional link because the Layer 1 mechanism, which is supposed to detect this condition, does not do so. In this case, the logical link is considered determined, and UDLD does not
disable the port. When UDLD is in normal mode, if one of the fiber strands of a pair of discure, as long as autonegotige is active, the link does not stay up because the Layer 1 mechanism detects a physical problem with the link. In this case, UDLD does not take any action with the logical link considered determined. In aggressive mode, UDLD detects an indedirectional link using previous detection
methods. UDLD in aggressive mode can also detect an indedirectional link on a point-to-point link over which there is no failure between the two allowed devices. It can also detect an indedirectional link when one of the following problems exists: On fiber-scanned or twisting-paired links, one of the ports cannot be sent or received traffic. On fibre-scanning or twist-paired ties, one of their skin is down while
the other is up. One of the fiber strands of the discoect cable. In these cases, UDLD is disabled Port. In a point-to-point link, hey UDL packages can be regarded as a beating that contains the health guarantee presence of the link. Conversely, the loss of the beat that means that the link must be shut down if it is not possible to restore a bidirectional link. If both foreign fibers in a cable are working normally in
a Layer 1 perspective, UDLD in aggressive mode detects whether these fiber strands are connected correctly and if the traffic flows bidirectionally between the correct neighbors. This check cannot be performed by autonegotivation because autonegotiation operation in Layer 1. UDLD operates using two methods: Neighbor Database Maintenance learns about other UDLD-capable neighbors by period
audioly sending a hey package (also called an advertisement or depth) on each active port to keep each device informed about its neighbours. When the change receives a Greeting message, it hides the information until the age time (retention time or time-to-live) expires. If the change receives a new hello message before an older cache entry, change the Replace entry to older with the new one. Whenever
a disable port with UDLD is run, each time UDLD is disabled on a port, or each time the switch is Reset, UDLD keys all existing cache entries for the ports affected by the configuration change. UDLD sent at least one message to inform neighbors of flushing the cache parts affected by the situation change. The intended message keeps the cache synchronized. Event-driven detection and relieve UDLD
depends on kick as its detection mechanism. Whenever a UDLD device learns about a new neighbor or receives a resynchronization request from an out-of-synchronization neighbor, it restarts the detection window on its side of the connection and sends uncovered messages in response. Because this behavior is the same on all UDLD neighbors, the person in the echoing expects to receive an echo of
response. If the detection window ends and there are no valid reply messages received, the link might be closed, depending on the UDLD mode. When UDLD is in normal mode, the link can be considered determined and might not be closed. When UDLD is in aggressive mode, the link is considered indedirective, and the port is disabled. If UDLD in normal mode is in the advertising or in the detection
phase and all the neighboring cache entries are aging out, UDLD restart the link-up sequence of receiver and any potentially out-of-five neighbors. If you enable aggressive mode when all the neighbors in a port are aging out either in the advertising or through the detection phase, UDLD restart the link-up sequence to resnynchronize with any potentially out-of-five neighbors. UDLD closes the port if, after
the fast tracks of messages, the link state is still indeterminate. Figure 33-1 UDLD Detection in an Indirectional Link Page 16 Software you released may not support all the features documented in this chapter. For feature updates and caveats, see release notes for your platform and software release. Use Cisco Feature Navigator to get information about platform support and Cisco software support. To
access Cisco Feature Navigator, go to . An account on Cisco.com not required. You must enter to reload the exec privilege command to have your configured SDM templates take effect. For IPV6 route support, you must run the BASE LAN image on the switch. When you select and configure SDM templates, you must reload the switch for the configuration to take effect. If you try to configure IPv6 features
without first selecting a dual IPv4 and IPv6 template, a warning message is generated. Use the dual-fireplace patterns to result in less TCAM capabilities allowed for each resource, so don't use whether you plan to send only IPv4 traffic. You can use SDM templates to configure system resources to shift from support optimization for specific features, depending on how to change the use of the network. You
can select a template to assign maximum system usage for some functions or use the default template to balance resources. To allocate memory content gloves (TCAM) resources for different usage, the SDM model priority model priority system resources priority optimization support for certain features. When running the BASE image, you can select SDM templates to optimize the following features:
Default - The default Templates provides balance to all 2 function layers. Dual IPv4 and IPv6 - Enables the change to be used in dual-fireplace settings (supports both IPv4 and IPv6). LAN Routing Base - The routing model maximizes system resources for IPv4 route universities, typically required for a router or aggregator in the center of a network. See the Dual IPv4 and IPv6 SDM Default Templates
section. Note that a switch running the LAN Lite image supports only the default SDM template. Table 11-1 Approximate amount of Resource Features enabled by IPv4 Default Resource Template Unicast Mac address 12 K Internet Protocol Management Group (IGMP) group and multidicast route 1 IPv4 route indicate 0 Route Policy-based entry access control (ACES) 0 IPv4 or MAC QoS ACES 0.75K IPv4
or MAC Security ACES 1 K tables 11-2 Approximately the number of Resources Features enabled by each Default Resource model QoS Routing Unic Mac address 8 K 8 K 2 K 2 Group IGMP with multidification Route 256 256 1 K Unicast Route 0 4 K 4 K 0 2 K 2 K Policy Based On Road ACES 0 512 QoS Classification ACES 375 62 5 6 25 Security ACES 375 125 K Layer 2 VLANS 1 K 1 K 1 K 1 The first 1
rows of the tables (unicast MAC addresses in ACES Security) represent approximately the limitations of the computer set when a template is selected. If a section of an on-duty component resource is full, all overflow processes sent to the CPU, seriously affecting performance switching. The last row is a guide that is used to calculate hardware resource consumption that is related to the number of Layer 2
VLANs on the switch. You can choose an SDM template to support Version 6 (IPv6) is required to switch. The dual IPv4 and IPv6 templates allow the switch to be used in dual-stack environments (supporting both IPv4 and IPv6). Use the dual-stack templates the results of less TCAM capabilities allowed for each resource. You should not use this template if you plan to send only IPv4 traffic. These SDM
templates support IPv4 and IPv6 settings: Dual IPv4 and IPv6 default templates - Supported Layer 2, QoS, and ACLs for IPv4; and Layer 2, IPv6 hosts, and ACLs for IPv6. Dual IPv4 and IPv6 routing model-Supported Layer 2, multidicast, routing (including policy-based routine), QoS, and ACLS for IPv4; and Layer 2, routing, and ACLs for IPv6. Table 11-3 Approximate Resource Feature enabled by Dual
IPv6-IPv6 Templates1 Resource IPv4-and-IPv6 Default Unicast MAC address 8 KPv4 cluster IPG4 and multidist route 0 25 K Total IPv4 unicast route: 0 Directly connected IPv4 has all hosted 0 IPv6 multicast group 0.375K Total IPV6 unicast routes: 0 Directly connected IPv6 add addressing 0 Indirect IPv6 indirect route 0 IPv4 policy based on ACES route 0 IPv4 or MAC QoS ACES (total) 0.375K IPv4 or
MAC Security ACES (total) 0.3 7 KPv6 policy-based routing ACES2 0 IPv6 QoS ACESS 0 IPv6 Security ACES 0.125K commands For Step 1 configure culmination to enter global configuration mode. Step 2 sdm prefer { default | double-ipv4-and-ipv6 { default | bloated-routing } Specify the template SDM to be used on the switch: default - Provides the balance of all functions. dual-ipv4-and-ipv6 -Select a
template that supports both IPv4 and IPv6 routes. – default – Balance IPv4 and IPv6 Layer 2 fonts. Thread-route – Maximize IPv4 routes on the switch. The default balance template is used to system resources. Step 3 End Return to privileged EXEC mode. Step 4 reload the operating system reload. This is an example of the output display sdm preferred default order: Change # Show sdm # Show sdm
preferred default templates: The Template select optimizes the resources of the switch to support this level of features for 0 routed interfaces and 1024 VLANs. number of unicast mac addresses: 8K numbers in group IPv4 IPV4: 0.25K number of IPv4 / MAC qos access: 0.3 Number of IPv4 / MAC access security: 0.375k This is an example of output from sdm to show double preferred sdm -ipv4-and-ip
Default command: Switch # Displays the sdm preferred dual-ipv4-and-ipv6 default dual-ipv4-and-ipv6 default templates: Select templates optimizing the resources in the switch to support this level of features for 0 route interfaces and 1024 VLANs. number of unicast mac addresses: 7.5K number of IPv4 IPV4 group IPMP + multidicast route: 0.25K number of route indication IPv4: 0 number in multicast IPv6
group: 0.375k numbers in directly-connected IPV6 address: 0 number of indirect IPv6 unicast routes: 0 number of IPv4 rules based on route thats: 0 number of IPv4 / MAC qos Acess: 0.375k numbers of IPv4 / MAC access security: 0.375k the number of IP66 policies routing assertion: 0 number of IPv6 qos access: 0 number of IPv6 security tho: 0.125k This is an example of output from show sdm prefer the
license command: Change # Show sdm PreferRed Lanbase-routing Lanbase-routing model: The Model Select optimization resource in the switch supports this level of feature for 8 routed interfaces and 1005 VLANs. number of unicast mac addresses: 4K numbers of IPv4 IPV4 cluster IPMP + multidicast route: 0.25K number of unicast IPv4 routes: 4.25K number in direct ly-connected IPv4 contains all
objects: 4K numbers of indirect route IPv4: 0.25K IPv4 policy numbers based on route routing: 0 numbers in IPv4 / MAC qos acess: 0.375k numbers of IPv4 / MAC access security: 0.375k This example shows how to configure IPv4-and-IPv6 default template on a switch desktop: Switch (config)# sdm prefer dual-ipv4-and-ipv6 default switch (config) # exit Switch # reload Continue and reload? [confirmed] The
following sections provide references related to change administration: Related topics Document Title Cisco IE 2000 Commands Cisco IE 2000 Switch Reference, Release 15.0(1) EY Cisco IOS basic commands Cisco IOS Configuration Fundamental Reference Reference Title Title New or modified standards are supported by this feature, and support for existing standards has not been modified by this
feature. - RFCs Title Name new or modified RFCs are supported by this feature, and support for existing RFCs has not been modified by this feature. - Description link to the Cisco Technical Support website has thousands of pages of searchable technical content, including links to products, technology , solutions, technical tips, and tools. Register Cisco.com users can log in to this page to access even more
content. Page 17 Release software you cannot support all the features documented in this chapter. For the feature updates and caveats, see the release notes for your platform and software release. Use Cisco Feature Navigator to get information about platform support and Cisco software support. To access Cisco Feature Navigator, go to . An account on Cisco.com not required. An SNMP group is a table
that maps SNMP users to SNMP views. An SNMP user is a member of an SNMP group. An SNMP host is the recipient of an SNMP tip operation. An SNMP Engine ID is a name for the local or remote SNMP engine. If the switch starts with the switch startup configuration there is at least one snmp-server configuration command, the SNMP agent is enabled. When configuring an SNMP cluster, do not specify
a warning view. The global host server setup autogenerates a notification view for the user and then adds it to the group associated with that user. Modifying view group notifications affects all users associated with this group. See the Cisco IOS Network Management Command Reference for information about when you should configure notified input. To configure a remote user, specify IP address or port
number for the SNMP agent remotely to the device where the user resides. Before you configure remote users for a particular agent, configure the SNMP Engine ID, using the snmp-server global configuration engine with the remote option. The remote SNMP agent's engine ID and user password are used to the authentication and privacy digest. If you do not configure the remote ID engine first, the
configuration command fails. When configuring SNMP is informed, you need to configure the SNMP Engine ID for the remote agent of the SNMP database before you can send proxy requests or inform it. If a local user is not associated with a remote host, the switch does not send information to the author (authNoPriv) and the private (around) authentication level. Changing the value of the SNMP engine ID
has significant implications. A user's password (entered on the command line) is converted to an MD5 or SHA Security Digest based on the password and the local engine ID. The command-line password is then destroyed, as required by RFC 2274. Because of this deletion, if the value of the Change ID engine, the security digest of SNMPv3 users becomes invalid, and you need to recommend SNMP
users using the snmp-server user configuration global command. Similar restrictions require the reconfigure of community strings when the engine ID is changed. The Simple Management Protocol (SNMP) is an application-layer protocol that provides a message format for communication between administrators and agents. The SNMP system consists of an SNMP manager, an SNMP agent, and an MIB.
The SNMP manager can be part of a network management system (NMS) such as CiscoWorks. The agent and MIB reside on the change. To configure SNMP on the switch, you define the relationship between the manager and the agent. The SNMP agent has the MIB variable that the SNMP manager value can request or change. A manager can get a value from an agent or store a value in the agent. The
agent gathers data from the MIB, the repository for information about device parameters and network data. The agent can also respond to a manager's request to get or terminate data. An agent can send concrete traps to the manager. Traps are messages alting the SNMP manager to a requirement on the network. Traps can mean improved user authentication, restart, link status (up or down), MAC
address tracking, close to a TCP connection, loss of connection to a neighbor, or other important events. This release software supports the following SNMP versions: the SNMPv1-Network Management Protocol, a Full Internet Standard, defined in RFC 1157. SNMPv2C replaces Administrative Part-based Administrative and Security Framework of SNMPv2Classic and Community-based Ad Foundation of
SNMPv2C while maintaining the essential retrieval and improving handling of SNMPv2Classic. It had the following features: - SNMPv2-Version 2 of the simple network management protocol, a Standard Internet draft, in RFCs 1902 until 1907. – SNMPv2C-Community-based Administrative Foundation for SNMPv2, an Experimental Internet Protocol defined in RFC 1901. SNMPv3 - Version 3 of the SNMP is
an interoperable protocol based on defined in RFCs 2273 to 2275. SNMPv3 provides safe access to devices by native and encrypting packages on the network and includes the following security features: – Message integrity-Ensuring that a package was not supplied and in transport. – Authentication – Determines that the message is from a valid source. – Encryption-Mixing the contents of a package to
prevent it from being read by an un authorised source. Note For select encryption, enter the private keyword. This keyword is available only when the cryptographic (encrypted) software image is installed. Both SNMPv1 and SNMPv2C use a community-based form of security. The community of administrators can access the AGENT MIB is defined by a list of IP addresses to access control and password.
SNMPv2C includes a bulk recovering mechanism and more detailed error reporting messages in management stations. The mechanism to retrieve bulk retrieve tables with large amounts of information, minimizing the number of round-trips required. SNMPv2C improved error-handling includes expanding error codes that distinguish different types of error conditions; These conditions are reported in a single
error code in SNMPv1.Error return code in SNMPv2C reports the error type. SNMPv3 is provided for both security model and security level. A security model is an authentication strategy set up for a user and the group in which the user resides. A security level is the allowed level of security in a security model. A combination of the security level and the security model determine which security mechanism
to use when handling an SNMP package. The available security models are SNMPv1, SNMPv2C, and SNMPv3.Table 36-1 identify the features of the different combinations of security models and their levels. Table 36-1 SNMP Security Model and Model Model Model Level Authentication SNMPv1 NoauthNopriv string Do not use a community code to match for authentication. The SNMPv2C noAuthNopriv
Community does not use a community string to match for authentication. SNMPv3 noAuthNoPriv (requires the LAN base image) Username Does not use a matching username for authentication. SNMPv3 authNoPriv (requires the BASE image LAN) Message Digest 5 (MD5) or Attach Hash Algorithm (SHA) by providing authentication based on the HMAC-MD5 or HMAC-SHA algorithms. SNMPv3 authorPriv
(requires THE BASE IMAGE) MD5 or SHA Data Encryption Standard (DES) or Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) to provide authentication based on the HMAC-MD5 or the HMAC-SHAgorithms. Allows specifying the User-based Security Model (USM) and the following encryption algorithms: DES 56-bit encryption in addition to authentication based on CBC-DES (DES-56) standard. 3DES 168-bit
encryption AES 128-bit, 192-bit, or 256-bit encryption You must the SNMP agent to use the SNMP version supported by the management station. Because an agent can communicate with multiple managers, you can configure the software to support communication by using SNMPv1, SNMPv2C, or SNMPv3.The SNMP Manager uses information in the MIB to perform the operations that are described in
Table 36-2. Table 36-2 SNMP Operation Description Get-Request retrieves a value from a specific variable. Get-Next-Request Retrieve a value from a variable in a table.1 Get-bulk-request retrieve large blocks of data, such as multiple rows in a table, which would otherwise require the transmission of many small blocks of data. get responses to a GET request, Get-Next request, and Set-Request sent by an
NMS. set-request Stores a value in a specific variable. Trap a thoughtful message sent by an SNMP agent to an SNMP manager when some events occurred. SNMP agent respond to SNMP Manager requests as follows: Get a variable MIB-SNMP to start this function to start this function in response to a request to the NMS. The agent retrieves the value of the MIB request variable and responds to the
NMS with that value. Set a variable MIB - The SNMP agent starts this function in response to a message to the NMS. The SNMP agent changes the value of the MIB variable to the value requested by the NMS. The SNMP agent also sent trap message traps to notify an NMS that was an important event held on the agent. Examples of trapping conditions include, but are not limited to, when a port or
module goes up or down, when spaning-tree changes occur, and when authentication failure occurs. SNMP community strings downgrading access to MIB objects and functions as embedded passwords. In order for NMS to access the switch, the community string definitions on the NMS must match at least one of the three community string definitions on the switch. A community string can have one of the
following attributes: Read-only (RO) - Provides access to authorized management stations of all objects in MIB except the community strings but does not allow written access. Read-Write (RW) - Provides read access to authorized management stations of all objects in the MIB, but does not allow access to the community strings. When a clusters is created, the command switches the exchange of



messages among member switches with the SNMP application. If you are using CNA, it appends the member switch number (@esN, where N is the change number) of the first configured RW and RO community strings on the command switch and spread them to the member switches. For more information, see Chapter 6, Configuring Switch Clusters and see Getting Started with Cisco Network Assistant,
available on Cisco.com. An example of an NMS is the CiscoWorks network management software. CiscoWorks 2000 software uses the MIB switch variables to set device variables and voting devices on the network for specific information. The results of a poll may appear as Graph and analyze to troubleshoot web issues, increase network performance, verify the configuration of devices, monitor traffic
loads, and more. As shown in Figure 36-1, the SNMP agent gathers data from the MIB. The agent can send traps, or notifications to certain events, to the SNMP manager, who receives and treats the traps. Traps the SNMP alert manager to a requirement on the network such as malicious user authentication, restart, status links (up or down), MAC address tracking, and so forth. The SNMP agent also
responded to MIB-related requests sent by the SNMP manager at Get-Request, Get-Next Request, and Set-Request Format. Figure 36-1 SNMP Network SNMP allows the change to send notifications to Remote SNMP when particular events occur. SNMP warnings may be sent as traps or informed requests. In command syntax, unless there is an option in the order to select either trapping or information,
the keyword traps refer to either trapping or information, or both. Use the snmp-server host command to specify whether to send SNMP notifications as traps or informed. Note that SNMPv1 does not support information. The mines are unreliable because the receiver does not send a recognizable when he receives a mine field, and the sender cannot determine if the mine field is received. When an SNMP
manager receives an informed request, he recognizes the message with an SNMP response protocol unit data (PDU). If the recipient does not receive a response, the information request may be sent again. Because they may be recent, informed are more likely than mines to reach their intended destination. These features that make informed more reliable than traps also consume more resources in the
switch and in the network. Unlike a snare, which is thrown as soon as it is sent, an informed request is made in memory until they receive a response or the request times out. Traps are sent only once, but an information could be recent or retried multiple times. The retries increase traffic and contribute to a higher overhead over the network. Therefore, trapping and informing requires a trade-off between
reliability and resources. If it is important that the SNMP manager receives every notification, use informed requests. If traffic on the network or memory of the change is a concern and notification is not required, use traps. In an NMS, the IF-MIB generates and assigns an interface index (siIndex) value object that is a unique number that is greater than zero to identify a physical interface or a logical interface.
When the reboot is changed or the switch software is upgraded, the switch uses this same value for the cornea. For example, if the switch assigns a port 2 a siIndex value in 10003, this value is the same after the reboot is changed. The change uses one of the values in Table 36-3 to allocate a siIndex value to a kine. Table 36-3 siIndex Value Interface Type siIndex Range SVI 1-4999 EtherChannel 5001-
5048 Physical (such as Gigabit Ethernet or SFP-module interface) based on type and port number 1000-1400-1400-1400 10501 Loopback and Tunnels 24567 + Note the change could not use sequence values in a range. You use the SNMP community string to define the relationship between the SNMP manager and the agent. The community string to act like a password allows access to the agent on the
switch. If you want, you can specify one or more of the following features associated with the string: A list of access to IP addresses of the SNMP addresses that allow to use the community string to access the MIB agent view, which defines the subsets of all MIB objects accessible to the community to provide it with write or read-only permission for the MIB objects accessible to the community A manager
snare is a management station that provides a management station. receive and process permission. Traps are system-changed warnings to generate when certain events occur. By default, no trap manager is defined, and no traps are sent. Switch running this Cisco IOS release may have an unlimited number of administrator traps. Note that many commands use the word traps in the command syntax.
Unless there is an option in the order to select either trapping or informed, the keyword traps refer to traps, informed, or both. Use host snmp-server global configuration command to specify whether to send SNMP notifications as traps or information. The following table describes supported mines supported (notification types). You can enable any or all of these traps and configure a trap manager to receive
them. To allow sending of informed SNMP notifications, use the snmp-server enabled snare global configuration combined with the snmp-server host-address host- add informed global configuration command. Table 36-4 Change Notification Notification Type Keyword Description Bridge Generate STP Bridge Trap MIB Trap. configuration generates a trap for SNMP configuration changes. copy-configuration
generates a trap for SNMP copy configuration changes. Generates a trap for SNMP entity changes. cup doors allow mines related to CPU. the environment generates the environment traps. You can enable any or all of these setting traps: fans, lock, status, supplies, temperatures. Error Generates a Trap for a Disabled VLAN port error. You can also set a maximum traps percentage per minute. The range is
from 0 to 100000; the default is 0, which means there is no percentage limit. flash Generate SNMP notification FLASH. hsrp Generates a Trap for Hot Standby Router Protocol (HSRP) changes. ipmulticast generates a trap for multidicast route changes. mac-notification generates a trap for MAC addresses. msdp Generates a Trap for Multicast Source Discovery Protocol (MSDP) changes. ospf generates a
trap for Open Shortcut First (OSPF) change. You can allow any or all of these traps: Specific Cisco, Error, Advertising link-state, percentage limit, retransmit, and state changes. form generates a minefield for the Protocol-Independent Multicast (PIM) change. You can enable any or all of these traps: invalid PIM messages, neighbor changes, and changes to the map. Port-Security Generates Trap SNMP
Port Security. You can also set a maximum trap rate per second. The range is from 0 to 1000; the default is 0, which means that there is no percentage limit. Note When you configure a trap by using port-security type notifications, configure the port security trap first, and then configure the port security trap percentage: Server speed allows snmp-secure snmp-server traps to allow traps port-security rtr to
generate a trap for SNMP Weather Report (RTR). snent Generate a trap for SNMP-type notifications for authentication, cold start, hot start, link up or link down. temporarily - Control generates a trap for SNMP temperature control. You can also set a maximum traps percentage per minute. The range is from 0 to 1000; the default is 0 (no limit is imposed; a trap is sent to each incident). stpx Generate SNMP
STP Extend snare MIB. Sislog Generate Trap SNMP Psychologist. tty Generate a snare for TCP connection. This trap is enabled by default. vlan-member generates a trap for member changes of SNLAN VLAN. vlancre Generate SNMP VLAN create traps. vlandelete Generate SNMP VLAN erase traps. vtp Generates a Minefield for VLAN Trunking Protocol (VTP) changes. Note that although visible in
strings helps command-line, fry-the-ctrl, insertion, and remove keywords are not supported. You can use the snmp-server host configuration command at a specific host to receive the notification types listed in Table 36-4. Table 36-5 Default SNMP Settings Feature Default Settings SNMP Agent Disable3. Receiver Trapping SNMP is not configured. Snare SNMP is not allowed except the snare for TCP
connection (tty). SNMP version If no version keyword is present, the default is Version 1. SNMPv3 authentication If there are no entry keywords, the default is the noauth (noAuthNopriv) security level. Type SNMP notification if no type is specified, all notifications are sent. There is no server-server global configuration command disable all running versions (Version 1, Version 2C, and Version 3) on the
device. No specific Cisco IOS commands exist to enable SNMP. The first snmp-server global configuration command that you enter allowed all versions of SNMP. Task Command Step 1 configure terminal Inters global configuration mode. Step 2 There is no snmp-server to disable the SNMP operation. Step 3 End Return to privileged EXEC mode. Note to disable access for an SNMP community, set the
community string for the community to the null string (by entering a value for the community string). Task Command Step 1 configure terminal Inters global configuration mode. Step 2 snmp -server community string [view-view-name][rw][access-list-number] Configure the community string. Note the @ symbol used for the delimited context information. Avoid using the @ symbol as part of the SNMP
community string when configuring the following command.string - Specify a string that acts like a password and allows access to the SNMP protocol. can configure one or more community strings to any length. (Optional) see – Specify the view file accessible in the community. (Optional) Specify either read-only (ro) if you want to station management authorize recovering MIB objects, or specifying read-write
(rw) if you want to station authorize management to retrieve and modify MIB objects. By default, the community string allows read-only access to all the objects. (Optional) access-list-number – Specify a Standard IP access listed in the number from 1 to 99 and 1300 to 1999. Step 3 Access -List Access - List - Number { Deny |permission } source [source-wildcard] (Optional) If you specified a standard IP
access number in step 2, then create the list, repeat the order as many times as necessary. Access-list-number – Specify the specified number access list in Step 2. denied – Denied access if conditions are matched. The keyword allows access if conditions are matched. Source – Specify the IP address of the SNMP administering which allows to use the community string to access the agent. (Optional)
source-wildcard – Specify the wildcard bits of doted decimal notation to be applied to the source. Put them even in the bit positions that you want to ignore. The list of access is always suspended by a denied statement for everything. Step 4 End Return to privileged EXEC mode. You can specify an identification name (Engine ID) for the local engine or remote SNMP Server engine on the switch. You can
configure an SNMP server group that maps SNMP users to SNMP views, and you can add new users to the SNMP group. Task Command Step 1 configure terminal Inters global configuration mode. Step 2 snmp -server engine { local engine-string | remote ip-address [udp-port-number] engine -string } Configure a name for either the local or remote copy of SNMP. The engine-string is a 24-character
character ID with the name of the copy of SNMP. You don't need to specify all the 24-character engine ID if it has trailing zero. Specify only portions of the engine ID up to point where only zero remains in the value. For example, to configure an engine ID of 12340000000000000000000000, you can enter this: snmp-server local engine 1234 If you choose remote, specify the ip-address of the device that
contains the remote copy of SNMP and if you want user Data Protocol (UDP) port on the remote device. The default is 162. Step 3 snmp -server groupname { v1|v2c|v3|author|anything|private | [read reviews] [write notification ] notifyview ] [ Access Access ] Configure a new SMP cluster on the remote device. group— Specify the group name. Specify a security model: - v1 is the least secure of the possible
security models. – v2c is the at least second security model. It allows transmission of information and integers twice the normal width. – v3, the safest, requires you to choose an authentication level: Author – Enable Message Lage 5 (MD5) and the Hash Algorithm (SHA) authentication package. nouth -Enable security level noAuthNoPriv security. This is the default if no keyword is specified. Private - Enable
Data Encryption Standard (DES) package encryption (also called privacy). Note the private keyword is available only when the cryptographic software image is installed. (Optional) read the reviewer - Specify a string (not beyond 64 characters) which is the name of the view where you can only see the contents of the agent. (Optional) Write write— Specify a string (not to exceed 64 characters) that is the
name of the view in which you enter data and configure the contents of the agent. (Optional) notify) notify a string (not to exceed 64 characters) which is the name of the location view. you specify a notify, informed, or trap. (Optional) Access-List - Specify a string (not beyond 64 characters) which is the name of the access list. Step 4 snmp -server username username { remote host [udp-port]} { v1 [access-
list] |v2c [access ] access [ Access ] | v3 [ access ] | access ] | v3 [ encrypted ] [ Access ] Access -list] [ author { md5 | shauth -password ] } [ private { profiles |3d |aes { 128|192|256} } priv-password ] Add a new user for an SNMP cluster. the user name— Specify a user name on the host that is connected to the Agents.Group — Specify a name of the group that the associated user. remote – Specify a remote
SNMP entity that the user belongs with the hostname or IP address of this entity and the optional UDP port number. The default is 162. Enter the SNMP version number (v1, v2c, or v3). If you enter v3, you have the following additional options: - encrypted - Specify that the password appears in encrypted format. This keyword is available only when the v3 keyword is specified. – Native – Specify an
authentication level setting session that can be either HMAC-MD5-96 (md5) or the HMAC-SHA-SHA 96 (shame) authentication level and require a password string authentication-password (not beyond 64 characters). If you enter v3 and the switch is running the cryptographic software image, you can also configure a private (private algorithm) encryption and password string priv-password (not beyond 64
characters). – Private – Specify the User-based Security Model (USM). – Profiles – Specify the use of the 56-bit DES algorithm. –3d—Specify the use of the 168-bit DES algorithm. – Aes — Specify the use of the DES algorithm. You must select either 128-bit, 192-bit, or 256-bit encryption. (Optional) Enter Access list-list with a string (not beyond 64 characters) that is the name of the Access list. Step 5 End
Return to Privileged EXEC mode. Task Command Step 1 configure terminal Inters global configuration mode. Step 2 snmp - Server engine remote ip-address engine - string specifics the engine ID for the remote host. Step 3 snmp -server username username { remote host [udp-port]} { v1 [access-list] |v2c [access list] | ] [ Author { md5 |sha } author-password ] } Configure an SNMP user to be associated
with the remote host that was created in step 2. Note You cannot configure a remote user for an address without first configuring the engine ID for the remote host. Otherwise, you receive an error message, and the command is not executed. Step 4 snmp -server groupname { v1|v2c|v3|author|nodwen|private | [read reviews] [write] [notify notifyview] [accessibility] Configuring an SMP cluster. Step 5 snmp -
server host -addr [inform |snare] [ version →1|2c|3|nothing|private}}] community-string [notification-type] Specify the recipient of an SNMP trap operation. host-add - Specify the name or web address of the host (the targeted recipient). (Optional) Inform - SNMP SNMP information must be sent to the host. (Optional) snare (the default) - Specify SNMP traps to be sent to the host. (Optional) Specify the SNMP
version (1, 2c, or 3). SNMPv1 does not support information. (Optional) Version 3 - Select authentication level authentication authentication, refrigerator, or private keyword privacy is available only when the cryptographic software image is installed. Community-string string -When version 1 or version 2c is specified, enter the password-like community string sent with the notification operation. When version 3
specified, enter the user name SNMPv3.Note the @ symbol is used for the delimited context information. Avoid using the @ symbol as part of the SNMP community string when configuring this command. (Optional) notification-type – Specify a notification type. Use the keywords listed in Table 36-4. If no type is specified, all notifications are sent. Step 6 snmp-server enables snare notification-type Allow the
change to send traps or inform and specify what type of notifications to be sent. For a list of notification types, see Table 36-4, or Enter snmp-server Enabled Traps? To allow multiple types of traps, you must enter a separate snmp-server enabled snare command for each type of traps. Note When you configure a trap using port-security type notifications, configure the port security trap first, and then
configure the port security traps percentage: snmp-server enable trapping secure port-secure snmp-server enabling traps port-secure port-security percentage step 7 snmp-server copper-id (Optional) specifics the source source, which provides the IP rate for the snare message. This command also sets the source IP address for information. Step 8 snmp - Server queue-length length (Optional) to establish
the message queue length for each host traps. The range is 1 to 10000; the default is 10. Step 9 snmp - Server trap-timeout seconds (Optional) Define how often to resend message traps. The range is 1 to 10000; the default is 30 seconds. Step 10 End Back in privileged EXEC mode. Step 1 Goal command configure terminal Enters global configuration mode. Step 2 process cups doorstep type { total
|process |interrupt|rising rate interval [fall-rate interval interval] Sets the CPU notification types and values: Total -Sets the total CPU notification type used. Process -Sets the notification type of use CPU process. Interrupt—Sets the notification type of CPU interrupt use. ride rate – Specify the percentage (1 to 100) of CPU resources that, when exceeded for the configured interval, sends a CPU notification.
seconds interval - Specify the duration of the CPU threske violation in seconds (5 to 86400) that, when met, sends a CPU notification. fall-rate – Specify the percentage (1 to 100) of CPU resources that, when it falls below this level for the configured interval, sends a CPU notification. This value must be equal to or less than the rising percentage value. If not specified, the fall-percentage value is the same as
the rising percentage value. Step 3 End Return to privileged EXEC mode. Task Command Step 1 configure terminal Inters global configuration mode. Step 2 snmp-server contact text sets the system contact string. Step 3 snmp-server where text sets the system string location. Step 4 End Return to privileged EXEC mode. Task Command Step 1 configure terminal Inters global configuration mode. Step 2
snmp -server tftp-list access -list -number limit TFTP servers used for configuring duplicate files in SNMP to the servers in the access list. access-list-number -Enter a Standard IP access listed the number from 1 to 99 and 1300 to 1999. Step 3 Access -List Access -List -Number { Deny | source { source [ source-wildcard ] Create a standard access list, repeat the order as many times as necessary. access-
list -number - Enter the specified number access list in Step 2. Deny -Deny access if conditions are matched. The keyword allows access if conditions are matched. Source - Enter the IP address of the TFTP servers which can be accessed from the switch. (Optional) source-wildcard - Enter the wildcard bits, in dotted decimal notation, to be applied to the source. Put them even in the bit positions that you
want to ignore. Remember that the list of access is still suspended by a denied statement implicit for everything. Step 4 End Return to privileged EXEC mode. Task command displays snmp Show SNMP Statistics. show engine snmp [ local | Displays information about the local SNMP engine and all remote engines that have been configured on the device. show skip group Show information about each
SNMP group on the network. Show snmp prevent Display information about the SNMP request pending. Show snmp session information about current SNMP sessions. show snmp user Display information about each SNMP user name in the SNMP user table. Note that you must use the following command to show SNMPv3 configuration information for authors | Northwest | private mode. This information
is not displayed in the show-configuring output. The following example shows how to all versions of SNMP. The configuration allows any SNMP manager to access all objects that have read-only authorization by using the community string public. This configuration does not cause the change to send any traps. Switch (config)# snmp - This public community server shows how to enable any SNMP manager
to access all objects that have read-only permission using the community string public. The change also sends traps VTP 192.180.1.111 and 192.180.180.1.33 using SNMPv1 and to the hosts 192.180.1.27 using SNMPv2C. The community string public is sent with traps. Switch (config)# snmp -server public community switch (config)# snmp -server enable snare vtp switch (config)# snmp-server host
192.180.1.27 version 2c public switch (setup) # snmp-server host 19 2.180.111 Version 1 Public Switch (config)# snmp-server host 192.180.1.33p The following example shows how to enable read-only access for all objects in members of Access List 4 that uses the community string. No other SNMP manager has access to any object. SNMP Trap Authentication Failures are sent by SNMPv2C to the host
cisco.com using the community string public. Switch (config)# snmp -server komaccess ro 4 switch (configuration) # snmp -server enable brach brach native switch (setup)# Host snmp-server cisco.com version published this 2c shows how to send entity MIB traps to your cisco.com host. The restricted community string. The first line allows the change to send traps to THE MIB entity in addition to any traps
already allowed. The second line specifies the destination of these traps and overwrite any server commands prior to the snmp-server for the cisco.com. Switch(config)# snmp-server enable traps entity switch(config)# snmp-server host cisco.com restricted entity This example shows how to enable the switch to send all traps to the host myhost.cisco.com using the community string : public switch(config)#
snmp-server enableps switch(config)# snmp-server host myhost.cisco.com public example this example how to associate to a user with the remote host and to send auth (authNoPriv)authentication-level informs when the user enters global configuration mode:switch(config)# snmp-serverID remote 192.180.1.27 00000063000100a1c0b4011b Switch(config)# snmp -server group authgroup v3 auth
switch(config)# snmp -server user authuser authgroup remote 192.180.1.27 v3 auth md5 mypassword switch(config)# snmp-server user authuser authgroup v3 auth md5 mypa sssword switch(config)# snmp-server host 192.180.1.27 informs version 3 auth authuser config switch(config)# snmp-server enable traps switch(config)# snmp-server inform retries 0 This example shows to assign the string
comaccess to SNMP , to allow read-only access, and to specify that IP access list 4 can use the community string to access the SMP Agents: Change (setup) # snmp-server community comaccess ro 4 The following sections provide references related to changed administration: Related Title Documents IE 2000 Command Cisco IE 2000 Switch Reference Command, Release 15.0 (1) EY Cisco IOS Basic
Command Cisco IOS Pleasure Command Cisco IOS SNMP Syntax Reference and Usage CisoS IOS Management Commands Title Name or modified standards are supported by this feature, and support for existing standards has not been modified by this feature. - RFCs Title Name new or modified RFCs are supported by this feature, and support for existing RFCs has not been modified by this feature.
Register Cisco.com users can log in to this page to access even more content. Page 18 Release software you cannot support all the features documented in this chapter. For the feature updates and caveats, see the release notes for your platform and software release. Use Cisco Feature Navigator to get information about platform support and Cisco software support. To access Cisco Feature Navigator, go
to . An account on Cisco.com not required. When you configure VTP, you must configure a trunk port so that the change can send and receive VTP advertisement and from other switches in the domain. For more information, see the Configuring an Ethernet Creation as a Trunk Port Section. If you are configured VTP on a client member switch in a VLAN, use the recommended privilege EXEC command to
log in to the member switch. In VTP versions 1 and 2, when you configure short-range VLANs on the switch, the switch must be in transparent VTP mode. VTP version 3 also supports creating extended-range VLANs in client or server mode. This chapter describes how to configure the Spaning Tree Protocol (STP) on port-based VLANs on the switch. The switch can use either the per-VLAN Spaning-Tree
Plus (PVST+) protocol based on the IEE 802.1D standard and Cisco's proprietary extension, or the quick protocol per-VLAN spaning-tree plus (quick-PVST+) protocol based on IEE's 802.1w standard. STP is a protocol 2 link management link that provides the redundancy path while preventing loop through the network. For a layer 2 Ethernet network to function properly, only one active path can exist
between any two workstations. Multiple active paths among end stations cause loop of the network. If a loop exists in the network, End Station might receive duplicate messages. Switch might also learn end-station MAC addresses on multiple Layer 2 interfaces. These conditions result in an unstable network. Spaning-tree operation is transparent to end station, which cannot be detected if they are
connected to a single LAN segment or a changed LAN to multiple segments. The STP uses a tree-spaning algorithm to select one switch to a redundant network that connects as root to the spaning tree. 19 compute the best loop-free path in a changed layer network by assigning a role to each port based on the role of the port in the active topology: Root-A sends eli skin for spaning-tree topology to
designated —An advanced port elected for each LAN segment changes the Alternative—A locking port provides an alternate path to root ports in the reservoir---A port is blocked from a change to configure the loop containing its ports as roles. the designated or as the backup role is the root switch. The switch contains at least one of its ports in the designated role called the designated switch. Spaning trees
forces redundant trails into a resistant state (blocked) state. If a network segment of the spaning tree fails and a redundant path exists, the spaning-tree algorithm recalculated the spaning-tree topology and activating the remaining path. Switch forward and receive spaning-tree frames, called bridge protocol units (BPDUs), at regular intervals. Switches are not sent to these frames, but use them to construct
a loop-free path. BPDUs contains information about the sending switch and its port, including switching and MAC addresses, changing priorities, port priorities, and path prices. Spaning trees use this information to elect root switch and root port for the root network and the root port and the designated port for each segment to change. When two ports on a switch are part of a loop, the port's priority is
performed and paths cost control settings that are set to the forwarding state and that is set to the blocked state. The spanning-tree priority represents the location of a port in the network's topology and how well it is located to pass traffic. The cost price value represents the media speed. Note the default is for the change to send respected messages (ensuring the connection is lifted) only on interfaces that
do not have the form-factor plug (SFP) module. You can use the [Do Not Have] Hold address configuration commands to change the default for a cornea. The following elements: the unique bridge ID (change priority and MAC address) associated with each VLAN on each commute. The porch-tree path listens to the root switch. The port identifier (port priority and MAC address) associated with each layer of
2 katedface. When the switches in a network are powered up, each function as the root switch. Each switch sends a CPDU configuration to all its ports. The BPDUs communicate with the laptop's spaning-tree topology. Each BPDU configuration contains this information: the unique bridge ID of the switch that the switch is sent identifying as the root changes the spaning tree-tree path listens the root ID of
the bridge to send the identifier age message age to the values sent guidance to the hey, forward delay, and max-age protocol tumor when a change receives a superior CPDU configuration (lower ID bridge, lower path, and iron), it stores the information for that port. If this BPDU is received on the root port of the switch, the switch also sends it with an updated message to all lan attached for which it is the
designated switch. If a change receives a CPDU configuration that contains the inferior information that is currently stored for that port, it cast the CPDU. If the switch is a switch designated for the LAN from which the inferior BPDU is received, it sends that LAN a CPDU containing up-to-date information stored for that port. That way, the inferior information is adapted, and superior information is separated on
the network. A BPDU exchange result in the following actions: A switch to the elected network as the root switch (the logical center of the spaning-footer of a changed network). For each VLAN, the sway with the highest priority changed (the lowest numeric priority value) is elected as the root switch. If all switches are configured with the default priority (32768), the switch with the lowest MAC address of the
VLAN becomes the root switch. The priority value changes the most important bus handles in the Bridge ID, as shown in Table 20-1. A selected root port for each switch (except the root switch). This port provides the best path (lower price) when the change forward packages to the root switch. The shorter distance of the compute root switch for each switch is based on the path cost. A switch designated for
each segment LAN is selected. The designated change incurred the lower cost path when sending packages from LAN to the root switch. The port in which the switch is designated is attached and the LAN is called the designated port. All paths that do not need to reach the root switch from anywhere within the network switch are placed in the espayning-blocking blocking mode. The IEE 802.1D Standard
requires that each switch has a unique bridge identifier (Bridge ID), which controls the selection of the root switch. Because each VLAN is regarded as a different logical bridge with PVST+ and quick PVST+, the same switch must have a different bridge ID for each configured VLAN. Each VLAN on the switch has a unique 8-byte bridge ID. The 2 most important bytes are used for the change priority, and the
remaining 6 bytes are from changing the MAC address. The switch supports the IEE 802.1t extension spaning-tree, and some of the bits already used for the change priority are now used as the VLAN identifier. The result is that fewer MAC addresses are reserved for the switch, and a larger range of VLAN ID can be supported, all while maintaining the iniquity of the bridge ID. As shown in Table 20-1, 2
bytes are already used for the change priority to reallocation to a 4-bit priority value and a 12-bit extended system ID value equal to the VLAN ID. Table 20-1 change priority value and extended ID system change priority value extended ID system (set in the VLAN ID) Bit 16 bit 15 bit 14 bit 13 bit 12 bit 11 bit 9 bit 8 bit 7 bit 5 bit 4 bit 3 bit 12 bit 10 32768 16384 8192 4096 2048 1024 512 256 128 64 32 16 8 4
2 1 Spanish tree use the extended ID , the priority changes, and the spaning-footer mac address address makes the bridge ID unique for each VLAN. Support for the extended ID system ID affects how you manually configure the root switch, switch to high root, and the changed priority of a VLAN. For example, when you change the priority value to change, you change the probability that the switch will be
elected as the root switch. Configuring a higher value decreases the probability; a lower value increased the probability. For more information, see the Configuring Root Switch section, Configuring a Secondary Root Switch section, and in the Configuring Optional STP parameter section. Delay proliferation can occur when protocol information passes to an LAN switch. As a result, change topology can take
place at different times and in different places within a network switch. When an interface transitions directly to nonparticipation of the spaning-tree topology of the forwarding state, it can create temporary data loop. Interfaces must wait for new topology information to spread to the LAN switch before starting frame. They must allow the frame lifetime to expire forward frames that used the old topology. Each
Layer 2 interface on a switch using spaning trees exists in one of the following states: Blocking -- the interface does not participate in frame forwards. Listen—The first transitional state after state is blocked when the blockade stake decides that the interface should be involved in frame. Learn—The Interface is prepared to participate in frames. Send--Interfax forwards frame. Disable—The interface does not
participate in spain trees due to a closing skin, no link to the skin, or no proven example is running on the skin. A move interface to the following states: From initialization to blocking from locking to listening or disabled in listening to learning or disabled In Forwarding or Disabled From Forwarding to Disable Figure 20-1 Figure 20-1 shows how an interface is moved to their state. Fig. 20-1 Interface-Tree State
When you power up the switch, tree spaning is enabled by default, with all the cornea of the switch, VLAN, or network going to the blocked state and the transitory states of listening and learning. Spaning trees stabilized every interface in the forwarding state or blocking mower. When the spaning-foot algorithm puts a 2 layer of cornea in the forwarding state, this process occurs: 1. The interface is in the
listening state while spaning tree wait for protocol information to move concords to the blocked state. 2. While spaning trees wait the clock ahead - delays are expired, it moves the headrn state learning and reset the clock forward-delay. 3. In the learning state, the kides continue to block frames forwarding as the switch learn end-station information where for the sending database. 4. When the forward-delay
clock expires, spaning trees move the kides into the forwarding state, where both learning and frame forwards are allowed. A Layer 2 interface in the blocked state does not participate in forwards frames. After initialization, a CPDU is sent to each interface switch. A first function changes as the root until it trades BPDUs with other switches. This established exchange that changes to the network is the root
or root change. If there is only one switch in the network, no exchange occurs, the forward-delay clock expires, and the kkones move to the listening state. An interface always enters the blocked state after change initialization. A cornea of the blocking state performs the following functions: Discards boards receive on the Discad growth frames change from another interest forward by learning to address the
received BPDUs state that cost is the first state of a Interface Layer 2 entry after the state is blocked. The interface enters this state when the spaning tree decides that the interface should opt to frame forwarding. A horn of the state listens to perform the following functions: Discards boards got on the Discad growth frames changed from one corner forward by learning to address Received BPDUs a Layer 2
interface in the learning state prepared to participate in previous frames. The entrance point of the learning state of the listening state. An interface to the learning state performs the following functions: Discards frames received on the Discad growth frames change from another address to Learning Receive BPDUs a 2 corner layer of state forwards to send frames. The entered address state of the learning
state. An interface in the forwarding state performs the following functions: Receiving and frame frames received on the Forwards forwards frames changed from another interface Learnt to address the Receiving BPDUs a Layer 2 interface in the state disabled by participating in frames or in the spaning tree. A cornea of the disabled state is nonoperational. A disable client performs the following functions:
Discards frame receives on the Discad growth frames switched from another interface sent by learning That address does not receive BPDUs If all switches in a network are enabled and settings spaning default-footer, the switch with the lowest MAC address becomes the root switch. In Figure 20-2, Change A is elected as the root switch because the priority changes to all switches set to the default (32768)
and Change A to contain the lowest MAC address. However, because of traffic patterns, the number of senders guidance, or link type, Change A might not be the ideal Change. By increasing the priority (lowering the numeric value) of the ideal switch so that it becomes the root switch, you force a recalculation illustration of the speciation-tree to form a new topology with the ideal switch as the root. Figure
20-2 Spaning-Tree Topology When the spaning-tree topology is calculated based on default parameters, the path between destination end stations in a changed network might not be ideal. For example, linking high-speed links to a kine that has a number higher than the root port can cause a root-port switch. The goal is to make the fastest link port to root. For example, assume that a port on Change B is a
Gigabit Ethernet link and that another port on Change B (a 10/100 link) is the root port. Network traffic could be more efficient on the Gigabit Ethernet link. By changing the port's priority spaning-tree on the Gigabit Ethernet port to a higher priority (lower numeric value) than the root port, port A Gigabit Ethernet becomes the new root port. You can create a redundant backbone with spaning trees by
connecting two switching interfaces to another device or to two different devices, as shown in Figure 20-3. Spaning trees automatically disable one edge but enable it if the other one fails. If one link is high-speed and the other is low-speed, low-speed ties are still disabled. If speeds are the same, the port priority and port ID are added together, and disable the tree to disable the link and the lowest value.
Figure 20-3 Spaning Tree and Redundant Connectivity You can also create redundant links between switches using EtherChannel groups. For more information, see Chapter40, Configuring EtherChannels IEEE 802.1D specifying 17 multidicast addresses, from 0x00180C20000000 0x018000100, to be used by different bridge protocols. These addresses are static addresses that cannot be removed.
Regardless of the spaning-tree state, each switch is received, but does not send packages destined for address between 0x0180C2000000 and 0x01800C20000F. If tree spaning is enabled, the CPU on the switch receives packages destined for 0x0180C2000000 and 0x0180C200010010. If tree spaning is disabled, switch in forward these packages as unknown multidicast addresses. The default for aging
dynamic address is 5 minutes, the default setting of the mac-table aging-time global configuration order. However, a tree-spaning reconfirmation can cause many station locations to change. Because these stations might be unreachable for 5 minutes or more during a reconfigure, the address-aging time is accelerated so that station addresses can be dropped out of the address table and then relearned. The
aging accelerates is the same as the forward-delayed parameter value (spaning-tree vlan-id for forward-time seconds global configuration order) when the recognition tree is recognized. Because each VLAN is a separate spaning-foot instance, the switch accelerates aging on a per-VLAN basis. A Reconfirmation on a single VLAN can cause the dynamic addresses learned on which VLAN to be subject to
accelerated aging. Dynamic addresses on other VLANs may be affected and remain subject to the aging interval entered for the switch. The switch supports the following spaning-tree modes and protocols: PVST+ - This spaning-tree mode is based on the IEE 802.1D standard and Cisco proprietary extension. It is the spaning-foot flaw mode used on all Gigabit-based port VLANs. PVST+ runs on each VLAN
on the switch up to the maximum supported, ensuring that each has a loop-free path to the network. The PVST+ provides Layer 2 Load Balancing for the VLAN to which it runs. You can create different logical topology using the VLANs on your network to ensure that all of your links are used but that no single link is oversubscribed. Each instance of PVST+ on a VLAN has a single root switch. This root
change spreads the spaning-footer information associated with that VLAN to all other switches in the network. Because each switch has the same information about the network, this process ensures that the network topology is maintained. Quick PVST+ – This spaning-tree mode is the same as PVST+ except that uses a quick conversion based on IEE's 802.1w standard. To provide quick conversion,
PVST's quick PVST+ immediately delete dynamically deleted dynamic MAC address entries on a basis per port on receiving a topology change. By contrast, PVST+ uses a short aging time for dynamically learning MAC addresses. PVST's quick PVST+ uses the same configuration as PVST+ (except where noted), and the switch needs only minimum extra count. The benefit of PVST+ schemes is that you
can migrate a large PVST+ installed quick base PVST+ without having to learn the complexity of the MSTP configuration and without having to provision your network. In quick mode – PVST+, each VLAN runs its own spaning-footer – example up to the supported maximum. MSTP - This spaning-tree mode is based on Standard IEE 802.1s. You can map multiple VLANs in the same instance of spaning-
trees, which decrease the number of precedent-trees may be required to support a large number of VLANs. The MSTP runs on top of the RSTP (based on IEEE 802.1w), which provides for quick conversion to the spaning tree by eliminating the backlog ahead and by quickly transitioning root port and designated ports in the sent state. You cannot run MSTP without RSTP. The most common initial
deployment of MSTP is to the backbone and distribution layer of a Layer 2 switch network. For more information, see Chapter21, Configuring MSTP For information about the number of supported campaign-trees, see the next section. In PVST+ or Quick-PVST+ mode, the switch supports up to 128 precedent-foot can. In MSTP mode, switch to support up to 65 MST instances. The number of VLANs that
can be mapped to a particular MST instance is unlimited. For information on how tree spanning interopet The VLAN Trunking Protocol (VTP), see the Change spaning-Tree Mode section. The 20-2 table lists the interoperability and compatibility among the supported 10-footer modes supported within a network. Table 20-2 PVST+, MSTP, and Quick-PVST+Interoperable PVST+MSTP Quick
PVST+PVST+Yes (with Restrictions) Yes (Return to PVST+) MSTP Yes (with Restrictions) Yes (Return to PVST+) Quick PVST+Yes (Return of PVST+) Yes (Return of PVST+) Yes (Return of PVST+) Yes to an MSTP mixed with PVST+Network, the common tree spaning - (CST) root must and inside the MST back there , and a PVST+ switch cannot be connected to multiple MST regions. When a network
has quick switch PVST+ and switched running PVST+, we recommend the quick-PVST+ switches and PVST+ switch must be configured for different campaign-tree. In the quick-PVST+ spaning-tree cases, the root switch must be a quick – PVST+ switch. In PVST+ cases, the root switch must be a PVST+ switch. PVST+ switch should be at the edge of the network.iee 802.1Q standard for VLAN trunks to
impose some limitations on the spaning-tree strategy for a network. The standard requires only one instance spaning-tree for all VLANs enabled on the trunks. However, in a network of Cisco switches connected to IEEE 802.1Q trunks, the switches hold one-foot-trees per VLAN enabled on the trunks. When you connect a Cisco switch to a non-Cisco device to an IEE 802.1Q trunk, the Cisco switch uses
PVST+ to provide interoperable spaning-tree loads. If Quick PVST+ is enabled, switch to Use it instead of PVST+. The switch combines examples of spaning-trees of IEE 802.1Q VLAN to the trunk with examples of spaning 100-foot trees of non-Cisco IEE 802.1Q switch. However, all PVST+ or quick - PVST + information is maintained by Cisco switch separated by a cloud of non-Cisco IEE 802.1Q switch.
The non-Cisco IEE 802.1Q cloud separates the Cisco switches treated as a single trunk link between the switches. PVST+ is automatically enabled on IEEE 802.1Q trunks, and no user configuration is required. The spaning-tree-on access ports is not affected by PVST+. Cisco VLAN- Bridge spaning trees are used with features of autumn bridges (bridge groups), non-IP protocol envoys such as DECnet
between two or more VLAN bridge domains or port routes. The VLAN-bridge spaning tree allows bridge groups to form a spaning tree on top of the individual VLAN trees to prevent the forming loop if there are multiple connections among VLANs. It also prevents the individual spaning trees from the VLANs that are carried out in fall from falling into a single Spanish tree. To support VLAN-bridge spaning
trees, some of the spaning-tree times are increasing. Table 20-3 Default Spaning Settings-Tree Settings Feature Default Settings Enabled State enabled on VLAN 1. Spaning-tree mode PVST+. (Quick PVST+ and MSTP are disabled.) Change priority 32768. Spain Tree Skin Priority on a basis by interface) 128. Spaning-tree price (configurable on a per-interface basis) 1000 Mb/s: 4. 100 Mb/s: 19. 10 Mb/s:
100. Spaning-tree port VLAN port (configurable on a per-VLAN basis) 128. Spaning-tree port VLAN price (configurable on a per-VLAN basis) 1000 Mb/s: 4. 100 Mb/s: 19. 10 Mb/s: 100. Spaning-tree Hello time: 2 seconds. Forward-delay time: 15 seconds. Maximum-aging time: 20 seconds. Transmit count: 6 BPDUs spaning trees enabled by default on VLAN 1 and on all newly created VLANs up to the
limited spaning-tree specified in the Supported Spaning-Tree Instances section. Disable spare tree only if you are sure there are no loop in the network topology. Careful when spaning tree is disabled and buckles are present in the topology, excessive traffic and indefinite copy packages can drastically reduce network performance. The switch keeps a spaning-separated-tree instance for each active VLAN
configured on it. A bridge ID, including in the changed priority and the MAC address changed, associated with each instance. For each VLAN, the switch with the lower bridge ID becomes switching to root for that VLAN. To configure a switch to become root in for the specified VLAN, use the spaning-tree vlan vlan-id root configuration command global to modify the change priority from the default value
(32768) to a lower milestone value. When you enter this command, the software checks the priority to switch to the root switches for each VLAN. Because of the extended System ID support, the switch sets its own priority for the VLAN specified in 24576 if this value will cause this change to become the root for the specified VLAN. If any root change for the specified vlan has a priority change lower than
24576, change the sets its own priority for VLAN in specified 4096 less than the lowest priority switch. (4096 is the value of the smallest ever-significant number of 4-bit priority values shown in Table 20-1.) Note that spaning-tree vlan vlan-id root global configuration fails if the value needed to be the root switch is less than 1. Note that if your network consists of changing that both do and does not support
the extended system ID, it is unlike that the switch with the extended system ID support will become the root switch. The extended system ID increases the priority value changing every time the VLAN number is greater than the priority of the connected switches running older software. Note that root changes for each exjing-spaning-tree instance would be a backbone switch or distribution. Do not configure
an access switch as the spaning root -- main tree. Use the diameter keyword to specify the Layer 2 network diameter (that is, the maximum number of changes expected between any two end stations in the Layer 2 network). When you specify the network diameter, the switch automatically sets a hey optimal time, for forward-delayed time, and maximum-age time for a network in this diameter, which can be
reduce the time of convergence. You can use the Greeting keyword to cover automatically calculate hello time. Note After configuring the switch as the root switch, we recommend that you avoid manually configuring the hello time, advancement-delay time, and maximum-age time of spaning-tree vlan vlan-id time repo, spaning-tree vlan-id vlan-advanced id, and the vlan vlan tree vlan-id max-age
configuration global commands. When you configure a switch as the high root, the change priority is modified to the default value (32768) to 28672. The change is then likely to become the root switch for the specified VLAN if the primary root switch fails. This is supposed that the other network switches use the default switching priority to 32768 and therefore are unlike they become the root switch. You can
execute the following command on more than one change to configure multiple backup root switches. Use the same network diameter and hello-time time values that you use when you configured the primary root switch with the spaning-tree vlan-id root main global configuration command. If a loop is performed, spaning trees use the port priority when choosing a cornea in the forwarding state. You can
assign higher priority values (lower numeric values) to interfaces that you want to select first and lowest priority values (highest numeric values) that you want to select updates. If all interfaces have the same priority value, spaning trees set the kides and the lower interface number of states to send and block other interfaces. The spaning-tree path costs default value from the media speed to a mucus. If a
loop is made, spaning trees use prices when choosing a cones is set to the sending state. You can assign lower cost value interfaces that you want to select first and higher value prices that you want to select updates. If all interfaces have the same cost value, spaning trees set the kides and the lowest number interfaces in the sending state and block other interfaces. Table 20-4 Spaning-Tree Timers
Variable Description Hello timer controls how often the broadcast changes hello messages to other switches. Forward-delay clock Controls how long each of the states listens and learns updates before the checkbox starts forwarding. Maximum-age time Controlled the amount of time the Store protocol information was received on a cornea. Transmit count counts the number of BPDUs that can be sent
before lookup for 1 second. If more VLANs are defined in the VTP than there are spaning-tree instances, you can enable PVST+ or Quick PVST+ only 128 VLANs on the Switch.The remaining VLANs operate and spaning disabled trees. However, you can map multiple VLANs in the same case to spaning off-trees using MSTP. For more information, see Chapter21, Configuring MSTP If 128 cases of spain
trees are already in use, you can disable spain trees on one of the VLANs and then, it's on the VLAN where you want it to run. Use no spaning-tree vlan-id configuration global commands to disable spaning trees on a specific VLAN, and use the spaning-tree vlan vlan-id global configuration to enable Spain tree on the desired VLAN. Caution switches that don't run spaning trees always send the BPDUs that
they receive so that the other switches on the VLAN that have a smart run-stroke stick can break loop. Therefore, spanning trees must run on switches enough to break all the towns in the network; for example, at least one switch on each loop in the VLAN must run the Spaniard tree. It is not absolutely necessary to run spaning trees on all switches of the VLAN. However, if you are running tree spanning
only on a minimum set of switches, an incredible change in the network that introduces another loop to the VLAN can result in a streaming storm. Note that if you've already used all available spaning-tree instances on your switch, adding another VLAN anywhere in the VTP domain creates a VLAN that doesn't run optical trees on that switch. If you have the default list enabled on the trunk ports in that switch,
the new VLAN port is carried on all trunk ports. Troubleshooting from the topology of the network, this could create a loop of the new VLAN that won't be broken, particularly if there are multiple adjacent switches that have all run out of the spaning-tree instances. You can prevent this possibility by setting up allowed lists on the trunk skin of switch that used up the allocation to spain-tree instances. Setting up
allowed lists is not necessary in many cases and can make it more labor-intensive to add another VLAN to the network. Spanish-tree commands control the configuration of VLAN spaning-tree instances. You create a spaning-tree instance when you assign a cornea to a VLAN. The spaning-tree example is removed when the last kides is moved to another VLAN. You can configure switching and previous
port parameters is a spaning-footer instance created; These parameters are applied when the spaning-tree instance is created. The switch supports PVST+, quick PVST+, and MSTP, but only one version can be active at any time. (For example, all VLANs run PVST+, all VLANs running quick PVST+, or all VLANs running MSTP.) For information about the different spaning-tree modes and how to
interopere, see the Interoperable Interoperable Tree and Backward Compatibility section. For configuration information about UplinkFast and BackboneFast, see the Information on optional Spaning-Tree features section. Loop attention guard works only on link points. We recommend that every end of the link contains a device that connects directly to running STP. Task Command Step 1 configure terminal
Inters global configuration mode. Step 2 spaning -tree mod { pvst |mst | Quick-pvst } Configure a spaning-tree mode. pvst -Enable PVST+ (the default setting). mst - enabled MSTP (and For more configuration steps, see Chapter21, Configuring MSTP Quick-pv -Enable Quick PVST+. Step 3 Keyboard-id (Recommended for Quick-PVST + Mode Only) Specify a cornea to configure, and enter configuration
mode kine. Valid profiles include physical ports, VLANs, and port channels. Step 4 spaning-tree-type point-to-point (Recommended for quick-PVST+ mode only) Specify that the link type for this port is point-to-point. If you link this port (local port) to a remote port through a point link and the local port becomes a designated port, negotiate them to change with the remote port and rapidly change the local port
of the forwarding state. Step 5 End Return to Privileged EXEC mode. Step 6 key spaning-tree detector - protocol (Recommended for quick -PVST + mode only) restart the protocol migration process on the whole switch if any port on the suites is connected to a port on a legacy IEE 802.1D switch, This step is optional if the designated switch detects that this change is running quick PVST+. Task Command
Step 1 configure terminal Inters global configuration mode. Step 2 spaning -tree vlan primary root id [ diameter net-diameter [hello-time seconds]] Configure a switching switch to become root in for the specified VLAN. vlan-id – Specify one VLAN identified by VLAN ID number, a series of VLANs separated by a hype, or a range of VLANs separated by a comma. (Optional) net-diameter diameter - Specify the
maximum number of changes between any two end stations. (Optional) hello-time seconds – Specify the interval of seconds between the generation of configuration messages by the root switch. Step 3 End Return to privileged EXEC mode. Task Command Step 1 configure terminal Inters global configuration mode. Step 2 spaning -tree vlan -id root high [ diameter net-diameter [hello-time seconds]]
Configures a switching to become the secondary root for the specified VLAN. vlan-id – Specify one VLAN identified by VLAN ID number, a series of VLANs separated by a hype, or a range of VLANs separated by a comma. The range is 1 to 4096. (Optional) net-diameter diameter - Specify the maximum number of changes between any two end stations. The range is 2 to 7. (Optional) hello-time seconds –
Specify the interval of seconds between the generation of configuration messages by the root switch. The range is 1 to 10; the default is 2. Use the same network diameter and hello-time time values that you use when configuring the primary root switch. See the Configuring Root Switch section. Step 3 End Return to privileged EXEC mode. Task Command Step 1 configure terminal Inters global
configuration mode. Step 2 kterface-id Specify a done of configuration, and enter the cornea configuration mode. Valid interfaces include physical port and port-channel logical interfaces (port-channel port-channel-number). Step 3 spaning tree - Priority Port Configure the port for a ktefas. Step 4 spaning -tree vlan vlan-id port priority Configure the port priority for a VLAN. Step 5 End Return to Privileged
EXEC mode. Task Command Step 1 configure terminal Inters global configuration mode. Step 2 kterface-id Specify a done of configuration, and enter the cornea configuration mode. Valid interfaces include physical port and port-channel logical interfaces (port-channel port-channel-number). Step 3 spaning-tree price Configure the price for a cones. Step 4 spaning -tree vlan vlan -id price Configure the price
for a VLAN. If a loop is performed, spaning trees uses the path price when selecting a cornea in place of the sent state. A lower path represents higher-speed transmission. Step 5 End Return to Privileged EXEC mode. Before you begin exercise care when configuring the priority, and hey time for STP. For most situations, we recommend that you use the spaning-tree vlan vlan main root id and spaning-tree
vlan-id root second global configuration commands to modify the changed priority. Task Command Step 1 configure terminal Inters global configuration mode. Step 2 spaning -tree vlan vlan -id priority Configure the change priority of a VLAN. Step 3 spaning -tree vlan -id Hello seconds time Configure the hello time of a VLAN. Step 4 spaning -tree vlan vlan-id-age seconds Configure the maximum time-aging
in a VLAN. Step 5 spaning -tree vlan-id vlan-id forward-time Configure the time ahead of a VLAN. Step 6 spaning -tree vlan vlan-id-age seconds Configure the maximum time-aging in a VLAN. Step 7 spaning-tree transmits value-counting Configure the number of BPDUs that can be sent before paying for 1 second. Note Changing this parameter to a higher value can have a significant impact on CPU use,
especially in Quick-PVST mode. Lowering this value can slow the convergence of certain scenarios. We recommend that you keep the default setting. Step 8 Finish Return to privileged EXEC mode. Task order displays spaning-footer active Display information spaning-tree on active interfaces only. Show spanning-footer Details Show a detailed summary of concealment information. displays the interface-
tree-id displays spaning-footer information for the specified cornea. Displays spaning-tree Summary Displays a summary of the connection state. shows the spaning-tree vlan-id Show entry spaning-tree VLAN. copy run-config startup-config (optional) Save your entry to the configuration file. The following sections provide references related to change administration: Standard Title Name new or modified
standards are supported by this feature, and support for existing standards has not been modified by this feature. - RFCs Title Name new or modified RFCs are supported by this feature, and support for existing RFCs has not been modified by this feature. characteristics documented in this chapter. For the feature updates and caveats, see the release notes for your platform and software release. Use Cisco
Feature Navigator to get information about platform support and Cisco software support. To access Cisco Feature Navigator, go to . An account on Cisco.com not required. The following chapter describes how to configure the Cisco application in IEE 802.1s Multiple STP (MSTP) on the change. Note that the multiple spaning-tree (MST) application is based on the standard IEE 802.1s. The MSTP allows
multiple VLANs to be mapped in the same instance of spaning-trees, reducing the number of spaning-tree circumstances needed to support a large number of VLANs. The MSTP is provided for several paths sent for data traffic and enables load balancing. It improves the fenseing tolerance of the network because a failure in one instance (send path) does not affect other instances (send path). The most
common initial deployment of MSTP is to the backbone and distribution layer of a Layer 2 switch network. This deployment provides the highly available network as required in a service-provider environment. When the switch is in the MST mode, A Quick Spaning Tree Protocol (RSTP), based on IEE 802.1w, is automatically enabled. The RSTP provides rapid conversion to the spaning tree through explicit
hand eliminating IEE 802.1D to send delays and quickly transition root ports and designated ports into the sent state. Both MSTP and RSTP improved the spaning-tree operation and maintain backward compatibility and equipment-based (the original) IEE 802.1D spaning tree, with existing Cisco-proprietary Multiple Circumstances (MISTP), and with Cisco existing for each PVST+). MSTP, which uses RSTP
for rapid conversion, allows VLANs to be grouped into a spaning-tree instance, with each instance containing an independent spaning-tree topology in other spaning-tree circumstances. This architecture provides several paths sent for data traffic, enabling balanced load, and reducing the number of Spanish-footer instances required to support a large number of VLANs. To switch to participating in several
spaning-tree trees (MST) instances, you must always configure the switches with the same MST configuration information. A collection of connected switches that have the same MST configuration comprises an MST region as shown in Figure 21-1. MST controls the configurations that MST regions each change belongs to. The configuration includes the region name, the review number, and the MST map
VLAN-to-instance. You configure the change for a region by using the spaning-tree mst configuration global configuration command, after which to change the entry mode to configure MST. From this mode, you can map VLANs to an MST instance using the MST configuration command, specify the region name using the MST configuration command name, and set the review number by using the MST
review configuration command. A region can have one or several members that have the same MST configuration. Each member must be able to process RSTP bridge protocol unitS RSTP (BPDUs). There is no limit to the number of MST regions in a network, but each region can support up to 65 cases of precedent-trees. Can be identified by any number of the range from 0 to 4096. You can provide a
VLAN only one instance of spaning 3-foot trees at a time. Unlike PVST+ and quick PVST+ in which all the spaning-tree cases are independent, MSTP establishes and maintains two kinds of spain trees: an internal Spaniard tree (IST), which is the spaning tree that runs through an MST region. In each MST region, the MSTP holds multiple spaning-tree instances. Example 0 is a special example for a region,
known as the internal tree (IST). All other MST cases are counted from 1 to 4096. The IST is the only instance of spaning-spaning-out sending and receiving BPDUs. All of the other information is the spaning-tree containing the M-files, which are encapsulated in MSTP BPDUs. Because of MSTP BPDU carrying information for all cases, the number of BPDUs that need to be processed supports multiple
friend-tree cases is significantly reduced. All MST instances in the same region share the same protocol time, but each MST instance has its own topology parameters, such as changing root ID, root cost, root price, and dishonest. By default, all VLANs are assigned to the IST. An MST instance is local to the region; for example, MST instance 1 of Region A is independent of MST instance 1 in Region B,
even if regionS A and B are connected. A common and internal tree (CIST), which is a collection of the ISTs in each MST region, with the common spaning tree (CST) that connects the MST regions with single tree spain. The spaning tree is dug into a region displayed as a subtree of the CST that engraved the entire domain to change. The CIST is formed by the spaning-tree spaning algorithm running
among switches that support the IEE 802.1w, IEE 802.1s, and the IEEE 802.1D standards. The CIST inside an MST region is the same as the CST outside a region. For more information, see the Operation in an MST Region section and the Operation Between MST Region section. Note that the implementation of NANEE 802.1s standard, changes some of the terminology associated with MST
applications. For a summary of the changes, see Table 20-1. The IST connects all the MSTP switches to a region. When the IST converge, the root of the IST becomes root in regional CIST (called the IST owner prior to the implementation of the IEE 802.1s standard) as shown in Figure 21-1. It is the switch to the region with the lowest changed ID and root cost path in CIST. The CIST regional root is also
root if there is only one region in the network. If the CIST root is outside the region, one of the MSTP switches to the extent of the selected region as root in CIST region. When an initialized MSTP switch, it sends BPDUs claim itself as the root of the CIST and the root of regional CIST, with both at the root expense of CIST and of the regional CIST root set to zero. The switch also initializes all of its MST
cases and claims to be the root for all of them. If the change receives upper MST root information (lower id changes, lower path cost, and to make) than currently stored for the port, it relinquishes its claims as rooted in regional CIST. During initialization, a region could have many regions, each with its own regional CIST roots. As switch receives superior IST information, they leave their old subregions and
join the new region with the true CIST regional root. All subregions shrink, except for the one that has roots in regional True CIST. For incorrect operations, all switches in the MST region must be agreed on the same regional CIST root. Therefore, any two switches in the region only synchronize their port roles for an MST instance if they converge into a common regional CIST root. If there are multiple
regions or legacy IEE 802.1D switch to the network, MSTP establishes and maintains the CST, including all MST regions and all STP legacy switches in the network. The MST circumstances combined with the IST within the extent of the region to become the CST. The IST connects all the MSTP switches in the region and is displayed as a subtree of the CIST that encompasses the entire domain to change.
Root of the subtree is rooted in regional CIST. The MST region appears as a virtual switch of adjacent STP switch and MST regions. Figure 21-1 shows a network with three MST regions and a legacy IEEE 802.1D switch (D). The CIST regional root for region 1 (A) is also rooted in CIST. The CIST regional root for region 2 (B) and the regional CIST root for region 3 (C) are the roots for their respective
subtrees in the CIST. The RSTP runs in all regions. Figure 21-1 MST Region, Masters CIST, and CST Root Only the CST instance sends and receives BPDUs, and MST can add the spaning-footer information to the BPDUs to communicate with the contiguous switches and the final spaning-tree switches to the go. Because of this, the spaning-footer parameters related to BPDU transmission (for example,
advanced times, advanced time, max-age, and max-hops) are configured only on the CST instance, but affect all MST instances. Parameters related to the spaning-tree topology (for example, change priorities, port VLAN priority, and port VLAN priority) can be configured on both the CST instance and the MST instance. MSTP Switch used Version 3 RSTP BPDUs or IEE 802.1D STP BPDUs to
communicate with legacy IEEE 802.1D switch. MSTP switch uses MSTP BPDUs to communicate with MSTP switch. Some MST naming conventions are used at cisco's have been changed to identify some internal or regional parameters. These parameters are relevant only to an MST region, as opposed to external parameters related to the entire network. Because the CIST is only the spaning-tree
example that votes the entire network, only the CIST parameter requires the external rather than the internal or regional qualifyers. The CIST root is the root switch for the unique example that watch the whole network, the CIST. CIST external root path is the root cost of CIST. This is cost left unchanged in an MST region. Remember that an MST region looks like a single switch for the CIST. CIST the
external root cost is the root path calculated between these virtual switches and switches that are not part of any region. The regional CIST regional root was called the IST master of the main application. If the CIST root is in the region, the CIST regional root is the CIST root. Otherwise, the root of regional CIST is the closest change to CIST root in the region. CIST regional root acts as a root switch for the
IST. CIST internal root path is the cost of the CIST regional root in a region. This price is only relevant to the IST, e.g. 0. Table 21-1 compares the IEE's standard with Cisco's standard terminology. Table 21-1 Principles and Standard Terminology IEEE Standard Cisco Prestandard Cisco Cisco CIST Root Regional IST Master CIST Regional CIST Regional CIST internal root path is master path CIST internal
CIST path internal cist root price CIST external CIST pathway listen to root path root path listen to MSTI Regional Root Instant Root MSTI internal path listening root path listening the IST and MST may not use message-age with maximum information to configure the BDUP to configure the computer BDUP the spaning-tree topology. Instead, to use the path cost of the root with a hop-count mechanism
similar to the time-to-live IP (TTL) mechanism. By using the spaning-tree mst max-hops global configuration command, you can configure the maximum hope inside the region and apply it to the IST and all MST instances in this region. The hop count achieved the same result as the message age information (triggered a reconfigure). The root change in the example always sends a BPDU (or M-Record) with
a cost of 0 and the hop count set to the maximum value. When a switch receives this BPDU, it the received hop count remains by one and spreads this value as the remaining hop count of the BPDUs it generates. When the count reaches zero, the switch is discussed on the CPDU and the information age is held for the port. Message-age and maximum-age information in the RSTP portion of the CPDU
remain the same throughout the region, and the same values are spread by the designated region ports to the limit. In the Cisco Principles application, a boundary port connects an MST region to a single-tree region running RSTP, to a spaning-tree regions running PVST+ or quick PVST+, or in another MST region with a different MST configuration. A boundary port also connects to an LAN, the switch that
is designated to which is either a 10-foot snaping-tree-switch or a switch with a different MST configuration. There is no definition of a boundary port in the IEEE standard 802.1s. The IEE 802.1Q-2002 standard identifies two types of messages that a port can receive: internal (coming from the same region) and external. When a message is external, it is received only by the CIST. If the CIST role is rooted or
alternate, or if the external BPDU is a topology change, it could have an impact on the MST cases. When a message is internal, part AIST is received by the CIST, and each MST instance receives its respective M-files. The primary cisco applies treating a port that receives an external message as a boundary port. This means a skin cannot receive a mixture of internal and external messages. An MST region
includes both switch and LANs. A segment belongs to the region through its designated port. Therefore, a port in a different region than the designated port for a segment is a boundary port. This definition allows two internal ports in a region to share a segment and a port that beasts a different region, creating the possibility of receiving both internal and external messages on a port. The primary change from
the Cisco primary application is that a designated port is not defined as boundary, unless it is run in an STP-compatible mode. Note If there is an STP switch inheriting on the segment, messages are still considered external. The other change from the standard application is that the regional CIST regional switch change field ID is now inserted where an RSTP or legacy IEEE 802.1Q switch has THE ID of the
sender changing. The whole region makes such a single virtual switch by sending a consistent candidate switch to change the neighbor switch ID. In this example, change C would receive a CPDU with the same consistent person ID changed to root, whether A or B is designated for the segment. The Cisco implementation of the IEE MST standard includes features needed to meet the standard, as well as
some of the desirable primary foncunise that are not yet incorporated into the publishing standard. The border role is not in the latest standard final MST concept, but this concept boundary concept holds within Cisco's application. However, a MST port to a limit in the region might not follow the state of the corresponding CIST port. Two cases exist now: the boundary port is the root port of the CIST regional
port—When the CIST port is proposed and is in sync, it can be sent back an agreement and moves to the sent state only after all the corresponding MSTI ports are in sync (and forwarded). MSTI ports now have a special master role. The boundary port is not the root port of the regional CIST-Port MSTI port to follow the state and role of the CIST port. standards provide less information, and it might be hard
to understand why an MSTI port can alternately block when it receives no BPDUs (MRecords). In this case, although the boundary role no longer exists, display commands to identify a port as phrases in the type column of the output. Because automatic detection of primary switches can fail, you can use an interface configuration command to identify the primary ports. A region cannot be formed between a
standard switch and a standard switch, but can be interopered using the CIST. Only the ability to load balancing on different cases is lost in this particular case. The CLI displays different flags depending on the port configuration when a port receives prestandard BPDUs. A psychologist message also appears the first time a switch receives a primary CPDU on a port that has not been configured for primary
CPDU transmission. Figure 21-2 to illustrate this scenario. Suppose that A is a standard switch with B a primary switch, both configured to be in the same region. A is the root change for the CIST, and B has a root port (BX) on segment X and an alternate port (BY) over segment Y. If segment Y flare, and the port on THE NOT becomes the alternate before sending a single primary CPDU, AY cannot detect
that a primary switch is connected to Y and will continue to send BPDus standard. The port is not fixed within a boundary, and no load balancing is possible between A and B. The same problem exists on X segments, but B might convey topology changes. Figure 21-2 Standard and Interroviation Principles Note We recommend you minimize the interaction between standards and standard MST applications.
This feature is not yet present in the Standard MST MST, but it is included in this release Cisco IOS. The software checks the consistency of the port and state roles of the BPDUs received to detect indedirect link failures that could cause loop bridging. When a designated port detects a conflict, it maintains its role, but liner in disputed states because connectivity connections in case of inconsistency is
preferable to opening a bridge loop. Figure 21-3 shows an indirectional failure that typically creates a bridging loop. Switch A is the root switch, and its BPDUs are lost on links to the switch B.RSTP and MST BPDUs include the role and state of the forwarding port. With this information, changing A can detect that changing B does not react to the upper BPDUs it sends and that changing B is designated, not
changing root. As a result, changing a block (or keeping block) its port, preventing the bridging loop. Figure 21-3 Detector Link Indirectional Link Failure A switch running MSTP supports a built-in protocol mechanism that allows it to interopere with legacy IEE 802.1D switch. If this switch receives a legacy IEEE 802.1D BPDU configuration (a CPDU with the protocol version set to 0), it sends only IEEE
802.1D BPDUs on that port. MSTP switch also can detect that a port is within the limits of a region when it receives a legacy CPDU, a BPDU MSTP (Version 3) associated with a different region, or a BPDU RSTP (version 2). However, the change does not automatically return to the MSTP mode if it no longer receives the IEE 802.1D BPDUs because it cannot be detected if the legacy changes. A change
might also continue to be assigned a boundary role to a port when the change to which this change connects was simultaneously the region. To restart the protocol migration process (forcing the renegotiation with neighboring switches), use the spaning-foot keys to detect – the privileged EXEC protocol command. If all the legacy switches on links that are RSTP switch, they can work MSTP BPDus as if they
are RSTP BPDUs. Therefore, MSTP Switch sent either a Version 0 configuration with TCN BPDus or Version 3 MSTP BPDUs on a boundary port. A boundary port connects to an LAN, the switch is designated through which is either a either a spaning-foot tree-switch or a switch with a different MST configuration. The RSTP takes advantage of its point-to-point electrical wire and gives quick convegation of
the spaning tree. Reconfiguration of the spaning tree can occur at less than 1 second (in the 50 seconds contract with the default settings of the Tree IEE 802.1D spaning). The RSTP provides rapid conversion to the spaning tree by assigning skin roles and by learning the active topology. The RSTP is built on the IEE 802.1D STP to select the switch with the highest priority switch (lower numeric priority
value) as the root switch as described in the Spaning-Tree Topology and BPDUs section. Then the RSTP assigns one of the following port roles to individual ports: Port Root—Provides the best path (lower cost) when changing the packages to change the root. Designated port-Connectors to the designated switch, which joins the lower cost path when sending packages from LAN to the root switch. The port
in which the switch is designated is attached and the LAN is called the designated port. Alternative ports—Offer an alternate path toward the root change in the current root port. Offsite port—Acts as a backup to the path provided by a designated port toward the tree leaf above. A backup port can exist only when the two ports are connected to a loopback by a link point or when a switch has two or more
connections to a shared LAN segment. Disabled skin—There is no role within the tree operation above. A port with the root or designated port role included in the active topology. A port with the alternate port role or backup is excluded in the active topology. In a stable topology and consistent port role throughout the network, RSTP ensures that each root port and designated port immediately transition to the
sending state while all alternative ports and backup are still in the disputed state for blocking of IEE 802.1D). State gates to monitor the operation of the forwarding and learning processes. Table 21-2 provides a comparison of IEEE 802.1D and RSTP state ports. Table 21-2 Port State Comparison Status Operational State (IEEE 802.1D) RSTP State Port included in the active topology? Enabling Disable
Blocking does not allow listening to discontinent by enabling Learning Yes enable Send To Disable disable no longer consistent with STP STP application, this guide defines the port state as blocked instead of disposal. Designated ports are starting in the listening state. The RSTP is provided for speedy recovery of connections after the failure of a switch, a switch port, or an LAN. It provides quick
conversion for edge ports, new root ports, and ports that are connected to point-to-point links as follows: Edge port - If you configure a port as a edge port on an RSTP switch using the port-footer interface to configure command, the port immediately transitions into the sent state. A edge port is the same as a fast-enabled port, and you should allow it only on ports that are connected to a single end station.
Root Port - If the RSTP selects a new root port, it blocks the old root port and instantly transitions the new root port into the sending state. Point-to-point link—If you link a port to another port via a link point and the local port becomes a designated port, it negotiates a rapid transition with the other port using the proposal agreement to ensure a loop-free topology. As shown in Figure 21-4, Change A is
connected to Change B via a point-to-point link, with all the ports in the blocked state. Supposing that the priority of Change A is a smaller numeric value than the priority of Change B. Change a message clause (a CPDU configuration with the proposition flag range) in Change B, propose itself as the designated change. After receiving the proposal message, Change B is selected as its new port root port
from which the proposition message was received, forcing all nonedge ports of the blocked state, and sending an agreement message (a CPDU with the agreement to set flags) to its new root port. After receiving the accord message Switch B, Change A also immediately transitions its designated port to the sending state. No loop of the network have been formed because Change blocks all of its nonedge
ports and because there is a link point between Switches A and B. When changing C to connect to Change B, a similar range of consequent messages are exchanged. Change C to select the linking port of Change B as its root port, and both ends instantly transition to the sending state. With each iteration of this menshaking process, one more changed join to the active topology. As the network converge,
this agreement proposal-agreement menshaking advances from the root towards the spaning tree leaves. 19 learn the type of link from the duplex port mode: a full port duplex is considered to have a point-to-point connection; a half-duplex port is considered to have a shared connection. You can cover the default setting that is controlled by the duplex setting by using the interface-footer-type link-type
configuration command. Figure 21-4 Clause and Handshaking Agreement for Quick Convergence When the switch receives a proposal message on one of its ports and this port is selected as the new root port, the RSTP forces all the other ports to synchronize with the new root information. The synchronized switch with superior root information is received on the root port if all other ports are synchronized.
An individual port on the synchronized switch if this port is in the blocked state. It is an edge port (an configured port to be in edge of the network). If a designated port is in the send state and is not configured as an edge port, it transitions to the blocked state when the RSTP forces it to synchronize with new root information. In general, when the RSTP forces a port to synchronize with root information and
the port does not meet any of the above conditions, its port state set is blocked. After ensuring that all ports are synchronized, the switch sends an agreement message to the designated switch corresponding to its root port. When the switches are connected by a point-to-point link to them in accordance on their port role, the RSTP immediately transitions the port state to send. The sequence of events is



shown in Figure 21-5. Figure 21-5 Sequence of Events during the Quick Convegence format of RSTP BPDU is the same as the IEE 802.1D BPDU format except that the protocol version is set to 2. A new 1-byte Version 1 Length field is set to zero, which means that no version 1 protocol information is present. Table 21-3 shows the RSTP flag fields. Table 21-3 RSTP BPDU Flag Bit Function 0 Topology
Change (TC) 1 Proposition 2–3: 00 01 10 11 Skin Role: Unknown Skin Root De Designated Port 4 Learn 5 Forwarding 6 Agreement 7 Topology Change Reward (TCA) Switch the forwarding sets the proposal flag of CPDU in RSTP to propose itself as the designated change on the KID. The port role in the message clause is always set to the designated port. The switch sets the agreement flag to the RSTP
BPDU to accept the previous proposal. The port role in the message agreement is always set at the root port. The RSTP does not have a device topology change notification (TCN) BPDU. It uses changes to topology (TC) flags to display the topology changes. However, for interoperable with IEEE 802.1D switch, the RSTP switch processes and generateS TCN BPDUs. Learning and forwarding flags are set
according to the state of the forwarding port. If a port receives superior root information (lower changed ID, lower path cost, and for doing so now) than currently stored for the port, RSTP triggers a reconfiguration. If the evaluation is is proposed and is selected as the new root port, RSTP forces all the other ports to synchronize. If the BPDU receive is a RSTP BPDU with the flag set clause, the switch sends
an agreement message after all other ports are synchronized. If the BPDU is an IEE 802.1D BPDU, the switch does not set the clause flag and starts the clock for forward-delay for the port. The new root port requires twice the time to advance the transition to the sending state. If the superior information received on the port causes the port to become a backup or alternate port, RSTP sets the port to the
blocked state, but does not send the agreement message. The designated port continues to send BPDUs and flags the proposal set until advanced delay time expires, at which time the port transitions to the sending state. If a designated port receives an inferior BPDU (higher changed ID, higher path cost, and so than now stored for the port) and a designated port role, it immediately responded with its own
information. This section describes the differences between the RSTP and IEE 802.1D in handling spaning-tree change topology. Detection—Unlike IEEE 802.1D in which any transition between the blocking and the sending state causes a topology change, only transitioning from blocking to the state sends a topology change and RSTP (only an increase in connectivity is regarded as a topology change).
State changing on a corner skin doesn't cause a topology change. When an RSTP switch detects a topology change, it clears the learnt information about all of its non-paid ports except on those from which it received the TC notification. Notification - Unlike IEE 802.1D, which uses TCN BPDus, the RSTP does not use them. However, for IEEE 802.1D interoperable, an RSTP switch process and generates
TCN BPDUs. Recognized – When an RSTP switch receives a TCN message on a designated port of an IEE 802.1D switch, it replies with an IEEE 802.1D BPDU configuration and set of TCA bit. However, if TC - while the clock (similar to the clock topology - changes to IEEE 802.1D) is active on a root port connected to an IEEE 802.1D switch with a CPDU configuration with the TCA set bit received, the TC
during time is reset. This behavior is only required to support IEE 802.1D switch. The BPDUs RSTP never has set to TCA bit. Proliferation - When an RSTP switch receives a TC message from another switch to a designated or root port, it spreads the change all to its nonedge port, designated with the root port (except the port on which it is received). The change starts the TC clock - while all these ports and
flushes the information learned on them. Migration Protocol - For backward compatibility with IEEE 802.1D switch, RSTP sends IEEE 802.1D to configure BPDUs and TCN BPDUs on a per port basis. When an initialized port is off, the clock migrate-delay starts (specifying the minimum time during which the RSTP BPDUs are and RSTP BPDUs are sent. While this time is active, the processes change all
BPDUs received on which port and ignore the protocol type. If the switch receives an IEE 802.1D BPDU after the migration-delay clock expires, it is supposed that it is connected to an IEEE 802.1D switch and starts using only IEEE 802.1D BPDUs. However, if the RSTP switch is using IEE 802.1D BPDUs on a port and receives a RSTP BPDU after the clock expires, it restarts the timer and starts using
RSTP BPDus on that port. Table 21-4 Default MSTP Settings Feature Default Settings Spaning-Tree Mode PVST+ (Quick PVST+ and MSTP to disable) Change priority (configure on a base port by-CIST) 32768 Spaning-tree priority (configurable on a per-CIST port basis) 128 Spain-tree port body (configurable on a per-CIST port basis) 1000 Mbps: 4 100 Mbps: 19 10 Mbps: 100 Hello Time 2 Second Time
Forward - Late Time 15 Seconds Maximum- Aging Time 20 Seconds Maximum Hop Count 20 Expected These Are The 20 Directives Setup for MSTP : When you enable MST using the spaning-tree mst command global configuration mode, RSTP is automatically enabled. For two or more switches to be in the same MST region, they must have the same VLAN map- to-instance, the same review number
configuration, and the same name. The change supports up to 65 MST instances. The number of VLANs that can be mapped to a particular MST instance is unlimited. PVST+, Quick PVST+, and MSTP are supported, but only one version can be active at any time. (For example, all VLANs run PVST+, all VLANs running quick PVST+, or all VLANs running MSTP.) For more information, see Interoperability
in the Spaning-Tree and Compatibility Rewards section. VTP proliferation in the MST configuration is not supported. However, you can manually configure the MST configuration (region name, review number, and VLAN-to-instance mapping) on each switch to the MST region by using the command-line styling (CLI) or via the SNMP support. For load balancing via redundant paths in the network to work, all
VLAN-to-instance assignments must match; otherwise, all traffic flows on one link. All MST boundary ports must be sent for load balancing between a PVST+ and a cloud MST or between a quick cloud - PVST+ and a cloud MST. For this to happen, the IST master of the MST cloud should also be the root of the CST. If the cloud MST consists of several MST regions, one of the MST regions must have the
CST root, and all the other MST regions must have a better path to the root that's in the cloud MST than a path to PVST+ or the quick-PVST+ cloud. You might have to manually configure the switches in the clouds. The network partition in a large number of regions is not recommended. However, if this situation is inevitable, we recommend that you partition LAN into smaller LANs intercome by routers or
non-Layer 2 devices. For configuration information on UplinkFast and BackboneFast, Information about configuring the section If you want Spaning-Tree features section. The switch keeps an example of the spaning tree - for the group in its map VLANs. A changed ID, including in the changed priority and the MAC address changed, associated with each instance. For a VLANs cluster, the switch with the
lower ID becomes the root switch. To configure a change to become the root, use the spaning-tree mst instance-id root configuration global commands to modify the change priority from the default value (32768) to a significantly lower value so that the root change becomes the root change for specifying the spanning-footer. When you enter this command, priority checks are changed to the root switches.
Because of the extended System ID support, changes the sets its own priority for the specified instance to 24576 if this value will cause this change to become rooted in for the spaning-specified instance. If any root change for the specified instance has a priority changed lower than 24576, change the sets its own priority to 4096 less than the lowest priority switch. (4096 is the value of the smallest ever-
significant number of 4-bit priority values shown in Table 20-1.) If your network consists of switches that both make and do not support the extended system ID, it is unlike that the switch with the extended system ID support will become the root switch. The extended system ID increases the priority value changing every time the VLAN number is greater than the priority of the connected switches running
older software. The root switch for each spaning-spaning instance - should be a backbone switch or distribution. Do not configure an access switch as the spaning root -- main tree. Use the diameter keyword, available only for MST instance 0, specify the diameter Layer 2 network (that is, the maximum number of expected changes between any two end stations in the Layer 2 network). When you specify
the network diameter, the switch automatically sets a hey optimal time, for forward-delayed time, and maximum-age time for a network in this diameter, which can significantly reduce the conversion time. You can use the Greeting keyword to cover automatically calculate hello time. When you configure a switch with the system ID support extended as the secondary root, the change priority is modified to the
default value (32768) in 28672. The change is then likely to become changed to root for the specified instance if the primary root switch fails. This is supposed that the other network switches use the default switching priority to 32768 and therefore are unlike they become the root switch. You can execute the following command on more than one change to configure multiple backup root switches. Use the
same network diameter and hello-time time values that you use when you configured the primary root switch with the spaning-tree mst instance-id root primary global configuration command. If a loop is performed, the MSTP uses the port when choosing a cornea at set in the sending state. You can assign higher priority values (lower numeric values) to interfaces that you want to select first and lowest
priority values (highest numeric values) that you want to select updates. If all interfaces have the same priority value, the MSTP puts the kides and the lowest interface number in the sending state and blocks other interfaces. The MSTP path is costing default values from the media speed to a kine. If a loop is performed, the MSTP uses price when choosing a cornea at the set of sent states. You can assign
lower cost value interfaces that you want to select first and higher value prices that you want to select updates. If all interfaces have the same cost value, the MSTP puts the kides and the lowest cornea numbers in the sending state and blocks the other ktefas. If you link a port to another port at a link point and the local port becomes a designated port, the RSTP negotiates a quick transition with the other
port using the clause-agreement section to ensure a loop-free topology as described in the Rapid Konvergence section section. By default, the link type is controlled from the duplex mode of the interface: a full port duplex is considered to have a point-to-point connection; a half-duplex port is considered to have a shared connection. If you have a half duplex link physically connecting point-to-point to a single
port on a switching switch running MSTP, you can overhead the default setting of the link type and enable quick transition to the forwarding state. A topology could include both principles and IEEE 802.1s standard device compliant. By default, ports can automatically detect standard devices, but they can still receive both standard and BPDUs standards. When there is a mismatch between a device and its
neighbor, only the CIST runs on the interface. You can choose to set a forwarding port only to main BPDUs. The main flag appears in all commands shown, even if the port is in STP compatibility mode. A switch running MSTP supports a built-in protocol mechanism that allows it to interopere with iEEE EEEE 802.1D switch. If this switch receives a legacy IEEE 802.1D BPDU configuration (a CPDU with the
protocol version set to 0), it sends only IEEE 802.1D BPDUs on that port. An MSTP switch also can detect that a port is within the bounds of a region when it receives a legacy CPDU, an MST BPDU (Version 3) associated with a different region, or an RST BPDU (Version 2). However, the change does not automatically return to the MSTP mode if it no longer receives the IEE 802.1D BPDUs because it
cannot be detected if the legacy changes. A change might continue to allocate a boundary role to a port when the change to which it connects was simultaneously the region. This job is required. Step 1 Goal Commandments terminal Enter global configuration mode. Step 2 spaning-tree mst setup Enter MST configuration mode. Step 3 example example – vlan vlan vlan-fix mapping VLANs to an MST
instance. instance-id- range is 0 to 4096. vlan-range -range is 1 to 4096. When you map VLANs to an MST instance, the map is incremental, and VLANs are specified in the order being added to or removed from the VLANs that were previously mapped. To specify a VLAN range, use a tap; for example, example 1 vlan 1-63 map VLANs 1 to 63 in MST example 1. To specify a VLAN range, use a comma; for
example, example 1 vlan 10, 20, four 30 VLANs 10, 20, and 30 in MST example 1. Step 4 Name Specify the configuration name. The name string has a maximum length of 32 characters and is case sensitive. Step 5 review version Specify the configuration review number. The range is 0 65535. Step 6 shows your pending audit configuration by displaying the pending configuration. Step 7 exit Apply all
changes, and return to global configuration mode. Step 8 spaning-tree mode mst enabled MSTP. RSTP also enabled. Carefully Changing spaning-tree mode can disrupt traffic because all spaning-tree instances are stopped for the previous mode and restarted in the new mode. You cannot run both MSTP and PVST+ or both MSTP and quick PVST+ at the same time. Step 9 End Return to privileged EXEC
mode. Before starting after configuring the switch as the root switch, we recommend that you avoid manually configuring the hello time, advanced-delay time, and maximum-age time in the spaning-tree mst hello-time, spaning -the forward-time tree, and the spaning-mst-age tree global configuration commands. This task is optional. Task Command Step 1 configure terminal Inters global configuration mode.
Step 2 spaning-tree mst instance-id main root [ diameter net-diameter [ hello-time seconds] Configure a switch as the root switch.instance-id -Specify a single instance, a series of instances separated by a hyphen, or a series of instances separated by a comma. The range is 0 4096. (Optional) net-diameter diameter - Specify the maximum number of changes between any two end stations. The range is 2 to
7. This keyword is available only for MST instance 0. (Optional) hello-time seconds – Specify the interval of seconds between the generation of configuration messages by the root switch. The range is 1 for 10 seconds; the default is 2 seconds. Step 3 spaning-tree mst instance-id secondary root [ diameter net-diameter [hello-time seconds]] Configure a switching switch as the secondary root switch. example-
id— Specify a single instance, a range of instances separated by a hype, or a range of instances separated by a comma. The range is 0 4096. (Optional) net-diameter diameter – Specify the maximum number of changes between any two end stations. The range is 2 to 7. This keyword is available only for MST instance 0. (Optional) Seconds Time Hey- the interval of seconds between the generation of
configuration messages by the root switch. The range is 1 for 10 seconds; the default is 2 seconds. Use the same network diameter and hello-time time values that you use when configuring the primary root switch. Step 4 End Return to privileged EXEC mode. Before you begin exercise care when configuring the priority is changed. For most situations, we recommend that you use the spaning-tree mst
instance-id main root with the spaning-mst instance-id root second configuration global commands to modify the changed priority. Task Command Step 1 configure terminal Inters global configuration mode. Step 2 spaning -tree mst instance priority - Id Configure the change priority. example-id— Specify a single instance, a range of instances separated by a hype, or a range of instances separated by a
comma. The range is 0 4096. Priority - The range is 0 to 61440 in increments of 4096; the default is 32768. The lower number, the more likely will be changed to selected as the root switch. Priority values are 0, 4096, 8192, 12288, 16384, 20480, 24576, 28672, 32768, 36864, 40960, 45056, 49152, 53248, 57344, and 6140. All other values are rejected. Step 3 spaning -tree mst hello-time Configure the
Hello time for all MST instances. The hey time is the interval between the generation of configuration messages by switching to root. These messages mean that the change is alive. seconds - The range is 1 to 10; the default is 2. Step 4 spaning -tree mst front-time Configure the time ahead for all MST instances. The advance delay is the number of seconds a port waiting before switching from its spaning-
tree learning and listening to the state to send. Seconds - The range is 4 to 30; the default is 15. Step 5 spaning-tree mst-age seconds Configure the maximum-aging time for all MST instances. The maximum-aging time is the number of seconds a switching wait without receiving setup-footer messages before attempting a reconfiguration. Seconds - The range is 6 to 40; the default is 20. Step 6 spaning-tree
mst-hops hop-count Specify the number of hops in a previous region is the CPDU cast, and information is made for an aging port. hop-count -Range is 1 to 255; the default is 20. Step 7 kterface-id Specify a done of configuration, and enter the cornea configuration mode. Valid interfaces include physical port and port-channel logical interfaces. Step 8 spaning-tree mst instance-id port-id priority Configure the
port priority. instance-id - Specify a single instance, a series of instances separated by a hype, or a range of instances separated by a comma. The range is 0 4096. Priority - The range is 0 to 240 in increments of 16. The default is 128. The lower number, the higher the priority. The priority values are 0, 16, 32, 48, 64, 80, 96, 112, 128, 144, 160, 176, 192, 208, 224, and 240. All other values are Step 9 spaning
static mst instance -id Price Configure the price. If a loop is performed, the MSTP uses the cost of the path when selecting a cornea in place of the sending state. A lower path represents higher-speed transmission. instance-id - Specify a single instance, a series of instances separated by a hype, or a range of instances separated by a comma. The range is 0 4096. price - The range is 1 to 2000000000; The
default value is from the media speed of the cornea. Step 10 spaning point-footer - Type Point-to-Point Press that the link type of a port is point-to-point. Step 11 spaning-tree mst pre-standard Specify that the port can send only BPDUs principles. Step 12 End Return to privileged EXEC mode. Task command displays the spaning-tree mst configuration Display the MST region configuration. show the
spanning-tree mst configuration Digest Show MD5 digest is included in the current MSTCI. displays the spanning-tree mst instance-id Show MST information for the specified instance. displays the spanning-tree mst kterface-id Show MST information for the specified cornea. key spaning-tree detector - protocol restart the protocol migration process (the renegotiation force and contiguous switch) on the
switch, clear spaning-tree sensors - protocol connoisseur-id restart the protocol migration process on a specific mucus. show run-config verify your entries. copy run-config startup-config Save your entries to the configuration file. The following example shows how to enter MST configuration mode, map VLANs 10 to 20 in MST instance 1, region name of 1, set revision to configuration 1, display the lost
configuration, apply the changes, and return to global configuration mode: Switch (config)# Spaning-Tree configuration switch (config-mst) # example 1 vlan 10-20 switch (config-mst)# name region1 Switch (config-mst) # Review 1 Switch (config-mst) # Displays Annatant MST Configuration Name [Region] Review 1 Exemption Vlans Mapped -------- --------------------- 0 1 -9.21-4096 1 10-20 ---------------------------
---- Switch (config-mst) # Exit Switch (config)# The following sections provide references related to switch administration: Standard Title Name new or modified standards are supported by this feature, and support for existing standards has not been modified by this feature. - RFCs Title Name new or modified RFCs are supported by this feature , and support for existing RFCs has not been modified by this
feature. - Page 20 Release software you cannot support all the features documented in this chapter. For the feature updates and caveats, see the release notes for your platform and software release. Use Cisco Feature Navigator to get information about platform support and Cisco software support. To access Cisco Feature Navigator, go to . An account on Cisco.com not required. To use this feature, the
switch must be PTP-able. Refer to change release notes. To use this feature, the change must run the BASE LAN image. The IEE 1588 standard describes the use of PTP for fault-tolerant synchronization of real network clock networks. The clock in a PTP network are organized in a master-slave hierarchy. The granmaster clock is called the Best Master Clock (BMC), and is the root of the master-slave
hierarchy. PTP uses the BMC algorithm to identify the master clock for synchronization. The master clock is a time source on the network that can be synchronized to a very precise time source such as a Global Position System (GPS) clock. Slaves are the other network devices that synchronize the clock to the master clock. The parent is the clock where members of slaves member-slaves synchronize.
Message timing between the owner and slaves ensures continued synchronization. Synchronization behavior depends on the PTP timer setting mode that you configure on the switch. The mode can be limited, end-to-end transparent, or forward: A timer changes to participant boundary mode in the selection of the most correct master clock. If most accurate clock is not detected, that changes the timer to
become the owner. If they find a more correct clock among slave clocks, then sentchronizes them in that clock and becomes a slave clock. After initial synchronization, the switch and the connected device exchange messages to correct these changes are caused by clock offsets and network networks. A switch timer to end-to-end transparently synchronizes all changed ports with the master clock. Change
this by participating in master clock selection and uses the default PTP timer mode on all ports. A switch timer in forward mode allows incoming PTP packages to pass-through the switch as normal multicast traffic. When the change is in PTP forward mode, PTP configuration is not available except when changing PTP mode to another mode. You can only configure per-port PTP when the change is in
restricted mode. Default PTP Settings By default, PTP is enabled on all Ethernet fast and Gigabit Ethernet ports on the base switch module. The default PTP mode on all ports is end-to-end transparent. Table 8-1 Default PTP Settings Feature Default PTP boundary setting is disabled. Advanced PTP mode disable. PTP end-to-end Transparent Mode Enabled. PTP Priority 1 and PTP Priority 2 Default Priority
Number is 128. PTP announces interval 2 seconds. PTP announces time received out 3 messages. PTP delay request interval 32 seconds. PTP five intervals 1 second. PTP five limits 50000000 nanoseconds. Task Command Step 1 configure terminal Inters global configuration mode. Step 2 kterface-id Enter to configure configuration mode. Step 3 ptp { announces {interval value | Timeout Value || delay
interval value intervals | lets | five { interval values { limited value } } Specify the settings for the distribution messages. These options are available only when the change is at Mode. announces interval value—Set up time to send announce messages. The range is 0 to 4 seconds. The default is 1 (2 seconds). announces the value time—Set time to announce timeout messages. The range is 2 10 seconds.
The default is 3 (8 seconds). delay-delayed interval value - Sets the time for slave devices to send message request delays when the port is in the master clock state. The range is -1 seconds in 6 seconds. The default is 5 (32 seconds). Enable - Enable PTP on the base module port. five interval values - Sets the time to send synchronization messages. The range is -1 second to 1 second. The default is 1
second. five limit values—Sets the maximum offset value before PTP attempts to resynchronize. The range is from 50 500000000 nanoseconds. The default is 50000000 nanoseconds. Step 4 End Return to privileged EXEC mode. Step 5 shows run-config verify your entries. Step 6 Copy Run - config startup-config (Optional) Save your entries in the configuration file. Table 8-2 Commands for the PTP
Configuration Command PTP target display ptp timer Show the PTP clock properties. displays the ptp foreign-master-folders Show PTP the foreign master data set. displays the parent displaying parent clock properties and grannmaster. show port ptp Show all the ptp port properties. Displays the cornea of the FastEthernet port Displays the PTP FastEthernet properties on the specified port. displays the
GigabitEthernet port interface Displays PTP Gigabit Ethernet properties on the specified port. displays ptp time-display properties of the PTP time property. Table 8-3 commands for troubleshooting the PTP Configuration Command debug ptp bmc Enable debugging of the PTP Master Algorithm. debug ptp clock-editing Allow debugging of PTP clock editing. Debug ptp collision Allow debugging of PTP source
collisions. Debug Error ptp Allow debugging of PTP Errors. debug event pp Enable debugging of PTP state events. debug ptp messages Enable debugging in PTP messages. transparent ptp-timer debug allows debugging of the transparent PTP timer. The following sections provide reference related to change administration: Related to Topic Document Title Cisco IE 2000 Commands Cisco IE 2000 Switch
Reference, Release15.0(1) EY Cisco IOS basic commands Cisco IOS Configuration Fundamental Reference Reference Title Title New or modified standards are supported by this feature, and support for existing standards has not been modified by this feature. - RFCs Title Name new or modified RFCs are supported by this feature, and support for existing RFCs has not been modified by this feature. -
Description link to the Cisco Technical Support website has thousands of pages of searchable technical content, including links to products, technologies, solutions , technical tips, and tools. Register Cisco.com users can log in to this page to access even more content. Page 21 Release your software does not support all the features documented in this chapter. For the feature updates and caveats, see the
release notes for your platform and software release. Use Cisco Feature Navigator to get information about platform support and Cisco software support. To access Cisco Feature Navigator, go to . An account on Cisco.com not required. When you configure VTP, you must configure a trunk port so that the change can send and receive VTP advertisement and from other switches in the domain. For more
information, see the Configuring an Ethernet Creation as a Trunk Port Section. Before adding a VTP client switch to a VTP domain, always verify that its VTP review number is lower than the configuration review number of the other changes in the VTP domain. Switching to a VTP domain always uses the VLAN configuration to change the and the higher review number VTP configurations. If you add a
commute that has a review number higher than the review number of the VTP domain, it can delete all VLAN information from the VTP server and VTP domain. See the Add a VTP Client Switch to a VTP domain section for the procedure to verify and reset the VTP review number. For VTP version 3, the change must run the BASE image. VTP versions 1 and VTP version 2 are not interoperable about
switching to the same VTP domain. Do not enable VTP version 2 unless each switch in the VTP domain supports version 2. In VTP versions 1 and 2, when you configure short-range VLANs on the switch, the switch must be in transparent VTP mode. VTP version 3 also supports creating extended-range VLANs in client or server mode. A VLAN Trunking Protocol (VTP) is a Layer protocol 2 that maintains
consistency VLAN consistency VLAN by managing the addition, deletion, and renaming of VLANs on a network-wide basis. VTP minimizes misconfigurations and configuration inconsistency that can cause multiple issues, such as duplicate vlan names, incorrect VLAN-type specifications, and security violations. Before you create VLANs, you must decide whether to use VTP in your network. Using VTP, you
can make configuration changes centrally on one or more switches and have these changes automatically communicate to all the other switches in the network. Without VTP, you cannot send information about VLANs to other switch. VTP is designed to work in an environment where updates are made on a single switch and are sent to VTP other switches to the domain. It doesn't work well in a situation
where several updates in the VLAN database occur simultaneously on switch in the same domain, which would result in an inconsistency in the VLAN database. The switch supports 1005 VLANs, but the number of configured features affects the utterance of the switched laptop. If the switch is advised by VTP to a new VLAN and the switch is already using the maximum resources available, it is sent
message that there is not enough hardware available and closes the VLAN. The output of the User Vlan EXEC command displays the VLAN in a suspended state. VTP version 1 and version 2 support only normal-range VLANs (VLAN ID 1 1 1005). VTP version 3 supports the entire VLAN range (VLANs 1 4096). Extended Range VLANs (VLANs 1006 4096) are supported only in VTP version 3. You cannot
convert from VTP version 3 to VTP version 2 if extended VLANs are configured in the domain. A VTP domain (also called a VLAN management domain) consists of one switch or multiple intercontinental switches under the same administrative responsibility sharing the same VTP domain name. A case change in a single VTP domain. You make global VLAN configuration changes for the domain. By default,
the switch is in the VTP no-management-domain state until it receives an advertisement for a domain on a trunk link (a link that carries the traffic to multiple VLANs) or until you configure a domain name. Until the management domain name is specified or learned, you cannot create or modify VLANs on a VTP server, and VLAN information is not spread over the network. If the change receives a VTP
advertisement on a such link, it inherits the management domain name and the VTP review number. Change the then ignore advertisements with a different domain name or an earlier setup review number. When you make a change to the VLAN configuration on a VTP server, the change is spread to all switches in the VTP domain. The VTP advertisement is sent over all IEE trunk connections, including IEE
802.1Q. VTP Dynamics maps VLANs with unique name and associated internal index across multiple LAN types. Mapping eliminates device administration too much binding to network administrators. If you configure a switch for transparent VTP mode, you can create and modify VLANs, but these changes are not sent to other switches in the domain, and they affect only the individual switch. However,
configuration changes made when the change is in this mode are saved to change the running configuration and can be saved to the startup file change configuration. For domain name and password configuration guide, see the VTP Configuration Guide section. Table 18-1 VTP Modest VTP Mode Description VTP server in VTP server mode, you can create, modify, and delete VLANs, and specify other
configuration parameters (such as the VTP version) for the entire VTP domain. VTP servers advertise the VLAN configurations to other switch to the same VTP domain and synchronize VLAN's configurations and other switch-based advertising receives on links that run. VTP Server is the default mode. Note in VTP server mode, VLAN configurations are saved in NVRAM. If the switch detects a failure while
writing an NVRAM configuration, VTP mode automatically changes from server mode to client mode. If this happens, the change cannot be returned to VTP mode until the NVRAM is functioning. VTP clients a VTP client behaves like a VTP server and transmits and receives VTP updates on its trunks, but you can't create, change, or delete VLANs on a VTP client. VLANs are configured on another switch to
the domain that is in server mode. In VTP versions 1 and 2, in VTP client mode, VLAN configurations are not saved in NVRAM. In VTP version 3, VLAN configurations are saved in NVRAM in client mode. VTP transparent VTP switch transparently does not participate in VTP. A transparent VTP switch does not advertise its VLAN configuration and does not synchronize its VLAN configuration based on
receiving advertisements. However, in VTP version 2 or version 3, transparent switch does advertise VTP that they receive from other switches to their trunk interfaces. You can create, edit, and delete VLANs on a switch to transparent VTP modes. In VTP versions 1 and 2, the switch must be in transparent VTP mode when you create extended-range VLANs. VTP version 3 also supports creating extended-
range VLANs in client or server mode. See the Create an extended VLAN-Range section. When the switch is in VTP transparent mode, the VTP and vlan configurations are saved in NVRAM, but are not published in other switch. In this mode, VTP mode and domain names are saved in the configuration run change, and you can save this information to the switch startup file by using the copy-configup
startup privileged EXEC command. VTP on a switch to VTP on function mode in ways similar to a transparent VTP switch, except that it doesn't send VTP advertisements over trunks. For VTP versions 1 and version 2, if extended-range vlans are configured on the switch, you cannot change VTP mode to client or server. You receive an error message, and the configuration is not enabled. VTP version 1 and
version 2 do not spread configuration information to extend range VLANs (VLANs 1006 to 4096). You must manually configure these VLANs on each device. Note that for VTP versions 1 and 2, before creating extended-range VLANs (VLANS IDS 1006 to 4096), you must set VTP mode for transparently using vtp mode to transparent global configuration order. Save this configuration to the startup
configuration so that the change starts in VTP transparent mode. Otherwise, you lose the extended-range VLAN configuration if the Reset changes and boots up in VTP server mode (the default). VTP version 3 supports extend-range VLANs. If extended VLANs are configured, you cannot convert from VTP version 3 to VTP version 2. If you configure the switch for vtp client mode, the switch does not create
the VLAN database file (vlan.date). If the switch is then powered off, it resets the VTP configuration to the default. To keep the VTP configuration and VTP client mode after the restart is changed, you must first configure the VTP domain name before the VTP mode. When a switch is in VTP server mode, you can change VLAN setup and have it spread throughout the network. When a switch is in VTP client
mode, you cannot change its VLAN configuration. The client change receives VTP updates from a VTP server in the VTP domain and then modifys its configuration accordingly. When you configure the switch for transparent VTP mode, VTP is disabled on the switch. The change does not send VTP updates and does not act on the latest VTP receive from other switches. However, a transparent VTP switch
running VTP version 2 performs ahead of receiving VTP advertisements on its trunk link. VTP Off mode is the same as VTP transparent mode except that VTP advertising is not sent. Carefully If all switches are operated in VTP client mode, do not configure a VTP domain name. If done, it's impossible to make changes to the VLAN configuration in this domain. Therefore, make sure that you configure at
least one switch as a VTP server. Each switch in the VTP domain sends global advertising configurations from each trunk port to a reserved multidicast address. Switch neighbors receive these advertisements and update their VTP and vlan configurations as required. VTP advertisers distribute this global domain information: VTP domain name VTP configuration identity number Update and update
timestamp MD5 Digest VLAN configuration, including maximum transmission unit (MTU) size per VLAN frame format VTP advertisement distribute this information to VLAN per vlan configured: VLAN IDS (IEEE 802.1Q) VLAN type VLAN type VLAN Additional VLAN information specific to VLAN type VLAN info specific to VLAN type in VLAN version 3 , VTP advertisements also include the primary server ID,
an instance number, and a starting index. If you use VTP in your network, you must decide which version of VTP to use. By default, VTP operates in version 1. VTP version 2 supports the following features that are not supported in version 1: Token Ring Support - VTP version 2 supports Token Ring Bridge Relay Function (TrBRF) and Token Ring Concentor Function (TrCRF) VLANs. For more information
about Token Ring VLANs, see the Normal-Range VLANs section. Unrecognized Type-Length-Value (TLV) support - A VTP server or client propagate configuration changes to its other trunks, even for TLV it cannot make clearances. The concrete TLV is saved in NVRAM when the switch is operated in VTP server mode. Version-dependent Transparent Mode - In VTP version 1, a transparent VTP switch
inspects VTP messages for the domain name and version and forwards a message only if the version and match domain name. Although VTP version 2 supports only one domain, a VTP version 2 transparently changes forwards a message only when the domain name matches. Consistency Check-In VTP version 2, VLAN consistency checks (such as VLAN names and values) are performed only when you
enter new information in the CLI or SNMP. Consistency checks are not performed when they get new information from a VTP message or when is it from NVRAM. If the MD5 digest on a VTP message receives is correct, its information is accepted. VTP version 3 supports the following features that are not supported in version 1 or version 2: Authentication Supplement -- You can configure the authentication
as hidden or secret. When hidden, the secret key from the password string is saved in the VLAN database file, but it does not appear in plain text in the configuration. Instead, the key is associated with the password saved in outstanding formatting of the running configuration. You must reenter the password if you enter a command to take lookup from the domain. When you enter the secret keyword, you
can directly configure the secret password key. Support for extended range VLAN (VLANs 1006 to 4096) database proliferation. VTP version 1 and 2 spread only VLANs 1 1 1005. If extended VLANs are configured, you cannot convert from VTP version 3 to version 1 or 2. Note that VTP runs still apply only to VLANs 1 1005, and VLANs 1002 1005 are still reserved and cannot be modified. Support for any
database in a domain. In addition to spread VTP information, version 3 can spread multiple Spaning Tree (MST) database protocol information. A separate instance of the VTP protocol runs for each application that uses VTP. VTP primary server and secondary VTP servers. A primary VTP server updates the database information and sends updates that are honored by all devices in the system. A
secondary VTP server can only back up the updated vtp configuration received from the primary server of its NVRAM. By default, all devices come up as secondary servers. You can enter the vtp primary privilege EXEC command to specify a primary server. Primary server status only required for database updates when the administrator issues a pranover message to the domain. You can have a working
VTP domain without any primary servers. Primary server status is lost if the device reloads or changed domain parameters, even when a password is configured on the switch. The option to turn VTP on or off on a not-trunk (not-port) basis. You can enable or disable VTP for each port by entering the [no] vtp conductor configuration command. When you disable VTP on trunking ports, all VTP instances for
these ports are disabled. You cannot set VTP to Off for the MST database and on for the VLAN database on the same port. When you globally set VTP mode off, it applies to all the trunking ports of the system. However, you can specify on or off on an instance basis per vtp. For example, you can configure the switch as a VTP server for the VLAN database but with VTP off for the MST database. Follow
these guidelines when deciding which VTP versions are applied: All switches in a VTP domain must have the same domain name, but do not need to run the same vtp version. A VTP version 2 - Unable to operate in the same VTP domain as a switch running VTP version 1 if version 2 is disabled on the 2-capable version switch (version 2 is disabled (flaws). If a change runs VTP version 1 but is able to run
VTP version 2 receiving VTP version 3 advertisements, it automatically moves to VTP version 2. If a switch runs VTP version 3 that connects to a switch running VTP version 1, the VTP version 1 change moves to VTP version 2, and the VTP version 3 switch sends scaled-down the VTP package versions so that the VTP version 2 switch can update its database. A switch running VTP version 3 cannot be
moved to version 1 or 2 if it has extended VLANs. Do not allow VTP version 2 on a change unless all the switches in the same VTP domain are 2-2-capable versions. When you enable version 2 on a switch, all of the version-2-capable switches in the domain allow version 2. If there is a 1-only version changed, it does not exchange VTP information and switch that has version 2 enabled. We recommend
setting VTP version 1 and 2 switch to Edge in the network because they do not send VTP version 3 advertising. If there is TrBRF and TrCRF Token Network Ring in your environment, you must enable VTP version 2 or version 3 for Token Ring Switching to function properly. Run Token Ring and Token Ring-Net, disable VTP version 2. VTP version 1 and version 2 do not spread configuration information to
extend range VLANs (VLANs 1006 to 4096). You must configure these VLANs manually on each device. VTP version 3 supports extend-range VLANs. You cannot convert from VTP version 3 to VTP version 2 if extended VLANs are configured. When a VTP version 3 device trunk port receives messages from a vtp version 2 device, it sends a scaled-down version of the VLAN database on that particular
trunk to VTP version 2 format. A VTP version 3 device doesn't send VTP packet version 2-format on a trunk unless it first receives version VTP 2 packages on that trunk port. When a VTP version 3 device detects a vtp version 2 device on a trunk port, it continues to send VTP Pack version 3, in addition to VTP version Pack 2, to allow both neighbor types to koexist on the same cut. A VTP version 3 device
does not accept configuration information from a VTP version 2 or version 1 device. Two VTP version 3 regions can only communicate in transparent mode over a VTP version 1 or version 2 region. Devices that are only VTP version 1 can't be entrived with VTP version 3 devices. VTP version 2 and version 3 are disabled by default. When you enable VTP version 2 on a switch, each VTP version 2 - that is
able to switch to the VTP domain allowed version 2. To enable VTP version 3, you must manually configure it on each switch. With VTP versions 1 and 2, you can configure the version only on the VTP server switch or transparent mode. If a switch is running VTP version 3, you can switch to version 2 when the switch is in client mode if no extended VLANs exist, no private VLANs exist, and no hidden
password has been configured. Carefully in VTP version 3, both the primary and secondary servers can exist an instance of the domain. VTP runs increasing available network bandwidth by restricting flood traffic to the trust links that the traffic must use to reach the destination devices. Without VTP running, a flood changes emissions, multidicast, and unknown traffic indicates across all links running in a
VTP domain even though receiving switch could be discussed. VTP runs disabled by default. VTP runs flooded traffic blocks flooded through VLANs on trunk ports that are included in the run-qualifying list. Only VLANs included in the run-eligible list must be run. By default, VLANs 2 through 1001 are running eligible trunk skin switches. If VLANs are configured as dive-inequality, the flooding will continue.
VTP run is supported in all VTP versions. Figure 18-1 shows a network switch without VTP running enabled. Port 1 on Change A and Port 2 on the Change Screenshot assigned to the red VLAN. If a broadcast is sent from the host connected to Switch A, Change a flood of the broadcast and all switch to the network receive it, even if Switch C, E, and F have no port in the red VLAN. Figure 18-1 Flood Traffic
without VTP Pruning Figure 18-2 shows a network switch with VTP running enabled. The broadcast traffic from Switch A is not sent to Switch C, E, and F because the traffic for the red VLAN was run on the display links (Port 5 on Change B and Port 4 on Change D). Figure 18-2 Optimized traffic flooded with VTP running with VTP versions 1 and 2, enabling VTP running on a VTP server allows running for
the entire management domain. Making VLANs run – qualified or run-unequally affects running eligibility for those VLANs on that trunk only (not on all changes in the VTP domain). In VTP version 3, you must manually allow running on each switch in the domain. See the Enable VTP Pruning section. VTP runs take effect several seconds after you allow it.VTP to run by running traffic from VLANs that are
run-inequalities. VLAN 1 and VLANs 1002's 1005 are still run-inequalities; These traffic to VLANs cannot be run. Extended-range VLANs (VLAN ID higher than 1005) are also diving-inequalities. VTP run is not designed to function in vtp transparent mode. If one or more switches to the network are in transparent VTP mode, you should do one of the following: Turn off VTP running in the whole network. Turn
off VTP runs by making all VLANs on the trunk of switch to the VTP investment transparently switching runs inclusible. To configure VTP running on a cornea, use the switchport trunk running vlan configuration command configuration. VTP runs operating when a kentone is trunking. You can set VLAN run-eligibility, whether or not VTP runs enabled for the VTP domain, if you aren't any given VLAN exists,
and whether the interface is currently trunking. Table 18-2 Default VTP Settings Feature Default Settings VTP Null domain name. VTP Mode (VTP version 1 and version 2) server. mode (VTP version 3) The mode is the same as the VTP version mode 1 or 2 before the conversion to version 3. VTP version 1. MST Transparent database mode. VTP version 3 Server High quality. VTP Password None. VTP
runs disabled. You use the VTP global configuration command to set the VTP password, the version, the VTP worksheet, the katedface provides updated VTP information, the domain name, and the mode, and disable or enable runs. For more information about available keywords, see the order description of the reference ordered for this release. The VTP information is saved in the VTP VLAN database.
When VTP mode is transparent, the VTP domain name and mode are also saved to change the configuration run file, and you can save it to the startup changes startup file by entering the copy-configuing startup privileged privilege EXEC command. You must use this command if you want to save VTP mode as transparent if the reset is changed. When you save VTP information to the startup switch file
and restart the switch, the configuration is selected as follows: If the VTP mode is transparent in both the startup configuration and the VLAN database with the VTP domain name from the VLAN database matches that in the startup configuration file, the VLAN database is ignored (authorized). VTP and VLAN configurations are in the startup configuration file to use. Database review number VLAN remains
unchanged in the VLAN database. If the VTP mode or the domain name of the startup configuration does not match the VLAN database, the domain name and the VTP mode and configuration for the first 1005 VLANs use the VLAN database information. When configuring VTP for the first time, you must always provide a domain name. You must configure all switches of the VTP domain with the same
domain name. Switch to VTP transparent mode by exchange VTP messages and other switches, and you don't need to configure a VTP domain name for them. Note that if NVRAM and DRAM storage is sufficient, all switches to a VTP domain should be in VTP server mode. Carefully do not configure a VTP domain if all switches are operated in VTP client mode. If you configure the domain, it's impossible
to make changes to the VLAN configuration in that domain. Make sure that you configure at least one switch of the VTP domain for VTP server mode. You can configure a password for the VTP domain, but it is not necessary. If you configure a domain password, all domain switches must share the same password and you must configure the password on each switch in the management domain. Change
without a password or with the wrong password to reject VTP advertising. If you configure a VTP password for a domain, a switch that is reinforced without a VTP configuration does not accept vtp advertisement until you configure it with the correct password. After the setup, the switch accepts the next VTP advertisement that uses the same password and the domain name If you are adding a new switch to
an existing network with VTP capabilities, the new switch learns the domain name only after the applicable password has been configured on it. Attention When you configure a VTP domain password, the management domain is not functioning properly if you do not provide a management domain password at each switch in the domain. Before adding a VTP client to a VTP domain, always verify that its VTP
configuration review number is lower than the configuration review number of the other changes in the VTP domain. Switching to a VTP domain always uses the VLAN configuration to change the and the higher review number VTP configurations. With VTP versions 1 and 2, adding a change with a review number higher than the review number of the VTP domain can delete all VLAN information from the
VTP server and VTP domain. With VTP version 3, the VLAN information is not erased. Before you start You should configure the VTP domain before configuring other VTP parameters. Task Command Step 1 configure terminal Inters global configuration mode. Step 2 vtp domain name domain name Setup VTP administrative-domain name. The name can be one 32 characters. All switches operated in VTP
server or client mode under the same administrative responsibility must be configured with the same domain name. This command is optional for mode other than server mode. VTP server mode requires a domain name. If the switch has a trunk connection to a VTP domain, the switch learns the domain name from the VTP server in the domain. Step 3 vtp mode { client | server | transparent | on { vlan
|mst|unknown | Configure the switch for VTP mode (client, server, transparent, or on). (Optional) Database parameter: Vlan - The VLAN database is the default if none are configured. mst -Foot the multiple bulk (MST) database. Unknown – An unknown database type. Step 4 vtp password password (Optional) To set the password for the VTP domain. The password can be 8 case 64 characters. If you
configure a VTP password, the VTP domain is not functioning properly if you are not assigned the same password to each switch to the domain. See the Configuring a VTP Version 3 Password section for options available with VTP version 3. Step 1 vpt primary-server [vlan|mst][Force](Optional) Change the operational state of a switch from a secondary server (the default) to a primary server and advertises
the configuration of the domain. If the password is changed configured as hidden, you are prompted to reenter the password. VLAN - Select the VLAN database as the capture feature. This is the default. mst - Select the multiple spaning tree (MST) database as the pranover feature. force -Overwrite setup any conflict servers. If you don't go into force, you push for confirmation before the boss. Step 2 End
Return to Privileged EXEC mode. Step 3 Shows vtp status verify your entry in the VTP Operated Mode with the VTP Domain Name the display. Step 4 Copy run-config startup-config (Optional) Save the configuration of the startup configuration file. Note that only VTP mode and domain names are saved in the configuration run change and can be copied to the startup configuration file. Task Command Step
1 configure terminal Inters global configuration mode. Step 2 vtp password password [hide | secret] (Optional) Enter the password for the VTP domain. The password can be 8 case 64 characters. (Optional) Hide - Ensure that the secret key generated from the password string is saved to the nvam: vlan.date file. If you configure a take by configuring a primary VTP server, you are pushed to reenter the
password. (Optional) secret - Directly configure the password. The secret password must contain 32 hexadecimate characters. Step 3 End Return to privileged EXEC mode. Step 4 shows vtp password verify your entries. Task Command Step 1 configure terminal Inters global configuration mode. Step 2 vtp version { 1|2|3} Allow the VTP version on the switch. The default is VTP version 1. Step 3 End Return
to privileged EXEC mode. Step 4 shows vtp status verifies that the configured VTP version is enabled. Step 5 Copies run-config startup-config (Optional) Save the configuration of the startup configuration file. Task Command Step 1 configure terminal Inters global configuration mode. Step 2 vtp running Allow run in the VTP administrative domain. By default, Run is disabled. You need to allow running only
one switch in VTP server mode. Step 3 End Return to privileged EXEC mode. Step 4 shows your vtp verified status of VTP Pruning Mode field in the display. Step 2 Kentone-id Id Identify a headborn, and enter headquarth configuration mode. Step 3 vtp Enable VTP on the specified port. Step 4 End Return to privileged EXEC mode. Step 5 shows run-config interface -id Verifies changes to the port. Step 6
shows the status of the vtp audit configuration. Before you start before adding a VTP client to a VTP domain, always verify that its VTP review number is lower than the configuration review number of the other switches in the VTP domain. Switching to a VTP domain always uses the VLAN configuration to change the and the higher review number VTP configurations. With VTP versions 1 and 2, adding a
change with a review number higher than the review number of the VTP domain can delete all VLAN information from the VTP server and VTP domain. With VTP version 3, the VLAN information is not erased. Task Command Step 1 shows vtp status checking the VTP configuration review number. If the number is 0, add changes to the VTP domain. If the number is greater than 0, follow these steps: a. Write
the domain name. B. Write the configuration review number.c.c. Continue with the next steps to reset the change review. Step 2 configure terminal Enter in global configuration mode. Step 3 vtp domain name domain-name changes the domain name from the original one displayed in Step 1 to a new name. Step 4 Finish the VLAN Information about the change and Reset configuration review number of 0.
Step 5 shows vtp status verify that the configuration review number was reset to 0. Step 6 configure terminal Enter in global configuration mode. Step 7 vtp domain-name Enter the original domain name on the change. Step 8 End Back in privileged EXEC mode. Step 9 shows vtp status (Optional) verify that the domain name is the same as in Step 1 and that the configuration review number is 0. Step 10
After restore the configuration review number, add changes to the VTP domain. Reason command displays the VTP Count Count counts on VTP messages being sent and received. displays vtp devices [conflicts] Display information about all vtp version 3 devices in the domain. Conflicts are VTP version 3 devices and primary servers conflict. Displays the vtp devices command by displaying information
when the switch is in transparent or cut mode. Displays kides vtp [kideyo-id] Displays vtp status and configuration for all encodings or the specified cornea. displays the VTP password Display the VTP password. The password form appears depending on whether the underlying keyword has been entered and if encryption is enabled on the Switch. Show VTP status Display VTP configuration information. The
following example shows how to configure the switch as a VTP server with the domain name eng_group and the password mypass: Change (config)# domain vtp eng_group VTP domain name settings in eng_group. Switch (config)# vtp server mode Settings in VTP server mode for VLANS. Change (setup)# vtp password myspas device settings VLAN database password to mypassword. Change (setup)#
End of this example shows how to configure a hidden password and how it appears: Change (setup)# vtp password mypasspas hide Generating secrets associated in the password. Switch (config)# End Switch # Show vtp password VTP password: 899144640C890888B6A0D80180837773 The following example shows how to configure a switch as the primary server for the VLAN database (the default)
when a password is hidden or secret has been configured: Change # vpt primary vlan Input V Password: this change mypassword will become Primary Server for VLAN features in VTP domain vtp database Conflicts Change Account Id Primary Server Review Server ------------ ---- -------------- -------------- -------- -------------------- &lt;1&gt;&lt;3&gt; VLANDB Yes 00d0.00b8.1400 = 00d0.00b8.1400 1 stand 1 You
want to continue (y/n)[n]? These sections provide references related to change administration: Related to Topic Document Title Cisco IE 2000 Command Cisco IE 2000 Switch Reference Command, Release 15.0 (1) EY Cisco IOS basic commands Cisco IOS Configuration Fundamental Reference Command VLAN Configuration Standard Title No new or modified standards are supported by this feature, and
support for existing standards has not been modified by this feature. - RFCs Title Name new or modified RFCs are supported by this feature, and support for existing RFCs has not been modified by this feature. For the feature updates and caveats, see the release notes for your platform and software release. Use Cisco Feature Navigator to get information about platform support and Cisco software support.
To access Cisco Feature Navigator, go to . An account on Cisco.com not required. The VLAN voice feature enables access ports to bring IP VOICE traffic from an IP phone. When the switch is connected to a Cisco 7960 Phone IP, the phone sends voice traffic and Layer 3 IP precedence and Layer 2 class of service (CoS) values, which are both set to 5 by default. Because the sound quality of a Cisco IP
phone call can be stymied if the data is unequietly sent, the switch supports quality of service (QoS) based on IEEE 802.1p CoS. QoS uses classification and schedules to send network traffic from the switch in a proofless manner. VLAN Voice referred to as a VLAN aide to some 6500 catalyst family switch documents. The Cisco 7960 Phone IP is a configurable device, and you can configure it to send
traffic with an IEE 802.1p priority. You can configure the change in trust or override the priority of traffic assigned by a Cisco IP phone. The Cisco IP phone has an integrated three-port 10/100 switch as shown in Figure 19-1. The ports provide dedicated connections to these devices: Port 1 connected to the switch or other voice-on-IP (VoIP) devices. Port 2 is an internal 10/100 kinema carrying traffic through
IP phones. Port 3 (accessibility ports) connected to a PC or other device. Figure 19-1 Cisco 7960 IP Phone is connected to a switch You can configure an access port with a Cisco IP phone to use one VLAN for voice traffic and another VLAN for traffic data from a device attached to the phone. You can configure port access on the change to send the Cisco Discovery Protocol (CDP) package that instructs
an attached phone to send voice traffic to the switch in any of the following ways: In the Voice V Tagged with a Priority Value Layer 2 CoS to access the tagged VLAN and a priority value Layer 2 Cos to access the VLAN, besides (no Layer 2 cos priority value) Noted in all configurations, the voice traffic carries a Layer 3 IP precedent value (the default is 5 for voice traffic and 3 for voice traffic control). You
can configure a port that connects to the Cisco IP phone to send CDP packages to the phone to configure the way in which the phone sends voice traffic. The phone can bring voice traffic to the IEEE 802.1Q frame for a specified voice VLAN with a 2 layer cos value. It can use IEE 802.1p tagging priorities to give voice traffic a higher and send all voice traffic to the native (access) VLAN. The Cisco phone's
IP can also send untagged voice traffic or use its own setup to send voice traffic to access the VLAN. In all configurations, the voice traffic carries a layer of 3 IP precedent values (the default is 5). The switch can also process data traffic (traffic to IEEE 802.1Q or IEE 802.1p frame type) from the device attached to the access port on the Cisco IP phone (see Figure 19-1). You can configure Layer 2 access
port on the switch to send CDP packages that instruct the phone to attach to configure the phone access port in one of the following modes: In Trusted mode, all traffic received through the access port on the Cisco IP phone passes to the switch phone. In unrelated mode, all traffic to IEEE 802.1Q or IEE 802.1p frames received through the access port on the Cisco IP phone receives a configured Layer 2
Cos value. The default Layer 2 CoS value is 0. Untrusted mode is the default. Note untagged traffic from the device attached to the Cisco phone's IP pass through the switch phone, regardless of the trusted state of the access port on the phone. The VLAN voice feature is disabled by default. When the VLAN voice feature is enabled, all untagged traffic is sent according to the default CoS priority of the port.
The cos value is not trusted for IEE 802.1p or IEE 802.1Q tagged traffic. VLAN configuration vlan only supports on port access changes; voice voice configurations are not supported on trunk ports. Trunk skin remarks can carry any number of VLANs voices, similar to regular vlans. The configuration of VLANs voice is not required on trunk ports. The voice VLAN should be present and active on the switch for
the IP phone to correctly communicate on the VLAN voice. Use the Show Vlan privilege EXEC command to see whether the VLAN is present (listed in the display). If the VLAN is not listed, see Configuring VLANs, for information on how to create VLAN in Voice. Before enabling VLAN voice, we recommend that you enable QoS on the change by entering mls qos global configuration order and configure the
trusted state of trust by entering mls qos trusted listening interface configuration command. If you use the auto-QoS feature, these settings are automatically configured. For more information, see Chapter38, Configuring QoS You must enable CDP on the switch port that connects to the Cisco IP phone to send the configuration to the phone. (CDP is globally enabled by default on all changed interfaces.) The
Fast Port Feature is automatically enabled when VLAN voice is configured. When you disable voice VLAN, the Port Fast feature is not automatically disabled. If the Cisco IP IP and a device attach to the phone are in the same VLAN, they must be in the same IP subnet. These conditions indicate that they are in the same vlan: - They both use IEE 802.1p or untagged frames. – Cisco's phone IP uses the
IEEE 802.1p frame, and the device uses untagged frames. The Cisco phone IP uses untagged frames, and the device uses IEE 802.1p frame. – Cisco's phone IP uses the IEEE 802.1Q frame, and the voice VLAN is the same as Vlan's access. The Cisco phone's IP and an attached device and the phone can't communicate if they are in the same VLAN and subnet but use different types of frames because
traffic in the same subnet by route (route would eliminate the frame difference). You cannot configure the secure MAC static address of the VLAN voice. VLAN ports can also be the following port types: - Dynamic accessibility port. See the Dynamics-Configuring Access Ports on VMPS Client section for more information. – IEE 802.1x native port. See the Configuring 802.1x Readiness Check section for
more information. Note If you enable IEE 802.1x on an access port on which a VLAN voice is configured and that is a Cisco IP phone connected, the phone connection is lost from the switch for up to 30 seconds. – Protect ports. See the Configuring Protected Ports section for more information. – A source or destination port for an SPAN or RSPAN session. – Secure skin. See the Configuring Port Security
section for more information. Note When you enable port security on a keyboard that is also configured with a VLAN voice, you must set the maximum allowed security address on the port to two more the maximum number of security addresses allowed on the VLAN access. When the port connects to a Cisco IP phone, the phone asks for up to two MAC addresses. The phone address is learned about
VLAN's voice and could also learn about VLAN's access. Connecting a PC to the phone requires additional MAC addresses. Because a Cisco 7960 Phone IP also supports a connection to a PC or other device, a port to connect the switch to a Cisco IP phone can bring mixed traffic. You can configure a port to decide how the Cisco phone's IP brings voice traffic and traffic data. You can connect a PC or
other data device to a phone's Cisco IP port. To process tagged traffic data (in IEEE 802.1Q or IEEE 802.1p frame), you can configure the change to send CDP packages to instruct phones in how to send data packages from the device attached to the access port on the Cisco IP phone. The PC can generate packages with a ranking cos value. You can configure the phone by switching (trusted) or on
location (not trusted) the priority of frame arriving on the phone's ports from connected devices. Task Command Step 1 configure terminal Inters global configuration mode. Step 2 kterface – The specifics of the cellular id that connects to the phone, and enters the user's configuration mode. Step 3 mls qos trust costs confidence to classify incoming traffic packages using the CoS value package. For
untagged packages, the default CoS port value is used. Note Before configuring the trusted port state, you must first globally enable QoS using the mls qos global configuration command. Step 4 change vlan voice { vlan-id |dot1p | None | How the Cisco phone's Cisco brings voice traffic: vlan-id -Configure the phone to send all voice traffic to the specified VLAN. By default, the Cisco Phone IP forwards the
voice traffic with an IEE 802.1Q priority at 5. Valid VLAN ID are 1 to 4096. dot1p - Configure the phone to use IEEE 802.1p tagging priorities for voice traffic and use the default native VLAN (VLAN 0) to carry all traffic. By default, the Cisco phone IP forwards the voice traffic with an IEE 802.1p priority of 5. No - Allow the phone to use its own setup to send untagged voice traffic. untagged —Configure the
phone to send untagged voice traffic. Step 5 End Return to Privileged EXEC mode. Task Command Step 1 configure terminal Inters global configuration mode. Step 2 kterface - The specifics of the cell phone connected to Cisco IP, and enter the address configuration mode. Step 3 Change priority Extended { cos value | Set the priority trust in traffic data received through the Cisco Device IP Access port:
Circuit value - Configure the phone on where the priority is received from the PC or the device attached to the specified CoS value. The value is a number from 0 to 7, and 7 as the highest priority. The default priority is Course 0. trust - Configure the phone access port to trust the priority received from the PC or the attached device. Step 4 End Return to privileged EXEC mode. Task commands show the
kterfaces clever-id switchport verify your entries. copy run-config startup-config Save your entries to the configuration file. The following example shows how to configure a connected port to a Cisco IP phone to use the cos value to classify incoming traffic, to use IEEEE 802.1p tagging priorities for voice traffic, and to use the native default VLAN (VLAN 0) bring all traffic: Switch (config)# interface
gigabitethernet1/1 Switch (config-if) # mls qos t outstanding the listening switch (config-if) # switchport vlan dot1p switch (config-if) # end the following example shows how to configure a connected port in a Cisco IP ph by changing the frame priorities received to the PC or the attached device: Switch (config)# interface gigabitethernet1/1 switch (config-if) # switchport cost extended trust switch (config-if) #
end of the following sections provides reference related to switch administration : Standard Title Name new or modified standards are supported by this feature, and support for existing standards has not been modified by this feature. - RFCs Title Name new or modified RFCs are supported by this feature, and support for existing RFCs has not been modified by this feature. - Page 23 Release software you
may not support all of the features documented in this chapter. For the feature updates and caveats, see the release notes for your platform and software release. Use Cisco Feature Navigator to get information about platform support and Cisco software support. To access Cisco Feature Navigator, go to . An account on is not required. CIP can allow only one VLAN on the switch. The Common Industrial
Protocol (CIP) is an industrial protocol for industrial automation applications. It is supported by Open DeviceNet Vendors Association (ODVA), an organization that supports network-based CIP technology such as Devices, EtherNet/ IP, Secure CIP and Sync CIP. Previously known as control and information on protocol, CIP engraved a comprehensive suite of messages and services for the collection of
automated applications – control, security, synchronization, movement, configuration and information. CIP allows users to integrate these manufacturing applications with enterprise-level Ethernet networks and the Internet. By default, CIP is not enabled. Task Command Step 1 configure terminal Inters global configuration mode. Step 2 Suspicious security { Password password | window timeout value } Sets
CIP security options on the switch. Step 3 Confectioner Vlan 20 Enter the managed configuration mode. Step 4 code enables CIP on a VLAN. Step 5 End Return to Privileged EXEC mode. Step 6 shows run-config verify your entries. Step 7 Copy Run - config startup-config (Optional) Save your entries in the configuration file. Table 10-1 Commands for Show CIP Configuration Command Purpose Display
Subject { connections|fault|fault|miscellaneous|object|security|status| Displays information about subsystem in CIP. Table 10-2 Commands for troubleshooting CIP Configuration Command Purpose debug { assembly|connection manager|error|event|file|io|package|request response|security|session|socket| Enables debugging of subsystem in CIP. The following sections provide references related to change
administration: Related to Subject Document Title Cisco IE 2000 Command Cisco IE 2000 Switch Reference, Release 15.0 (1) EY Cisco IOS Bas Command Cisco IOS Configuration Fundamental CommandS Reference CIP configuration of Express Setup Cisco IE 2000 Switch Getting Standards Started Guide Standard Title No or modified standards are supported by this feature, and support for existing
standards has not been modified by this feature. - RFCs Title Name new or modified RFCs are supported by this feature, and support for existing RFCs has not been modified by this feature. - Description link to the Cisco Technical Support website contains thousands of pages of searchable technical content , including links to products, technologies, solutions, technical tips, and tools. Register Cisco.com
users can log in to this page to access even more content. Page 24 Release software you cannot support all the features documented in this chapter. For the feature updates and caveats, see the release notes for your platform and software release. Use Cisco Feature Navigator to get information about platform support and Cisco software support. To access Cisco Feature Navigator, go to An account on
Cisco.com not required. CDP is a device discovery protocol that runs on Layer 2 (the link data layer) on all Cisco-manufacturers devices (routers, bridges, access servers, and switches) and enables network management applications to discover Cisco devices that are contiguous to previously known devices. With CDP, network management address can learn the device type and the Simple Network
Management Protocol (SNMP) address of neighbor devices running lower-layer, transparent protocol. This feature enables applications to send SNMP requests to neighboring devices. CDP runs on all media that support Subnetwork Access Protocol (SNAP). Because CDP runs on the data-link layer only, two systems that support network-layer protocols can learn about each other. Each CDP-configured
Device sends periodic messages to a multidicast address, advertising at least one address in which it can receive SNMP messages. The advertisement also contains time-to-live, or retained information over time, which is the length of time a device receiving holds CDP information before you discard it. Each device also listens to the messages sent by other devices to learn about quiet devices. On the
switch, CDP enables Network Assistant to display a graphical view of the network. The change uses CDP to get candidate clusters and keep information about group membership and other devices up to three device clusters that allow away from the command switch by default. For a switch and connected end point device running Cisco Medianet, the following events occur: CDP identifies connected point
points that communicate directly with the switch. Only one switch tuned reports information where to prevent duplicate reports to neighbor devices. The switch is tuned and points to both sending and receiving location information. The change supports CDP Version 2. Table 32-1 Default CDP Configuration Feature Default Settings CDP State World Enable CDP State Enable CDP timer (package update
frequency) 60 seconds CDP holding interfax (before discarding) 180 seconds CDP Version-2 advertising allows you can configure the frequency of CDP updates, the amount of time to keep the information before you discard it, and if you do not send advertisements Version-2. Note Step 2 through 4 are all optional and can be made in any order. Task Command Step 1 configure terminal Inters global
configuration mode. Step 2 cdp clock seconds (Optional) Set the transmission frequency to last CDP in seconds. The range is 5 254; the default is 60 seconds. Step 3 cdp holds seconds (Optional) Specify the amount of time a recipient device should keep the information sent by your device before dropping it. The range is 10 to 255 seconds; the default is 180 seconds. Step 4 cdp Advertisements-v2
(Optional) Configure CDP to send Version-2 advertisements. This is the default state. Step 5 End Return to Privileged EXEC mode. CDP is enabled by default. Clusters Change Note other Cisco devices (such as Cisco Phone IP) regularly exchange CDP messages. Disabling CDP can cut discovery clusters discovery and device connections. Task Command Step 1 configure terminal Inters global
configuration mode. Step 2 no cdp running Disable CDP globally. Step 3 kterface - Id specifics the kides on which you're disabling CDP, and enter the managed configuration mode. Step 4 There is no cdp enable Disable CDP on the cornea. Step 5 End Return to Privileged EXEC mode. Commands Description Key Count cdp Reset counts the traffic to zero. cdp tab key Delete the CDP table of concat
information. show cdp Show world information, such as the transmission frequency and the retention for the packages being sent. display cdp enter -name [protocol|version] Display information about a specific neighbor. You can enter an asterisk (*) to display all CDP neighbors, or you can enter the name of the neighbor on which you want information. You can also limit display of information about the
protocols enabled on the specified neighbor or information about the version of software running on the device. Show kides cdp [kides-id] Display information about crossfast where CDP is enabled. You can limit the display of the kides on which you want information. show neighboring cdp [interface-id] [details] Display information about neighbors, including device types, interface types and numbers,
maintain settings, capabilities, platforms, and port ID. You can limit the display of neighbors to a specific interface or expand the display to provide more detailed information. show cdp traffic Show CDP count, including the number of packages sent and received and checked errors. The following example shows how to configure CDP parameters: Change # configure terminal switch (config)# cdp timer 50
Switch (config)# Hpdp hold 120 switch (config)# cdp advertisements -v2 switch (config)# end the following example shows how to enable C ADP on a port when it has been disabled: Switch # configure terminal switch (config)# gigabitethernet1/1 switch interface (config-if) # cdp enable switch (config-if) # end voice VLAN does not count port security accounts when CDP is disabled on the switch criteria. The
following example shows how to enable CDP if it has been disabled: Change # configure terminal switch (config)# cdp Run Switch (setup) # end of the following sections to provide reference related to change administration: Related Topic Document Title CiscoE IE 2000 Command Cisco IE 2000 Switch Command Reference, Release 15.0 (1) EY Cisco IOS basic commands Cisco IOS commands
management system Cisco IOS Configuration Fundamentals Command Reference Switch configuration chapter 6, Configuring Change Clusters Standard Title Name new or modified standards are supported by this feature, and support for existing standards has not been modified by this feature. - RFCs titles No new or modified RFCs are supported by this feature, and support for existing RFCs has was
modified by this feature. - Page 25 Release software you cannot support all the features that are documented in this chapter. For the feature updates and caveats, see the release notes for your platform and software release. Use Cisco Feature Navigator to get information about platform support and Cisco software support. To access Cisco Feature Navigator, go to . An account on Cisco.com not required.
This chapter describes how to configure Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) snooping with option-82 data components, and the DHCP server port based on address allocation features on the switch. It also describes how to configure the IP Source Guard feature. DHCP is widely used in LAN the environments dynamically assigned host IP addresses from a centralized server, which significantly
reduced on the top of IP administration. DHCP also helps preserve the limited IP address space because IP addresses do not need to perever assign to contain all instructions; only individuals with all rights connected to network IP addresses consume. The DHCP server assigns IP addresses to specified address pools on a switch or router of DHCP and managed clients. If the DHCP server cannot provide
the DHCP client defines configuration parameters in its database, it sends the requests to one or more high DHCP servers defined by the network administrator. An agent called DHCP is a 3 Layer device that invaded DHCP packages between clients and servers. Call advanced agent requests and replies between clients and servers when they are not on the same physical subnet. Calling forwarding agent
is different from the normal layer 2 forwarding, in which the datagram IP is changed transparently between networks. Call agent receive DHCP messages and generate new DHCP messages to send over production interfaces. DHCP snooping is a DHCP security feature that provides network security by filtering DHCP messages and by building and maintaining a DHCP snooping liquid database, also
referred to as a DHCP snooping license table. DHCP snooping acts like a firewall between having all hosted and DHCP servers. You use DHCP snooping to differentiate between untrusted interfaces that connect to the end user and the interface you trust that connects to the DHCP server or another switch. Note that for DHCP snooping functioning properly, all DHCP servers must be connected to the
switch to the interfaces you trust. A non-trusted DHCP message is a message received from outside the network or firewall. When you use DHCP snooping in a service-provider environment, a unprecedented message is sent to a device that is not in the service-provider network, such as switching a client to. Messages from unknown devices are untrusted because they can be sources of traffic attacks. The
Snooping license DHCP database contains the MAC address, the IP address, the time at least, the bound type, the VLAN number, and the corresponding kides information the untrusted interfaces of a switch. It doesn't have information regarding having everything that is interconsected with a trusted cardone. In a service-provider network, a trusted client is connected to a port on a device in the same
network. An unprecedented kentone is connected to a cornea in the network or to a kentone on a device that is not in the network. When a switch receives a package on an inconstructed kides and the kides belongs to a VLAN in which DHCP snooping is enabled, the switch compares the MAC source address with the hardware DHCP address. If the addresses match (the default), change the to forward
package. If the addresses don't match, change the drop down packet. The switch drops a DHCP package when one of the following situations occurs: A package from a DHCP server, such as a DHCPOFFER, DHCPACK, DHCPNAK, or DHCPLEASEQUERY package, is received from the network or firewall. A packet is received on a client without confidence, and the source MAC address and the DHCP
component address does not match. The change receives a DHCPRELEASE or DHCPDECLINE broadcast message containing a MAC address of the DHCP database, but the crowning information of the database binding does not match the cornea on which the message was received. An agent called DHCP advanced a DHCP package that includes an IP address dial-agent that is not 0.0.0.0, or the relay
agent forwards a package that includes information option-82 to a worry port. If the switch is an aggregation switch supports DHCP snooping and is connected to an edge switch that is set DHCP option-82 information, packages are required to switch with option-82 information when packages are received on an inconstructed concept. If DHCP snooping is enabled and packages are received on a trusted
port, the aggregation switch does not learn the DHCP snooping required for connected devices and cannot build a complete DHCP database snooping. When an aggregation switch can connect to an edge switch to an instructed edge and you enter dhcp the snooping information option enable-untrusted global configuration command, change the aggregation accept package and information option-82 from
the Edge switch. The aggregation switch learns the mandatory for having all the obligations connected to a Croatia untrusted switch. The DHCP security features, such as dynamic ARP inspection or IP source guard, can still be enabled on the aggregation switch while switching packages to receive packages and options - 82 information about the guidance guidance instructed in which all rights are



connected. The port on the edge switch that connects to the aggregation switch must be configured as a trusted kentone. In residential, metropolitan Ethernet-access settings, DHCP can centrally manage the IP address for a large number of subscribers. When the DHCP option -82 feature is enabled on the switch, a device subscribers are identified by the switch port in which it is connected to the network
(in at its MAC address). There are multiple allts on the LAN subscribers can connect to the same port on the access switch and are uniquely identified. Note the DHCP Option-82 feature is supported only when DHCP snooping is globally enabled and on the VLANs that subscribers are subscribers using this feature are assigned. Figure 25-1 is an example of an Ethernet metropolitan network in which a
centralized DHCP server assigns IP address subscribers who connect to the switch of the access layer. Because DHCP clients and their associated DHCP server do not reside on the same IP network or online, an agent called DHCP (the Catalyst switch) is configured with an assistant address to enable streaming to send and transfer DHCP messages between clients and the server. Figure 25-1 DHCP
Relay agent in a Metropolitan Ethernet Network When you enable DHCP snooping information option-82 about the change, this sequence of events occurs: The Host (DHCP client) generates a DHCP request and broadcast it on the network. When the change receives the DHCP request, it adds the option -82 information to the package. By default, the remote-id suboption is the MAC address changed, and
the circuit-id suffix is the port identifier, vlan-mode port, from which the package is received. If the IP address of the agent is called configured, change this IP address to the DHCP package. The change forwards DHCP requests that include the Option Field-82 field to the DHCP server. The DHCP server receives the package. If the server is option-82-capable, it can use the remote ID, the circuit ID, or both
are assigned IP addresses and applied policies, such as restricting the number of IP addresses that can be assigned to a remote ID one ID or circuit ID. The DHCP server then repeats the option field-82 in the DHCP reply. The DHCP server indicates the response to the switch if the relay request of the server is not the change. The change verifies that it originally inserted the data option -82 by inspecting
the remote ID and possibly the circuit field ID circuit. Change the Remove option - 82 the field and forwards the package to the switch port that connects to the DHCP client that sends the DHCP request. In the default suboption configuration, when the sequence described in Event occurs, The values in the following fields of Figure 25-2 do not change: Circuit-ID substance field - Type Of Subbution - Length
of the suboption type - Substance-ID Type - Length of circuit -ID type Remote-ID field subordination - Type Subordination - Length of the subbusive type – Remote-ID type – length of the submote-ID type of the port field of the substance-ID, port numbers start at 3. For example, on a switch with eight 10/100 skins and small form-factor plug(SFP) slots module, port 3 is Fast Ethernet 1/1 port, port 4 is the Fast
Gigabit 1/2 port, and so forth. Port 11 is the SFP slot module 1/1, and so forth. Figure 25-2 shows the package formats for the remote-ID suscion and the circuit-ID suscion default suboption configuration is used. Change the use of the package formats when you globally enable DHCP snooping and enter dhcp ip snooping global configuration command options. Figure 25-2 Suboption Package Format
displays the package formats for user-configured remote-id and circuit-id circuit-id the use package format such when DHCP snooping is globally enabled and when ip dhcp the snooping formatting option remote-id global configuration command and the dhcp ip snooping information vlan option format-type circuit-id configuration commands to enter. The values for these fields of package are changed from
the default values when you configure the advertisement-ID and circuit-ID suboptions: Circuit ID field-id – The circuit-ID type is 1. - The length values are variables, depending on the length of the string that you configure. Remote-ID field suboption – The remote-ID type is 1. - The length values are variables, depending on the length of the string that you configure. Figure 25-3 User-configured package
format Suboption during the DHCP-based autoconfiguration process, the designated DHCP server uses the CISOS DHCP server database. It has IP addresses, license addresses, and configuration parameters, such as the boot file. An address license is a map between an IP address and a MAC address of a host in the Cisos IOS DHCP server database. You can manually assign the client IP address, or
the DHCP server can be assigned an IP address from a DHCP address. When DHCP snooping is enabled, switch to Use the Snooping DHCP database to store information about untrusted interfaces. The database can have up to 8192 obligations. Each database entry (license) contains an IP address, an associated MAC address, the lease (in hexadecimal format), the kides in which the list is applied, and
the VLAN that the cathedr belongs to. The database agent stores the licenses in a file at a configured location. At the end of each entry is a check that accounts for all the bytes from the beginning of the file to all the bytes associated with the entry. Each entry is 72 bytes, followed by a space and then the value is checked. To maintain the binding when changes are changed, you must use the DHCP
database agent. If the agent is disabled, dynamic ARP inspection or IP source guard is enabled, and DHCP snooping database binding contains dynamic fluids, changing to lose its connection. If the agent disables and only DHCP snooping is enabled, the change does not lose its connection, but DHCP snooping might not prevent spoofing DHCP attacks. When you are reloading, the switch reads the
required file to build the DHCP snooping database binding. Change the last record when the database changes. When a switch learns the new binding or when it loses binding, the switch immediately updates the entries to the database. The change also updated the entries in the obligation file. The frequency in which file is updated based on a configurable backlog, and the updates are batch. If the file is
not updated at a specified time (set by delay in the write-backlog and value aboard-times), stop them update. This is the format of the file with luxury: &lt;initial-checksum&gt;TYPE DHCP-SNOOPING VERSION 1 START &lt;entry-1&gt;&lt;checksum-1&gt;&lt;entry-2&gt;&lt;checksum-1-2&gt;... The end of each entry in the file tagged with a changed check value is used to &lt;entry-n&gt;verify the entries by
reading the records &lt;checksum-1-2-.. -n&gt;A. Enter initial-checksum on the first distinguished line entries associated with the latest file update from entries associated with a previous record update. This is an example of a liye file: 2bb4c2a1 TYPE DHCP-SNOOPING VERSION 1 STARTING 192.1.168.13 0003.47d8.c 2B BB6488E kterface-id 21ae5fbb 192.1.168.3 3 0003.44d6.c52f 2BB648EB gutters -
id 1bdb223f192.1.168.2 3 0003.47d9.c8f1 2BB648AB guidance - id 584a38f0 End When the suites start with the calculated check value equal the stored check value, the switch it enters from the required file and adds the binding to its DHCP database canceling it. Change the Ignore an entry when one of the following situations occurs: Change the read entry and the calculated check value does not equal
the checking value stored. The entry and the following read contents are ignored. An entry has an expired lease time (the switch might not remove a mandatory entry when the tutal time expires). The creation of the entry no longer exists on the system. The Kterface is a route kterfas or a dHCP snooping-trusted client. Table 25-1 Default DHCP Snooping Settings Default Setting DHCP server Enabled in
Cisco IOS software, requires configuration1 DHCP relay agent Enabled2 DHCP packet forwarding address Namee configure checking the relay agent information Enabled (invalid messages are dropped) 2 DHCP relay agent forwarding policy Replace the existing relay agent information 2 DHCP snooping enabled globally Disable DHCP snooping information option Enabled DHCP snooping option to accept
packets on untrusted input interfaces3 Disabled DHCP snooping limit Miss None configure DHCP s Trust Untrusted DHCP snooping VLAN Disabled DHCP snooping MAC address verification Enabled Cisco IOS DHCP server binding database Enabled in Cisco IOS software, requires configuration. Note the change gets network addresses and configuration parameters only from a device configured as a
DHCP server. DHCP snooping liquid database agent enabled in Cisco IOS software, requires configuration. This feature is operational only when a destination is configured. You must globally enable DHCP snooping on the switch. DHCP snooping isn't active until DHCP snooping is enabled on a VLAN. Before globally enabling DHCP snooping on the switch, make sure that the devices acting as the DHCP
server and the agent called DHCP are configured and enabled. Before you setup &lt;/checksum-1-2-.. -n&gt;&lt;/entry-n&gt;&lt;/checksum-1-2&gt;&lt;/entry-2&gt;&lt;/checksum-1&gt;&lt;/entry-1&gt; DHCP information options about your switch, make sure you The device that is acting as the DHCP server. For example, you must specify the IP addresses that the DHCP server can provide or exclude, or you
must configure DHCP options for these devices. When configuring a large number of circuit ID on a switch, consider the impact of serving longthy characters on the NVRAM or the flash memory. If the circuit-ID configurations, combined with other data, exceed the capability of the NVRAM or the flash memory, an error message appears. Before configuring agents calling the DHCP on your switch, make sure
that you configure the device that acts as the DHCP server. For example, you must specify the IP addresses that the DHCP server can provide or exclude, configure DHCP options for devices, or set up DHCP database agents. If the agent calling DHCP is enabled but DHCP snooping is disabled, the DHCP Option-82 feature insertion is not supported. If a switch port connects to a DHCP server, configure a
port as you trust by entering the dhcp dhcp snooping trust command. If a switch port connects to a DHCP client, configure a port as untrusted by entering any dhcp ip snooping trusted commands. Do not enter the dhcp option dhp snooping information Enable-untrusted command on an aggregation switch that is a device that is not done connecting. If you enter this command, a non-trusted device might
spoof the option -82 information. You can display DHCP snooping statistics by entering the show ip dhcp statistics dhcp statistics user EXEC command, and you can clear the statistics snooping statistics by entering the dhcp statistical key privileged EXEC command. Note that do not allow DHCP snooping on RSPAN VLANs. If DHCP snooping is enabled on RSPAN VLANs, DHCP packages might not
reach the destination port RSPAN. Because both NVRAM and the flash memory have limited storage capacity, we recommend that you store the required file on a TFTP server. For network-based URL (such as TFTP and FTP), you must create an empty file at the URL configured before the switch can write binding to the required file in which URL. See the documentation for your TFTP server to determine
whether you must first create a blank file on the server; some TFTP servers cannot be configured this way. To ensure that the rent time of the database is correct, we recommend that you enable and configure NTP. For more information, see the Configure Time and Date manually section. If NTP is configured, the switch write required changes to the required file only when the clock is changed synchronized
with NTP. If the DHCP server and the DHCP clients are on different networks or subnets, you must configure the switch and ip help-address configuration command to configure the address. The general rule is to configure the order on the Headrn Layer at the 3 Closest to the client. The address used to ip the helper-command address can be a specific DHCP server address, or it may be the network
address if other the servers are on the destination network segment. Using the network address allows any DHCP server to respond to requests. DHCP port server based on allocation address is a feature that allows DHCP to keep the same IP address on an Ethernet port regardless of the device client identification or client hardware address. When Ethernet switches are deployed to the network, they offer
connectivity to the devices directly connected. In some environments, such as on a factory floor, if a device fails, the replacement device must work immediately in the existing network. With DHCP's current application, there is no guarantee that DHCP would offer the same IP address of the replacement device. Control, monitoring, and other software expect a stable IP address associated with each device.
If a device is replaced, the address should remain stable even if the DHCP client changes. When configured, the DHCP server port based on address alocation feature ensures that the same IP address is always offered at the same port that connects similar to the client identifier or client address change to DHCP messages to receive on which port. The DHCP protocol recognizes DHCP client by option of
the client identifier in the DHCP package. Clients that do not include the client identifier option are identified by the client component address. When you configure this feature, the port name of the kides oversiders the client identifier or hardware address with the current point of connection, the port changes, becomes the client identifier. In all cases, by connecting the Ethernet cable to the same port, the
same IP address is allocated to the DHCP of the attached device. The DHCP server-based alocation feature is only supported on a Cisco IOS DHCP server and not a third-party server. By default, DHCP server ports based on address alocation is disabled. Task Command Step 1 configure terminal Inters global configuration mode. Step 2 dhcp service Enable the DHCP server and call agent on your
changes. By default, this feature is enabled. Step 3 End Return to privileged EXEC mode. Task Command Step 1 configure terminal Inters global configuration mode. Step 2 Kentone Vlan-id Create a virtual switch baked virtual by entering a VLAN ID, and entering the address configuration mode. Step 3 ip address ip-address subnet-mask Configure the cornea and an IP address and an IP subnet. Step 4 ip
help-address the Specify ADCP package to send address. The helper address can be a specific DHCP server address, or it may be the network address if other DHCP servers are on the destination network segment. Using the network address allows other servers to respond to DHCP requests. If you have multiple servers, you can configure one assist address per server. Step 5 exits Return to global
configuration mode. Step 6 interface port range - fix or kterface - id Configure multiple physical ports that to the DHCP client, and enter client row configuration mode. or Configure a single physical port that connects to the DHCP client, and enter the cornea configuration mode. Step 7 mode switchport access Define the VLAN member mode for the port. Step 8 Change access vlan vlan - Id assigns the ports
to the same VLAN as configured in step 2. Step 9 End Return to privileged EXEC mode. Task Command Step 1 configure terminal Inters global configuration mode. Step 2 ip dhcp snooping enables DHCP snooping globally. Step 3 ip dhcp snooping vlan-fix Enable DHCP snooping on a VLAN or range of VLANs. The range is 1 to 4096. You can enter a single VLAN ID identified by VLAN ID numbers, a
series of VLAN IDs separated by commas, a range of VLAN ID separated by pipes, or a series of VLAN ID separated by entering the beginning and ending VLAN ID separated by a space. Step 4 ip dhcp snooping information option enables the insert change and to remove information called DHCP (Option-82 field) to send DHCP request messages to the DHCP server. This is the default setting. Step 5 ip
dhcp snooping information remote-id format options [string ASCII-string – ostname] (Optional) Configure the remote-ID submission. You can configure the remote ID as string that reaches up to 63 ASCII characters (no space) Hostname for the note to change if the hostname is longer than 63 characters, it is truncated to 63 characters in the remote configuration-id. The default remote ID is the MAC address
changed. Step 6 ip dhcp snooping information option enabled-untrusted (Optional) If the switch is an aggregation switch connected to a edge switch, enabling the switch to accept DHCP snooping package with option -82 information from the Edge switch. The default setting is disabled. Note Enter this command only on the aggregation switch which are connected to your trusted device. Step 7 kterface - The
specifics id of the kterfas to be configured, and enter the cornea configuration mode. Step 8 ip dhcp snooping vlan information format options -type circuit-id [override] string ASCII-string (Optional) Configure suboption of circuit-id for the specified interface. Specify the VLAN and port identifier, using a VLAN ID in the range of 1 4096. The default circuit ID is the port identifier in the vlan-mode port format. You
can configure the circuit ID to be a string of 3 to 63 KArakte ASCII (no space). (Optional) Use the keyword override when you don't want the circuit-id suboption element in tv format to define subscribers information. Step 9 ip dhcp snooping trust (Optional) Configure the cornea as you trust or as untrusted. Use the No keyword to configure a cornea to receive messages from an untrusted client. The default
setting is untrusted. Step 10 ip dhcp snooping rate limit (Optional) Configure the number of DHCP packages per second that a sever can receive. The range is 1 2048. By default, no percentage limit is configured. Note our Assets a no-confidence rate limit of no more than 100 packages per second. If you configure limited rates for the interfaces you trust, you might need to raise the rate limit if the port is a
trunk port assigned to more than one VLAN and DHCP snooping. Step 11 exits Return to global configuration mode. Step 12 ip dhcp snooping verify mac-address (Optional) Configure the change to verify that the MAC SOUs address of a DHCP package receives on the port address without computer matches the hardware address of the package. The default is to verify that the MAC source address
matches the customer hardware address of the package. Step 13 End Back to Privileged EXEC mode. Task Command Step 1 configure terminal Inters global configuration mode. Step 2 ip dhcp snooping database { Flash :/ worksheet | ftp:// user: password@host/filename | http:// [username:password]@] hostname | host -ip } [/directory] / image-name .tar | rcp:// user@host / filename } | tftp:// host /
worksheet Specify the URL for the database agent or the file is required using one of the following forms: flash:/ filename ftp:// user: Password @host/filename http://[[username:password]@{hostname|host-ip} [/directory]/image-name .tar rcp:// user@host/female tftp:///filename Step 3 ip dhcp snooping database Specific seconds (in seconds) how long to wait for the database transfer process to finish before
stopping the process. The default is 300 seconds. The range is 0 86400. Use 0 defines an infinite duration, which means continuing trying the transfer indefinitely. Step 4 ip dhcp snooping database write-delay seconds Specify the duration for which the transfer should be delayed after the database changes are required. The range is from 15 to 86400 seconds. The default is 300 seconds (5 minutes). Step 5
End Return to Privileged EXEC mode. Step 6 ip dhcp snooping liquid mac-address vlan vlan-id-address shrimp-id seconds expiration-id (Optional) Add list entries to the DHCP license snooping database. The vlan-id range is from 1 to 4904. The range seconds is from 1 to 429496729295. Enter the following command for each entry that you add. Note Use this command when you are testing or unbalance
the switch. Task Command Step 1 configure terminal Inters global configuration mode. Step 2 ip dhcp uses subscribers-id client-id To Configure the DHCP server globally uses the subscriber identifier as the client identifier on all incoming DHCP messages. Step 3 ip dhcp subscriber-id gum-name automatically generates a subscriber identifier based on the short name of the encoding. A subscriber identifier
configured on a specific kines takes precedent on that command. Step 4 kterface - The specifics of the cornea id to be configured, and entered in cornea configuration mode. Step 5 ip dhcp server uses the subscribers-id client-id Configure the dHCP server to use the subscriber identifier as the client identifier on all incoming DHCP messages on the client. Step 6 ends privileged EXEC mode. Task
Command Step 1 configure terminal Inters global configuration mode. Step 2 ip dhcp pool pool Enters DHCP mode configuration pool, and defines the name for the DHCP pool. The pool name can be a token string (such as engineering) or an integer (such as 0). Step 3 network-number -number [mask|/prefix-length] Specify the sub network number and mask in the DHCP address pool. Step 4 address ip-
address client-string id [ascii] Reserve an IP address for a DHCP client identified by the interface name. string - Can be an ASCII value or an hexagonal value. Step 5 reserved-only (Optional) Use only addresses reserved in the DHCP address pool. The default is not restricting pool addresses. Step 6 End Return to Privileged EXEC mode. Task commands show checkboard id Displays the status and
configuration of a specific checkboard. show the pool dhcp Show the poolS DHCP. Displays ip dhcp license Show bound address on the Cisco IOS DHCP server. ip dhcp snooping the second timeout Specific timeout (in seconds) how long to wait for the database transfer process to finish before stopping. ip dhcp snooping database write-delay Specific seconds (in seconds) the duration for which the
transfer should be delayed after the database changes are required. key ip dhcp snooping statistics database to clear the DHCP snooping database agent statistics agent. renew the dhcp snooping database renew the DHCP database. displays dhcp snooping database [details] Displays the status and statistics of the DHCP snooping database agent license. Show dhcp snooping Display of DHCP snooping
configuration for a switch display ip dhcp snooping binding Show only the licenses dynamically configured in the DHCP database, also referred to as a table binding. displays dhcp snooping databases Show DHCP snooping the database status and statistics. displays dhcp pool audit DHCP pool configuration. copy run-config startup-config Save your entries to the configuration file. In this example, a
subscriber identifier is automatically generated, and the DHCP server ignores any client identifier fields in the DHCP messages and uses subscribers identifiers instead. The subscriber identifier is based on the short name of the client and the client address introduced IP address 10.1.1.7. change# show running building configuration... Current configuration: 4899 bytes! version 12.2! ordination switch! no aaa
new-template clock time EST 0 ip subnet-zero ip dhcp dial policy policy call pad pad ip dhcp connect ip dhcp use dhc subscribers id-id dhcp subscribers-id dhcp-id gum-name ip dhcp exclude 10.1.1.1.10.1.1.3! ip dhcp pool dhcppool network 10.1.1.0 255.255.255.0 address 10.1.1.7 client --id Et1/0 assyyi the following example shows that the address presented &lt;output truncated=&gt; correctly reserved in
the pool DHCP: switch # show ip dhcp pool dhcppool &lt;/output&gt;dhcp pool: Mark usability (high/low) : 100 / 0 Subnet size (first/next) : 0 / 0 Total address: 254 address smaller: 0 address excluded: 4 Pending event: No subnet 1 is now in the pool: Current Idex IX Address range leases / Exclude / Total 10.1.1.10.1.1 .1 – 10.1.1.254 0/4/254 1 address reserved is now in the customer pool 10.1.1.1.1 E.7 1/0
This example shows how to enable DHCP snooping globally and over VLAN 10 and to configure a percentage limit of 100 packages per second on a port: Switch (config)# ip dhp snooping switch (config) # ip dhp s vlan vlan 10 Change (config)# ip dhcp snooping information switch option (setup)# interface gigabitethernet1/1 Switch (config-if) # ip dhcp snooping percentage limit 100 Sections the following
provides references related to change administration : Related to Topic Title Document Cisco IE 2000 Command Cisco IE 2000 Switch Reference Command, Release 15.0 (1) EY Cisco IOS Basic Command Cisco IOS Configuration Fundamental Reference Command Cisco IOS DHCP Commandment CisoS IP commands, Volume 1 of 3: Address and Service Cisco IOS DHCP Configuration Cisos DHCP
server port address based on alocation IP Address and Chapter Services of IOS IOS IP Cisco IP Guide Cisco IOS DHCP Configuration Task List Configuration DHCP chapters of Cisco IOS IP Configuration No Standards Guide or modify the standards supported by this feature, and support for existing standards has not been modified by this feature. - RFCs Title name new or modified RFCs are supported
by this feature , and support for existing RFCs has not been modified by this feature. - Page 26 Release software you cannot support all the features documented in this chapter. For the feature updates and caveats, see the release notes for your platform and software release. Use Cisco Feature Navigator to get information about platform support and Cisco software support. To access Cisco Feature
Navigator, go to . An account on Cisco.com not required. To use this feature, the change must run the BASE LAN image. Port channels supported to only the BASE image. This chapter describes how to configure EtherChannels on the change. EtherChannel provides fault-tolerant high speed links between switches, routers, and servers. You can use it to increase the bandwidth between the wire closet and
the data center, and you can deploy it anywhere in the network where the log is likely to occur. EtherChannel provides automatic recovery for the loss of a link by redistribute the charge via the remaining links. If a link fails, EtherChannel redirects traffic from links that fail to link the remaining ones to the channel without intervention. This chapter describes how to configure link-state tracking. An
EtherChannel consists of individual Ethernet or Gigabit Ethernet links bundled into a single logical link as shown in Figure 40-1. Figure 40-1 Typical The EtherChannel configuration provides full-duplex bandwidth up to 800 Mb/s (Fast EtherChannel) or 2 Gb/s (Gigabit EtherChannel) between your switch and another switch or host. Each EtherChannel can compose up to eight compatiblely configured
Ethernet ports. The number of EtherChannels is limited to six. For more information, see the EtherChannel Configuration Guide section. You can configure an EtherChannel in one of the following modes: Aggregation Port Aggregation Protocol (PAgP), Link Aggation Control Protocol (LACP), or On. Configure both ends of the EtherChannel in the same mode: When you configure an end to an EtherChannel
in either PAgP or LACP mode, the system negotiates with the other end of the channel to determine which ports should become active. Incompatible ports are placed in an independent state and continue to carry data traffic as would any other single link. The port configuration does not change, but the port does not participate in the EtherChannel. When you configure an EtherChannel in the over mode, no
negotiation takes place. Change the entire port strength compatible to become active in the EtherChannel. The other end of the channel (on the other change) must also be configured in the on mode; otherwise, package losses can occur. If a link to an EtherChannel fails, traffic already carried on which link fails to move through the remaining links to the EtherChannel. If traps are enabled on the switch, a
trap is sent for a failure that identifies the switch, the EtherChannel, and the link fails. Inbound streaming and multidified packages on one link to an EtherChannel are blocked from returning on any other link to the EtherChannel. When you create an EtherChannel, a brass-channel logical port is involved: With Layer 2 ports, use channel-cluster configuration commands to dynamically create the cornea of
port-channel logic. You also can use port-channel port-channels – Global number configuration commands to manually create port-channel cornea in logic, but then you must use channel-cluster channel-number group-number commands to bind kentone to the logic of a physical port. The channel-group number can be the same as the port – channel-number, or you can use a new number. If you use a new
number, the channel-cluster command dynamically creates a new channel port. With Layer 3 ports, you should manually create the logical cornea using the cornea to port-channel global configuration commands followed by the Interface configuration command by having no configuration order. Then you manually assign a headrn to the EtherChannel by using the channel-group configuration command. For
both Layer 2 and Layer port 3, the channel-group commands link the physical skin and the logical clause together as shown in Figure 40-2. Each EtherChannel has a shrimped port-channel logic count of 1 to 6. This port-channel interface number corresponds to the specified one with the channel-cluster configuration Figure 40-2 Relationship to Physical Port, Logical Channel Port, and Channel Group After
you configure an EtherChannel, configure changes applied to the cornea of port-channels applied to all physical ports assigned to the cornea of port-channels. Configuration changes applied to the physical port affect only the ports where you apply the configuration. To change the parameters of all the ports in an EtherChannel, apply configuration commands to the kport-channel, for example, spaning 4-
footer commands or commands to configure an EtherChannel 2 Layer as a trunk. The Aggregation Port Atoco protocol (PAgP) is a Cisco-proprietary protocol that can run only on Cisco switch and on those switching licensed by vendors supporting PAGP. PAgP facilitates the automatic creation of EtherChannels by exchange PAgP packages between Ethernet ports. By using PAgP, switch to Learn the
identity of partners who are able to support PAgP and the capabilities of each port. It then dynamically groups the same configured ports into one logical link (channel or aggregate port). Similarly configured ports are grouped based on the workload, administrative constraints, and port parameter constraints. For example, PAgP port groups are with the same speed, duplex mode, native VLAN, VLAN range,
and trunking status and type. After grouping the links into an EtherChannel, PAgP adds the cluster to the spaning tree as a single switch port. Table 40-1 shows user-configurable EtherChannel PAgP mode for the channel's configuration command-group interfaces. Table 40-1 EtherChannel PAgP Mode Auto Description Puts a port in a passive negotiation state, in which the port responds to PAgP packages
it receives, but does not start PAGP package negotiations. This setting minimizes the transmission of PAgP packages. Desirable Location of ports in an active bargaining state, in which the skin starts negotiations with other ports by sending PAgP packages. Change exchange port PAgP packages only with partner ports configured in the auto or desirable modes. Port configured in the mode on mode by
Exchange PAgP packages. Both the auto and desirable modes allow ports to negotiate with partner ports to form an EtherChannel based criteria such as port speed, and, for Layer 2 EtherChannels, state trunking and VLAN numbers. Ports can form an EtherChannel when they are in different PAgP modes as long as their mode is compatible. For example: A port in the desirable mode can form an
EtherChannel with another port that is in the desirable or auto mode. A port of the auto mode can form an EtherChannel with another port in the desirable mode. A port in the auto mode cannot form an EtherChannel with another port that is also in the auto mode because neither port starts negotiation PAgP. If your switch is connected to a partner that is PAgP-able, you can configure the switch port for
nonsilent operations using the non-silent keyword. If you are not Specify which are not silent with the auto or desirable mode, suppose mode. Use the silent mode when the switch is connected to a non-PAgP device - can and rarely, if ever, send packages. An example of a silent partner is a file server or a package analyzer that is not generating traffic. In this case, running PAgP on a physical port connected
to a partner silently prevents that changing ports from ever becoming operational. However, the silent environment allows the PAgP to operate, to attach the port to a channel group, and to use the port for transmission. Network devices are classified as PAgP physical learning or students who are learning agregate-ports. A device is a physical learning if it learns addressed by physical skin and direct
transmission based on that knowledge. One device is a student who is learning hunger if he or she learns addressed by adults (logic) their skin. The learning method must be configured the same two ends of the link. When a device and its partner both learn the agregate-port, they learn the address on the logical port-channel. The device sends packages to the source using any of the ports in the
EtherChannel. With agregate skin-skin learning, it's not important about which physical skin the package skin arrives. PAgP cannot automatically detect when the partner device is a physical learning and when the local device is an agregate-port learning. Therefore, you must manually place the learning method on the local device to learn addresses by physical ports. You also must set the load-distribution
method to distribution based source, so that any MAC SOUs addresses are always sent on the same physical port. You also can configure a single port in the cluster for all transmissions and use other ports to stay warm. The unused ports in the cluster can be swapped into operations in just a few seconds if the port selects a single hardware loss-signal detection. You can configure which ports always
choose for package transmission by changing its priorities and the pagp port-priority interface configuration command. The higher the priority, they'll most likely be that the skin will be selected. Note the switch supports learning addresses only on total ports even if the physical-port keyword is provided in the CLI. The pagp learn-method command and the pagp-priority port command have no effect on the
switching hardware, but they are required for interoperable PAgP and devices that only support learning by physical ports. When the link partner in the switch is a physical learning (such as a Catalyst 1900 series switch), we recommend that you configure the switch as a physical-port learning by using the Pagp Learning -method physical-port configuration command. Set the load-distribution method based
on the source MAC address using port-channel channel load-balance src-mac global configuration command. The change then sends packages to the 1900 catalyst to change using the same port of the EtherChannel from which it learned the source address. Only use the pagp learn-method command in this situation. A virtual can be two or more Catalyst 6500 core switches connected by virtual switch links
(VSLs) that bring control and data traffic between them. One of the switches is in active mode. The others are in standing mode. For redundancy, remote switches, are connected to the virtual switch by remote satellite links (RSLs). If the VSL between two switches fails, one switch does not know the status of the other. Both changed in the active mode, resulting in a dual-active situation in the network and
configuring duplicate (including duplicate IP addresses and bridge identifiers). The network could be down. To prevent a dual-active situation, the core switch sends PAgP protocol units (PDUs) to the RSLs in the remote switch. The PAgP PDUs identify the active switch, and the remote switches forward the PDUs switch core so that the basic switches are in sync. If the active switch fails or reset, the switch
remains taken on as the active switch. If the VSL is down, a basic change knows the status of the other and does not change state. The Dynamic Trunking Protocol (DTP) and the Cisco Discovery protocol (CDP) send and receive packages on the physical ports of the EtherChannel. Trunk port sends and receives PAgP protocol units (PDUs) on the lowest VLAN count. In Layer 2 EtherChannels, the first port
of the channel that comes to its MAC address in the EtherChannel. If this port is removed from the package, one of the remaining ports in the package gives its MAC address to the EtherChannel. PAgP sends and receives PAgP PDUs only to ports that arise and have PAgP enabled for the auto or desirable mode. The LACP IS is defined in IEEE 802.3ad and enables Cisco Switch to manage Gigabit
channels between switches that conform to the IEEE 802.3ad protocol. LACP facilitates the automatic creation of EtherChannels by exchange LACP packages between Ethernet ports. Using LACP, the switch learns the identity of partners who are able to support LACP and the capabilities of each port. It then dynamically groups similar to configured ports in one logical link (channel or port aggregate).
Similarly configured ports are grouped based on the workload, administrative constraints, and port parameter constraints. For example, LACP port groups with the same speed, duplex mode, native VLAN, VLAN range, and trunking status and type. After grouping the links into an EtherChannel, LACP adds the cluster to the spaning tree as a single switch port. Table 40-2 shows user-configurable
EtherChannel LACP mode for the channel configuration command-group configuration command. Table 40-2 EtherChannel LACP Modest Active Description Puts a port in an active negotiation state in which the port starts negotiations with other ports by sending lacp packages. passive places a port in a passive negotiation state where the port responds to LACP packages that it receives, but does not
begin negotiation LACP packages. This setting minimizes the transmission LACP PACKAGES. Both the active and passive modes allow ports to negotiate and partner ports in an EtherChannel based on criteria such as skin speed, and, for Layer 2 EtherChannels, trunking mower and VLAN numbers. Ports can form an EtherChannel when they are in different LACP mode as long as their mode is compatible.
For example: A port in the active mode can form an EtherChannel with another port that is in the active or passive mode. A port in the passive passive mode cannot form an EtherChannel with another port that is also in passive mode because neither port starts negotiation LACP LACP. When enabled, LACP tries to configure the maximum number of LACP-compatible ports in a channel, up to a maximum
port 16. Only eight LACP links can be active at one time. The software places any additional links in a warm-stay mode. If one of the active links becomes inactive, a link in the warm-stopping mode becomes active in its place. If you configure more than eight links for an EtherChannel cluster, the software automatically decides that in the hot-stand ports perform active based on the LACP priority. For each
link between LACP operating systems, the software assigns a unique priority made up of these components (in priority order): LACP Priority System ID System (change the MAC address) LACP port priority port number of priority comparison, numerical lower value has higher priority. The priority decides which ports should be set in stand mode when there is a hardware limit that prevents all compatible ports
from aggregating. Determining which skins are active and which is staying warm is a two-step procedure. The first system with a numerical system lower priority system and system-id are put in charge of the decision. Next, that system decides which skins are active and which is warm to stay, based on its value for skin priorities and port numbers. The port-priority and port-number values for the other
system are not used. You can change the default values of the LACP system priority and priority in LACP PO affect how the software selects active and remaining links. By default, all ports use the same port priority. If the local system has a lower value for the system priority and the system ID than the remote system, you can affect which of the hot-stand links become active first by changing the port priority
of LACP EtherChannel ports to a value lower than the default. The hot-standing skins that have lower skin numbers become active in the first channel. You can use the show etherchannel to resume the etherchannel privileged EXEC command to see which ports are in the hot-stand mode (denote with an H-state flag). If LACP is not able to grow all the ports that are compatible (for example, the remote
system might have additional hardware limitations restricted), all the ports that cannot be actively included in the EtherChannel are set to the hot-standing state and are used only if one of the channel ports fails. The DTP and the CDP and receive packages on the physical skins of the Etherannel. Trunk port sends and receives LACP PDUs on the lower number VLAN. In Layer 2 EtherChannels, the first port
of the channel that comes to its MAC address in the EtherChannel. If this port is removed from the package, one of the remaining ports in the package gives its MAC address to the EtherChannel. LACP sends and receives LACP PDUs only to ports that arise and have LACP enabled for the active or passive mode. EtherChannel on mode can be used to manually configure an EtherChannel. On the force
mode a port to join an EtherChannel without negotiation. On the mode can be useful if the remote device does not support PAgP or LACP. In the on mode, an EtherChannel usage exists only when the switches at both ends of the link are configured in the on mode. The ports that are configured in the mode on within the same channel group must have compatible port features, such as speed and duplex.
The non-compatible ports are suspended, even if they are configured in the on mode. Attention should you use care when using the on mode. This is a manual configuration, and ports on both ends of the EtherChannel must have the same configuration. Whether the cluster is miskonfigured, pack loss or loop spaning-tree may occur. EtherChannel swings the traffic load via the links to a channel by reducing
part of the binary model consisting of the addresses of the frame to a numeric value that selects one of the links to the channel. EtherChannel load balancing can use MAC address or IP address, source or destination address, or both source and destination address. The selected mode applies to all EtherChannels configured on the switch. You configure the Load Balancing and Send method by using port-
channel load-balance the global configuration command. With source-MAC addresses sent, when packages are sent to an EtherChannel, they are distributed through the ports of the channel based on the source-MAC address of the incoming package. Therefore, given load balancing, packages from there allmes differ use different ports in the channel, but packages from the same host use the same port in
the channel. With destination-MAC addresses sent, when packages are sent to an EtherChannel, they are distributed across the ports to the channel based on the destination MAC address of the incoming package. Therefore, the same destination packages are sent over the same port, and packages at a different destination are sent on a different port to the channel. With source-and-destination MAC
addresses sent, when packages are sent to an EtherChannel, they are distributed across the ports of the channel based on both the source and destination MAC addresses. This method sends, a source combination source-MAC and destination address-MAC to send methods of load distribution, can be used if it is not clear whether source-MAC or destination address-MAC is better suited on a particular
change. With source-and-destination MAC-address sent, packages sent from host A to host B, host A to host C, and host C to host B could all use different ports in the channel. With source-IP address based forwarding, when packages are sent to an EtherChannel, they are distributed across the ports of the EtherChannel based on the source-IP address of the incoming package. Therefore, providing load-
balancing, packages from different IP addresses use different ports of the channel, but packages from the same IP address use the same port of the channel. With destination-IP-based sending address, when packages are sent to an EtherChannel, they are distributed through the ports of the EtherChannel based on the destination-IP address of the incoming package. Therefore, given load-balancing,
packages from the same source IP address sent to different destination IP address might be sent over different ports to the channel. But the packages sent from different IP addresses to the same destination IP address are still sent on the same port of the channel. With source-and-destination IP addresses based on sending, packages are sent to an EtherChannel and distributed via the EtherChannel port,
based on both the source and destination IP addresses of the incoming package. This method forwarding, a combination of source-IP and destination-IP addresses based on sending, can be used if it is not clear whether source-IP or destination-IP address-based forwarding is best suited on a particular switch. In this method, packages sent from IP address A to IP address B, from IP address A to IP address
C, and from IP address C to IP address can all use different ports of the channel. Different load-balancing methods have different advantages, and the choice of a particular load-balanced method should be based on the position of the switch in the network and type of traffic that needs to be load-distributed. In Figure 40-3, an EtherChannel from a switch that is aggregating data from four stations
communicates with a router. Because the router is a single-MAC-address device, source-based sending on the EtherChannel switch ensures that the switch uses all available bandwidth from the router. The router is configured for destination-based forwarding because large numbers of stations ensure that traffic is mostly distributed from the EtherChannel router. Use the option that provides the greatest
variety of your configuration. For example, if the traffic on a channel is only going to a single MAC address, using the destination-MAC address always selects the same link in the channel. Using source address or IP address might result in better load balancing. Figure 40-3 Load Distribution with Send Table Method 40-3 Default EtherChannel Settings Feature Default Settings Channel Group No Longer
Assigned. Port-channel kterface logic is no defined. PAgP mode has no default. PAgP Learning Methods learn about all skins. Priority PAgP 128 on all ports. LACP mode Has No default. LACP learns the method of aggregate-port learning on all ports. LACP port priority 32768 on all ports. LACP Priority System 32768. LACP system ID LACP priority system and the MAC address changed. Load balancing
charge distribution on the change is based on the source-MAC address of the incoming package. If incorrectly configured, some EtherChannel ports are automatically disabled to avoid network loop and other issues. Follow these guidelines to avoid configuration issues: Do not try to configure more than 6 EtherChannels on the switch. Configure an EtherChannel PAgP with up to eight Ethernet ports of the
same type. Configure an EtherChannel LACP with up to 16 Ethernet ports of the same type. Up to eight skins can be active, and up to eight skins can be in standing mode. Configure all ports in an EtherChannel to operate at the same speeds and duplex mode. Allows all the ports in an EtherChannel. A port of an EtherChannel is disabled using interface configuration commands remains to be treated as a
link failure, and its traffic is transferred to one of the remaining ports in the EtherChannel. When a group is first created, all port tracking parameters are set for the first port to be added to the cluster. If you change the configuration of one of these parameters, you must also make the changes to all the ports in the group: - Enable-VLAN list – Spaning-tree price path per VLAN – Panning-tree port priority for
each VLAN group – Spaning-Tree Fast settings by configure a port to be a member of more than one EtherChannel cluster. Do not configure an EtherChannel in both PAgP and LACP mode. EtherChannel cluster running PAGP and LACP can be coexist on the same switch. Individual EtherChannel groups can run either PAgP or LACP, but they cannot interopere. Do not configure a Switched Port Analyzer
(SPAN) port as part of an EtherChannel. Do not configure a security port as part of an EtherChannel or the reverse. Do not configure a private port -VLAN as part of an EtherChannel. Do not configure a port that is an active or not-yet active member of an EtherChannel as an IEE 802.1x port. If you try to enable IEE 802.1x on an EtherChannel port, an error message appears, and IEEE 802.1x is not enabled.
If EtherChannels are configured on switch interfaces, remove the EtherChannel configuration from the previous global interfaces enabling IEEE 802.1x on a switch using system dot1x-author-control global configuration commands. For Layer 2 EtherChannels: - Assign all ports of EtherChannel to the same VLAN, or configure them as trunks. The ports with different native VLANs cannot form an
EtherChannel. – If you configure an EtherChannel from trunk port, verify that the trunking mode (ISL or IEEE 802.1Q) is the same on all the trunks. Inconsistent trunk mode on EtherChannel port may have unexpected results. – An EtherChannel supports the same set allowed in VLANs on all skin in a trunking layer 2 EtherChannel. If the set is enabled in VLANs is not the same, the ports do not form an
EtherChannel even when PAgP is set to the auto or desirable mode. – Ports with different spaning-tree paths can form an EtherChannel if they are otherwise compatiblely configured. Setting different spaning-tree paths doesn't spend, in itself, making ports incompatible for the formation of an EtherChannel. Note after you configure an EtherChannel, configuring changes applied to the physical port khiface
applies to all physical ports assigned to the kides port-channel, and configuring changes applied to the physical port affects only the ports where you apply the configuration. You configure Layer 2 EtherChannels by assigning ports to a channel group with the channel configuration command –cluster configuration. This command automatically creates port-channel cornea in logic. This task requires explaining
how to configure a Layer 2 Ethernet port in an EtherChannel 2 Layer. Task Command Step 1 configure terminal Inters global configuration mode. Step 2 kterface-id Specify a physical port, and enter the cornea configuration mode. Valid guidance includes physical skin. For an EtherChannel PAgP, you can configure up to eight ports of the same type and speed for the same cluster. For an EtherChannel
LACP, you can configure up to 16 Ethernet ports of the same type. Up to eight skins can be active, and up to eight skins can be in standing mode. Step 3 mode switchport { access | trunk } switchport access vlan vlan-id provide all ports as static-access ports in the same VLAN, or configure them as trunks. If you configure the port as a static-access port, assign it to a single VLAN. The range is 1 to 4096.
Step 4 Channel-Group-Group -Number Mode { Auto [Non Silent] | Desirable [ Non Silent ] | | { active |passive } Assign the port to a channel group, and specify the PAgP or the LACP mode. For channel-group numbers, the range is 1 to 6. For mode, select one of the following keywords: Auto - Enable PAgP only if a PAgP device is detected. It puts the port in a passive negotiation state, in which the ports
respond to PAgP packages it receives, but it does not begin negotiation PAgP packages. desirable -U nconditionally enables PAgP. It puts the port in an active negotiation state, in which the port starts negotiations with other ports by sending PAgP packages. On - Force the channel port without PAgP or LACP. In the on mode, an EtherChannel exists only when a port group in the mode on is connected to
another port group in over the mode. non-silent - (Optional) If your switch is connected to a partner that is PAgP-capable, configure the switch port for nonsilent operations when the port is in the auto or desirable mode. If you are not specifying which are not silent, silently supposed. The silent environment is for connections to file servers or analyzing packages. This setting allows the PAgP to operate, to
attach the port to a channel and use the skin for transmission. Active - Enable LACP only if a LACP device is detected. It puts the port in an active bargain state in which the port starts negotiation and other ports are not sent to LACP packages. passive - Allows LACP on the port and puts it in a passive negotiation state in which the port responds to LACP packages that it receives, but does not initiate LACP
package negotiations. For information about compatible modes for the switch with its partners, see the PAgP Modest section and in the LACP Modest section. Step 5 End Return to Privileged EXEC mode. This task is optional. Task Command Step 1 configure terminal Inters global configuration mode. Step 2 port -channels-balance { dst-ip|dst-mac|src-ip|src-dst-mac|src-ip | Src-mac } Configure an
EtherChannel load-balancing method. The default is src-mac. Select one of the following load-distribution methods: dst-ip – Specify the destination IP-host address. dst-mac – Specify the destination-host MAC address of the incoming package. src-dst-ip – Specify the source-and-destination host-IP address. src-dst-mac – Specify the source-and-destination host-MAC address. src-ip – Specify the source-host
IP address. src-mac – Specify the source-MAC address of the incoming package. Step 3 End Return to privileged EXEC mode. This task is optional. Task Command Step 1 configure terminal Inters global configuration mode. Step 2 kterface - Id Specify the port for transmission, and enter the cornea configuration mode. Step 3 pagp Learn - The physical-port method selects the PAgP learning method. By
default, learning aggregation-ports are selected, which means the change sends the packages to the source using any of the ports in the EtherChannel. With agregate skin-skin learning, it's not important about which physical skin the package skin arrives. Choose physical port to connect to another switch that is a physical learning. Make sure to configure port-channel load-balance global configuration to
provide src-mac as described in the Configuring EtherChannel Chaad Balancing section. The learning method must be configured the same two ends of the link. Step 4 pagp port - Priority Assigns a priority for the selected port for package transmission. For priority, the range is 0 255. The default is 128. The higher priority, will most likely be that the port will be used for PAgP transmission. Step 5 End Return
to Privileged EXEC mode. This task is optional. Task Command Step 1 configure terminal Inters global configuration mode. Step 2 lacp system priority system - Priority Configures the LACP System priorities. For priority, the range is 1 to 65535. The default is 32768. The lower the value, the higher the system priority. Step 3 kterface - The specified port id to be configured, and enter the managed
configuration mode. Step 4 lacp port - Priority Configure the LACP port priority. For priority, the range is 1 to 65535. The default is 32768. 19 the value, will be used more likely for the port for LACP transmission. Step 5 End Return to Privileged EXEC mode. Reason commands display etherchannel [ channel-group number { details | ports | Port - Channel | protocol | summary | summarize{] details | load-
balance | skin | protocol | summary | Displays the EtherChannel information in a short, detailed summary form, and one-line summary form. Also displays the load-balance scheme or frame - distribution, ports, port-channels, and protocol information. show pagp [ channel-group -number ] { count | neighbor | Displays PAgP information such as traffic information, the internal PAgP configuration, and neighbor
information. displays the pagp [channel-number group] double-active Display detection status in double-active. show lacp [channel-group-number] { count | neighbor | Displays LACP information such as traffic information, the LACP's internal configuration, and neighboring information. This example shows how to configure the EtherChannel and assign too ports as static-access ports in VLAN 10 to channel 5
with the PAgP mode desirable : Switch# configure terminal switch(config)# interface range gigabitethernet1/1 - Switch(config-if-range)# switchport mode access switch(config-if-range)# switchport access vlan 10 switch(config-if-range)# channel-group 5 mode desirable no-silent switch(config-if-range) # end This example shows how to configure the EtherChannel and assign too ports as static-access ports in
VLAN 10 to channel 5 with the LACP mode activate : Switch# configure terminal switch(config)# interface range gigabitethernet1/1-2 switch(config-if-range)# switchport mode access switch(config-if-range)# switchport access vlan 10 switch(config-if-range)# channel-group 5 mode activate(config-if-range) # end The sections provide references related to switch administration : Related To Topic Document
Title Cisco IE 2000 Command Cisco IE 2000 Switch Reference Order, Release 15.0 (1) EY Cisco IOS Basic Command Cisco IOS Configuration Basic Reference Reference Title Name New or modified standards are supported by this feature, and support for existing standards has not been modified by this feature. - RFCs Title Name new or modified RFCs are supported by this feature, and support for
existing RFCs has not been modified by this feature. Register Cisco.com users can log in to this page to access even more content.
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